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PREFACE 

dN Books III. and IV. of this Treatise I propose a 
novel means of approach to the fundamental prob
lems of monetary theory. 'My object has been to 
find a method which is useful in describjng, not) 
merely the characteristics of static equilibrium, but 
also those of. disequilibrium, and to disc~ver the 
dynamical laws governing the passage of a monetary. 
system from one position of equilibrium to another.) 
This discussion constitutes the kernel of Volume I. 
on .. The Pure Theory of Money". In Volume II., 
on .. The Applied Theory of Money", I have' en
deavoured to combine the quantitative method 
with the qualitative, and have made &8 good an 
estimate &8 I can of the order of magnitude of "the 
quantities entering into the argument, on the basis, 
mainly, of present-day facts in Grea.t Britain and 
the United States. In this volume I have also 
described the salient features of modem banking 
and monetary systems, and have discussed the 
objects and methods of Monetary Management in 
the practical sphere. 

As I read through the page proofs of this book I am 
acutely conscious of its defects. It has occupied me 
for several years, not free from other occupations, dur
ing which my ideas have been developing and changing, 
with the result that its parts are not all entirely har-
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moruous with one another. The ideas with which 1\ 
have finished up are widely different from those with I 
whfch I began. The result ill, I am afraid, that there 
ill a good deal in this book which represents the process 
of getting rid of the ideas which I used to have and of 
finding my way to those which I now have. There are 
many skins which I have sloughed still littering these 
pages. It follows that I could do it better and much 
shorter if I were to start over again. I feel like some- \ 
one who has been forcing his way through a confused 
jungle. Now that I have emerged from it, I Bee that 
I might have taken a more direct route and that many 
problems and perplexities which beset me during the 
journey had not precisely the significance which I 
supposed at the time. Nevertheless, I expect that I 
shall do well to offer my book to the world for what it 
ill worth at the stage it has now reached, even if it 

i represents a collection of material rather than a 
finished work. 

In the second place, I have attempted, perhaps 
foolishly, to combine a systematic Treatise, both 
Pure and Applied, with a number of discussions 
which might have been the subject of separate 
monographs .• The _most important of these quasi
digressions are Book IL on Index Numbers and 
Book VI. on Fluctuations in the Rate of Invest
ment. Book II., in particular, holds back for many 
pages the main pi'ogression of the argument to
wards the fundamental theory which occupies Books 
lli. and IV.; perhaps some readers may prefer to 
omit these chapters or to return to them later on. 

Another disadvantage from which"i.have suffered 
has been the 'absence of any models to guide me to the 
right order and arrangement of the various topics. ,. 
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The best way to expound a subject of this kind can 
only be discovered gradually as the result of the q.
perience of successive authors. But although my field 
of study is one which.is being lectured upon in every 
University in the world, there exists, extraordinarily 
enough, no prip.ted Treatise in any language-so 
far as I am aware-which deals systematically and 
thoroughly with the theory and flJcts of Representa
tive Money as it exists in the modem world. I hope 
to use the experience, which I have now gained, to 
prepare something on a smaller scale which will 
try to find the best way to explain the subject. 

I believe that a right understanding of the topicS' /' 
of this book is of enormous practical importance to i 

J 

the well-being of the world. If I am able to make a 
contribution to it, I owe this to tl;le atmosphere of 
discUBBion and conversation in which I have worked 
at Cambridge. Mr. D. H. Robertson has cast a 
penetrating light on ce~in fundamental matters, 
and this book would never have taken its present 
shape without the help of his ideas. In the gradual 
evolution of the book into its final form and in the 
avoidance of errors my greatest debt is to Mr. R. F. 
Kahn of King's College, Cambridge, whose care and 
acuteness have left their trace on many pages, and 
to whom I am also indebted for the Index. Amongst 
several others from whom I have had help at different 
stages I would particularly 'mention Mr. H. D. 
Henderson. 

When the greater part of what follows was already 
in print I was aptlointed to serve on the Treasury 
Committee on Finance and Industry of which Lord 
Macmillan is the Chairm~. Thus the practical sug
gestions c~nta.in~d in.. ~olume II. repres~nt'my opinions 
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as they stood before the work of the Committee oom
IQenced. rather than what they may be when the time 
comes for the Committee to report. 

I must mention my obligation to the printers of 
this book, Messrs. R. & R. Clark of EdinbUrgh, for 
-their great patience and accuracy v;jth proof-sheets 
which they have had to keep in type for a long 
period subject to continual alterations and additions. 

KINa's CoLLBGB, CAHBBIDaB, 
8eplt:t7lbtr 14, 1930. 

J. M. KEYNES. 
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CHAPTER 1 

THE CLASSIFICATION OJ!' MONEY 

(i.) MONEY AND MONEY-OJ!'-AccOUNT 

~~X~~ __ Acc!LUNT, namely that ~ which Debts anlf 
! ·c ndJIene.!a~chll,llin~W:..a.r~e/l; 

" is the primary concept of a Theory of Money} . 
. tAh ~?J'-ohif~AhCCOuD.t -comes fintdo fexistednce along . } . 

. WI 3lLts, w c are contracts or e erre payment, 
and PriCll~ts, which are ofiers of contracts for sale 
or pureJw.se. Such DebtS and Price-Lists, whether 
they are recorded by word of mouth ~ by book .entry 
on baked bricks ot paper documents, can only be 
expressed in tel1Il8 of a Money-of-Account. .. 

(Money itself, namely that "1 delivery of which J' 
debt-contracts and price"-contracts are discharged, ·and 
in the shape of which a store of General PurchaSing 
Power is TIild, derives it!! character from its relation
ship to the Money-of-ACcount, since the debts and 
prices must first have been expressed in terms of the. 
latter.) Something which is merely used as a con-) 
venient • medium of exchange on the spot may 
approach to ·being Money, inasmuch as it may re
present a means of holding General Purchasing F.wer. 
But if this is all, we have scarcely emerged from the 
stage of Barter. lMoney-Proper in the full sense of the·( 
term can only exist in -relation to a Money-of-Accoun11' 

'Perhaps we mayelucidate the distincti9~ between 
money and money-oj-account by saying tha¥Jle money-

3 
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of-account is the desMiption or tit7£ and the money is 
the thing which answers to the description)( Now if 
the same thing always answered to the same descrip
tion, the distinction would have no practical interest. 
But if the thing can change, whilst the descri~tion 
remains the same, then the distinction can be highly 
significant. (The difference is like that between the 
King of England (whoever he may be) and King 
George.) A contract to ~ay ten years hence a weight 
of gold equal to the weight of the King of England 
is not the same thing as a contract to pay a weight 
of gold equal to the weight of the individual who is 
now King George. It is for the State to declare, 
'when the time comes, who 'the King of England is. 

Now by the mention of contracts and offers, we 
have introduced Law or Custom, by which they are 
enforceable; that is to say, we have introduced the 
State"or the Co=unity. Furthermore it is a peculiar 
characteristic of money contracts that it is' the State 
or Co=unity not only which enforces delivery, but 
also which decides what it is that must be delivered 
as a lawful or customary discharge of a contract 
which has been concluded in terms of the money-of-

• account. I The State, therefore, comes in first of all 
as the authortty""Of law which enforces the' payment 
of the thing which corr~1!.Qnds ~e n~I: de
scription in the contract. But it comes in doubly 
when--;inaadition,"itC1iiims the right to determine and 
declare what thing corresponds to the name, and to 
vary its declaration from time to tim~when, that 
is to say, it claims the right to re-edit the diQtionary. 
This right is claimed by all modem States and has 
been so claimed for BOme four thousand years at least. 
It is when this stage in the evolution of Money has 
been reached that Knapp's Chartalism-the doctrine 
tJtat mon~a is Recll~reatiiiij of t,be State-is 
runy--re"iillse • ,'" 

Thus the Age of Money had succeeded to the Age 
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of Barter as soon as men had adopted a money-Of
account. And the Age of Chartalist or State Money 
was reached when the State claimed the right to 
declare what thing should answer as money to the 
current money-of-accounk-when it claimed the right 
not only to enforce the dictionarj but also to write 
the dictionary. ITo-day all civilised money is, beyond 
the possibility of dispute, chartalist.l ' 

fit will be noticed that die m~y-of-~~un...! m~st J 
be continUOU§~ When the name IS changed-Whlch 
mayor may not be coincident with a change in the . 
money which answers to it-the nlllL1!Dit must bear 
a definite relation to the old The State will, as a 
rule, promUlgate a formula which defines the new ........ 
m~-of-account in terms of the old. If, however, 
failing a decree by the State, all contracts prior to a 
certain date are worked out in the old currenc~(1tnd 
all contracts subsequent to that date are made m the 
new, even so the market cannot help establishing for 
itself a parity between the two. Thus there can be 
no real breach in the continuity of descent in the 
pedigree of the money-of-account, except by a cata
strophe in which all existing contracts are simul
taneously wiped out. 

(ii.) MONEy-PROPER AND BANK-MONEY 

(We hav~at the introduction of a Money-. 
of-Account gives rise to two derived oategories
Offers of Contracts, Contracts and Acknowledg
ments-df-Debt, whioh are in terms of it, and Money
Proper, a.nswering to it, delivery of which will 
discharge the Contract or the" Debt. The first of 
these prepares the way for the next development/. 
namely the discovery that for many purposes the 
acknowledgments" III debt are thenIBelves a service
able substitute for Money-Proper in the settlement of 
transactions; When acknowledgments of debt are 
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used in this way, we may call them Bank-Money- j 
not forgetting, however, that they are not Money
Proper.~ank.Money: is sim I an acknowled e t 
of a riv ,e~resse in the money-of-account, 
w c is use!l]:ly-passing ho~ one hand to another, 
alternatively with Money-Proper, to settle a trans" 
action-/ We thus have side by side State-Money or 
Money-Proper alld Bank-Money or Acknowledgments
of-Debt. ) 

(iii.) REPRESENTATIVE MONEY 

(This, in its turn, leads the way to a further evolu
tion of State-Money itself. The Bank-Money may 
represent no longer a private debt, as in the above 
definition, but a debt owing by the State; and the 
State ,may then use its chartaJist prerogative ·to 
declare that the debt itself is an acceptable discharge ) 
of a liability. A particular kind of Bank-MoneLla 
the.I!' Jransf0l"Illea:mto_ Mop.ey:?rop~=a. -speCle~--DL 
MoneY:l.>roper which we may call Representative 
Money .. 'W'hen, however, what was me~Jy..!Ldeht 
~b:~~~:?-prl~' it liaB changed its char-
ac no onger be reckoned as a debt, 

2ce it is of the easence of a debt to be enforceable"
,ill terms of something other than itself. To regard 
. Re;presentative Money, even when it conforms to an 
objective standard, as being still a debt will suggest 
false analogies. 

( At the cost of not conforming entirely with cur
rent usage, I propose to include as State-Money not 
only money which is itself compulsory legal-tender 
but also money which the State or the Central Bank 
undertakes to accept in payments to itself or to 
exchange for compulsory legal-tender money.l. Thns 

I The exact legal Rata. of variouo moue; ia ..... ptible of _., 
able variety. For ODIIlple. the Fodera! Reeerve Bank Noteo in &be Uni&ed 
Stateo "'" ooly .. optioDal" mouey. Knapp aooept. u .. JIIODOy"-rightly. 
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most present-day Bank: Notes, and even Central ~ 
Bank: Deposits, are here classified as State-Money, . 
whilst Ba~y (or non-legal-tender money) is 
~ainly com osed, nowadays, of Member Bank ]le:" 
p~l) ~cally a good many examples of Re
presentative State-Money are descended from some 
kind of Bank-Money, which by being adopted by the 
State has. subsequently passed over from the one 
category to the other. 

(iv.} THE FORMS OF MONE!. 

(Weare now in a position to proceed to a further 
analysis having an object different from the above, 
namely, to classify the t~~f which State-Money 
can take, which we may ca, or short, Oommodity 
Money, Fiat MOney and ManD1Jed Money, the last 
two being sub-species of Representative Money.) 

(j) (Oommodity M~ is composed of actual units 
of a pmlcUlar freely-obtainable, non-monopolised 
commodity" which happens to have been chosen for 
ilie familiar purposes of money, but the supply of 
which is governed-like that of any other commodity 
-by scarcity and cost of production. 

h\ !.Fiat M~ is Representative (or token) Money 
\..::J (i.e. some~ the intrJ!:g!ic value oTIhe material 

substance of which is divorced from its mon~!y 
face...!,.alue)-now generally made of Siper e~tin 
tlle case of smaIfifenommatlons-whic is createdana. 
issuedDjtlie Sta~Dut ii;I not convertible b~ 
anythi@·otlier than~, and lias no fixed value-in.. 
terms of an ·objecti!~.!!.ta~~N. -.. . 
I think-omytbiDg which the State undertak .. to accept at ite pay-om .... 
whether or not it ill declared Iegal.tender between citizeDJI. 

1 Bee below (p. 10) for the explanat.ioD of this term. 
• Or of wa.rehoose warrants for actuaJIy existing unite of the oom

modity. E.g. American Gold Cemficatee areboet regarded .. Commodity 
Money. 
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(}) (Ma~ed Mgnel/lis similar to Fiat Money, except 
that the tate undertakes to manage the conditions 
9£ ita i881!~uch a way that, by convertibility or 
otherwise, it sha'll ha~te~alue inJ.erms 
of an objecfly~~tandaJ;d. 
--COmmodity Money and Managed Money are alike j 
in that they are related to an objective standard of 
value. Managed Money and Fiat Money are alike in 
that they are representative or paper money, having 
relatively little or no intrinsic value apart from the . 
law or practice of the State. 
I Thus ~anaged Money is in a sense a hybrid between 

Ithe other two} and, perhaps for this reason, its quali-. 
ties are not so easily understood. The public knows 
Co=odity Money and it knows Fiat Money; but, 
readier to recognise the Standard than the Form, it 
is apt to ,consider a Managed Money which has a 
familiar co=odity as its standard as the same thing 
as a Co=odity Money, and a Managed Money 
which has an unfamiliar standard as a Fiat Money 
in disguise. In fact, however, (the best typical 
modem Moneys,) whilst many of them still re!nain 
mixtures of Co=odity Money and Managed Money, 

(approximate more and more to the form of Managed ; 
Money.) Moreover, Managed Mon5 is, in a sense, 
t1!..lt.nlOst~neralised f~ey-which !nay be 
considered·tinlegenemtemtOco=odity Money on 
the one side when the !nanaging authority holds 
against it a hundred per cent of the objective 
standard, so that it is in effect a warehouse warrant, 
and into Fiat Money on the other side when it loses 
its objective standard. ( For these reasons the theory 
which will be dllveloped in the following chapters is 
expressed with pritnary reference to a Managed 
Money;) but the formulas reached will be easily 
modifiable, if necessary,. to suit the special condi
tions either of a Co=odity Money or of a Fiat 
Money. 
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,The scheme of conceptions and forms, set forth 
above, and their inter-relations, can be displayed in a 
diagram thus : ) • 

Money...,f-Aecount 

M ~dgments 
onet roper of Debt 

T t, 
State-Money Bank-Money 

Commodity Money Representative' 
~ - .-~ey 

/" .. ~_0 v' o Commodity MODey~anaged Money ~t Money r!J:;nk-Money 

,Thus we are left with four'ikds of instruments 
of exchange, of which three 'are Money-Proper and 
the fourth is not Money-Proper but an acknowledg-
ment of debt.) . 

(v.) CURRENT MONEY 

lOne of the fundamental elements in the Theory 
of Money is the total quantity of Money of all kinds 
in the hands 'of the public; and it often makes but 
little difference whether the money in question is 
Sta.te-Money or Bank-Monel. Th~aggJ;.!lgll,~f 
both may be called Ourrent MO'TUlY. The relation
slilpbetween-uw-rentMOhei-and State-Money is as 
follows.) 

The typical modern Banking System consists of 
a Sun, namely the Central Bank, and Planets, which, 
following American usage, it is convenient to. call 
the Member Banks. The total stock of State-Money 
is held partly by the Public,. partly by the Member 
Banks, and partly by the Central Bank., The State
Money held by the Central Bank constitutes its 
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" reserve" against its deposits. These deposits we 
may term',Oentrol Bank·Money) It is convenient to 
assume that all the Central Ban1c-Money is held by 
the Member Banks-in"so far as it may be held by 
the public, it may be on the same footing as State
Money or as Member Bank - Money, according to 
circumstances. This Central Bank-Money plus the 
State-Money held by the Member Banks makes up 
the Reserves of the Member Banks, which they, in 
turn,. hold against their Deposits. T~ese Deposits 
constitute the ~Member Bank-Money) m the hands 
of the Public, and make up, together with the 
State-Money (and Central Bank-Money, if any) 
held by the Public, the aggregate of Ourrent 
Money. 

(We can, therefore, continue our genealogical tree 
80 as to exhibit the relationships thus :) 
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'Finally in Chapter 3 we shall .further analyse 
Current Money as follows:) 

Currl'nt MOIley 

(vi.) ILLUSTRATIONS FROM HISTORY 

Some historical examples will serve to ·illustrate· 
the argument. The beginning of Money-Proper is 
often associated by historians. with the first coinage, 
in regard to which the statement of Herodotus that 
it began in Lydia in the sixth or seventh century B.C. 
may still be credited. But I do not think that the. 
act of coinage effected so significant a change as is 
commonly attributed to it. It was, perhaps, the first 
step towards Representative Money, or at any rate 
a step which made easier the subsequent transi
tions to Representative Money and to Fiat Money .. 
But it is probable that the fundamental transition, 
namely the transition to ChMtalWi-or State Mouey, 
long preceded it; just as thenext important step, • 
namely to Representative Money, was long subse-
quent. -

For Chartalism begins when the State designates 
the objective standard which shall correspond to the 
money-of-account. Representative Money begins when 
money is no longer composed of its objective standar~ 
Fiat Money only appears when the State goes a step • 
further and abandons the objective standard. Coined 
Money,.which the State alone can mint and which 
may have a value sUperior to that of the commodity 
of which it is composed, is at the most a first step in 
the direction of Representative Money. Thus Coin
age is not one of the three vital innovations in the 
evolution of Money, and truly Representative Money 
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was not in fact issued until many centuries after the 
first coinage. On the other hand, it is by no means 
essential to Chartalism, that is to say the designation 
of the standard by the State, that the State should 
mint the standard; the essential characteristics of 
Chartalism are already present, even when money 
passes by weight and not by tale, provided that it is· 
the State which designates the co=odity and the 
standard of weight. 

When the Kings of Lydia first stmck coins, it may 
have been a§ a convenIent certificate of fineness and 
weight, or a mere act of ostentation appropriate to 
the offspring of Crresus and the neighbours of Midas. 
The stamping of "pieces of metal with a trade-mark 
was just a piece of local vanity, patriotism' or ad
vertisement with no far-reaching importance. It is a 
practice which has never caught on in some import
ant. co=ercial areas. Egypt never coined money 
before the Ptolemies, and China (broadly speaking) 
has never coined silver, which is its standarq of value, 
until the. most recent times. The Carthaginians were 
reluctant coiners, and perhaps never coined except for 
foreign activities. The Semitic races, whose instincts 
are keenest for the essential qualities of Money, have 
never paid much attention to the deceptive signatures 
of Mints, which content the financial amateurs of the 
North, and have cared only for the touch and weight 
of the metal. It was not necessary, therefore, that 
talents or shekels should be minted; it was sufficient. 
that these Units should be State-created in the sense 
that it was the Stal&, which de~with the right to 
vary it8c:1effiiitlonttom timet<> time) what we.igMand..,. 
fineness of sil~r woJW;l, in the eyesoUllelaw, satisfy 
aaebt or a customa~.payment .exple!l8ed_~.J.al~nt3 
oriiiShe~eL.._· . 

The first state reform of the standard of weight, 
of which we have definite record, was the Babylonian 
reform towards the end of the third millennium B.C. 
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But this was not the beginning. Earlier standards 
existed. And in the primitive age, before man had 
attained to the conception of weight or to the tech
nical contrivance of the scales, when he had to 
depend for measurement upon counting barley-corns 
or carats or cowries, it may still have been the State 
or the Community which determined what kind· 
or quality of unit should be a due discharge of an 
obligation to pay which had been expressed by the 
numerals one or two or ten-as when. so late as the 
thirteenth century, the Eng1ish Government defined 
a penny sterling to be the weight of " 32 wheat corns 
in the midst of the ear". A. District Commissioner 
in Uganda to-day, where goats are the customary 
native standard, tells me that it is a part 'of his 
official duties to decide, in cases of dispute, whether 
a given goat is or is not too old or too scraggy to 
constitute a standard goat for the purposes of dis~ 
charging a debt. 
~ like certain othel; essential elements in ~ 

civilisation, is .. far more anci'ilRt ia&tl.tut.iDn 1;ha.n...mI " 
weretai'ight to believe some few years ago Its 
ongms are lost in the mists when the ice was melting, 
and may well stretch back into the paradisaic intervals 
in human history of the interglacial periods, when the 
weather was delightful and the mind free to be fertile 
of new ideas-in the Islands of the Hesperides or 
Atlantis or some Eden of Central Asia. '. 

• The Solonic Reform of the Athenian currency in 
the sixth century B.C. was an exercise of the chartalist 
prerogative which was contemporary with, but in no 
WJl.y dependent upon, the existence of coined money. 

"It was just a change of standard. Nor am I aware 
of any chartalist change of standard, expressly de
signed to benefit the-. State at the expense of the 
public, earlier than the second Punio War-Rome 
being the first original to add this instrument to the 
armoury of statecraft. From that time on chartalist 
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changes of standard, generally in the form of debase
ments, sometimes for one purpose and sometimes for 
another, are the familiar theme of historians. 
~ ~rtheless these chan es 0 

." ~_ ects t of Mone~ ca~ us beyond the 
stage of Co=odity .Money. he asement of the 
'StanoariI, M. a cnange of standMd-whtcD. abruptly 
diminishes the value of the money-of-account, 
does not, in itself, carry us a single step towards 
Representative Money. Co=odity Money does not 
cease to be such merely because the unit of com
modity is changed in kind or diminished in quantity. 
There is n~ evidence, until long subsequently, of 
money which was, in any significant degree, repre
sentative or token. A coin might have a value 
somewhat superior to that of its metal content, be
cause of the convenience and prestige of the coin, or . 
because the stamp was a guarantee1,{· fineness and 
acceptability, or merely becaflse of its lesthetic 
qualitie&-as the dollar of Maria Theresa has, in 
modem times, co=ended itself to the nomadic 
Arabs of Africa. A seign~, too, might be charged 
for the service of mintage. There were token coins 
for very small denominations of currency. And clipte 
or wOrn lllQ:ney might circulate amongst the vulgar 
at its face. value. But the characteristics of these 
examples are not enough to constitute Representative 
Money in the proper sense of the term. The true 
link between Co=odity Money and Representative 
Money is to be found, perhaps, in Co=odity Money, 
the supply of which is limited by absolute scarcity 
rather than by cost of production, and the demand 
for which is wholly dependent IIpon the fact that ito 
has been selected by law or convention as the material 
of money and not upon its intrinsic value in other 
uses-as, for example, in the case of the primitive 
stone moneys of Polynesia. • 

Leaving on one side the paper moneys, which are 
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alleged to have been anciently current in China, and 
a.Iso those of John Law and otherprecursom, the histori
cal imIXLrtanre of Representative Money dates P:9JiL 
80 recent an epoch as tJiit" of the French Reyoly.tion, 
tire e.x:Jgent consequences of which led to the adoption 
not merely of Representative Money but of Fiat 
Money for inany yeam in what were then the leading 
financial untre8 of the world, France and England. 

Nevertheless, whilst Representatiye Mon~a 
relatively modem device, it was, as we have seen, 
adapted and taken over by the State from a far more 
ancient contrivance of private finance-namely Bank
Money. The earliest beginnings of Bank-Money, like 
those of Cha.rta1ist Money, are lost in antiquity. 
Perhaps Bank-Money, especially in the shape of Bills 
of Exchange and letters of credit for travellem abroad, 
may have e:xisted almost as long as Money-Proper. 
For the use .of' ~ey depends on nothing 
except the discovery that, in many cases, the trans
ference of the debts. themSelves is just as service
able for the settlement of transactions as is the 
transferellCe of the money in terms of which they 
are expressed. A title to a debt is a title to money 
It one remove, ana: to the extent and witJifu the 
field that confidence is felt in the prompt converti
bility of the debt into the money, the element of 
remoteneso is irrelevant to the serviceability of Bank
Money for settling transactions.· Bank-Money in the 
lIh,ape of Bills of Exclmnge was not less useful and 
necessary in the ancient world than to-day for the pur
pose of settling transactions at a distance, owing to the 
cheapness of its cost of transmission as compared with 
the costs and risks of transporting Money-Proper. 

(vii.) THE EvOLUTION OP MANAGED MONEY 

That ~es of Representative Money which I 
have called Managed Money is, as the diagram shows, 
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the most mixed fo~ of all and, alone of the four 
forms, has relationshIps to each of the other three. 
It has come into existence by ~.JI.tag~, and many 
existing monetary systems are still composite in 
character, made up partly of Managed Money and 
partly of Co=odity Money. . . 

The first important attempt to lay down scientific 
principles for the management of a managel money; ) 
so as to make it conform to its standard (whatever \ 
that standard may be), arose out of the controversy -' 
which culminated in the British Bank Charter Act of :> 

1844. In the eighteenth century Co=odity Money 
was still the rule; but the evolution of Bank-Money 
in the shape of Bank Notes was showing the way 
towards Representative Money.' The consequences of 
the French Revolution swung the currencies of France 
and England right over into Fiat Money; and when 
in England this stage was brought to an end by the 
introduction of the Gold Standard, the uses of Repre
sentative Money had become so familiar and accept
able to the public, and so profitable to the Treasury 
and the Bank of England, that the new s)lstem was 
not a pure Co=odity Money but a mixed Managed 
System. If Ricardo had had his way with his Ingot 
Proposals, Co=odity Money would never have been 
restored, and a pure Managed Money would have come 
into force in England in 1819., 

But whilst a Managed Money came into force as 
from that date, the principles and methods of currency 
management were but ill understood by those re
sponsible for its management, namely, the Governors 
and Court of the Bank of England-indeed it may be 
said that they were not understood at all. Twenty-five 
years of trouble and threatened collapse of the standard 
ensued, until the reformers of that day brought in a 

I By tile middle of the eighteenth ...,tmy the circnlMioo of Bank 
Notes wu abeady pnodoJJ>iDam in SootIaad, the glitwiDg eoon""';'" of "'" 
holding metal being .. ebaracteriRically at.tJ'ad.ive to North Britain as the 
glitwiDg certaintieo of holding B to N ...... Aoia. 
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new era of management methods with the Act of 1844.. 
This Act was compounded of one sound principle and I 
one serious cohlusion.The sound principle r.onsisted .,/ 
in the stress laid 'o.l! the IiIDitation of the quan.ti.tt..p.f 
tlie representative m~c: a meaus of e~_J~!l. 
niamtenance of t!!! dard. The coilfiiSlOn~ in ~ 
~IiiUI,! !Rempt to ~ore tlt~ existence oflik-

ney ~nsequentIyt1i6 inter~reIiitloillilllps of 
:onif. iillf 1!~~t, a.nd to make' &presenta-

ve __ 2p.ef"'66have_ll~y as th()uglUt..-weJlLQQ!!l
nf~_~oney. Iiideed the cOnfusion was so serious 
that It would probably have led to an actual 
breakdown if it had not been for a second soWld 
principle which, whilst not actually embodied in the 
A~t, swam into the consciousness of the best practical 
financiers at about the same date, namely the 
principle' of Bank-rate. The efficacy of Bank-rate 
for the m!!.Dag~f-.a.'lIl8BII.ged .. moneJt..lY.ll& a 
greaL~ery and also a most novel one--a few 

- years earlier the Bank of Engl&Ud had not had 
the slightest understanding of any connection be
tween bw-rate policy and the maintenance of the 
standard. 

The gradual evolution of bank-rate policy under 
conditions; in London, peculiarly well adapted to it, 
coupled with a prodigious growth of Bank-Money, 
characterised British monetary developments for the 
next seventy years. But, whilst the practical efficacy. 
of bank-rate beCame not inerely familiar but an article 
of faith and. dogma, its precise modtJ8 operandi and 
the varying results to be expected from its applica
tion in varying conditions were not clearly understood 
.-1lld have not been dearly understood, in my 
opinion, down to this day. 

Meanwhile other variants of Managed Money were 
coming into vogue, particularly those which have been 
discussed under the generic -name of Exchange 
Standards, of which the Indian Rupee has been the 

voL. I 
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classic instance-the Indian Rupee being the subject 
of the leading theoretical discussions of this method 
of management and also of its actual operation on 
the largest scale. Some years ago (in my India;n, 
Currl'JTW!l and Finance, 1913) I wrote at length on 
the subject of Exchange Standards. But a brief 
digression may be in place here, bringing up to date 
my views as to how this type of standard is most 
convenientlY' classified. 

There is, I think, an ambiguity in some discussions 
of this topic between Exchange Standards_and.what 
it would be more correct to Call Exchange 1fI ~e
menl. I define an Exchange Slandar,] as a Managed .. 
Rl!f>resentative Money the objective standard of which 

~ is the legal- tender money of some other country .. 
The controversy as to whether the Indian Rupee 
should be fixed in terms of sterling or in terfi':iS'"Orgold 
was a controversy as to whether or not the rupee 
shoUld be an Exchange Standard. One of the transi
tional standards in the process of stabilising the 
German mark was an Exchange Standard, whereas 
the mark as finally established is on a .Gold Standard. 
On the other hand, where the objective standard is 
not a foreign money bA {'::l:.~d, but where, never
theless, the method 0 mana the Money in ques
tion so as to conform to this standard consists, wholly 
or mainly, in maintaining r~rves at foreign ceng:es 
and in buying or selling foreign exchange at stated 
rates rather than in buying or sellingcgold on the spot 
at stated rates, this I should designate as Ez,cluinge 
Ma"'!!:!Lement. The objective standard at whiClr-Ex
c1iiiiii~e lWanagement aims may be an Exchange 
Standard; but not n~rily so. The characteristic 
of Exchange Management Moneys is to be found not 

./ in their Standard but in their Form. 
For countries which are small compared with 

their. neighbours, or do not contain independent 
financial centres of international ~portance, an 
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Exchange Standard maY be ideal. But it does un
doubtedly involve some measure of dependence on 
the country whose money is chosen as the basis of 
the Exchange Standard" which may be hurtful to the 
national pride, Exchange Management, on the other 
hand, whjlst partIy free from this objection, possesses 
great technical advantages arising from economy in
the transport of bullion and from the avoidance 
of loss of interest. Many countries, as for example 
Japan, have employed it for many years with great 
advantage, keeping reserves at more than one foreign 
centre and varying the proportions at each centre in 
accordance with circumstances. Germany appears to 
fluctuate in her attitude towards Exchange Manage
ment, with some signs of bias against it on the part 
of the Reichsbank authorities. The prejudice shown 
against Exchange Management by some sections of 
Indian opinion has been partly due, I think, to a . 
co.!!!Jlsion between Exchange Management and !Wt 
E~ Standard, the element of dependence 
w IC mor\Ccharacteristic pt the la~r bej;gg 
erroneous y attributed to the former m an equ3L 
~ee..· ----, 

Sterlipg during the war, or rather from 1915 to 
1919, was an example of Exchange Management •. 
From Jaiiiiary 13, 1916, to March 19, 1919, sterling 
was maintained at abou,t the value of $4·76l in terms, 
of U.S. dollars, by· Messrs. J. P. Morgan and Co., 
acting' as ageflts of the- British Treasury, standing 
ready in, the New York foreign exchange market 
to buY' any quantity of sterling ofiered at this rate, 
or, alternatively, to buy dollars for sterling at 
4·77.' . 

Exch8.j!ge Management has been frequently adopted 
~case of Fiat Moneys which have no fix~d ob-

I Exohange management 'began In August 1915, but the exohange was 
not II pegged II until Jauuary 13. 1916, from whioh da.te the rate was kept 
steady between '·761 and ',77. After May 1916 the duotuatiOll w .. kept 
between "76", and '.78 .... 
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jective standard. The cases of .. official sup~ 
and of .. pe~g" of rates of exchange, variable 
from tune to tune, during the post-war period of 
European currency collapse are well-known examples 
of this. , 

Finally, just before the war, there came into being 
the greatest managed system which the world has yet 
seen-the Federal Reserve System of the United 

..,&a.tes, a system wliicfi was mamly borrowed at its 
inception from the British system but has since been 
developing along new and original lines of its own
though what, precisely, these are to be is still a matter 
of some doubt and controversy. 

As regards the British SYStem, in the form in which 
it has emerged, by virtue of the Currency Act of 1925~ 
out of several years of Fiat Money, it is still too soon 
to speak. One definite change, however, is embodied 
in the Act-the British currency is no longer a 
composite sp!em. P~r commodity.2!l.Q!teyd!l 
the Sliiipe 0 the BOvereJgl1, has _lJ.ot l>~lL.!e8tored; 
RJ."cMaO'iprOposil o1'&1iundred years previously has 

~~:read~~ ~ M!n;rlin$ is _ ~UL?~h:c:t _by_,~~ as 

The conti~rsy which preceded the restoration 
.,tif the Gold Standard in Great Britain was believed 
by many people to concern the question whether 
sterling should be henceforward a Managed Money 
or an .. automatic" money. But this was a mis
apprehension. ~ "UDless -automatic" money means a 
money rigidl,r linked in quantity to the supply of 
.. commodity" !:!)J)!ley,' it means nothing; and of 
this thereWaB'iiO likelihood or possibility. The mis
apprehension occurred because the'public knew no 
third alternative between the Fiat Money of the 
post-war period and the Commodity Money of the' 
pre-modem age. Nevertheless it was precisely this 
third form which was certain to be adopted, w~t
ever decisions might be made on other matters-
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namely a Representative Money managed so as to 
. conform to an oDjective standard. . .. 
/.. ~ The real subj~ of t.be c~rsy were two . 
. ~t, was, it expedient to chan~e standurl of 

sterling a~e ori'ii""suc a way t9t.t'he 
tra!lSition WOiiIQiiiVolve a s~ in 
the Ie,!.eI ot!!l"~'!!ly-mcomes! Should not any change 
of standard be so made that the purchasing power of 
the new standard is, at the moment of transition, both 
equal to the purchasing power of the existing money
of-account and in equilibrium with money-incomes, 
with the result that the change of standard, in itself 
and at the moment, does not involve any alteration, up 
or down, in the current level of money-values' The 
opposition, more impressed than the ..official party 
with the objections to a deliberate lowering of money
values, maintained that it was inexpedient to alter the 
standard in conditions which would necessitate such a 
lowering. But the official party attached great im
portance. to the precise number of Troy ounces of gold 
which was to answer to the money-of-account. They 
were willing neither to adapt :th~ number of ounces to 
the existing purchasing power of the money-of-account 
nor to wait until the purchasing power of the money-of-. 
account was adapted to the desired number of ounces, 
but preferred, for a variety of reasons, to run the risks 
which must attend any forced or sudden disequilibrium 
in the existing Jevels of incomes and prices. . 

This bone of contention was quite distinct from the 
further subject of controversy concernilli the chgic.e 
of die Standard lmelI, namely whet~~was . 
tne most swtable o5jeetive standard:-Thasewho-camEl 
to be known as the Monetary Reformers were not less 
anxious than others to bring to an end the period of 
Fiat Money; indeed they laid more stress than their' 
opponents on the importance of a stfble-91li.!lctive . 
standard. But they argued that ~old possesses now, 
even-l.ess than" formerly, the qualities of a satie-
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factory objective standard, and they proposed to 
substitute for it some composite representative com
modity on the general lines of the so-called Tabular 
Standard which has been long familiar in economic 
writings. . 



CHAPTER 2 

BANK-MONEY 

(i.) THE 'yCREATION" OJ!' BANK-MoNEY 

(WE have seen in( the preceding chapter how..the trans
ference of claims to mo;;;;, may be just as serviceal)fe' 
flfr the settleme4.fi'U;CtioPI! iWnetr~J,IS!ere!!~ol 
m~neYth:tself. It follows that members of the public, 
w en ey have assured themselves that this.. is so, 
will often be content with the ownershiJi> of traw!
ferable_!l.lILuns-without seeking to turn them into 
ca8h.1doreover there are. many conveniences !lld 

. incidental advantages in handling bank.:mo~ey ~r 
haT~caslL" . m em bank is an institution which is made 
possible by the establishment of habits of this kindl 

<Historically a bank may have been evolved from a 
businesrywhich dealt in the precious metals or in the 
remittance of money from one country to another, or 
which offered its services as an intermediary to arrange 
loans or for the safe custody of 'Valuables, or which 
borrowed the savings oi the public on the security of 
its reputation and then invested them at its own 
discretion and at its· own risk.' (But we shall be __ 
concerned in what follows with banks of the fully 
developed modem type existing as going concerns). . 
~uch a bank c~ claj,gla. i-ga.inst it.<u:lL.fotj,he 
• For the ""tu&! origiDa in Englaod ... R. D. Rioha.rdo, .. The Pion .... of 

Denkins in England" (E"""";" J_lli<lory Bupp/elneftl, J .... 1929). 
23 
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delivwat wQP'W, i.e. what, hereafter, we shall call 
D~p~, in two. ways. In the _ place it creates 

• tnem in -favo.ur o.f individual depo.sitors against value 
('b received in the shape either o.f cash o.r o.tJii...Dlder· 

{i.e.a"<ilieque}s.utho.cising the transfer o.f a d«1>o.sit 
in so.me bank. (eIther ano.ther Dank--or ltBelf).;-A 
member o.f the public comes alo.ng with cash in his 
po.cket o.r with a cheque drawn o.n a bank, which he 
hands in o.n the understanding that he is entitled in 
return to a claim to cash (i.e. a depo.sit) which he can 
either exercise o.r transfer to someone else. 

U3ut there is a~ way in which a bank may 
2) create a claim against itself. It may itself].;"c1!~ () 

asse~ i.e. add to its investmeiifi, ama,y Lt.ihem, 
m t e first"i!mtl.Uroeat1iiast:-liy. establishin~iJn 
aga~t i~ O~ the bank may C!reate a ctaiill agamst 
itself m favq!l!..QL~,horrower, in return fOr hlS pro.mise \.0 

o.f 8uDseq~nt J:e.i.rJlb\!l8emellc;i.e:It may mak~ 
o.r advances.' ,-

TnbOth cases the bank createS the depo.sit;i fo.r 
o.nly the bank itself can autho.rise the creatio.n o.f a 

J depo.sit in its bo.o.ks entitling the customer to draw 
, cash o.r to transfer his claim to the o.rder o.f someone 

else; and there is no. difierence between" the two. 
'except in the nature o.f the inducement o.ffered to the 

I bank to create the deposit. 
It fo.llo.ws that a bank in active business will be, o.n 

the o.ne hand, continliaIly creating depo.sits either fo.r 
value received o.r against pro.mises, and, o.n the o.ther 
hand, cancelling deposits, because claims against it are 
being exercised in cash o.r trllllSferred to o.ther banks. 

J Thus it is constantly receivin~ cash and paying.out 
~1!; and it is coustant!V:_~lnng-c.I31msagainst other 
banks and haY}!lg to meet c~ims i,,-O!":.,Q;I1!lUanks. 

'"'NOW it is evident tlult the baril( must so conduct; 
its bus~ess· that these oppo.site processes can be 

I An aoaIogotlB cIiotiDctiOD baa -.. mado by Pmf. C. A. Phillip" (.&a.I: j 
c .... ". p. 40) bet ...... wbat he khIa •• primary ...... d .. deringve .. depooito. 
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approximately offset" against one another, ~./l. so that 
the amount of cash paid out day by day together 
with the amount of the claims from other banks are .. 
not very different from the amount of cash received 
togethe~ with the amount of the claims against other 
banks.-#.The practical problem of the banker consists, 
therefore, in so managing his affairs that his daily 
accruing assets in the shape of cash and claims shall 0 ' 
be as nearry' as pos§illlJLeq.uaL..to. his daily accruing 
liabilities in these formsA 

"ITt1011ows that the fate at which the bank can, 
with 'Safety, act~e).V create d ep9'lits by lellding a.nd, / 
in~as to be in a proper relation to the rate at. V 
which it, is P, as, 8iVelL;rea~g them_agl!jps~ Ql,eJ.e(l6iJlt 
of ligui.d, res(),1,ll<;e!l, m l~rs. For th~ 
increase the bank'neserv~leven if only a. part of them 0-

is U1timaUly retaJ.ned by the bank,\whereas the former 
diminish the reserves)even if only a part of them is 
p8J.d away to the -c;ustomers of other banks; indeed 
we might express,our conclusion more strongly than 
this, since the borrowing customers generally borr~w ~ 
with the intention of paying away at once the d,eposits -, 
thus created in their favour, whereas the deposit' 
customers often have no such intention. ' c "" 

Practical bankers, like Dr. Wa~r Leaf, have .,.. , 
drawn from this the conclusion thay'!0r the banking, 
system as a whole the initiative lies With ~he depositors, ' 
and that the banks can lend no more than' their ' 
depositors have previously entrusted to them. But""'-
economis.ts cannot accept this as being the co=on-
sense which it pretendS"tobejc I will, therefore, en
deavour to make obvious a matter which need not, 
surely, be obscure.' }' - , • 

Even if we look at the matter from the standpoint 
of one bank amongst ma.ny, it is apparent that the 

I See F. W. Criok,"The Geneeia of Bank Deposita": E~ June 
1927. for a good attempt to make the point clear. See aJao for aD able, but 
8omewba.t prou, diaoUSirlon of the topio of this ohapter, Prof. C. A. Phillips' 
Ba .. k C,edil. ,. ' • 
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rate at wbi.£~ a bllc1Jk-llM~vely ~r:El~~s ~epos~U! par);ly 
dependS on_!he ,!~ !!& wjJich !tJlt .. !I-«tJ..Yllly'_j)rea~g b 
tu:-]'or altliougli the borrowing customers will 
probably pay away promptly the proceeds of their 
loans, some of those to whom they pay them may 
be depositor-customers of the same bank. To the\ 
extent that this occurs, so far from the actively-created Q 
deposits being the offspring of the passively-created 
deposits, it is the other way round. This illustrates 
in little what is happening to the banking system 
as a whole. For to the extent that the borrowing 
customers pay away their deposits to customers of 
other banks, these other banks find themselves 
strengthened by the growth of their passively-created l' 
deposits to the same extent that the first bank has 
been weakened; and in the same way our own bank 
finds itself strengthened whenever the other banks 
are actively creating deposits. So that a part Of~' ts 
passively-created deposits, even when they are not 

~he offspring of its own actively-created deposits, is • 
nevertheless the offspring of the actively-crea 
deposits of the other banks. 

If we suppose a closed banking system, which has 
no relations with the outside world, in a country where 
all payments are made by cheque and no cash is used, 
and if we assume further that the banks do not' find 
it necessary in such circumstances to hold any cash 
reserves but settle inter-bank indebtedness by the 
transfer of other assets, it is evide~~ that the~ 
limit 1;.Q1b.~ am.Q...1l!!t_of ba!l.k:moDey whicht1i6banks 
~safel}C.creatAl p'!'ovided t~!'MVe jOf"ll}f13d....izJ, 
Step.- The words italicised are the clue to the behaviour 
of the system. Every movement forward by an indi
vidual bank weakens it, but every such movement by 
one of its neighbour banks strengthens it; so' that if 
all move forward together, no one is weakened on . 
balance. Thus the behaviour of each bank, though it 
cannot afiord to moy:eomore than a step in advance of 
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the others, will be governed by the average behaviour 
of the banks a.s a whole-:-to which average, however, 
it is able to contribute its quota small or large. Each"""""(J 
Bank Chairman sitting in his parlour may regard 
himself a.s the passive instrument ,of outside forces 
over which he has no control; yet the" ~sjde £oWes "r 
may be nothing but himself and his fe ow-chairmen, 
~d certainly not his depositors.) .. 

A monetary system of this kind would possess an 
inherent instability; for any event which tended to 
influence thnrehaviour of the majority ot-the banks 
in the same direction whether backwards or forwards, 

0would meet with no resistance and would be capable 
of setting up a violent movement of the whole system. 
We shall see that actual monetary systems are 'not 
generally a.s bad as this and that cvs on their 
inherent instability have been dezjsed. ~evertheless 
tfllS9£rtuenij towardS sympathetic movement on the 
part of the individual eleJ?lents within a banking 
system is always present to a certain extent and ha.s 
to be reckoned with. Moreover, where the conditions \ 
for a " c~ed '.' ~~m are satisfied, a.s in the case o.f 

o a colllltl.':r~n incony'e~ble' paper currency or 
in the case of the world as a whC!le, the tendency to 

. instability by reason of sympathetic movement is _a 
characteristic of the utmost practical importance. 

/~ In the hypothetical ce.se just considered, we have 
,ro/e.ssumed that all payments are made by cheque and 
'/ that tohe member banks are under no obligatiol'l. ~r 

necessity to maintain cash reseryes. These limitations 
we must now remove. If some payments are made 
by ce.sh, the amount of ce.sh so used will generally 
beaisome proportion, more or less stable, to the amount 
of bank-money. In this case the creation of more 

. bank-money by the banks e.s a whole. will lead to 
• a drain of cash out of the banks as a whole, which 

will set. a limijUiQ.jJ!!L~Uhat the banks can 
afford to c~~:§~ un!~~in. 

'" . 
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posj!i0lin to obtain command of an increase4..9.uaE-tity 
~~. . 
lJiit any given banker will not only require caw 

meet such a contin~ncy. Even when he is moving in 
srep with lllS neir; bours, there will be day-to-day 
differences between his claims on them and their claims 
on him, and the magnitude of these daily differences 
will partly depend on the scale of his business, which 
may be roughly measured by the volume of his 
deposits. Accordingly, in order to deal with the in
evitable minor discrepancies which are bound to occur 
over short periods, a banker will always maintain 
some liq~<l!l!!_~lla!!d, partly in th!\)orm o! 
~h and partly in the form of c;!ePIWts Wltli some 
other Dank or banks-which resources, called his 
" reserves ", rise and fall with the volume of his 
deposits --(nd sometimes, by law or custom, are in a 
rigid ratio to thellL T~ withjnt&I:-bank claims, . 
the banks have set up an oBrce called the Clea~ 
House, which calculates each day how much isuue 
mn>aJance to (or from) any bank from (or to) other 
banks. For the purpose of settling the eventual 
differences ~h could, if necessary, be used; but as 
a matter of convenience the banks generally accept 
for the purpose of day-to-day settlements a claim on 
a single selected bank-the Banker's Bank as it is ' 
sometimes called-which is usually the Central or 
State Bank. Moreover a Central Bank deposit is not 
onl! available to meet Clearing House differenp, but 
can also be encashed when the cash portion of a 
bank's reserves need replenishment. . 

( 4.. bank must, therefore, first of all decide w~t 
amount of reserves it .~ b~"p~d.mt to aim ahr, 
sometifue.S; It has this matter decidedIOiiITy law. 
The figure, which we shall discuss in detail in Volume' 
ii, will depend partly on the habits of the depositors, 
as governed by the practices of the countr: and of 
the period and by. the class of btll!in&s conducted 
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by the particular bank's clienta, and partly on the 
scale of the bank's business which for this purpose is 
generally measured py the amount of ita deposita. 
Thus each bank fixes in its own mind on a certain 
proportion of ita deposita (e.g. 10 ~r cent) which it 
will aim at keeping in reserve-a proportion which is 
not necessarily the same for different banks and which 
a given bli.ii1r!:fia~at different seasons or from 
time to time, unless the law forces uniformity on 
them.. Having fixed on this proportion, t~ 
will then be as un~f.9. B!l!lJ~ry!l:!L~1!gxe 
!1. 81iice thiS generally meI!Ds thai it i§...doiDg.J.esa 
~rofi1:a'me busmess than It !!!!ght as to _..them fall 
~ COnsequen~ will be actively creating 

dep08lts y lending and mvesting on a smaller or on 
a larger scale, according as ita reserves, apart from 
day-to-day fluctuations, are showing a tendency to 

., ~.. or to increase) 
• We now perceive that there exists, not only the 
0lc eck on individual b!lTlks that they must keep.step, 

bii£ &ISO a check on the banks as a whole.\ For if the 
banksUlrwhole arecreating depOSItS at' rate which 
will cause the reserves as a whole to fall too low, 
BOme bankers will find their reserve-ratios deficient 
and will, therefore, be compelled to take a step back

.1Vards; whilst if the aggregate deposita are below 
their normal ratio to reserves, BOme ,banks will find 
their reserve-ratios 8X;J've and will be stimulated 
to takV step forwards. Thus it is the aggregate Of~ 
the reserve-resources whic determines the "l!!llll" ... 

. which is common to the banking system as a whole;1Y 
To pursue the argument to the further point of 

disco'ering what determines the aggregate of the 
reserve-resources of the member banks would be to 
anticipate subsequent chapters. But the elements of 
the problem may as well be stated here. . 

ABsuming that p!e Central Bank is also the note
issuing authorfty,/the aggregate reserve-resources of 
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the member banks will be under the control of the 
Central Bank, provided t~e latter can control the 
aggregate of its note-issue and its deposits. I In this 
case the Central Bank is the conductor of the orchestra 
and sets the tem!o. It may be, howevei,""iiiitthe 
a:Mount of deposlts created by the Central Bank itself 
is placed by law or custom outside its deliberate 
control, being regulated by some rigid rule, in which 
case we might describe it as an " automatic " s~tem. 
Finally, it mal be that the Member Bank.8 tIiemse1ves 
have som6j?o",!lr,perhaPswithin limits, of W~ing 
at '!ill thelr~~l?osits With the_Celln.aLJ3a~ or the 
'amountorthe notes wfiiclltney ilia,! out of lts note
issuing deplirtmerit8. In tliis case, sympathetic move
ments on t e part of the Member Banks will gather 
strength as they go and provide their own food in 
the shape pI increased reserve-resources, with the 
result that it will be difficult to restrain the i.n,hwlnt 
ins~ty of the syst;em. 

,1 have endeavoured to say enough to show that 
the familiar controversy as to how and by whom 
bank-deposits are "created" is a somewhat unreal 
one.) There can be no doubt that, in the most con
venient use of language,(all deposits are "created " 
,blathe bank holdin~Il!Jl." It 18 certaiuly not the case 
t t the baiikii are . ted'to that kind of deposit, for 
the creation of which it is necessary that depositors 
should come OD their own initiative bringing"cash or 
chequea. But it is equally clear that the rate at 

, which an individual bank creates deposits on its own 
initiative is subject to certain rules and limitations; 
-it Blust keep step with the other banks and ~nnot 
raise its own deposits relatively to the total deposits 
out of proportion to its quota of the bariking business 
of the country. Finally, the" pace" common to all 
the Member Banks is ~overned by the aggregate of 
their reserve-resources'~J " 
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(ii.) Cu!mENT MoNEY IS PREDOMINANTLY 
BANK-MONEY 

:11 

The proportionate importance of Sta~Mon~_l!!l9 
of Member Bank-Money, created 88 above, m ii;ia.king 
up tlieaggregat&...gf Current Money 'varies widely at 
di1f'6reiitperuxr8 and m dillerent countries, according 
to the stage which has been reached in the evolution . 
of monetary practice. But the ~denc;y is towarda.,a 
preponderant imrGrtance for B -MoneY7-which in 
such countries as reat Britain and the United States 
constitutes perhaps rJil~ of the ~te of I 
Current Money-and towards State-Money occupying 
a definitely subsidiary position. 

lit will, therefore, simplify the argument, without 
seriously dettacting from its generality, if we: 8-'I\!Il1OO 

not only that all the Central B~-Money)s Jl . .eld 
by the M~m.~:t.»_, but aISO ~ aU.JkJ1un:rmt 

• Money..!!!.!:lJ:e ~~ .. oL1~ ~lic is MffT!IkrJJank
MrMJj, I.e. ~.) This simplified veISion 
iIoes not, of COUISe, represent the actual facts: But· 
it will save many unnecessary words and is easily 
adapted to the actual facts. Moreover, the COnBe-. 
quences of such an assumption will be nearly identical 
with the actual facts, in so far as the proportiofl8, in 
which the total stock of State-Money is held by the 
Public, the Member Banks and the Central Bank, 
tend to be COIl8tant. When the actual facts difier 
from.this simplified scheme in a relevant way; I 
will do my best to bring them back again into the 
picture. . 

In the case of the Uni~tes fairly exact 
estiJhates are available as to the pro~ of demand
deposits, or, as I shall call them, caa~~~ ~~ 
and coin eircuiatingJlutaide the 1Yl' t 
ha~h~.l'~ci as follows: 

[TABLE 
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UNlTlID STUBS 1 

Cub-depoalta. Money. ~':D~~L 

'1,000,000 '1,000,000 
1919 18,990 3,826 17 
1920 21,080 4,209 17 
1921 19,630 3,840 16 
1922 20,470 3,583 15 
1923 22,110 3,836 Iii 
1924 23,630 3,862 14 
1926 26,980 3,810 13 
1926 25,570 3,777 13 

Thus, even during the eight years following the war, 
the proportion of actual cash to the total. of cash and 
cash-deposits in the United States fell' from about 
one-sixth to as little as one-eighth. Since, as we shall 
see subsequently, cash-deposits are turned over much 

~ . faster than cash, the preponderance of the former iIi 
OOJ:.IllS of the volume of payments effected would be 
even greater. If we include time-deposits we find that 
Stat&-Mnney held by.the.PubIiQjs,less than 10 p~r 
cent..Q!. Current ?rloney. 

In the case of Gre3t Brit!!,in we are thrown back 
on more precarious guessee. But I eetimate that 
in 1926-28 cash-deposits (i.e. excluding fixed de
posits) in Great Britain may have been £1,075,000,000 
and notes . .ci!.cnlatjng in the hands of the public 
£250,000,000" in which case, t,he" Iat&r<weJiiJ9£itr 
cent of th!Ltotalo,!:..-B&y, one-Mho Inclu ed 
depOSIts, we find that, as in the United States, State
Money held ~y the PubliciIL.about,J.O ~~rof~ 
~~JUoney. . 

TIi.iiiIin Great Britain and the United States-and 
also increasingly elsewhere-the use of Bank-Money 
is now so dominant that much less confusion will be . 

, The figuroo for caah-depooitB Ole I&bn from HitcheD, Brui ..... Oydu, 
p. 126, and thooe for money in eircuJation _de $he boob from Tirl. _ • 
0/ BtooooIi<: _ .. ia, JuIy 1927, p. 130. 
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caused by treating this as typical and the use of other 
. kinds of currency as secondary, than by treating State

Money as typical and bringing in Bank-Money as a 
subsequent complication. The latter practice, which 

.has outstayed the facts, leads to insufficient emp~ 
being placed on Bome of the most typical features 
of modem money, and to its essential characteristics 
being treated as anomalous or exceptional. 

VOL. I 



CHAPTER 3 

THE ANALYSIS Oli' BANK-MONEY 

(i.) INCOME-DEPOSITS, BUSINESS-DEPOSITS, AND 
SA VINGS-DEPOSITS 

( LET us now consider Bank-Money (or any other kind 
of money) from the standpoint of the depositor (or 
holder of it). A man holds.a stock o(money, whether 
in the l<!rn:u>L~!l.nk-DJlpof!i~ or in an.!. other form, 
lor one or other of three,reasons.j -. 

r.-.. -<He may hold it ¥> cover the interval Jletween.ihe 
tj; da~ when_h~..!~.erV:ell:hiiper3oQ.lll inG..OJ!).e and the 

da~_!,,:b,~!! b,~sI!.en9B it.) If his receipt of income and 
hiS expenditure against it were nearly simultaneous, 
the average amount which he would need to hold for 
this purpose would be inappreciable. If everyone re
ceived all his income on Quarter-Days and paid his 
bills the same day, all cheques being drawn at the same 
moment in anticipation that the cheques paid in 
would be cleared just in time to meet the cheques 
paid out, the bank-deposits required to finance the 
normal circle of exchange between earnings and con
sumption would be next door to . nothing ; whilst if 
bills were paid, Rot simultaneously, but within a few 
day's, the aggregate bank deposits of private individuals, 
wliiIlit standing at a high figure for a 1ew days, would 
be very low on the average of the quarter. The 
money balances of the working classes approximate, 
indeed, to this situation, in 80 far as they receive their 

u 
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wages on Saturday and pay them away again the same 
. day or shortly afterwards. But"whether long or short. 
80me interval there generally is between an individual's 
receipts and his expenditure.) [Jdoreover, he .cannot 
always foresee the precise date of either.] He must, 
therefore, hold a stock of money, or a readY command 
over it in the form of a bank-deposit, 00th to bridge 
the intervals of time between receipts and e:r.pellditure 
and~ provide against contingenci~ tDeposits of this (VA. 
kind, repleDiiilied by mdivlduals out of their pemonal 
incomes and employed by them to meet their pemonal 
expenditure and their pemonal savings, we shall call 
IfICQr1I&-deposits.) Cash in the hands of workers and 
oth~ve no bank accounts, are, of course, to 
be included in the same category. 

(In the same way a business p:i&D., a manufacturer 
or a speculator, is unable, in general, to arrange his 
receipts and his outgoings 80 as to be simultaneous) 
Sometimes by" clearings ", "settlements ", etc., out-
side the monetary system-as, for example, the Stock 
Exchange Fortnightly Settlements-he is able to offset, 
in part at least, the one against another. But, in 
general, the Jl)&tch is not perfect, and a proportion of 
business transactions, varying according to the nature 
of the business; will lead to the payee finding himself 
in the possession of temporary balances of cash or 
bank-deposits. ~er, as in the calle of personal 
expenditure, 80 also in the case of bnsineS!! ex.penditalre; 00 
the precise date at which obligations will fall due 
cannot always be foreseen, 80 that it is convenient to 
keep a margin against contingencies. Such deposits 
as these, held for business purposes, we shall call 
B~nw-i&~.)· . 

~The Income-deposits and the Btiiiness-depositl to-} ./ 
gether make upow~at we shall call the C~~~ 

I U ia inlereo&iDs k> reoord t.hd a dist;ineQon cboIy aualogouo k> u.. 
.bo ........ modo by Adam Smith (WeoIIA of N-. Bk. D. obap. ii.) 
k Tho circulation of .""'7 00lIBtr7 mat be ocmaidorod .. diTidod ink> ho 
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<.But a bank-deposit may also b!l held,not for the pur
pose of making payments, but as a meaDS of employ! 
in~, i.e., I!t!! al!i~Theholdermay be 
attract!ld by the rate of mterest which his banker allows 
him; or he may anticipate that other investments 
are likely to depreciate in money value; or he may 
attach importance to the stability of the money-value 
of his savings and to being able to turn them into cash at 
short notice; or he may find this the most convenient 
way of holding small increments of savings with the 
intention of transforming them into a specific invest
ment when they have accumulated to a sufficient sum ; 
or he may be awaiting an opportunity of employing 
them in his own business; or other..such reaso~ may 
influence him. ~ 'Ie shall call deposits of this type 
Savi1lfJ~~' .LIt is the criterion of a savings
depOSIt ~ ~ is not required for the purpose of 
current payments and could, without jnconvenience, 
be dispensed with if, for any reason, some other form 
of investment were to seem to the depositor to be 
preferable1l 

(li.) DEMAND-DEPOSITS AND Tnm-DEPOSITS 

lA ~hl.l. co..!!.~on~-Y to ~hat 
Americans call deJIl8.Ildfoposits and wecall current
accounts; and a~Sa~-d~p~ to what Americans 
carrtliiie-dejiosits ana weCiill deposit-accounts.) (A 
Savings-deposit also corresponds to)what used to be 
called in theories of Money, which were stated with 
primary reference to a Commodity Money,<.the UBe of 
money as a " Store of Valu~". f But the' correspond-

ctilIenm' branch .. ; \h. oinlaJation of ,he _ with on. another, aod ,he 
oinlaJation _ the _ aad the _ Though the ..... 

pi .... of money, .. hoth ... ""pOI" or metal. may be employod oomotimeo in 
\he one oinlaJation aod IOmotimeo in \he othor, yet .. be\h .... OODOtaotly 
going on ., \h ....... time, _h ""1- • ....am Rock of money 01 ..... 
kind or another, to oarry it on.." 
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~nce is not exact.) In Great Britain the old-fashioned 
. distinction between deposit-accountB and current
accountB, namely that the former earn interest but 
the latter do not, is fast becoming blurred j for, 
increasingly, banks allow interest on the average of 
a customer's current-account in exceSs of an agreed 
minimum-with the result that deposit-accountB 
and current - accountB are tendin!! to ~ to 
diJIerenceso . custom betW~Dtparta Of 
·the coun anclaifferent clliS8ell of customers, rat/ulr 
than to t e pa~enur non- a tAllest.' 

There are aJsO.=-this again is, in Great Britain, 
a very common practice-=c~tB which 
are held, not because they are necessary &8 cash 
for the convenient transaction of current business,' 
but &8 a II!~munerating the ba~r for his 
serviees:-Sometimea ~erate his 
bank by a commission, which is calculated by reference 
to the turnover of his account and the trouble he has 
given in other ways j but very often the remuneration 
will take the form of an agreement by the customer to 
mainta!!!.~um balan~whic!llie:iii![~ 
no ~t. Since the hiiIlIDces;lteld in virtue OfSuch 
understandings, 'are usually allowed to fall below tile 
agreed minimum on payment of interest on the diJIer
ence, it is difficult to decide whether to regard them, 
as savings-depositB or &8 cash-depositB. In whichever 
way they are .regarded; however, they constitute a' 

• BlOOdly ~ in LondoD the __ of the old cIistiDction 
bet..- _t.acoounta ..... dspom-aooouDta io, ... rule, p:eooned. 
}u. &be pro-rinooo, bownw. there iB no UDiformity of practice, ..... &be 
oompetitioD between the baub _ to • ..noty of a.rrBOJgeDUmt& One 
of &be OODIIIIOIIOR iB for the _ to .uo... • ra&e of inleleot, aomowha' 
(oay I per .... ,> bolo .. &be ad_ deposit "'"'" Oll the &_ amoun' 
of the cummt-aooount in exoe. of lID agreed minimum. This meaDI that it iB ____ .. bile to _ .... bY .... ....uy oaviDg1Mlepooita &om 

_~ to depooit-oooomlt.. Th"., ~po<iod oaviDg1Mlepooita 
.... liable to be alaaaified ~ the ourrent.acoounta rather than &be 
depooit-oooomlt& ThiB ia &lao Vue of omaII _ta of saviDg1Mlepooito, 
which .... ooly __ '" in_ ..... in larger UDita to depooi'
_t.. 
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form of deposit which is not easily shifted and is likely 
to remain fairly constant in normal circumstances. 

<.Apart from difficulties of classification arising out 
of banking practices, the ~ be-srn _ saviogs
depo~~nd cash-dePQ~jj.9 ~_ 0 _!l- a4.a.rp ev:.en 
in f1iemill~~ d~po~tor nfmse~+-especially as 
regards that part-which 18 held agaInst unforeseen 
contingencies. For the holder of a substantial 
savings-deposit may feel himself strong enough to 
economise in the amount of the cash-deposit which he 
holds against contingencies. Thus a part of his total 
deposit serves both purposes, and the depositor him
self might find it hard to say exactly what proportion 
of his total deposit he holds for the one purpose and 
what proportion for the other. (But the brQWLdis
tinction is clear, and can be expressed asJolWws: 

ti
e amount of the savings-deyosits depends upon 

the comparative attractions, m the mind of the 
J depositor, of this and of alternative securities; whilst 

(\ -e. the amount of the cas~-deposits depends ~pon the 
-~.V volume and the regulanty of what he receives and 

/ pays by means of cheques and the length of the 
. terval between receipts and expenditure.) 

There is no opportunity at present to make an 
accurate statistical estimate of the proportions in 
which these two categories make up the published 
aggregate of deposits. In Great Britain the banks 
do not even publish separate figures for deposit
accounts and current-accounts respectively. And in 
the United States, where the separate publication of 
time-deposits and demand-deposits is required by 
law, this distinction does not, for various reasons, 
correspond exactly with the distinction made above; 
in particular, all savings-deposits held at less than 
thirty days' notice reckon as demand-deposits. 

There is, nevertheless, enough infonnation, which 
will be given in detail in Volume ii., to enable us to 
make a rough guess at the relative importance of the 
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two types of deposit. In the United States the per
centage of Time Deposita to Total Deposits varies 
widely in different Federal Reserve Districts, being 
about twice as high in San Francisco as in New 
York, whilst the average for the whole country has 
been undergoing a progressive change, rising from 
23 per cent in 1918 to about 40 per cent in 1928. 
In Great Britain ·it used to be said before the war 
that the total. deposits of the banks were about 
equally divided between deposit-accounts and current
accounts.' During the war investments in government 
issues, under the stimulus of official propaganda, 
probably drained away some of the most permanent 
of the deposit-accounts, with the result that the pro
portion of deposit-accounts fell to about one-third of 
the total. During the last ten years, however, the 
proportion has been gradually returning to the pre
war proportion of about one-half. If, therefore, we> 
allow for interest-bearing current-accounts and for 
" minimum balances" held to remunerate the bank, 
it would appear that in Great Britain the true 
savings-deposits may be somewhat in excess of one~ 
half of the total; though we must on the other side 
allow for the fac~ that deposit-account rules (seven 
days' notice) are not always expected to be adhered 
to strictly. ~ 

Let the reader remember that these percentages "-"
are given merely as indications of the order of 
magnitude of the quantities in question. ~- >/ 

,J polj;ions of the two types of deposit to ~ " 
1 depOSitS are by nOm~~tanT,aiid1t is pre- > 
cisel~anati.on which> will give 
importance to the above analysis in our subsequent 
argument. 

The foregoing classification naturally includes Notes 
I. I ha.ve also heard the pre-war proportion of deposit-acoounts estimated 

at ......... & third ths.n a haJI. Leal (Banking, p. 124), writing in 1926, 
says that ourrent-aooounta are as .. rule in U0es8 in England. but depoait .. 
&ooounts oomsid.erably in ex0e8s ill Scotland and Ireland. 
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as well as Bank-deposits. Since Notes never carry 
interest, there is a greater presumption in their case 
than in the case of Bank-deposits that they are held 
as cash and not as a form of savings. There is also, 
in a modern economic co=unity, a presumption 
that they are held as income-deposits rather than as 
business-deposits, transactions between business men 
being mainly carried on by means of cheques. 

There has been, indeed, during the past hundred 
yearsas~~Qtes 
to the use of Cheques; and the proportions of Bank
depOsits, which m any· country we may expect to 
represent Savings-deposits, Business-deposits and In
come-deposits respectively, depends on the stage in 
this evolution which that country has reached. In 
the first stage Bank-deposits are mainly in the nature 
of investments, most payments being made by Notes. 
In the second stage Bank-deposits are partly used as a 
means of holding cash, but are generally turned into 
Notes when it comes to making a payment. In the 
third stage business transactions are mainly done by 
cheque, the use of Notes being limited to wage pay
ments and petty cash. In the fourth stage wage 
payments also are made by cheque, and Notes are 
employed for little except petty cash and out-of
pocket expenditure. Most continental countries are 
between the second and third stage. Great Britain 
is in the third stage, ·but possibly on the eve of the 
fourth. The United States is between the third and 
the fourth stage. The significance of Notes in a montr 
tary system and the appropriate means of regu-" 
lating their volume must obviously depend (though 
this is not yet generally recognised) on the stage of 
evolution which has been reached. The statistical .f 
significance of fluctuations in the note-issue must 
also vary in the same way .. 

I If ill Grea' Britain we had ltatistica oj the active DOte -ue. thU 
might have much value .. aD indes of tha w_ bill. At p_t DO 
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(iii.) DEPOSITS AND 0vEImBAFl'S 
, (We have characterised cash-dep0sit8 88 ~ 

the ready co~~ ~on~ch is feqIDredJpr 
the converu~ tnU"';;;;;;of current payu'llB.tB. But 
the anatysiS is complicated, in a modem community, 
by the fact that a cash-deposit is not t.he only IDfIPIS 

of provi~ this facility. It is provi~ equall~Il, " 
by -me ~ '.Il. by an arrangement Wl the 
bank tha an account may be in debit at any time up 

o to an amount not exceeding an agreed figure, interest 
being paid not on the agreed maximum debit, but on 
the actual average debit.) (A customer of a bank may ( 
~~his dep@;thus ~hiDg 
his CfI!di ; but he may, eq y well, 

o draw a,!< ~t hjs overdraft;, thus increasiJur ' 
hiSiIebit with !ihe.bankJ' ___ 0 

1liii"ii6ttlement of indebtedness by means of book
entries at banks can, indeed, be done just 88 effectively 

o by transferring debits from one account to another 88 

by transferring credits from one account to another. 
It is just 88 effective to pay by increasing the debit 
balance of the debtor and decreasing the debit balance 
of the creditor 88 it is by decreasing the credit J 

balance of the former and increasing the credit balance 
of the latter. Thus it is not in the least essential 3 
the efficient working of the cheque-money system tha ~ 
any of those who have cheque books should also hay ,fT 
deposits. The resources of the bank might consis 
entirely of its own capital or they might be drawn 
from a class of customer, namely from those who 
run fixed' savings-accounts with the bank, quite 

.-.... anilablo for the actin> oUcuIatioD, BiDce _ JoiD& Stock 
Baabgi ....... 6g1IN8f .. __ tof..-_ ..,._in_ .......... 
_ugh ___ DO __ why _ 6g1IN8 ahouId _ be gi..... In 
_ ........ of -.ho_, __ of beDken' beIaaoM puhliabed ..,. U!e 
II...t of England may, Wt ... in aooi- ____ of ..... _ 

~ publiahed ..,. _ bub, aIknr ..- appnmmato inf ........ to 

bedJa .... 
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distinct from the customers who run cash-accounts ; 
in which case the cash-accounts would consist enti!'.dy 
of debit-accounts (i.e~) and IiOti'faU of 
cre~ (i.e. cash-~). 

In Great Britain in particular-I do not venture to 
speak WitliCOnlidence as to". banking practices else
where-there has been a growinuractice of econo
~i!lg .the amount of-the cash:a:eposlts.J)j c.eveloping 0 
the technique.QUhe overdraft.! Iiithe case of large 
and well-organised firms,- the tendency is for their 
cash-accounts to tend on the average (reckoning cash
deposits plus and overdrafts minus) towards zero, or, 
at any rate, a very low figure, partly by the use of 
the overdraft and partly by investing temporary sur
plus balances in bills or in loans to the money market. 
If the minimum balances, maintained in pursuance of 
an agreement for the remuneration of the bank, be 
subtracted, the average cash-accounts of big business 
(reckoned as above) bear a very small proportion to 
the volume of the cheques passing through the 
accounts. But private individ~als~r~_m~kiDg an 
ever-in..£..reas~g ~draff£aci1itles. 

Thereaaermustnotice that it is not the amount 
of the customer's used overdraft appearing on the 
assets side of the bank's balance-sheet, but the amount 
of his unused overdraft, which does not (at present) 
appear anywhere at all in a bank's statement of its 
assets and lisbilities, which corresponds to a cash
deposit ;-80 that it is the total of the cash-deposits 
and the unused overdraft facilities outstanding which 

...,/together make up the total of'Cash Facilities. Pro
perly speaking, unused overdraft faCiIltl'es-:==Smce they 
represent a lisbility of the bank-ought, in the sarne 
way as acceptances, to appear on both sides'tlf the
account. But a~nt this is not 50, with thll result/ 
that there exists m unused jlverdraft 1acilitiesa funn -----

1 The origm..! home of the overdraft ..... I UUuk, _ It hell 
oever woo. mach favour in t.he United StateL 
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of Bank-Money of gro~g impo1't!nce, of which we 
liave no statistical recoriIwliiiteVer, whether as regards 
the absolute aggregate amount of it or as regards the' 
fluctuations in this amount from time to time.'-

Thus the Cash Facili¥es, which are truly cash for 
the purposes of the Theory of the Value of MoneyJ?l: 
no means co~~ the B~~ Dep9si~_whiclUite 
piililiiine((-The latter inclUde an xmportant proportion 
ofiomething which is scarcely money at 1Ill (not much 
more than e.g. a Treasury Bill is), nameJy the savings
deposits; whilst, on the other hand, they take no 
account of something which is a Cash Facility, in the 
fullest sense' of the term, 'namely unused overdraft 
facilities. So long as savings-deposits and .unused 
overdraft facilities are both of them a nearly constant 
proportion of thjl total deposits, the figures of Bank 
Deposits as published are a sufficiently satisfactory 
index of the amount of Cash available. But if, as we 
shall see subsequently, these proportions are ca:pable 
of wide fluctuations, then we may be seriously llll8led, \ 
as indeed many people have been misled, by treating I 
Bank Deposits as identical with Cash. 

(iv.) THE VOLUME OF DEPOSITS IN RELATION TO 
THE VOLUME OF TRANSACTIONS 

"We have Been that the Cash-dep9.sits, whether 
.Income-deposits or Business-deposits,. are held for 
~ the purpose of making payments-in distinction from 
Savings-deposits which are held for a different purpose .. 
The next question is, therefore, as to the relationship 
betwem the amoun~ of such cash-deposits and the 
volume oH~Ja,ymenm 00 which they are em~ed.) 

• W~ dea with this question statistically in. 
Volume ii. j but it will be convenient to make some 
preliminary observations at once. 

(Let us begin with the Inc.2lPe-deposiu.. In this l ~> 
case the volume of payments out) is .easily specified.' 
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For, ob~ously, ~t~ equal to the mo~~!-income of, the 
~1Eri~ whi&:. "!<Qnstitutelh'ii-payments:jn~ '11unus 
any mcrease (or plus any decrease) in the amounTOf 

. Hie llioonre-d~i~ the!Il§eIY..6!I,1 pur broadly, the 
annuarturnover of tM income-deposjta ElLeq.uaVone 
year's sataries plus one year's wages plus one year's 
rentier interest plus one year's business earnings; or, 
in other words, p,ne year's earnings of the factors of' 
production. Thus aggregate money-mcomes.WiJI Hi!C
tilate ~.t.h_th.El JnJ>ney <lQ,sfiP,CciirientQll.tpllt) if we 
inClUde in the latter not only everything newly created 
which is the subject of exchange including services, 
but also income from the use of fixed consumption 
capital (e.g. houses).· 

<What will be the relationship between this turn
over, i.e. the a~gregate annualllio~e1:-income of the';' 
community,an the amO.!ll!rL ... ElJP,c.9~-p-osits 1 " I 

The latter wlIr1>e some more or less stable fraction 
of the former. Let us call this fraction k,., and its 
inverse V" 

Generally speaking, one would expect the average 0 
value of k,. in a given economic society to be a fairly 
stable quantity from year to year. )\But this average I 
stability may be accompanied by considerable seasonal I Q) 
fluctuations, if income,) though a.ccruin.g steadily day 
by day "is not received and disbursed daily but at inter
vals.) Where, as in the case of working-class wages, the 
payments of income are made weekly, k,. will have a 
different value for each day of the week, falling steadily 
or sharply from pay-day onwards; but its weekly 
average will be stable. Where, as in the case of many 
middle-class salaries, the paymeJlts are made quarterly, 
k, will be at its maximum on quarter-days and will 

1 To avoid misuDderatandin it ohouId be otated thal ,be DQD·iDoome 
_ of pri ...... indiridualo, arioing out of (<.g.) ....... fo< buiIdlng or 
other p_ or chaDgeo of in_t. ..... to be reckooed em &be above 
claaaiJic&siem .. ___ aDd &be beJaDceo 00DDeCted with 
.. ch traosBctio ...... BaaiDeaa-depooit • 

• Fa. a """" ........ de1inition of income _ Chap&er e below. 
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show a progressive fall between one quarter-day and 
. the next. But the most important se&S.Q.nal fluctua- r.:i\ 
tio~ value~ is likely to be found m the c&se\l!.J 
oTagncultiiraliStB who receive their incomes when they ~ 
sell their crops. In the case of such a country 8.8 W p' 
India, for example, the sea.sonal fluctuations in the : 
demand for ca.sh in di1Ierent districts due to this cause C>-r' 
are so great 8.8 to be a matter of common observation. ~.......,."... 

(In a community made up of weekly,wage_eamers~-.) 
quarterly salary - earners and agriculturalists, it . 
evident, therefore, that the composite value of k,. (w 
include-the reader will remember-notes 8.8 well 
bank-accounts under the designation income-deposits) I 

- will describe a complex curve with many peaks an V 
depressions through the year, even though its yearly 
average is fairly constant.) ~ 
~ \Its average value, moreover, will depend not only ~ 
\!:6n the average length of the intervals between pay- I-.l\.~ 

days but also on the habits of the community in the ~"W'-' 
matter of paying its bills pari passu with consumptioJ!, '(J I 
or in arrear; \.8. on whether its disbursements are "- <...-." 
made at a level daily rate or whether they are con
centrated in the periods immediately after pay-days; 
Where certain heavy payments are concentrated at 
particular seasons, this will be reflected in a corre
sponding sea.sonal drop in k,.-as, for' example, in the 
ca.se"of the British income-tax which is well known to 
have-the effect of appreciably depressing the level of 
the income-deposits in the spring. 

'~:) ,Changes in such customs and habits affecting the 
'-.-times 8Jld sea.sons of receipts and disbursements

which are, however, likely to be slow-will generally: 
have more infiueUlle...Qn the ... ayeXliogIL value£o~ 
the whOleyeir than,jVill J3.uCtu.a.tioIlll in t.t m: in 
pnces.) Atempor&ry fa.lling away in real incomes 
tlraYhave some effect in reducing k,."8.8 a result of the 
effort to maintain consumption at a time when such 
incomes are falling. A distrust of the currency. such " 
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as existed in Europe during the post-war inflation 
period, maL!~ reit~}~Jar below its nOf!D.l!tyal.!!~ 
by inducing customers to :Q:!ake their purch81!e8 in a 
hj!gy. - But-apart from such exceptional causes, k. 

\ 
is''' unlikely to change its value materially between one 
year and another. 

To make a guess at what this stable average value 
of k. actually is, is made difficult by the absence 
(at present) of any statistics which would enable us 
to distinguish between the income-deposits ~nd the 
business-deposits. Since the matter will be examined 
more carefully in Volume ii., it will be sufficient to 
say here that in the case of Gr~t Britain the ~e 
value of k. is in all probabilib': more tliinJi..pet-'lellt 
ariilTeSstliii.il"lljer cent oiJ;he COI~lI~PPl-\ty},-a!Ulual 
inoome,aiidU:i3y be piit"provisionally ali somewhere 
in the neighbourhood of 8 per cent. 

) \Let us turn next to the Business-deposits.) 'Here 
we are likely to find m1Mlh 1~!!.!t!l~1!j.lity!lld regulat:ity 
th~n in t~ase ..o!J~_J!lc_<>'I!l~~d~P98its. The volume 
of transactions, ill respect of which the business
deposits are turned over, will consist of the cheques 
drawn to cover all the exchanges of goods, docu
mentary instruments and titles, etc., passed backwards 
and forwards' between business men, and may be 
classified as follows : 1 

.,. (i.) Transactions arising out of the division of pro
ductive functions, namely: 

(a) Payments from entrepreneurs to the income
deposits of the factors of production; 

(6) Transactions between those responsible for the 
stage of process (of e$action, manufacture, 
transport or distribution) just completed and 
those responsible for the next stage or for 
assembling the different components ; 

(ii.) Speculative transactions in capital goods or 
commodities; . 

(iii) Financial transactions, e.g. the redemption 
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and renewal of Treasury Bills, or changes of invest
. ments. 

(Now of these (i.), like the transactions in respect of 
income-deposits, will be a fairly stable function of the 
money-value of current output'J (i.a) indeed will be 
exactly equal to the receipts pl8.ced to the credit of 
the income-deposits, since every cheque paid in to the 
income-deposits will be a cheque paid out of the 
business-deposits and 'IIice versa--except where there 
is a direct purchase by a consumer from a producer 
which is the case with some personal services. Cate
gory (i.b) will also fluctuate on the whole with the 
money-value of a year's output, though it will also 

. change ~adually with the character and technique of 
prodUction, and, over short periods, according to 

. whether en~preneurs are or are not anticipating their 
requirements. Further, as we shall see subsequently, 
the price-level appropriate to (i.b) will not move 
precisely with the price-level appropriate to the con
sumption paid for out of the income-deposits, with 
the result that the changes in the money-value of 
transactions (i.b) may not correspond accurately to the 
money-value of expenditure by consumers at the same 
time. In the language of Chapter 15 belowcbusiness
deposits held for t~YIP.Q3.!1S of trlwlIactfonrri·q) 

• a~make up, together 3'ith th~j!J&Qw;,d&!lQaits, 
w at we sluilICiiJt'1;lie [Mustrial OirCUlat~.' 

/ 

<Transactions in cat,egones (n.) ana (I'll. , on the 
other hand., need not be, and are not, governed by 
the volume of current output;') c.The pace at which J 
a circle of financiers, specufators and investors hand tv 
round one to anothe~ particular pieces of wealth, or 
titles to such, which they are neither producing nor 
consuming but merely exchanging, bears no definite 
relation to the rate of current ;production) \ The 
volume of such transactions is subject to very wide 
and incalculable fluctuations) easily double at one 
time what it is at another,@epending on such fatton! 
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as the state of speculative sentiment J and, whilst it 
is pOBBibly stimulated by the activity and depressed 
by the inactivity of production, its fluctuations are 
quite different in degree from those of production. 
Moreover the price-level of the capital goods thus 
exchanged may vary quite differently from that of 
consumption goods. (BusineSB-deposits held for the' 

v purposes of transactiOns (ii.) and (iii.) make up, to
gether with the savings-deposits, what in Chapter 15 

!1 we shall call the Financia[OiroylnJ.icm. ) 
(Unfortunately tliese transactions are not only 

highly variable, and varying differently from trans
actions arising out of production and consumption; 
they are also large enough compared with the latter 
transactions to confuse the statistics.) For example 
in Great Britain the total cheque transactions of all 
kinds in 1927 probably approached £64,000,000,000, 
to which must be added the transactions for which 
notes are used, making a total of more than sixteen 
times the annual income. Since each item of current 
output cannot change hands on the average 80 many 
as sixteen times, it is evident that transactions aris
ing out of current production and consumption are 
swamped by busineSB transactions of other kinds. 

(This confusion of production and income statistics by 
the large and variable factor of financial transactions 
is a serious obstacle to reaching reliable inductive re
sults concerning modem monetary problems. "7 

The corresponding figures for the United States 
in 1926 were about 700 billion dollars for cheque 
transactions, which was about ten times the annual 
income. . 

( It is evident from the above that the ~roportion, 
A.. of the avet:e lev~~hl:...busineAA-J>POSl~o 

../ the_vOlume of __ bnsi __ ~JiQ~ may be3!uite 
different Jrom 1;", ~he propotlion.oUhe income-tfeposits 
to the incometrii.nsactions.) Also it is likely both to 
varydiffereiitWimd tObe much more variable. Some 
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estimates as to the magnitude and variability oIk., ,.. 
. or rather of its inverse VI' will be given in Volume ii. 

I Now,ehilst k., in any given economic commuW.ty, ~ 
can reasonably be thought of as a steady fraction 0 
of the national income in terms of money, this is not 
the case with k.. For both the volume and the price-
level of the transactions which govern k. are capable 
of wide variations which do not correspond 'to varia-
tions of the national money-income. Thus it is mis- . 
leadin¥S to represent the total cash-de~osits (i.e:J:iiOOiiie-
deposl plus business-deposIts) as eanng any stable 0 
or normal relationshi to the nat! - e.) 

e rea er ave noticed that k. and k. are 
the inverse of what are generally called the " velocities 
of 'circulation" of the income-deposits and of the 
business-deposits respectively.) 

We must now embark on a very long argument 
as to the manner in which the creation of deposits 
by the banking system is related to the price-level. 
To . begin with, the Second Book of this Treatise:
constituting an inevitable digression from the centraY I 
theme-will be devoted to an analysis of the mean
ing, and to the problem of the measurement, of the 

t Value of Money. 

VOLoI 



BOOK II 

THE VALUE OF MONEY 



CHAPTER 4 
.J 

THE PURCHABING POWER OJ!' MONEY 

~ (i.) THE MEANING OFPURCIIASING POWE~ 

if'tA lIIAN does not hold money for its own sake, but for .. 
~ its Purchasing Power-that is to say, for w~it . 
w:iJl~ :-ThereYore his demand is .not for units of 
money as such, but for units of purchasing power .. 
Since, however, there is no means of holding general 
purchasing power except in the form of money;his 
dem~~r_PUJ'cbasin:K..j>ower transla~tself-in.tQ\o 
a dltmand fO!.Jlol!.~e~Ulvareu£"...Q.\ll1nlj!!!..9f..mGll8y; . 
What 18tIle measure oP' equivSIence""" between units 
of money and units of purchasing power! 1 

(Since the PurchllaIDg ~Money in a given

t 
colitext depends On th~ti!LofgooasandJll:.rnces 
which a unit Of m2!!ll. WIll p!!!cnas-e, it IOlIowithat ' 

(it ~~~~<LbL~f lI;aCOPr~ite com~ 
r moditJli. made up of the various inruVl ua goOO:S-ana 

serViCes in proportiQD8-00rr~E.0~dirtgjQ" theiIJ!p.port- ' . 
a:nce ~obje~ts of,,~xp~.c!i,!1Ee)~ore?ver, ~liere ~e 
m:&ny"types and purposes of expenditure, m WhiCh] 
we may be interested at one time or another, cor- 0 
responding to each 'of which there is an appropriate 
composite co=odity. The price of a composite l 
co=odity which is representative '\Jf 'flome1lt;Yje of . 
expenditure, we shall call a Pnce-tevel:. an ,the. 
serles of numbers indicative 01 Changes in a given; 
price-level we shall call Index-number8,) It follows . 
that the number of urufA'l of money which is, \
" equivalent" in a given context to a unit of pur- ' 

63 , 

Hv""" u.- .~ 1\Vy. ~ ... ~"- u.--t 
1'Z ...... _C.""~.'"t.? 
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chasing power, depends on the corresponding Price
level and is given by the appropriate Index-number. 

,..., . Is there anyone of these Price-levels, and if 80 
Iv ( which, corresponding pa~ to what we mean 

by the Purchasing Power of Money t We need not 
hesitate over the answer to this question. However 
great the theoretical and practical difficulties of 
measuring changes in the Purchasing Power of 
Money, there need not be any doubt 88 to what 
we mean by it. ~e mean by the Purchasing Power 

0/ of Money the power of mo~~to b~'y thUQll.ds 
'" and services on the pur~~f which.1or p~ 

of consumptIon a given community.oLindividna1s 
e~nQtheir-m.c;ue~me}) That is to say, it is 
measiii'edliy the quantity of such goods and services, 
weighted according to their importance 88 objects 

./ of consumption, which a unit of money will buy; 
and the appropriate index-number is of the type 
sometimes designated 88 the Consump.t.i,~deL It 
follows that Purchasing Power mUst always be defined 
with reference to a particular set of individuals in a 
given situation, namely those whose actual consumption 
furnishes us with our standard, and has no clear mean
ing unless this reference has been given. 

This does not mean that there are not .other 
types of composite commodities, price-levels, and 
price index-numbers of great interest and importance 
for various purposes and inquiries. Indeed the notion _ 
of there being a variety .9f.J>ti~-Jevels, which fluctuate 
relatively to one another just 88 the prices of indi
vidual commodities fluctuate relatively to one another, 
is very helpful to an understanding of Monetary The~ry. 
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But the existence of a plurality of other and, as the~ 
maY,farr,' ly be called, secondary price-levels ap~o.pp.~te ~ 
to difierenu~ and""di.1Ierenrcontem 18 not a , 
riasori lor"admitting any ambiguity as to the meaning r 
of the . Purchasing Power of Money itself. '. 

(The money-of-account--with which we began 
Chapter I-was devised long ago in order to satisfy 
the need for a term in which to express general 
purchasing power. lA defin.i.t<> m.ea"!#..o4=:chasing -
power by means ~-numbers of pnces 18, 

however, a conception of modem times :> A short 
summary of the Risto of Index-Num is given 
in Appendix IV. 0 ro essor vm~r's The 
Making of Index-Numbers; to-wJllc'IlTIieed only 
add a mention of Bishol!.-.Fl~ood's Ckronicon Precio
sum, 1706 (particulany '1heIiFsr part of chap. iv. 
and chap. vi.), described by Edgeworj;h as "the 
earliest treatise on index-numbers and one of the 
best", tvhere the conception of purchasing power and. 
the m~ of the changing purchasing power of 
money, are first treated after the modem "manner. 
The following 9,uotation indicates the Bishop's line 6f 
approach: "Since money is of no other me: than as it 
is the thing with which we purchase the necessaries' 
and conveniences of life, 'tis evident, that if £5 in 
H. VI. days would purchase 5 Quarters of Wheat,' . 
4 Hogsheads of .Beer, and 6 Yards of Cloth, he who V 
then had £5 in his pocket was full as rich a man as . 
he who has now £20 if with that £20 he can purchase 
no more Wheat, Beer, or Cloth than the other." But 
for practical purposes Price Index-Numbers ~m 
the 1860's.' . 

1 
(rnUS'"the Money-of-Account is the term in whichylli' 

units of Purchasing Power are expressed. Money is' • 
I The important literature of the aubjeo1> is OOIDprlaed within & am&Il 

COul pa.8B, namely : ' 
1. Jevona, Papers reprinted in 1nVUCigatioM j" Otm'e-MY and FiMftU. 
Z. Edgeworth, Papen "'printed in P"2""8 rdaliog 10 Polilical Economy. 

vol. i. 
[Continued on the nen page. 
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~
e form in which units of Purchasing Power are held. 

, he Index-Number of the p~e of the composite com
'" odity representative of consiimption is the standard 

~! which units of Purchasing Power ar6'measU1ed.) 
, ... ,~ 

l ' ').'-' (Tile problems which arise in the Theory of Price
~' Levels (or Index-numbers) will be discussed in the 

following order ~ 
,.,' 1. The Purchasing Power of Money or COI!8ll'!I:P

tion Stap,<l!!.rd will be discussed in this chapter, along 
with the Labour Power of Money or Earn~ S~nd
a.!g which measures the power of money to com
mand units of human effort. 

2. Certain secondary standards will be examined 
in Chapter 5. 

3. Some peculiar standards, which are appro
priate to certain equations arising in the Theo?, of 
Money or to doctrinesj such as the alleged Intnnsic 
ValJ!e of Money, which have been held about it, will 
be considered in Chanter 6 under the heading of 
" Currency Standards ,~. 

4. The relationships between different price-levels 
and the tendencies, real or alleged, for them to move 
together will be briefly considered in Chapter 7 under 
t)J.e heading of " The Diffusion of Price-Levels". 

5. Finally in Chapter 8 we must attack the very 
difficult problems involved in measuring changes in 

I the Purchasing Power of Money and the best means of 
solving them. 

3. c. IlL Walah, PMMtIUVI_ofa-alll.v.."IJ'-YtJlu. 
v .. Irving Fisher, PM PweItaoi.., p"""" of M-r and PM M.Iti.., oJ 
Iftdc.N ....... 

I. Wesley Mitchell, Iftdc.N ...... of Wlteluole Pricu (U.S. B ..... u of 
Labour Statisti"" Bulletimo 173 and 284). ' 

J 8. A. C. Pigou, PM llwnomiu of W d/ ..... part i. chap. Y. 
7. G. Haberier, D..- 8 ..... tW l~ 1927. 
8. 11. Olivier, Lu Nom/wu 104i<u do /a _ .... du prU, 1927 (aD 

_ ....neDt and leamed ._ and criticism of the omting literature). 
ProI_ Fisher hu in peparation a dictionary of el<isting Pric:e Inde",. 

Numheta. 
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(ii.) THE PuRCHASING POWER OF MONEY OR 
CONS~ON STANDARD 

(There is at present a most serious lack of satis
factory index-numbers of Pur.£:g~!dg Pow~i. ) Hitherto 
no(imcua authonty1i8.S CO!llPUE an mdex-number 
which could fairly be called an Index-Number of Pur". ' 
chasing Power, . They generally deal with one or other" • 
of the se?rice~le:hls, such as the wholesale, or . 
cost-of-li ppce- ev ,which we shall examine 
below. Apart from this, all the Index-Numbers at 
present available are much too crude to take account 
of the subtleties and serious di1'Ii.culties of the prob
lem of measuring changes between one position and 
another, which we are postponing to Chapter 8. 

CAn Index-Number of the Purchasing Power of I 

~
MOneYnin;OUIdillCIUdA directly or mdirect1y, onceand! of-
once 0 y, all tIle items which enter into final consump
~ (as distinct from an intermediate pro~pro-
1ceS8) weighted in proportion to the amount of their I 

I money-income which the consuming public devote to i 
them.) Since it would be a matter of great com~ty 
to compile a completely com:preheIll!ive index on these 
lines, we should be satisfied m practice with an index 
which covered a la£8e aid represen~tive p~tal 0 
consumption. Bu we ave not at present even this. 

~ ... ~e failure to compil~ a. complete or ade9.~te 
mdex-nmnlrel'bteoD81:lB1'p1ri.on)lS'PltTtty to lie expIa:med 
b~eat practiCit1tifficulties; but it is also due to 
the excessive prestige'-atJta.ching to 'a particular type 
of secondary index-number;i1amely the ind,!x-number .. 
of w.holesalum5!!¥!. When we are consideringsnort- . 
period phenomena, as in the Credit-Cycle, this Index
Number has the defect that its movements do not 
occur at the same time or in the same degree as tha 
correlated movements in the Purchasing Powel:' Qf 
Money. And when we are considering long-period 
phenomena, it is open to the objection that it omits 
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altogether or weights inade~uately certain important 
objects of consumptiOn in particular, persoEal~~r
vices and CO!llpl«;l~_m~!l)lfuctl1l'8d..gl!2dA (e.g. motor
cars)." The first omission (though sometimes partly 
balanced by the second omission) is a serious source 

~ of confusion in a community which is technically pro
gressive and increasing in wealth, inasmuch as technical 
progress tends to lower the cost of commodities in terms 

. of services, whilst at the same time the community 
spends an increasing proportion of its income on 
services as its average wealth increases. In most 
countries the ne~h.ing..to a ConsumptiQn..l.IJdex-' 
~JlIIlber !s".~I!e.. Iii~x-NUmber 9.f t~e Qp~t_pf Living 
of the Working CIasses--:-Thisindex-N'umber has the 
simeaefect;"ti3Wever;as the wholesale index-number,. 
thougnm a less degree, particularly if it is extended to 
apply to other classes in the community, namely that 
it under-weights expenditure on personal services in ! 
comparison with expenditure on commodities. 

Nevertheless, with the growth of statistical material, 
the resources of an energetic Government department 
ought to be equal to the compilation of a reasonably 
accurate index of the purchasing power of money 
within a few years' time. Meanw~e we must be 
content to do the best we can br combium.· bg 5me 0 

of the existing series of ~da!'Y...m_~ ers. 
-sOmevwualiIe pIOneer work along these lines has 

been carried out by Mr. C,g!,&,y@r. tbe_8~.t4ltician 
of the Federal Reserve Bank..of-New-Yo.tk.' His 
index-number, which he calls "the" ~the 
generall!tice 19yel ';' is arrived at by: combining the 
four following secondary index-numbers with weights 
in proportions as stated : 

• 21 Coot of living 
". 31 Rmt 

·31 
. 1 

• I See hio Bui ..... Oydu aII4 Bui ..... M __ • chap. n. and ,he 
currem Monthly B"- of ~ Federal ~ Bank of Now York fo< 
more __ part.icuIan .. to hio methado. 
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I shall use this index as providing a "tolerable 
approximation to a consumption -standard!.! But it 
must be remembered that it was devised by Mr. 
Snyder for a- different purpose, namely, as (what I 
shall designate below, p. 78) a Cash Transactions -
standard. 

It will be noticed that certain items of expenditure 
appear, directly or indirectly; in inore than one of Mr. 
Snyder's component indexes; but there is no harm in . 
this, provided the weight given to them in the aggre
gate 18 not disproportionate. The chjef 8)]P~ of ~ 
Mr. Snyder's index over others, regarded a~n 
index-num.!?er of consump!iQp., lies iU!Li!lJl1L..that 0 
bLbnngmg ill the composite ~a$~ P@.)ryIle~ta.jj;! 
ge~axex to making 1ft1Ue proVlSlonfor the coill 
o{pe~sonal.~ 
- Mr:-SnycIer haS carried his index for the United 

States back to 1..§J.5. In the fo1l9wing table 1 the earlier 
years are given ill terms of quinquennial averages. 
The index of wholesale prices,. which, except in the 
early years, is the U.S. Bureau of Labour wholesale 
index, is placed beside it for comparison; and a third 
column gives the ratio between the two. 

This table is of the highest interest to those of us 
who have been brought up (and who has not~) to 
look oJ:!. index-numbers of the wholesale type, such 
as Sauerbeck's or the Economist's, as representing 
"the value of money". It is evident that in an 
age of technical progress these index-numbers have 
tended, except during such an exceptional period 

" I Mr. Snyder baa published Buboequently (lelli..., oJ Eeonomi< BltJli8li<o, 
Feb. 1928) & rovieed .. Index of tho General Prioe Level" for tho yeoro 1913-
1927 oompiled on somewhat" different linea from the above. This new 
vemon, however, is muoh leu serviceable 88 a Consumption Indu: than the 
version given Ifbove. beca.1l8&--i.n purawt of Mr. Snyder'. object which is to 
produce. not 6 Consumption Index, but, aa atated above. a Cash-Tranl
action Index-it takes aooount not only of oODiumption goods and servioea 
but alao of Realty VaIu .. and Security Prices. Thus, whilst Mr. Snyder'. 
new index may be more suitable for his purpose. hiI old index is oertainly 
much more euitable for mine. 
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SRYDBB'S U INDEX OJ' GBRDAL PBICB-1&vBr. n 1'08 'l'IIlI Ulfrl'BD 

STATES OOMPABBD WITR TBlI WBOLBSALlD Ill'DlDX (1913 = 100) 

Consumption Index 
(Snyder). Wholesale Index. Rat-Io of the Two. 

1876-79 78 96 81 
188O-M 78 101 77 
1886-89 73 82 89 
189(}...94 74 77 95 
1896-99 72 69 104 
1900-4 79 83 95 
1906-9 88 92 96 
1910 96 97 99 . 
19U 96 95 101 
1912 99 99 100 
1913 100 100 100 
1914 101 98 103 
1915 103 101 102 
1916 lI6 127 91 
1917 140 177 79 
1918 164 195 84 
1919 186 207 90 
1920 213. 227 94 
1921 . m In 121 
1922 170 149 114 
1923 181 154 117 
1924 181 150 121 
1925 186 159 lI7 
1926 186 151 123 -

as the War, progressively to over-estimate the 
value of money-income for the general purposes of 
consumption. It may be that Mr. Snyder's index 
errs in the opposite direction, and that its method of 
compilation has the effect of ov~~1J!lg . .the J<2sto 
olJ!.~mce.!. The determination mustawait 
that further investigation of the relevant facts to 
which practical statisticians may be expected to give 
more attention in the future than they have in the 
past. . 

A further souree of error-the correction of which 
might bring an accurate Consumption Index nearer 
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to the Wholesale Index than the above-is to be 
found in the ina e uate wi' fJll8Dufactured\ .. 
goods, the price 0 w c e to a re~y 
~§eW<;es. e fiy er iiaex makes some allow-

ce for such goods both in ita Wholesale Index 
oomponent and in ita cost of living component. 
But it is questionable whether the allowance is 
adequate .. 

Taking the Snyder index, however, at ita face value 
if only for the sake of illustration, it appears that a 
policy which had aimed at stabilising the wholesale 
index-number over the past fifty years would never
theless have caused the Snyder index to rise by 50 
per cent; whilst tJice tJersa a policy aimed at stabilis
ing the Snyder index would have caused the wholesale 
index to fall by one-third. It is at least evident that • 
the practice of employing the usual wholesale index
numbers as an approximate guide to the purchasing 
power of money is not prima facie justifiable" 

Mr. Snyder has suggested the compilation of a 
similar index-number for Great Britain, the weights 
and components proposed being as follows: 

Boald of Trade Wholeo&l. Prio ... 
Ministry of Labour Coat of Living 
Bowl.y'. Wages IndeJ: 
Rent. 

It is probable that this w~could be improved 
upon. But for the time bemg this COiiipOsite probably 
provides as good a Consumption Index for Great 
Britain as is practicable in the present state of our 
statistical knowledge. Carried back to 1913 this 
index works out as follows : 

.." 'I believe thet M&rIIh&II uaed to j .. tily the ... of the WholeorJo 
Standard. 88 a. working substitute for .. non~existent CoDiumption Standard '" 
on the ground that the omiuion of aervioee tended to be baJanoed. in ita 
oJIeot by th. 0_011 of ma.nufacturod gooda. But tho aooumptiOll 01 
any uaot balanoe between theee two IOl1l'08I of error ii, of ooune. highly 
prooeriOUI and UDlI&tislaotory. , -
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TIm PUBCllA8I1<G Pown ow Mony OR CoN8UMl'TION INDlIX 

WOR GBBAT BBlTAll< (1913 = 100) 

COJl,8umptlon Index. Whol.ale Index. RatIo of the Two. 

• 1913 100 100 100 
1919 215 258 83 
1920 ~257 308 83 
1921 223 Wi! 113 
1922 181 159 114-
1923 170 159 107 
1924- 172 165 104. 
1925 172 159 108 
1926 169 148 114-
1927 166 142 117 
1928 1M 140 117 
1929 162 126 119 - ~ 

~.in the case of the United Sta~ seen that 
t~e wli_--Wip.~liiIiitlt'eiaggeJlded the fall 
anu-nse in tile purchasing power of money in the 
post-war boom and slump, ~ over the whole 
period sin~ progre66ively to y-nder-e~~jts 
~ll.' .-

It would be of great advantage to a clear under
standin~ of the social consequences of changes in the 
purchasmg power of money if the Board of Trade were 
to compile a really good general Consumption Index 
and carry it back, if p066ible, for some fifty· years. 
An index which deliberately aimed at representing 
consumption would obvionsly be preferable to ,any 
of the" mixed " index-numbers, such as Mr. Snyder's 
index just discussed, or Professor Wesley Mitchell's 
"general-purpose" index-number, which is the average 
of several index-numbers of distinct types; though 
sucn index-numbers 1 may be serviceable as a sub-

I CharacteristicaUy _bed by Edgeworth ill his Briliah Auoo"'ion 
Memorandum .. "a compromiae between aU the modea and purpoeee-
u.. method. if praetioal exigenciea impMe the condition that we mon 
employ one ~od, not; many ~hoda ....... mmended by • jumble 
. of heWn>geneoull and incolDllleD81Ullble CODIIiderationo, like lhe oolebratecl 
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stitute for an adequate Index of Puri:basing Power, 
failing an~ better. 

; ~ (iii) THB LABoUR POWER 01' MoBEY OR 
, EAIunNGS STANDARD -

<This Standard aims at m~ept.JlC~j 
~~:i(,lf. !Ilh~I}~.!1!..eri-~.!B~t~n"!:'!U!_!l~~ ~~-
.............. WIt umts 0 commUOllty, so .ua. 1d!e .. A.JAI.-

chasing I'gw~Lo!.M9ney fli:vid~ ,by jn,J:.a1>o~ ~Q!ter 
fJimjs!;tJ'.I!..in ingeL.of real~~~er a.I!d..heuce 7 
ofthe..8ta.nclard gf Ik,) 

Y The chief o~le in the way of computing this . 
Standard is t:Obe lOund in the diflicuIJiLJlLfin~a • 
~~~ egmp;ge diff2renilmdLof (,,) 
~tU:d3n -e~rt. For even if we agree--as we m11llt
t~roper to ignore degrees of skill in this con
nection and to mean the rate of earnings per unit of 
efiort averaged over all the grades of skill actually pre
vailing in the community, we ought still, theoretically 
at least, to take account of variations in tl:!e intensity, 
distastefulness and regularity of work. In practice the 
best WeCaila.chiev~ven'if we can: achieve that-is 
to take as our index of the Labour Power of Money. 
or Earnings Standard the average hourly money- . 
earnings of the whole body of workers of every grade. v 

Some, writers would present the ~ Sta)J.dard 
88 a rival claimant of the CoDBUJJlption Staiiilii.rd for 
tli.lt~e ide&106fearveiif.arulii.idm terms 
of which the monetary unit should be stabilised. This 
is a question of convenience and expediency which 
we shall discuss subsequently. It might be, of 
course, that in certain types of social organism there 
was a strong case on grounds of expediency for 
stabilising the Labour Power of Money rather than 
i~ Purchasing l'awer,-Jti8tlir"tlrere uiiglirbe 
__ cleduiugtho ___ tho 8igM 111"_ n.- C..,. ciL 

p.268). • 
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grounds for stabilising the price of wheat or the price 
of electrical power or the price of gold. In this 
case the answer must depend on whether, in the given 
circumstances of a :{larticular economic society, it is 
better that changes m the efficiency of human effort 
should be reflected in changed money-earnings or in 
changed money-prices. 

(iv.) WORKING' CLAss INDEX-NUMBERS 

(Corresponding to the Consumption Standard and 
the Earnings Standard for the community as a whole, 
we have the (so-called) C08~.lDdex:Number 
and the Wages I!ldex-N!!IIlber .f0~ theJVo.rkingCl<Wl, 
th~rati9J>etwe..§).:th.~t.wUlltDI6Timg a.n.index of Real 
Wj\g~!!.. \ These Working Class Index-Numbers are 
practically important, because the necessary sta.tU!tics 
are mqre e~ed than the corresponding figures 
for the Community as a whole, with the result that it is 
these index-numbers which have been actually com
piled. 

For this reason it is sometimes convenient to use 
the working class cost-of-living index-number as a 
first approximation to the Consumption Standard, to 
which it generally lies much nearer than does the 
Wholesale Standard-provided we remember that it 
is limited, not merely to the consumption of the 
working class, but to a part only of the consumption 
of that class, namely to the necesaaries pertaining to 
the established standard of life. It would be natural 
to employ it as a component part of any Consumption 
Standard. It is now currently compiled for most 
countries and, while its basis is not revised frequently 
enough, there is a considerable accumulated experience 
of the statistical and practical difficulties involved 
and the best means of overcoming them,. It is, how
ever, 80 familiar and well understood as to need no 
further comment. 



CHAPTER 5 

. ./ 
THE PL~ OJ!' SECQNDARY PRICE-LEVELS 

~THE pioneer in distinguishing the diHerent types of 
price-levelsfromoneanotherwasE~.) Thefirst .. 
thorough Classification of Index-Numbers ~was 
that prepared by hilii in his Memoranda for the British 
Association (1887 -to 1889), which still remain the 
most important digcUBBions of this matter. <He there 
distinguishes six leading types-the Capital Standard, S 
the ConsumptlOn Standard, the Currelgcy'-standard, !1 

j the Incom~~t&iidird. the Indefinite tandard and 'S 
~ the ProductIOn Standard. Nearly torty years later 

(Economw JcNiMl, voL xxxv. (1925) p. 379) Edge
worth classified index-numbers into ~f'ee ~ • 
~-Index-Numbers represenu Wilf"are, ~ \ 
weighted Index-Numbers and the Labour Standard) 
Of these three categories theD.rst and thi:r([" correspond 
to variants of the Consumption and Earnings Stand-· 
ards as defined above; and the second, in respect of 
which I have a fundamental diHerence of opinion with . 
Edgeworth, will be dealt with in the second section 
of Chapter 6. . 

(J3ut in addition ,to these fundamental price-levels, 
we have a-plurality of secondary price-levels coge
~~niling, not to the general purcllllOSiIig power of 
money over consumption as a whole or over efl'ort as 
a whole. but to its purc~pow~ s~~yr-' 
~OBes; as, for examp~epuronasmgpower of money 
over staple commodities at wholesale, or over bonds 

VOL. I 611 
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and shares, and so forth. <Further, in addition to 
these partial but more or less generalised price-levels, 
there are also a number of subsid.iary...price.leve1s, 
useful for particular purposes o~ as component parts 
mtiUilding ulL.-tJieJIlOre glln!1!:hlilied· pric~ltlYels~ 
Aritongst themost valuable of these for practical pur-

. poses are those which are now being compiled with 
increasing accuracy and completeness for particular 
trades and services; faa, for example, the indexes.,2f 
sea-fre~ts, of railwar. charges, of cotton textilesf of 
woonen textiles-;on>uildiilg m~terials, -ofirorrand steel 
gooUi,-oI chemiQalll .. of electnc power, of eerears,-of 
poUlti:y/iiiudairy produce, and so forth. lIt may be 
by the appropriate combination of 8ii.b-inde"ies of this 
type that there will be built up th~ption 
Standa(d of th..e.future for the measurement of General 
Purchasmg!'ower,}rather than by combinin~, as Mr. 
Snyder has done in default of better matensl, other 
existing indexes of a more general type, such as the 
Wholesale Index and the Wages Index. 

Amongst the standards other than the Consump
tion Standard dealt with in Chapter 4, and the Cur
rency Standards 'tI'hich we shall treat in Chapter 6, 
two stand out as being of sufficient im£.O~ 
deserve separate mention, namely: 
"'1i.) The Wholesale Standard; and 
"" (ii.) The International Standard. ) 

(i.) THE WHOLESALE STANDARD 

• (This price-level is ~_~_.!IP oethe prices of basic 
commpditiell-&Lwholesale.) Sometimes they are 
diVided into the two groups, foods and materia~; 
sometimes into the groups, agnciiltuiafirid· non
agricultural. It is based, almost. entirely, -on the 
prices of raw materials, in various stages of completion, 
either of manufact\lrft or position, on their Journey 
through the productive process to.the consumer; that 
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is to say, it roughly corresponds ~ the ~ce-levelwf 
what in subsequent chapters we shall working 
capital, i.e. of ~1l.Cl.goods. 

The older wliolesale index-numbers were either 
~hted, all the principal basic commodities 
being treated as 'of equal importanoe, or at best 
roughly weighted, wheat for example being reckoned 
two or three times as important as tin, whereas its· 
real relative importanoe is perhaps ten times or more. 
More reoently, however, the best official index-numbers _ 
have been elaborately and scienti1i.ca.lly wei~, 
on the basis of the relative jmpod;ap~ of cilllei-e"'"nt 
articles m the natloDal economy as indica~e . 
Census of Production. The culmiiiition at these im
provements up to the present is to be found in-1{he . 
excellent wholesale in~ United Sta~u ~ 
of Labour,~since lts latest reVlSlOn(September 
1927T,1S based on 550 individual commodities'scien- . 
ti1i.ca.ll . hted. - -
N""e!t~ the early index-numberB--fiUch as 

Jevons's, Soetbeer's, Sauerbeck's and the Economist~'8 
-were of thewholesalf!Ype; mainly becauselliis . 
was, formerly, the oii1y type for ~e compilation 0 ~ 
which adequate statistics· were forthcoming ove 
a series of years. Since no other index -numbe 
were available, these were acoepted without much 
qualifi.cation~ both in popular and in learned discus
sions of Monetary Problems, as indicative of "the 
value of money". Most of us were brought up to 
employ such index-numbers as Sauerbeck's or the 
Economist's much too light-heartedly, and witho1tt 
sufficient warning that, while there might be nothing 
better available, nevertheless the actual divergences 
between these indexes and the Purchasing Power of 
Money might prove to be, if we could calculate them, 
of very great significance both theoretical and prac
tical. This light-heartedness )V&8 much encouraged 
by the doctrine, fallacious in IflY opinion, put into 
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currency imder distinguished authority, to the effect 

(

that, for reasons of theoretical statistics, a.ny index
number, which embraced a fairly wide range of inde
pendent price quotations, would work out in practice 
to much the same results as any other, and that it 
was, therefore, unnecessary to trouble with a variety 
of price-levels. This attitude has sunk so deep into 

a popular economics that it still prevails widely and is 
the source of a good deal of misunderstanding. I 
deal with what I believe to be its errors in the second 
section of Chapter 6. 

The reasons for possible discr~n the 
'-' Wholesale Standard apd the Consumption Standard 

are of two qUlte distinct kinds, which-i.ii11ie tntetellts 
of a much later stage of our argument-it will be 
useful to disentangle here. These two standards may 

. fluctu~fferently either because the goods. of which 
,) the former ~ account in an unfinis:r::~te· are 

diff..,.Yent, or are accolUlf;edl.o!:in different prop()rt~oiis, 
from the goods of which the lattertakes acCount in a 
finished state; or because the unfinish~ds ~-

.. sidered. by the former correspond .. in price ~l!!i~lpa
\'ttion t01i.nis1!ed goods existing at a 'differen~om 

the Iii!!slted gOQdsconsider~l>LtJie1atter .... 
As regards the varying Importance of different 

objects of expenditure for the Wholesale and Con
sumption Standards respectively, it is eviden~part 
from other discrepanCies in weighting-that !he 
fo~ores personaleervices and most of the costs 

, ,\?,.f marlretIDJ?.!nd all ~fPa:rt.91.COIll!UlllPt~Il wlifch 
. I" 18 denvea: lroriithe enJoymen~..of fixea:w-l18J!lI1ptlOn 

cajiitarras;forexample, hoUSe-room) into thL~t.of 
whICh the rate o!.interest enters as an important con
stitUent;--whereas these items account between them 
for alarge proportion of the consumer's expenditure. 
There is, therefore, no reason in the world why, over 
long periods, we should expect them to move to
gether. 
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Moreover, there is a good reason for' eXpecti,ng a 
, Whol x to fluctuate more violentl . than a '- \ IJ ") 

Consum ·0 ex, inasIl1uc as e ormer 18 more 
influenced y e prices of highly specialised items, 
whereas the latter takes more account of reia.tiVely 
unspecialised services, such as ~ket
ing. -1Ol eXa.mpfe, the prices of agncUltura.l ploducts 
to the farmer vary much more widelftJiail the prices· 
of the same products, which include transport and 
marketing charges, to the consumer'" , 

Over short PeDods there is the additional reason 
for discrepancies between the fluctuations of the , 
Wholesale Standard and the Consumption Standard, 
tha~hed goods, which are not av~1m:..QQ..n- __ " " 
sumJili~>n, have no value except wliiitlS d,erived frQ.m \:::!) 
tlieir, p~ectrve-yatneasconsti~ts of finished 
goods, an tlier~forereflect, not to-day's-va1ue for 
fiiiiShed gOOiIS; but "tneii:-antici.P!l!ted value at th«L~Yl 
when there will have been time to complete the pro-
cess of finishing the goods which a~J1.9"iLunfinished. 
Tliat the wholesale index-number is governed by the V 
anticipated level of the consumption index-number of . 
some BUbsequent date will be found to have practical 0 

, importance when we reach the discussion of the credit, 
cycle. 

""(ii.) INTERNATIONAL STANDARDS 

There are in the modem ecoilomic world a number 
of articles of internatiQJ!aJ 1ir~e which flow freely 
between one country and another, freig1!~ ~a.rgeS, 
~ and other obstacles being not SUffi(llent to 
prevent this flow. tFor each country there is an index, 
which we may call its International Index, made up 
~tice of the principal stiilidardiSed commOilitl'es,., 

y raw materials, in which there is an inkr-

• CI. my revie.. of "Inter.relationships of Bopply and Pricea" by 
G. P. W....,... and P. A. POIlIIIOD. ill tho Eoow:-ic JtNNUJJ (1929), p. 92 • 

• 
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nationa.l..maIket, weighted b~ference to theiL4n
porlance in the trade or the countrj-fu-qUlistion') A 
complete version of this index-number would, of 
course, also include manufactured articles such as 
cotton piece-goods, which are tlieiiii1iject of inter
national trade on an -lDlporlant scale. This Index 

.. corresponds, in-thecase of any given country, to 
~hat· it is now usual to call the Unsheltered Price

Level. 
-Now, after allowances for tariffs and costs of 
transport, the price of every constituent of an Inter
national Index must be the same for all countries if 
they are reduced to terms of the same currency. 
SUbject, therefore, to corrections for changes in tariffs 
and costs of transport, fluctuations in the ratio of any 

. international index expressed in terms of the prices 
of one country to the same index expressed in terms of 
the prices <;If another country must correspond closely 
to fluctuations in the rates of exchange between the 
currencies of the two countries. That is to say, the 

{

rates of foreign exchange betwean currencies must be 
at a parity with the comparative purchasing powers 
of those currencies over the staple commodities of 
International Trade. 

We must not, however, overlook the fact that the 
corrections required _fo:l:.ta.rifia. and costs .oi.transport 
may bevery substantial over a period of time, even 
in the case of articles which we think of as having, 
beyond question, an international market. The 
following table for the seventeen years 1896-1913, 

. based on statistics collected by Mr. F. C. Mills (The 
Behaviour of Price8, Section II.), exhibits this 'very 
clearly: . 

[TABLE 
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CRura .. Dr l'BIcJrs Dr 1913 All OOIlPAlWl wrm 1898 BBLAfiVIILY 
'1'G .",. CRura Dr G_ BBftA]]f 1 -- u __ 

CleImaa>'. -
What . ' 100 112 104. '1Y1 . 
p- 100 188 0157 '188 
BawSugv 100 8C\ 89 .. 
BawCotton 100 101 100 101 
Pig.i!on • 100 91 .75 .. 
BitumiDoua Co&I 100 IY1 108 HI 
petroJeom 100 1M .. 141 
Wool 100 102 .. .. 
Hid .. 100 103 .. .. 
CoJfee 100. 248 .. 172 -. 

A few of these figures are probably erroneous and not 
strictly comparable. In the case of potatoes, which 
enter dubiously into international trade, the British 
figure may have been heavily influenced by transient 
circumstances of crop or season. But the broad 
lessous of the table are evident. Raw materia.Is;"iiiich -../ 
88 cotton, wool and hides, which are not subjected to 
tariffs, and travel easily, maintain their international ( " \ 
parities very accurately. But the prices of many ..J 
other important commodities, such 88 wheat and pig-
iron, are capable of sustaining a markedly discrepant 
trend in different countries. 

Nevertheless, when there are marked differences 
between the movements of the Purchasing Power of 
Money within a country and those of its International ../ 
Price-Level, this is likely to be a matter. of import- (il') 
ance for the interpretation of the monetary equilibrium 
and price movements of the locality. At the date at 
which I write this chapter (1927), one of the most 
interesting monetary phenomena of the day is the 
general tendency for the International Price-Levels to 

I I.e. if the prioe of. 00IDIIl0CIiiy .... riaoo 10 per .... , in Gteat BriIain 
within .... period and 20 per _ in the United sw... our _ ...... 
....... 109 fo< the u.s.. i.e. 120/110-

'~ 
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:':,~) fall relatively to the Index of the local Purchasing 
Power of Money in a great many countries. 

A further phenomenon of considerable significance 
for economic interpretation is the movement for any 
country of that part of its International Price-Level 
which enters into its trade as ~ relatively to 
that part which enters as eX£>Q...rts. The ratio between 

ahese movements yields ailerivative index of the 
relative prices of Exports and Imports or, as we may 

• express it, of the Terms of Trade. It measures the 
~ ••• A.o"quantity of home goodS which have to be offered in 

order to obtain a unit of foreign goods. This Index 
v is peculiarly exposed, as Professor Bowley has shown, 

to ,the difficulties of changing composition due to the 
frequent and raEid fluctuations in the Eroportions in 
which given classes of goodS are exporteQ or unported. 
It was first introduced in Giffen's calculations for 
the BoMd.ill'i~il!L(l'arl. Papers, 187~79:-2247;-and 
su"6Beq1ient years).' 

<The Purchasing Power Parity The0:t?13 the 
For~ges, which 1mB been muc dlscussed 

\ ili'"'XeOOiityeltrs, is in its purest form no more than a 
"~ 'Ire-statement of the proposition given above to the 

(. errecrmt the rates of foreIgn eichangel>etweeutwo 
<ffi1'rencies MOVe in the Bame way as tIle rafiOOfii:il 
lilternatioii3I Illdex eXJ!r~-in~e-pres-of -one 
country-tOthesariieIii<Iex e!p~ __ Ill,_Jiiwces cif 
tlleOther ooungyj , 

'ThiS lS, inaeed, little more than a truisl)1, which 
might not have received so much atteiitiOli as it has, 
even supported by Professor Cassel's authority, if it 
had not been extended =iIregitiiiiii:t:ely in my opinion 
-to the Purchasing Power of Money itself. Since the 
prices of imporf.S'a:iilhJxp1ll"t.lrr~C1; on other prices, 

1 For discuaoi0D8 of this Index In tho _ of G"," Britoin oide Bowley. 
E~ JtNnUJl, vol :<iii. -p. 628; KeynM. E_ie Jqur"ll4l, vol :aii. 
p. 630. voL xn:iii. P. 476; Beveridge. E_i<a. Feb. lDU, p. 1; Boberteon, 
Eeoaomit;Jounaal, voLXDiv. p. 286; Ta11l8ig, Bconomic JmwrttJl. vol. InV. 
p.L 
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there will generally be some co~lation between large 
changes in a country's International Standard and 
changes in its Consumption Standard_ But there is 
no justification, even in the long run, for any precise, • 
necessary or immediate relationship between changes 
in the rate of exchange of the currencies of two coun
tries and the changes in their Consumption Standards 
relatively to one another. To suppose that there :ill 
overlooks the possibility of a change in the Terms of 
Trade. 

The prestige of tM PurchasinK fgwer PaPty 
~~, as being something more than a truism, 

as epended, not so much on the somewhat crude 
theory underlying it, as on the supposed verifications 
which have followed from applying it to some'of the 
most familiar national index-numbers.' But these 
apparent verifications are explicable by the fact that 
many of the most old-established wholesale index
numbers are mainly composed of the staple co=odi
ties of international trade, for the intelligible reason 
that it is precisely for these co=odities that satis
factory price quotations are most easily obtainable 
over a long series of years. If they were entirely 
composed of such articles, and if the systems of 
weighting were the same in each case,· the verifica
tions would be as nearly as possible perfect. For the . 
Purchasing Power Parity Theory is true, not only of 
an inde:r: of the articles which enter into international 
trade, but also if it is applied to the price of each one 
of these articles taken separately, provided allowance 
be made for changes in the costs of transport, etc. 
Since, however, these ind62:-numbers generally include 

1 I ha .... given some ezamp\eo In my 2'Nd .. M~ 1U.Jomo, pp. 
99·106 • 

• The amount of the error Introduoecl by dilIerent syatemo of weighting. 
wh .... local wholesalo Indeno are employed, boa beeu dioouaed by ProfOOllOl' 
Bowley In his l"'~ 0....,..,.;.0. oJ Priu Ollangu and his Oom. 
parali .. Priu Itvla:·NumlJ .... Jor EietNm PrineifJGI Ow""'" (London and 
Cambridge Eoonomic Service, Special Memoranda. No. 19. July 1926, 
and No. 24, July 1927). " 
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two or three co=odities which do not enter freely 
into international trade, and since the systems of 
weighting and the grades and qualities of the selected 
articles are various, there has been just that degree 
of discrepancy in the "verifications" to make the 
Theory seem prima facie interesting. 

Where, on the other hand, the comparison is 
really made on the basis of the Purchasing Power of 
Money in different countries, then the Purchasing 
Power Parity Theory of the Foreign Exchanges is not 
borne out by the recorded facts. I used to think 
this Theory 1 more interesting than I think it now. 
It now seems to me that the really significant matter 

Ifor discussion in this connection is the much more 
~complicated problem of the International Diffusion of 

Price-Levels between one country and another. Pro
fessor..Q.aasal!s most recent applications of his theory 
to current events seem to me to be vitiated by his 
underlying assumption that the terms of trade do ~ 
not change; whereas the fact that they can do so---
as the result, for example, of variations in the rate of 
foreign investment-is, as we shall see in Chapter 21, 
one of the greatest difficulties in the way of the main
tenance of a country's external equilibrium. 

It is evident that the co=on practice of pub
lishing various versions of Index-Numbers which are 
popularly described as Index-NumbersJL.P.rices 
wi~Qut.su!ficient_ further . q~<iitlon may be 
danger<Ltisly~leading. Professor Cassel himself 
has come near to being misled, in my opinion, by 
applying conclusions true of a particular type of 
price-level, namely, what I have called International D 

Price-Levels, beyond their appropriate field. At the 

• For .. fuDer disc ... ion of thio Theory tNk my Tnrd .. JI 0JILlmy 
&/""'" pp. 87 It MIl. See aJeo CaaoeI'. JlUlU/laU 'or~ E~ 4/'" 
1911. an~ Dr. Keilhau. Er.tntOB;e J""...u, yo!. DU. (1926) P. 221. 
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time of Great Britain's return to the Gold Stand
ard the Treasury and the Bank of England were led 
to the false conclusion that, because the Wholesale 
Index, which was almost the same thing as the British 
International Index, was moving rapidly into adjust
ment--e.s an International Index necessarily must--
with the movement of the gold exchanges, there
fore the same thing was true of "prices generally". 
Moreover, students of the Theory of the Credit Cycle, 
and, indeed, of all those parts of Economic Theory 
which deal with short-period phenomena, have some
times, by overlooking the temporary divergences be
tween price-levels which in the long run are likely to 
move together, assumed away the very facts which 
it is the task of such a theory to investigate. 

Nevertheless the enormous increase since the War 
in the van of rice- for which index-.:nllmbers' 
are bein omp e , and the greater adequacy of the 
statistic data on which they are based, are gradually 
destroying the popular conception that an ~_~ex
Num!l.~!"...9~ such as Sauerbeck's Index or tlie 
E(J(WI.()'fnist' B Index, can be us~o.-i,lgp.i8h more or 
less satisfactoril~~ in<reiOf the value of moneV'1n 
an sortS of con 76.ifferent from mat for wliiC'h- it 
was expressly compiled. The duty of official Statistical 
Departments should be, I think, firstly to prepare a 
really good Index of the Purchasing Power of Money, 
and secondly to multiply the number and variety of 
the specialised secondary and sub-Indexes which they 
compile and publish (preferably with the assistance 
of trade bodies and trade experts), so as to render it 
as easy as possible to build up by various combinations 
of these sub-indexes more complex indexes appropriate 
to the particular purpose or inquiry on hand. 



CHAPTER 6 

CURRENCY STANDARDS 

(i.) THE CASH-TRANSACTIONS STANDARD AND THE 
CASH-BALANCES STANDARD. 

(THE new Fundamental Equation, which I shall pro
pound in Chapter el0, leads up, as it should, to the 
Purchasing Power of Money. The Quantity Equations 

~ which have been in lise hitherto do not, however, do 
so. They refer, as we shall see in· Chapter 14, to 
Price-Levels which weight different articles, not in 
proportion to their importance to consumers, but in 
proportion to their importance in connection with 
the volume either of cash-transactions or of cash
balances-tw~ll!! of Currency Standard; as they 
may be termea,wliich we shan q;n respectively the 

'). Cas~:'!'.r8c~£go.!llL_~tandard and the Cas~-Balances ; 
S~ndard. 

These Currencl'; Sta:dards must necessarily. diffe

l v'froml~ PurcJiii:§!!lW\V~MQ.n.ey, because tli 
I relative importance of different .articl. es as objects 0 \ J-., 
mone~ transens is not_ the same as their reTativ DC y' 
importance as obJeCts orcOns~tion~. It is eviden : 
that the ~stems of Weig'lirm appropnate to a Con-I 
sumption tanaard, and to a Currency Standard re- i 
spectively can differ~teria!ll fr0Ill one another. An 
object of eipenmtiiril which piisses straight from the 
original producer to the ultimate consumer, such as 
personal services for example, gives rise to a less volume 

76 
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of monetary transactions than an objat lfr equal value 
which passes through. many hands an tough many • 
stages of production, each of whicD. involves a monetary 
transaction, before it reaches.the eonsumer.IThese 
two objects of expenditure would, therefo~, be 
weighted equally for the purposes of the Consump: 
tion'St&ndard,' but unequally for the purposes of a 
Currency StandardlfMoreover there are many types 
of financial business which give rise to a large volume 
of transactions but are of little or no importance 
for the Consumption St&nd.!J.rd ~ as, for...exa.mpler 
Stock Exchange business or three-month Treasury 
Bills ~ee-monthly period give rise 
to a large volume of cheque transactions, and may 
be the subject of several more by reason of their 
changing hands during the period of their three
month currency. 
Nevertheless~~SIhntdsh!:ve been not ... 

infrequently co e urc ing Power of 
Mo~tself; and even the very few writers who have 
gotso far as to distinguish the CurrencySt&ndards from 
the Purchasing Power of Money, have often overlooked 
the fact that there are (two distinct ~) of this 
s~ndard. ~n the ~~t.n'eorCurrency Stanaard the 
difierent objects or,:expendiiure are weJ.gn~ctin pre- v 
portion to· the amount of the cash-WaDAActions}(pay'
ment by cheque as well as by cash, being, of course, 
included in this expression) (to which they give rise.) 
But~in the sec~e. the objects of e:roenditure '" 
are weighted br~~.E~edeiiiiiiijr r -liiilll!:- , 
b~r stoCk of J1.loney which ther occasion.) 
The two are diStmct because some transactions require', ,~f 
a greater holding of'd.nticipatory money-balances"to'; 
meet them than others of eqi18l m.oney-value, aooord-'. 0 

ing to their regularity and the certainty with which, 
their date and amount can be anticipated. It fol
lows that a rise or fall in the price of certain artigles 
causes a greater fluctuation in the amount of the cash-
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balances of the co=unity than a similar movement 
in the price of other articles which give rise to an 
equal volume of cash-transactions. 

a propose to call the first type of Currency Standard 
the Cash-Transactions Standard and the second type 
the Ciish-Balances Standar(t.)The significance of the 

. distinUtlOn Will be developed in Chapter 14, where we 
shall see that~he " Fisher" Quanti!'!. Equation le!lds 
u~ to the former;wtillSti'Jie'" Caiiilindge'" ·quaiitil:.f 
Eqiiatro~Je~diiullto f'6ii"'Tatwr) 

Writers on the Currency Standard have generally 
meant by it, I think, the Cash-TraI1f!'3Ctions Standard 
rather than the Cash-Balances Standarcr.-Thedesig
nation Currency Standard, defineii as a Cash-Trans
actions Standard, was in fact first introduced by 
Professor Foxwell, who regarded it II!! " parr e~ 
the~li!e 01 appreciation or deIBecia~" in such 
cOntexts as CIiScUssions rem!ing 10 une m, choice 
of standards, etc. The leading exposition of it, how
ever, is not by Professor Foxwell himself but by Pro
fessor Edgew0t!' on the basis of conversations with 
the former, m: . Third Memorandum for the British 
Aasociation,1889 (reprinted 01. cit. p. 261). Edge
worth's concluding co=ent is as follows; "UPO~. 
thewhole, it appears that the Currency Standar I 
deserves more attention than it . has received. Th : 
stone unaccountably set aside by former builders 0 i 

index-numbers may become the comer-stone of futur 
constructions." The Ca,s.!t-Tt:~J!8aC.l;ions Standard .. is 
~o important beca~ mentioned above-it_is 
the p~leveI api>r0.p~te to Professor ~~r's 

~
WldelY ce1eDrirl:edlormUIa~MV.' 

It is the Cash-Balances -stan-ruud, on the other 
hand, which is characterised patr e:rcelknce by the 

1 II. Divisi& ("L'lndico monM .. ino '" Ia _ de Ia JDOIlIIAie," llefto 
.r8<tn1Omie poli4iqw, 1926, p. 1001) h .. defined ,he value of mooey by 
reference to ~ Cuh·TraosactioDa Standard calculated from ~ 10 y_ 
by ~ Chain Melhod. .. 

''; 
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I fact that a change in it cderi& patibuB alters in the 
_ proportion. the quantity of money required by 
th, public. . 

(In practice the most important differences bgtweeu " 
the~!1~taJ!~ m.!!l the ~!!D.&a.nd¥4_ v 
are tha~e form~:\Yeight goods much higher and I 
BerVices much lower than does the latter, and that . 
the former includes, whilst the latter excludes, the 
objects of financial tmpsa.ctiODR ; with the result that 2-
when the viilue of transactions in capital goods is 
moving relatively to that' of consumption goods, or 
when the price of commodities is moving relatively 
to the price of services, the fluctuations of the two 
types of Standard may be materially different). This, 
as we shall find, is of particular importance-1or the 

. short-period economic theory of trade and credit 
fluctuations. It also means that the relation of the 
Purchasing Power of Money to its quantity can vary 
without loss (or gain) of -convenience even though 

.:there is no change in banking habits and practices. 
- But this is to anticipate the subject-matter of later 

chapters. 
In some contexts the fluctuations of the Wholesale 

Standard may be nearer to those of the Currency 
Standards than are those of the Coll81lfnption Standard; 
but the fact that the Currency. Standards are in
fluenced by capital transactions whilst the Wholesale 
Standard is not, makes it impossible to place any 
reliance on such correspondence • 

...... (ii) Is THERE BUCH A THING AS AN .. OBJECTIVE 

MEAN V ABlATION 01' GENERAL PRICES" ! 
<:rhere is, ~ever~ a kfud of Currency Standard 

different- from the above, which has played an im
portant part in the history of the subject and has 
exercised a very great influence on the prevailing 
conceptions of the nature of index·numbers of pnCe8) 

... , 
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Tl!§ first economist effectively to jDtwd~X
numbers o~~rices into MonetatY Science (though like 

J otlier ongui geniUBe8 not withput precursors), namely 
Jevons, did not contemplate his idea from any of 
t'ml"'iiigies from which it has been viewed above 
-neither from that of the Purchasing Power of Money 
nor from that of the Currency Standards as just 
defined. Nor did Edgeworth exclusively, either in his 
earliest or in his lateSt'Contributions to the problem 
over a space of forty years. Nor has Dr. Bowley-
~ least not unequivocally in his theoretical treatment. 
~name of Cournot, the great -sarent of so many 

brilliant erro~ on false ana ogles between the 
moral and the physical sciences, should also be men
tioned here, inasmuch as he illustrated the. variation 
in prices due to a chan~ the ~art of money by 
that change in the 'position of lliee&ith with respect 
to the stars which 18 due to the motion of the earth. 
Some of these eminent authorities have been, of 
course, as familiar as anyone else with therconcePti~n 
of the .Index-Number of Prim Il.!l being t'he prICe of 
a composIte commodi,JY, an.!. with the appropnaten 0 
of different com OSlte mmoditles to different bmes 
I!!~es an Nor wo t ey necessaril 
diller on any substantial point from what I have 

I written above. (Nevertheless, Jevolllj)certainly, and 
tEdgeworth and Dr. BowleYJto the beSt of my under
I stand.ing(have) alsO( pursued) something distinct from 
the Purchasing Power of Money, something reached. 

. in quite a different way,',something which has to dOl 
with what they might describe as the value of fW1If!y 0 
as 811Ch or, as CoYJ;IWt called it, the .. iiiliiiii~value 

• ~"7U: have long believed that F 18 a 
-o--=-ilie-W18p, a circle-squaring expedition which 

has given an elusive taint, difficult to touch or catch, 
to the treatment of the Theory of Price Index

I As distinguished from _ he ;,uled ~ u ....... 01 m-,." or, ill 
modem WmiDolOl!Y, ~ .. pan!buing ....... 01 ~ ". 
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Numbers traditional in England.) This is not equally 
true of America. The methods of approach character
istic ofli.M: ~ als~ bring Fisher and Wesley Mitchell .;t 
are virtually ee from 1:lie " tamt " which 1 attribute 
to Jevons, Edgewort;h and Dr. Bowley. Nevertheless, ~ 
whilst the Americans have not worshipped the mythi-
cal creature, they have not (with the exception, per
haps, of Mr. Walsh) actively ~mbated him or dragged 
him out of the twilit cave where Edgeworth judiciously 
kept him.' At any mte it is necessary for the com- a 
pleteness of this discussion that 1 should endeavour to 
make my point explicit, and to bring the difference, if 
there is one, to a head.· -
~ccording to the J ev -E worth conception, y~ 

the 11 ~tions in . . . . ga..are 
subjept to ,_" " c~ot.infh.l.!.m~ne set 
due. to -"'c~ges o~ _ th~ sid~_,!!..~one!" whlcl{ C\ ) 
(subject to friction m' the Wii:J.ensl0n oftlille) aif!lct 
aU prices equaUy in direction and in degree, the other 
set due to "changes" on:- the--side-of the. things" <- ~) 
which affect pricesreliifuViify to one another. Now 
as regards the second set, changes in the prices of 
things relativ 1 to one another can involve no absolute 
change m eva ney e. ges ~tive 
pri~e, affect partial index-numbers 
which represent price changes in particular classes 
of things, e.g. the 'index of the cost of living of the 

• In the long oontroversy waged between Mr. Walsh and Edgeworth, 
ia the _ of the E.."."".;' J...".,., and elaewhere, on the appropriateneoo 
of the applio&tion to Price Indelt·Numhon of certain idoaa drawn from 

, the Calculus of Prohabiliti ... I am, in maiD IItlbot&noe, on the Bide of the 
format. Prof. Allyn Y <mng, who .... pn>vioualy incIiDed to lean aJightly to , 
tho .. tainted .. Britilh 8ahoo~ lubaequontly (1923) wont over to the other 
Bide (oide hio E ........ ;. l'roIIlemo, pp. 294-296). On tho Continent, in 
ltoly Prof ..... GiDi (MdroII, 1925) and in Austria Dr. HaherJer ("". ""-, 
1927) .... t&int-free, whilat in Fran .. Lucien M&toh (MdroII, 1921) is 
.. tainted .. , but Diviai& ("". ""- pp. 847,868) notobly free. From oortain 
aJInoiono I believe ManhaJl to have boon free, but ho nover cIiaousseci the 
matter in uplicit tenna. 

• • I lim ondeavoUl'Oci to dooJ with this point, thongh inadequately. in 
.... _" on Indelt·Numhon whieh gained the Adem Smith Prize in the 
Unlveroi~ of Cambridge in the yoar 1907. 

VOL. I G 
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working classes. But such changes cannot affect 
. /the price-level " as a whole" or the value of money 
V in itself. By a change in the value of money in 
"- itself or in the price-level as a whole, they mean 

the amount of the uniform residual movement due 
b to" changes on the side of money" after we have 

!l Ii averaged out jj the chaohc but compensatory !:V movements m mdiVldual pnces due to £ftell' riiove
ment:S relatIvely to one another and fQ the pnce-

- TeV~ lfor the P'll,fOBe of isoIating 22 changes on 
file side of money' they employ the Doctrine of 
Averages based on the Theory of Probability. If we 
take enough unQiassed observations of individua.l 
prices, their relative movements will, it is argued, 
cancel out in accordance with the law of error, 
and we shall be left.----subject to a probable error 
calculated in the usua.l way-with a reasonably 
satisfactory index of the residual movement of the 
price-level itself which is our quaesitum.' ) 

!Three quotatious from ~nsdi Dr. Bowley' and 
Edgeworth respectively . m cat:e'l1i6line '01 
thought which I am trying to describe., 

Jevons, InvestigatWria in Cwrre'f/£Y and Finance, 
p. lsI: 

The geometric mean seems likely to give in the most 
../ accurate DlBIlliI!rllucI!"'generai change in prices 88 is due to 

a change on the part of gold. For any change in gold will 
afiect all prices in an equal ratio; and if other disturbing 
C8Ul1e8 may be considered proportional to the ratio of change 

, Thio __ '" tbe _me .. ~'. IJId4l'"" BIMulGrd in 
__ VIII. aDd IX. 01 his MemoraodlllD prepued for \be Britioh 
Aaoociation in 1887 (reprinted in his P_. rtlDti"ll /0 PoIiIi<aj &'"""""!I, 
YOI. i. pp. 233 '" "'9.). Ilia Seetima VIlL ....... the K Determination 01 
... index irroopective 01 the quantitiee 01 commoditial: upon the hypo. 
theoia thai; there io • a ............. group 01 .me ... "limo prieee Tar)' aflor 
the _ 01. perfect market, with cha_ alIecIiDg the IUppIy of _ ". 
_on IX. ...... the .. lleIermination 01 ... index atiIisiag quantitiee 01 
aommoditioo: up>o the hypot.hada thai; • COIIIDIOD _ baa prod .... 
geaenJ nriati"" of prieee ". • 

• Cf. aIoo the lim pan 01 Dr. Bow..,.' ... Noleo 011 Iadex Nam_ .. ( • .......;. J-. J ...... 1928). 
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of price they produce in one or more commodities, then all 
the individual variations of prices will be correctly balanced 
oft against each other in the geometric mean, and the true 
variation of the value of gold will be detected.: 

Bowley, Element8 of Statistics (5th eli.), p. 198 : 
Th~ we ~ out to me&llure prices jn general ••. in 

order that the resulting index-number ehould be subject to 
the analysis of the law of error, the sampl~ should he random 
and independent in their fluctuations from th~ general move
ment; dependence fuCreaSei the number of sampl ... necessary 
(or an assigned precision. . . . H the number of independent 
quantiti... is at all considerable, any reasonable system of 
weights is likely to give as good a result as the conditions of 
the problem allow. 

E~~orth, Papers relating to Political EOO'TWTTty, 
vol. L p. 247: 

We have seen that, upon the supposition of a change 
in the supply of money, Jevons' method ·of combining the 
variations of priCll>l without regard to the corresponding 
volumes of transactions is by no means eo absurd as has 
been thought by eome. The case is, as if we wanted to 
discover the change in the length of ehadOWB, due to the 
advance of day. H the objects casting ehadOWB were un~ 
steady-waving trees, for instane&--a single me&llurement 
might be insufficient •. We might have to take the mean of 
several ehadoWB. ~Now for our purpose the breaJJA of the -
upright object casting the shadow would be unimportant. 
The "wide-spreading beech" and the mast-like pine would 
serve equally well as a rode chronometer. 

Again, p. 256 : 
There seem to be combined in popular thought two elements 

which we have eoughtto distinguish in analysis, namely, the 
conception of an ob~ve mean variation of gl!Itet1\lpJ;ices, 
a~ the change i!!,J.he p<>"'e!~f)tiOiley'iOpurc.h~ ~.!an~es. 

We have, in short, to this way of thinking, a 
typical problem in the combination of observations, 
where each individual observam,n is subject to a 
disturbing factor which it is our business to eliminate. 
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. ~ We mean by the rise or fall "in the value of money" /tl the hypothetical movement which would have been 
brought about if the" changes on the side of money", 
i.e. the changes which tend to afi'ect all prices equally, 
had been the only changes operating and there had 
been no forces present "on the side of the things" 
tending to change their prices relatively to one 
another. 

The problem being of this character, it is supposed 
that l\:.hat we..n!l.llll as a sound scientific hasis fo~ 

lll)calculaiions are n!'.~..Ilbae.r.v&tWns 9f-individual 
priCiis-;-partacmarly of prices which are suli~ 
"~~ent" iDf!l!enc~, though we may, if we 
like, in ulge in some rough....w~ting, to counter-

lO balance a possible want of ~easure of independ
ence. Such weighting can do no harm, but will, on 
the other hand, if our observations are a numerous 
and random selection, make but little difierence to 
the final result, and is therefore, on the whole, more 
trouble than it is worth. Having obtained a numerous 
and random selection of individual prices, our next 
task is to determine the ~p~ m!lthod 

t C) oLCQmbiningJiliem. Wllatisth61awaccoliIID.g to 
..... which ~tive movements are most likely to 

distribute themselves round the bull's eye! Will it 
be such that the geometric,!l average.of the individual 
prices will be nearest toiIie mark, as Jevons believed! 
Or is the arithm~e good enough, as most 
computers have suppOSed, for no better reason, per
haps, than that it is easier to add than to multiply! 
Or is the mode on the whole preferable, as Edgeworth 
inclined to tIiiDk! Or are there good arguments for 
" f~ formulae ~be harmonic average, or the 
ro~ 0 e ~ean s9.uiire, or anoOler 1 i 

• Som. authon ha ..... tried to _ &hio q_oa by o~ .beth« 
the dispenioDO of iDdioiduai prioeo whicb oetuaIIy occur diotributo them. 
eel ... alODg the G.uooian ....... ooneepoudiug to the orilbmetio m_ or 
al_ lb. """" _ndiug to the 800_ -. aDd .. forlh. I"or 
• good -' of the ft8Ulta aI &hio method _ Oli .... , 1M NarttIwa 
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Now, whilst the conception of a price index as 
being the price of a composite commodity (Edge
worth's .. power of money to purchase advan
tages") has been becoming increa.singly prevalent 
(all the old-fasbioned index-numbers were almost 
entirely unweighted, whilst the best new ones, as 
for example the U.S. BUreau of Labour Index, are 
carefully and elaborately weighted), yet this other 
conception has not been rooted out and still maintairui 
a demi-BWay, & traditional influence over the statiBtical 
world. The conclUBion of the British Association 
Committee of 1888 (in spite of their recommending 
a weighted index-number for practical purpOBeB as 
.. commanding more confidence "), that .. the scientifiC"" 
evidence is in favour of the kind of index-number 
used by Prof. JevonB, provided there is a large number 
of articles ", has never been expreBBly repudiated by 
the economic world. 

NevertheleBB I venture to maintain that such ideas, .... 
which I have endeavoured to expound above as 
fairly and as plaUBibly as I can, are root-and-branch I 
erroneous. The" errors of observation", the" faulty 
shots aimed at a single bull's-eye" conception of 
the index-number of prices, Edgeworth's" objective 
mean variat;jQp. of ...genl'ra1 prices", is the result of a -\w.} 
confusion of tlloi!gh.t. Thw: is no bull'B'~' There --2l. 
is no moving but unique cen~, to be ca.11AgJi1e general 
price-level or the objective mean variation of general 

Iodi<u, chap_ (: _ &lao Bowley ... Notes on Inde:I: Numben" (B"""";' J--. JUDe 1928, pp_ 217-ll2O)_ But tho .... thod _ to me to be .mo. 
_vee!, _pt for _tive p_ i.e. to show that there ia no zeguJar. 
ity in tho ahap" of the diapenioD, uru- it ........ to be applied to • groat 
BWDber of.... To apply it. in a few oaaea. as jta 8%pOIUJDtI have dooe. 
pnm!II nothing, ucept; u • oonoboration of IOmethiDg we have reuou. to 
upcct • priori. U it '""" to be shown that tho """" of disponion io of 
tha ...... type in a groat Ilumber of dilIenmt 00IltcDr, then OD& would lake 
..-: Imt the in_tigatiou, 10 far .. they have gone, show nothing of the 
kind. It ill worth mOlltiolling. however. that II. Olivier .... d Prof. Bowley \ 
both OOIlClude that, .. a matter of .urve-littillg. the geometric ....... lito 
better, in the cuee which they han uamined.. thaD the arithmetic. 
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prices, round which are scattered the moving price
levels of individual things. There &.f8-61l-the-TltriOItB, 
quite ~finite, cOE.~t}on!...oi.price.JevelsolcomllWt&. 
cOlIlIDoditiell appropnate-·for-van01l8-purposes ana 
~<l1!iJ;i.es. which have been scheduled above, and many 
others too. There is nothing else. Jevons_~as pur-
suingJ!,.lllirage. - . 

What is the flaw in the argument 1 In the first 
- place it is a88umed that the fluctuations of individual 

prices round the .. mean" are .. random" in the 
sense required by the Theory of the Combination of 
Independent Observations. In this theory the di
vergence of one" observation" from the true position 
is assumed to have no in~ence on the divergences of 
other "observations". ut in the case of prices a 
moveI!1ent in the price 0 one commodity necessarily 
influences the movement in the prices of other com
modities; J.;hilst the magnitudes of these compensa
tory m~ments depend on the magnitude of the 
change in expenditure on the first commodity as com
pared with the importance of the expenditure on the 
commodities secondarily affected) Thus, illstad...of 
~ .. indepe.ce ", tl;tere,_.is_ between the "errors" in 

v the suCcessive " observations" what some writers on 
Probability have ca.lled "~. ", or .... as Lexis 
expressed it, there is " sub-no pemon ". 

We cannot, therefore, pr er until we .., 
have enunciated the appropriate law~nn~xity. 
But the law of connexity cannot be eiiuncw.tea with
out reference to the relative importance of the com-

• modities affected-w~ to the problem 
that we have been trying t6 ,!!oid, of weighting the. 

I Diviai& (" L'Indice monitaire "0 B .... 4' £anumti. fJOliliqwo, 1926, p. 
858) baa bee .. Oil< of t.he very f .... 'llTiten to paino thia 000 quite clearly. 
See ....., Olioier. Lu Nombr .. l.w.a. pp. 106. 107. M. Di .... abo .... 
not only that the DOD~independence of relative price change. it COIlClusive 
apinIt .... applicability of t.he 0& ........ La .. of Error. bue....., ..... it io a 
gratmto1l8 &88UDlptiou. that. so-erJIed U monetary " ca..." however defioed. 
will all"", aU pri_ eqnally. 
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items of a CQm.J!o,s.ite c9_dity. If we mean by 
, "iIlHueD1leS on the Blde of money being unchanged " 
, -that the total volume of monetary transactions 

remains the same, then the Index-Number in question 
is the one which I have cata.J:Ogileif&bove under the 
name of the Cash-Transactions Standard. Or if we 
mean that the tota.I stock of money remains the same, 
then the Index-Number is theCash-B..Jances Standard. 
Thus our qiiiiBsitu,;", namely a me8.sure of the "in- .." 
trinsic value" of money, has' no separate existence, 

...,-1>ut is merely one of the Currency Index-Numbers over 
again. 
, The point of view under criticism makes the mis
take of assuming that there is meanin of rice-level, 
as a measure in some sense or ano er 0 t e v of 
monq:....which retains its value unaltered when 0 y 
relative prices have chagged. The abStraction between 1 v 

the two sets of forces, which seemed momentarily I 
plausible whe~ we made it, is. a false abstrac~on,! 
because the thing under' observatIon, m hll nce-II 
lev is ·tself a function-Di.relatiV!L an a Ie. 
~an _ va UIL . ever, an mere ec~,j 

-ii13tiye Xlnces .!love c an@. e ot e c c ange 
in tliiiPnce-Ievel, whicli would have occurred if there 
had <l2een no chan~ in..lelative prices, is no longer 
relevant if reI&tive prices have in fact changed-for 
the change in relative prices has in itself affected the 
price-leveD , 

I conCfude, therefore, that the unweighted (or 
rather the randomly weighted) Index-Number of 
Prices-Edgeworth's "Indefinite" Index-Number-
which shall in some way measur value 0 money 
"&S such" or the ount . uence on general 
prices exerted by "changes on tlle Side 0 tnoney" 
or the" objective mean variation of general prices " 
as distinguished from the "change in the power of 
money to purchase advantages", has no place' 
whatever in a rightly conceived dist:ussion of the 
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problems of Price-Levels. There is nothing left of 
the conception under criticism over and above one 
of the Currency Index-Numbers already defined, 
which is, l.ik'e an other Price Indexes, the price of a 
composite commodity. 

The Jevonian conception would have been in
tellectually delightful and of great scientific con
venience if it had been based on a true analysis. 
It is one of several quasi-mathematical economic 
conceptions, borrowed by analogy from the physical 
sciences, which seemed likely to be 80 fruitful when 
they were first devised fifty or sixty years ago, but 
which have had to be discarded on further reflection, 
in whole or in part. 



CHAPTER 7 .., 
THE DIFFUSION OF PRICE-LEVELS 

( CURRENT economic theory is permeated by the notion 
that the Purchasing Power of Money or Consumption 

, Standard, the Wholesale Standard, the International 
Standard, etc., etc., whilst doubtless theoretically 
distinct, all come to much the same thing in practice) 
It is the prevalence of this belief which explains 
the common 'habit of using such index-numbers 
as Sauerbeck's and the ECO'I'IOmist'a to measure the 
movements of price-levels generally, and, in· recent 
times, "the illegitimate extension of the Purchasing
Power-Parity Theory of the Foreign Exchan:ges to 
the Purchasing Power of Money from its legitimate 
application to the International Standard. I do not 

~ believe that Great Britain would have returned in 
1925 to the Gold Stahdard at the pre-war parity if v 
it had not been for the habit of regarding the Whole
sale Standard as a satisfactory indicator of general 
purchasing power. 

,This notion has flourished under a col'l11liJ:lation 
of influences.)\In thVkst place the influence of the 
"n~theory of value has encouraged a readi
ness to ascribe to actual conditions the attributes of 
"a perfect market"~ It is argued that in stable 
conditions different price -levels stand in defined./ 
relationships to, one another, and that, if these 
relationships are temporarily disturbed, neverthe
less forces will be set up tending to restore the 

• 89 
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former relationships rapidly. . This restoration of the 
previous equilibrium can, it is thought, be assumed 
with particular confidence when the initial impulse 
towards ~hange is obviously '\ on the side of money"', 
such as an inflation of the currency, whilst nothing 
new has occurred 'lon the side of things 'j calculated 
to afiect relative real costs of productlOn to any 
material extent; for in such a case c(ll individual 
prices tend to be afiected equaUy-the Initial price
changes; that is to say, (diffuse themselves equally 
after a certain time through all price-levels alik~; 
Money, being a mere counter, cannot, it is argued, 

.,/' have any permanent influence on the relative value 
of the things which are transiently related to it. We 
must allow for friction and an interval of time for 
difiusion, as in all other processes of economic adjust
ment. But subject to this tlle t1!e~ril:e.ditIusion 
in a perfect market is reasonahIJileBr to the facts. 

<-This way of thinking has been reinforced by the 
(2Jinfluen~tt~e . unweig~(L ~~ex-Numhers~ which 

wenave lust discussed" above. The Jevons~lJ:dge
worth" objectiye }Ilean.yariation of general prices ", 
0"£" Indefinite"_ S~dard, has geJ].erally .. been identi
fi~<l. by £hosewno were not as'auve as Edgeworth Jiim
self was to the subtleties of the case, with the purchas
ing power of money-if only for the'exceIrent reason 
that1tWli8clifficult to visualise it as anything else. 
And since any respectable Index-Number, however 
weighted, which covered a fairly large number of com-

.../ modities could; in accordance with the argument, be 
regarded as a fair approximation to the Indefinite 
Standard, it seemed natural to regard any such Index 
as a fair approximation to the Purchasing Power of 
Money also. 

',Finally, the conclusion that all the standards 

( "":» "come to muc.!Lth&.lI!lme_thing in ilie end '''lias-been 
, rei.ntoreell" inductively" by the fact tliat rival index
n~rs (all of them, however~the wholesale-tYPe) 
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have shown a considerable measure of agreement 
With one another in splte-oi1:h!!irdifierent cOtiiposi

. tions,) Furthermore, m08t~ the tra.ditjonaJ .index~ 

)
numbers have not only been of the. wholesale type 
~ut~!ealso';'l~fc1iiince~pproiiiii·a~~.pre~trc~ely 
m the1UlJllllPoS!tiWl to that of Iiit6rii&tloiiif .w,n ards. 
ThiS has supplied another batch orUidiictlve" verifica
tions ", tending to the conclusion that all index
numbers "come to the same thing .in the end", 
since index-numbers of international type have, as 
they' ought, tended to agree with one another not 
only inside a given country but as between different 
countries also. Apart, however, from the fact that 
the measure of agreement has not really been anything 
remarkable Considering how many,of the co=odities 
are the same in all of them, it is obviously illogical to 
conclude that, because diB'erent indexes of the Whole
sale Standard or 'of International Standards agree 
with one another, therefore they are good indicators of 
the Consumption Standard. On the contrary, the 
tables given above (pp. 60, 62) supply strong pre- ../ 
sumptive evidence that over long periods as well at! 
over short periods the movements of the Wholesale 
and of the Consumption Standards respectively are 
capable of being widely divergent. J\ .• 1 

~The prevalence of these ideas has been particularly ~ 
unfortunate in its effect on the study of short-period ~ 
fluctuations; for the failure of different price-levels to 
move in the same way is the essence of such flUCtua-! 
tions, so that to take a wholesale index as measuring ~~ 
all of them alike has been to assume away the very -
problem under investigationJ, . 

Iln the notion that a change in anyone PriCe-leVel( 
tends to be diffused, there is, of course, an important 
element of truth, especially when the initial disturb
ance has been of 8. monetary character., There is a 
pressure on other price-levels in the same direction' 
1}iven sufficienttime~ and assuming that no non-
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monetary influence has come into operation mean
while to affect relative prices, various distinct price
levels may settle down in the end to much the same 
position as before relatively to one another. \Never
theless) we must not argue for these reasons that an 
expansion of the currency influences relative prices in 

~ the same way as the translation of the earth through 
space affects the relative position of the objects on its 
surface. The effect of moving a kaleidoscope on the 
coloured pieces of glass within is almost a better meta
phor for the influence of monetary changes on price
levels. For(the way of thinking which I have criti
cised overlooks, or under-values, the importance of 

V- two other factors, neither of which is conveniently in
cluded in ~' iP0nomic friction i. 
In the ~t place, when increased or decreased 

v/ f purchasing power in the form of money, seeking to 

I realise itself in actual purchases, comes into, or is 
withdrawn from, the market, the increase or decrease 

. (as the case may be) is not spread evenly and pro
I portionately over the various) buyers.;> It will, in 
general, be concentrated in the hands of particular 

(classes of purchasersl in the case of war jnfla.tion, 
for example, in the lumds of the Government; in 
t~e of a credit boom, probably in the hands of 
those who borrow from banks; and so on. Thus the 
immediate effect is on the goods in which th\l pur
chasers primarily affected are most interested. Un
doubtedly this will set up a diffusion of price-changes. 
But the working-out of the social and economic 
consequences of the new distribution of purchasing 
power will end up in establishing a new equilibrium 
which will be different, in greater or less degree, from 
the old equilibrium. Thus a change in the available 

. " "counters", which does not affect everyone's holding 
v equally (and in practice such changes.never do), may 

. have a fairly large lasting effect on relative price-levels. 
~t is evident that there are t~ces' 
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which -can cha.nge relative prices----(l) a tec.)mical 
-change in the costs or processes of production by 
which something IS produ~anged real cost, 
and (2) a chan~e in the direction of demand }r.2m,..8 '
changed tasr.e---o~!Lrt of consumers, 01' more 
often from icha.rie:ed_JP!!tri'ltution of the available 
purchas"'iiigpOwer..f'$mce~efore, a change in the 
quantity of money generally involves a changed dis-- ../ 
tribution of purchasing power, it follows that relative 
prices can be affected, not only by a change on the side 
of things, bUi also by a change <!n the side ?~ money) 

<In th~cond place,> there IS the familiar fact; __ -
which needs, all the same, to be frequently recalled "" 
to mind, that (there are many kjnds of money
contracts, money-custOms-and moneY-lmderstandings 
~r, pen.Q.d.,iOQLtpne, which is a further cause 
wlifle tive v"W.p.es (i.e. prices) under a monet!iry 
regi!lie do not moye....fr.ecly, even in the fairly-IQng 
nm.1) The most important factor of thiS type for 
'iiii:'i>rl-period investigations is of coursl(~-) (['he 
failure of wages to move quickly with the Wholesale 
S~d or wit~ thL.rnre~J;ionAptan.d.iia)over 
short .E,eriods ana ilie ability of wages to have a trend· 
of their "O\m over long periods is, indeed, probably 
the largest part of the actual explanation of the 
failure of different price-levels to move together. 

f-For these reasons it is much safer to keep our minds 
alive to the Plurality of Secondary Price-Levels \loUd the 
separate inHuences which determine their moveme1;lts 
in: relation to General Purchasing PowerJrather than 
to -regard any divergence of particular 'Price-Levels 

1 I ueod not repeat in thia familiar ClOIIIleotiOll what I have aIroady 
writtAm at groator length in my Tmd ... MtmIlMy &/ ..... , chap. i., on 
"The Coneequencee to Society of Changes ill the Value of Money II, from 
the text: 51 A change in the moneta.ry unit, whioh is uniform in ita operation 
and .leotI all transaotlona equally, baa no oonsequences. Suoh ohanges 
have produced in tho poet, and are producing now, tho vaatoat Boa .. l 
oorutequeDOel, beo&WI8, &II we all know, when the value of money oh&ngea:. 
it dooa .... change equally for all perBOllB and lor all purpoaoa." Boo alao 
my BCOftMAic O .... <qUOOICU 0/ Mr. OAurchill. 
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.' from uniformity of movement as a temporary ab
normality which will soon , cure itself.) 

(Even if the ultimate ~ffect of monetary changes 
on different prices' re to be at long last, uniform, 

.../ this would still e less porlan r y purposes 
than the initial variability.) It may, indeed, be 
conceded that relative "price-1.~ve4! ilLJj:_ngl.l!Ild and 
1lJlPl.ce may not lie appreciably different ~ from 
what they wOiil<l1iave'beenInhedia'till'bances of "the 
WarS'of Napoleonhad'never occurred.=though this 
may only be an example-of the general proposition 
that the influences of even the most catastrophic 
episodes of history evaporate away in time or' at 
least lose themselves as unidentifiable drops in the 
ocean of subsequent events. But however this may 
bel..it is;above all (With short-period consequences that 
we are concerned in some of our most practically 
important inquiries into monetary phenomenarin the 
case of all those, for example, (connected with the 
lluctuations of credit and of business activity.)('ro 
act in such cases on the assumption that all classeS of 
price.ijl are affected more or less in the same way byv. 

-a change" on the side of money" is, as we have said 
above, to assume away the very phenomenon which" 
we are out to investigate. \The fact that moneta~ 

• '" changes do not affect all prices in the same way, in th . 
same degree, or at the same time, is what makes the : :', 
significant. It is the divergences between the move ' 

V menta of different price-levels which are at once th 0 
test and the measure of the social disturbances whic 
are occurring" 

lWhen we are concerned with the Diffusion of. 
Price-Levels, not within a single country, but inter-

./' nationally, there are still greater obstacles to the. 
assumption of a rapid and unimpeded action. This 
topic belongs to the Theory of Internstional Trade 
rather than to the Theory of Money. But Chapter 21 
below will contain some observations bearing on it: 
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THE THEORY OJ!' COMPARISONS OJ!' 
PUBCHASING POWER 

".. (i.) THE MEANING OJ!' COMPABISONS OJ!' 
PuBClIASING POWER 

WHEN the composite commodity representative of 
, expenditure is stable in its constitution for difierent. 'v 

classes and different situations, and tastes are un
changed, comparisons of Purchasing Power raise no 
theoretical difficulty. To prepare a series of index
numbers of the price of a specified composite com
modity over a series of positions in time or place,. 
involves no problem beyond the practical one of.; 
obtaining a series of relisble price quotations for 
individual commodities. . 

In fact, however, the composite commodities re
presentative of the actual expenditure of money 
incomes are not stable in their constitution as between 
difierent -PIaCe8, £J.mes or groups. They are unstable 
for three reasons-eithef (1) because the needJVIilch 
ille01?jeCt"Ofexpenditure is il!.~Iill~~&tisfy, i.e., 

• the purpose 01 "tlie-eipeIiditure, varies, or ,(2) because 
the efficiency -of _ the objec~ of expenditure to attain 
its pUrpOse varies; 'onal because there is iCIi~e 
in wnat1li8mDlition ei expenditure between difierent 

1 TWI chapter dealo with a.peoia.l problem of Bom. technical difficulty. 
It oould be omitted by reade.. who are in haota to reaoh monetary 
problemo proper. 

96' 
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obW~--1s th..!!. mo~_ economical mea!l/LOf attajning 
the ..ID!!l!.9se. lThe fust of these reasons we may 
classify as a c1ui.nge in tastu, the second as a ~e 
in environment, and the third as a change in relarge 
tn~ I F'or these reasons every change m the -
n ution of real incomes or in habits and education, 

every cha.nge in climate and national customs, and 
every change in relative prices and in the character 
and qualities of the goods offering for purchase, will 
affect in some degree the character of average ex
penditure. . 

The problem of how we are to compare purchasing 
oJ I powers when the character of consumption has changed 

is one of great difficulty. It has proved a stumbling
block in the way of a clear treatment of the whole' 
subject of Purchasing Power. But the confusion 
which has enveloped its discussion hitherto has been 
mainly due, I think, to a failure to be clear as to exactly 
what we mean by a comparison of the Purchasing 
Power of Money for communities differently situated 
in time or place, the character of whose expenditure 
is not identical. 

'"' In the ,!jpt place, we do Mt mean by Purchasing 
Power the command of, money over quadtities of 
utility. If two men both spend their incomes on 
bread and both pay.the same price for it, the purchas. 
ing power of money is not greater to the one than to 
the other merely because the former is hungrier or 
poorer than the latter. The purchasing pow~ of 

~ money is not different to two individuals with equal 
" incomes because one- has greater powers of enjoyment 

_ than the other. A redistribution of money-incomes 
which has the effect of increasing the aggregate of 
utility does not in itself affect ,the purchasing power 

~ 
of money. In short, comparisqJw of Purchasing Power 
mean comparisons of the command of money over two 
collections of commodities which are in some sense 
" equivalent" to one another, and not over quantities 
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of. u~ty. The yroblem, theref?re, is to find, the \ 
cntenon m '~U1valence " for this purpose. " 

, Our task m such a case is, not to prove something, 
but to elucidate by means of reflection a precise defini
tion which shall correspond as closely as possible to 
what we really mean by a term in common use" 
On reflection it seems to me-and I hope the reader 
will agree-that the criterion of equivalence is to be 
found as follows. Two collectlOns of commodities \ 

-:-are--rreQ,U1valent:' if they represent the commodity
incomes, i.e. the things which are purchased by the , 
money:'mcomes, of two persons of equal sensitiveness 1 

and po8seBsed of equal real-incomes of utility.· ~Let ' 
us call such persons-'imilar persons. If, then, we say' 

. that the purchasing power or money in position A is 
r times what it is for similar persons in po~ition B, we 
mean 'that similar persons will have r times the money
income in B that they have in A. Thus comparisons 
of the purchasing power of money are the same thing'" 
as comparisons of the amounts of the money-incomes 
of similar persons. , 

There remains, however, a further j!erious difficulty. 
Onthe'above definition it is fundiinental to the i:'ilean- ' 
ing of a l:omparison between the purchasing powers of 
money in two positions that it should be related to 
individuals who have equal real-incomes. It does not ./ 
enable us to make the comparison for communities all 
a whole, which are comprised of individuals having 
vari~us levels of real:income, unless the change in the 
pufchasmg power oT money, as given by the above 
definition, is unifQrm for all the difierent levels of real- ' 
income. .Yet, conceivably, it might have doubled for' 

, the working-classes, trebled for the middle-classes, and 
quadrupled for the very wealthy. By how much, in 

v I In what followa I ehall .... avoid unneceaaazy oomplicationa, &8I1IID.e 
that the condition of equal aenaitiveneaa is fulfilled.. 

• The importanoe for tho Theory of Price Indo,.·Numben of the triple 
diJtinotion between money-incomes, oommodity.incomea, and real·inoomes, 
ia well brought out by Haberler in hi> Dtr 8 ..... tIM III<IazalIle!o, p. 81. 

VOL. I II' 
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such a case, has it changed for the community as a 
whole 1 

There is, in my opinion, no satisfactory answer to 
this question - for the reason that we can give no 
meaning to a numerical comparison between the pur-

I chasing power of money to a poor man and' its pur
chasing power to a rich man, the two things being, so 
to speak, in different dimensions. Any attempt to 
strike an average for the amount by which purchas
ing power has'changed for a community as a whole 
necessarily involves equating the purchasing power 

./ of money for one class to its purchasing power for. 
a different class, which cannot be done except by an .
arbitrary assumption. For example, let us suppose 
that the income of the community is equally divided 
between three classes, and that purchasing power 
doubles in position B as compared with position A for 
the lower class, trebles for the middle class, and quad- ' 
mples for the upper class. Then, if we assume that 
the purchasing power of money was equal for all three 
classes in position A, we find that the average rise in 
position B is 3 times; but if we assume that it was 
equal for the three classes in position B, then we find 
that the average rise in position B is 2U times.' Not 
only is there no means of reconciling these conclusions, 

1)4 but I see no meaning in an assumption to the effect 
that the purchasing power of money is equal for differ
ent classes of the community. 

When, therefore, the change in the purchasing 
power of money is different for di1Ierent ranges of 

-/ real-income, the best we can do is to neglect those' 
ranges in which comparatively few persons are to be 
fonnd, and to say that the change in purchasing power 
for the community as a whole lies between the largest 

.r and the smallest change shown when the changes for 
those ranges of real-income, which include the bulk 

I In __ .... t&kizqrthoarRhme&io_ .. 1,2,3iDtho&m_ 
&lid tho iD_ .. -. barmoaio _ iD tho _-. 
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of the population, are arranged in order of magnitlJde. 
In the numerical example given above, that is to say, 
we can only conclude that the increase ill purehasing 
power lies between 2 and 4. 

This difficulty in making precise quantitative com
parisons is the same as arises in the C8!l6 of many other 
famous conceptB, namely of all those which are com
plex or manifold in the sense that they are capable of 
variations of degree in more than one mutually in
commensurable direction at the same time. The con
cept of Purchasing Power, averaged over populations "" 
which are not homogeneous in respect of their real
incomes, is complex in this sense. The same difficulty 
arises whenever we ask whether one thing is superior 
in degree to another on the whole, the superiority de- ., 
pending on the resultant of several attriblltes which 
are each variable in degree but in ways not commen
surable with one another.' -, 

In what follows we shall assume, for the sake of 
simplicity and precision, that we are dealing with 
the non-complex cases where the purchasing power 
of money has changed equally for all relevant levels 
of real-incomes, ' 

- .... 
(ii.) METHODS OP APPROXIMATION 

We have seen that the right way to compare the I 
purchasing powers of money in two positions is -to -
compare the total money-incomes of two "similar" 
persons in the two positions. But there is a di.1liculty 
in applying this method of comparison in ~tice 
o~ th~Wl!n~ of an_ob1ecti~~ by w c we, can select our " siiDiIar .. p&lr tor cOII!I!~on::-con
sequently-;-tIle generii.f practic61i:itllerlO has been, not 
to make any attempt to find a pair of similar persons . 
and then compare their money-incomes, but to ~ . 

• The difficulty" th ......... _ which I ha .... diaoa.od in ID7 ~ 
.. Pro6abiliIr. chap. iii., oopooiaIly H 1·16. 
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I two schedules of e en' e which we consider re
v' presentative 0 • s ar persons ill 

e respective positions _and then co~pare th~Iices 
'01 the two "({iiiVafent" cQmpo81te comTIlodities 
which correspon to the two schedules. . 

It IS UriIikcly That complete aCcuracy will be obtain
able either by the direct method of comparing the 
money-incomeS of "similar" persons or by the in
direct method of comparing the prices of "equivalent ". 
composite co=odities. Weare faced, therefore, with 
a problem of apl1!oximation. The methods of ap
proximltt1on ill current use suffer, I think, from those 
who employ them not being sufficiently clear exactly 
what·they are trying to compare. In the following 
discussion I try to analyse what the difierent methods 
of approximation amount to and what they assume
both those which seem to me to be valid and tho8ll 
which seem to be invalid. 

v-
A. The Direct Metlwd of wmparing]'1'1C()tM8 

of Similar Persons 

This method, which has been entirely discarded by 
statisticians, is, in fact, the method which "is mOst often 
eriipTOfed.hf co=on seuse. It depends on a co=on
sense judgment of degrees of well-being by persons who 
have a general acquaintance with the conditions of life 
in both of the two positions under comparison. When 
a Scotsman is offered an appointment in London, or 
an Englishman is offered one in Australia or the 
United States or Germany, and is wondering what the 
money-income he will get is going to be "worth" 
compared with the income he is now getting at home, 
i.e. what the comparative purchasing power of money 
will be in the new place, he does not usuanv consult 
any of the official index-numbers, and 4.e would not 
get a very useful answer if he did. He asks a friend 
who is· acquainted with the conditions of life in the 
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two places. The friend thinks in his mind's eye of, 
a paiIOl persons, one in each of the places, who 
seem to him to be enjoying roughly the same general 
standard of life, compares their money-incomes, arid 
.makes his answer on the basis of this comparison. He' 
.may tell him that he will have to get £1200 a year ~ 
to be as well off iJ.l New York as with £700-&. year 
in London or £500 a year in Edinburgh. That is to 
,say, the purchasing powers of money for this income" 
range come out in the proportions 12 to 7 to 5; for' 
a working man the ratio would not be necessarily the 
same. 

The same method is used to compare purchasing 
power at different dateS, where the judgments of 
memorc are avai1a:b1e. we oHen ask how purchasing 
power or a given class compares now with wha,t it was 
before the war, and decide on the basis of our genera! 
memories of comparative well-being what the ratio 
is for the middle-class or the agricultural labourer, and 
So forth. 

If comparisons of this kind were to be made on the Jc. 
basis of inquiries expressly carried out for the purpose 
by trained inquirers and checked by statistics of prices 
and consumption, they might be very valuable indeed. 

- But there are two sets of circumstances in which-e:yen 
comparisons, h~vi.!!& the inevitablll va/meness ~ 
accuracy of mere memolJ.: and generar-unE!"6.ssion, 
ni'iifBtill giVeiioetter a.!!iwer tIiiiiJ. we fit trom index:
n~rB-na.mely-;tliOse wherll the c ractiir of e~ 
peiiditure ~~atly changed, ani'rthose where 
substan~roportion of th~ eH!enditure is of t~n 
standar sort w1il.ch an mdex cannot cover. ' 

For exaWhe comparISon between the purchas-
ing power 0 money for an Englishman here and in the 
East may be better made by general impression of (I) 
the costs of equivalent standards of life than in 
any other way, since the things on which a man 
spends his money are so different in the two cases. 
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And the comparison of purchasing power for a middle
cI8ss parent before and after the war may also be 
better made by general impression, becau.se so BUb

stantial a part of the expenditure in question-as 
rent, . servants, education and travelling-is of a 
kind which inevitably escapes inclusion in an index
number. 

It is in such cases as these that the direct method 
may yield a result materially diHerent from the in
direct method and yet be nearer the truth. When, 
on the other hand, we are dealing with standardised 
expenditure which has not much changed in character, 
as for example with that of the working classes now 
and five years ago, the indirect method will probably. 
be much more aocurate. 

Whether it is a merit or a defect of comparison by 
general impression that it will usually make full allow
ance for conventional expenditure which yields little 
utility but is required by local custom if one is to avoid 
disutility, raises a subtle question of just what one 
means by purchasing power which I will not allow to 
detain me. 

B.· The Indirect M/!Jlwd of comparing Price& 
of Equimlefll Composite ComfTWdiLies 

This is the usual method.. In the forin in which 
the problem of esta"Dtishing index-numbers of pur- . 
chasing power is generally set, we know, at best, the . 
prices of di1Ierent commodities and the distribution 
of expenditure between them, and we have little or 
no information about what. pairs of persons are 
"similar ", wherewith to supplement these figures. 

We generally do know, however, that so!!!Uart 
..;:,f the~1!!!i.tlue-and sometimes a larger part2is 

in ~th ~tio~ identi~ in c~ and. in~wer· 
to yeId satisf~Q.~ to paJ!iJl)tJUIll!.~~DB1!~rs.-r:et 
ns ~that part of t1Ie composite commodities 
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representative of average expenditure in the two posi
tions, which is thus common to both, by a, and those 
parts which are different by lit and bl • mere a rela
tively greater quantity of something is purehased. in 
one position than Dr the 'other, the quan~ty common 
to both positions is, of course, included in a, and only 
the excesses, peculiar to each position, in bi or b. as 
the case may be. On the other hand, llonsumption, -
which is physically similar but not similar in real
income yielding capacity, owing to change of tastes 
or environment, must be included not in a but in PI 
and bl • Further, the unit of quantity for lit must 
be such that the expenditure m the first position 
on a unit of lit is in the same ratio to the expenditure 
on a·unit of a as the total expenditure on b1 is to 
that on a; and similarly with bl • 

Sometimes, moreover, we can get a little furth~r 
than this by establishing an equivalence between a 

I' pair of commodities which are substitutes -1Qr ~e 
ano"t1ler.--If;ro~--eXample;-rlD.of ~a and: 2 lh:....of 
co~-are alternative means of serving...the-Same 
purp.Ql!lW)r iieanYlibjjj!ar-lT-urpQses wit~oxi
mately equal efficiency, so :hat in both. positions 
under comparuonit· would be almost a matter .of 
indifierence to most consumers whether they pur
chased 1 lb. of tea or 2 lb. of cofiee, provided the 
prices were the same; but 1 lb. of tea is cheaper than 
2 lb. of cofiee in the first position and dearer in the 
second position, so that tea enters into the composite 
commodity appropriate to the first and cofiee into that 
appropriate-to the second; then we can fairly regard 
1 lb. of tea and 2 lb. of cofiee as approximately equiva
lent, without entering into any further complications. 
Similarly if the national diet is difierent in the difierent 
positions, wheat or oatmeal or rye or potatoes being 
substituted for one another, we can probably establish· 
reasonably satisfactory ratios of equivalence. To the 
extent that we can employ this method of equivalent 

-. 
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s)1batltuj;ion I-as we shall call it-we are in effect 
increasing the field of a, i.e. that part of the consump
tion that is common to, or strictly comparable in, both 
positions, and diminishing the fields of b, and bl • Let 
UB, therefore, in what follows include in a those items 
of consumption for which we are in a position to 
establish ratios of equivalence when one is substituted 
for another. 

'I~e will generallp:emain, nevertheless, a n.!!!J1her 
of intractable a~i!lles comll!ised t b, and fl...1Q): wlJich 
it is-beyond O~Ir pOl"erJ;jupp!¥i e method..of.equiva
lenraubStltutlOn. We are not in a position to weigh 
thesatisfactions for similar P.6rsons of Pharaoh's slaves 

/ against Fifth Avenue's motor-cars, or dear fuel and 
cheap ice to Laplanders against cheap fuel and dear 
ice to Hottentots. 

We are left, therefore, with a+b, and_atb. as 
representative of average consWiipfiOii in the two 
positions respectively. Now since a has been assumed 
to be identical in its power of yielding satisfaction to 
any pair of similar persons in the two positions, we 
could, if a repr~nted the whole of consumption, 
compare purchasing powers in the two positions 
merely by comparing the prices of a. But the residuals 
b, and bl , which we cannot equate in this way or 
otherwise compare, cut UB off from 80 simple a method. 
We have no right to assume that b, and b. are equivs:. 

1 I think _ Edgeworth probably bad thio method in mind in the 
foDowing IOmewbat 00Dfusing _ E«ntOrIIie J_. yo! lCCn'. p. 380: 
" We may indeed eonstract. • 'cargo' oJ gooda definite hi q1l&Dtity and 
quality. the vuyiDg val".. of which from time to time ohaII OOIUItitute a 
serite of ind.n:·numberL Bot even in starting with auch • cargo we are DO 
longer OIl the I<mI fir- 01 perfectly objective quantity. liar in the _ 
Ron 01 the _t forming the eargo there must ba I0IIIO regard to 
utility. At any rate, to uoatinue the metaploor. w ..... ..., haYe put _ to 
_ the oompooition 01 the eargo _ering .. ___ bange. _ haYe to abandon 
the "n-/..w _ method 01 oomperiDg prioeo aDd to IlUbotitute the mono 
indefinite proeedwe of oompariDg amount. 01 _tiafaction. 80 Prof...,. 
Bowley. with referenco to a period in which th .... bad oeenned oonoiderable 
changes in the prioeo and quantities 01 commoditial, would then oompore the 
• _tiafaction' obtainable froID dilfereut oombioatiooa of commoditiell at. 
,iveD prica." 
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lent, i.e. that average consumers in the two positions 
are similar; and we do not know how many units 
of a+b. in the second position are equivalent for 
similar consumers to a given number of units of 
a+b,. in the·first position. Th.!Llrroblem before )18.. 
therefore, is to discover a v!!Jid..xnethod of eppEQxima
tloiliipp1iCiEile m such cases. To this problem we 
must now address''Ourselves. I shall argue that tw-o 
mej;hgds, and only two, are legitimate, the first'OI 
which is the more generally applicable, and the second 
of which provides limits between which the correct 
solution lies in cases where we can assume that nothing 
has changed between the two positions except relative 
prices. 

1. The" Highest Oom1'fUY1l, Factor" Method 

Let P. be the price of a in the'first position and p. 
its price in the second position. The first method of 
approximation consists in neglecting b. and b. and , 

employing l! as an index of the change in the price-,p. 
level as between these two positions. There are two 
conditions,' the satisfaction of either of which will 
render this a legitimate approxinIation. We are as
suming-it will be remembered-that the satisfaction 
derived from the consumption of a per unit of a is 
approximately the same in the two positions for any 
pair of sinillar persons. 

The first.,.JleBdition is that the expenditures of 
every individual consumer on a should in both posi-
tions be large compared with his expenditure onb. 
oc~. . 

The second condition is that the real-incomes 
derived by any-consumer from the consumption of 
a and b, in the first :position should be approxinIately 
in the same proportion as his expenditures on them, 
and simil~rly with a and b. in the second position.' 
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The sufficiency of each of these conditions can be 
established as follows. Let persons of real-incomes E 
consume fit units of a + b, in the first position at prices 
Pt for a and gl for bt, with a similar notation for the 
second position. The ratio of the purchasing power of 
money in the first position to its purchasing power in 

the second position ~ then n.~. + gl». It follows from 
fit 1 +gl 

this : 
(i.) If g., gl are small compared with p. and p" fit 

and n. must be nearly equal for persons of equal real-

incomes; in which case~ is a satisfactory approxima
Pl 

tion for the above expression. This is the same as 
our first condition above. . 

(ii.) If the real-incomes derived from consumption 
of a and b, in the first position are approximately in 
the same proportions as the expenditures on them for 
persons whose. total real-incomes are E, satisfaction_ 

from fltU is ~E, and, given similar conditions in 
p,.+~ . 

the -second position, satisfaction from nsU is ~ E. 
P.+g. 

If, therefore, satisfaction from. consumption of a is 
approximately the same per unit in the two positions; 

we have p,. P.. so that n.(P. + qll = ~ 
""CPt + gl) ",(PI + g.)' ,,"(Pt + gl) Pt 

approximately. This is the same as our second con
dition above. 

One or other of these conditions is quite likely to 
be satisfied to a fair degree of approximation in the _ 
case of many of the comparisons of purchasin~ power 
which we want to make. The second of them 18, how
ever, somewhat precarious, since-unless the first con
dition is satisfied--':"'it breaks down whenever the second 
position offers many opportunities for nseful expendi
ture owing to the supply of new commodities which 
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were not available in the first position j for in this 
event average satisfaction per unit from b. is likely' 
to be higher in proportion to average satisfaction per 
unit from'a than is average satisfaction per unit from 
b" so that we need some further hypothesis if we are 
to compare the purchasing powers successfully.' 

-The method of approximation by taking &8 the 
basis of our companson that part of expenditure a 
which is common to all the positions under consider&- . 
tiOD. and neglecting the rest has the great advantage 
over more complicated formulae that we are dealing 
with the same composite commodity throughout, and 
have, therefore, no need to resort to the Chain Method 
(which will be considered later). Moreover, it would 
seem to be obviously preferable to, and not less simple 
than, the method nearly always adopted by practical 
statisticians, namely, to take either a + b.. or a + b. &8 

though it were appropriate throughout. For this pro
cedure must, &8 a rule, involve a greater error than to 
take a throughout; inasmuch &8 its effect is always.to 
overestimate purchasing power in the position to which 
our composite is strictly appropriate &8 compared with 
the position to which it is leBA appropriate, whenever 
the change in the character of the expenditure is due 
to a change in relative prices and represents a move 
on the part of the consumer to take advantage of what 
is relatively cheaper. . 

In those cases, therefore, where we are not entitled 
to assume that nothing has changed except relatiVe 
prices, this " highest common factor" method-as it ./ 
may be called-will probably give us &8 good a result 
&8 is obtainable in the circumstances. For example, 
the best index of Purchasing Power- over a period of 
ten years may be obtained by taking &8 our com
promise composite the highest common factor of 
general expenditure in the successive yearly periods, 
and-as a check on the closeness of the approximation 
_ttiug alongside this index-nUmber a statement 
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showing the proportion of total expenditure in each 
year which is co=on -to all the years. At any rate 
I see no advantage, but on the other hand much dis
advantage, in the usual procedure of using a + b1 

throughout as compared with the method, not adopted 
hitherto, of using a throughout. 

The value as an approximation of using a through
out generally diminishes as the proportion of common 
expenditure becpmes smaller. But if we want some
thing better than this, we must seek it by developing 
our opportunities to make more use of the method 
of the substitution of equivalents, thereby increasing 
the proportion of the field covered by a, rather than 
by employing some intermediate formula such as 

b1 +b. h . h h a + -2- or any ot er. In practlce, owever, t e 

substitut!<1.1! of !l.quiYa1ents has not bEl!)!!.l!opplied lUther
to onscientillc ljne& except in the case of certain 
inquiries into the comparative cost of living of the 
working classes in di1ferent centres. In these inquiries 
an attempt has sometimes been made to deal with the 
problem of changes in the conventional diet of the 
working man by working out a system of assumed 
equivalents. 1 

In certain historical inquiries the" highest common 
factor" method may be better than any feasible 
alternative, even though a is no longer large compared 
with b1 and b.. If, for example, we are trying to make 
a very rough comparison between widely separated 
epochs---so wiliely separated that the substitution of 
equivalents is impracticable-there is nothing to be 
done except to take SOll).e small number of important 
co=odities for which comparable price quotations 
are obtainable which are co=on to both positions. 
If we want to compile a Consumption Index-Number 

I According to Edgeworth (op. cit. p. 213) Drobiecb .... the lirIt to 
propose a formo1a. of equivalent Bubatitution" though based. on • vtsry 
....... iafactory. indeed .... abourd, eri"'rioo (namely OMnI_"';'). 
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for the value of gold or silver money over the past 
3000 years, I doubt if we can do better than to base 
our composite on the price of wheat and on the price 
of & day's labour throughout that period.' We can
not hope to find & ratio of equivalent substitution for -I 
gladiators against cinemas, or for the conveniences of 
being able to buy motor-cars against the conveniences 
of being able to buy slaves. 

2. The Method oj Lim/Us 

Let us now confine ourselves to the cases where we 
can assume t t tas etc., are Bubstantiall the samil--
in th under companson an t at not . 

changed except relative prices. 'liithese cirCiiii'i:
stanceS It 18 legl'tiIIi8.te to argue that a given income / 
in terms of co=odities would yield the Bame real
income in both positions. Although, therefore, th~ 
character of consumption in th~ Becon~ poSi~on !tas V 
changed &8 & result of changes m relatIve pnces, we , 
can nevertheless be sure that the corresponding real-;' 
income 'is the same as would have been yielded by & 

similar-distribution of consumption in the first position. 
-These considerations pennit a method of establish-
, Of. lIarahall, M""", OredO! ..,., 0 .......... pp. 21, 22: .. Recorda of 

priceo of staple grain have a double oignific&noe. For in every age except 
our own, by far the greeter part of tho wages of ordinary labour hae been 
geueralIy t&keu out in theeo sreina; and b)' far the greeter part of that 
produce of tho fieldo, which tho actual ouItivatora in poet tim .. have retained 
for _I.... hae 00D8iat0d of them. Further, tho mothoda of raisiDg 
grain have remained nearly ooD.lta.nt throughout the ages. . a 0 Hence it 
_ that tha wages of onlinary labour and tho price of tho otandard grain 
in the country. or diatriot. under observation were commonly taken aa repre
I8Jltativee of value in genera.L Suoh a 001U'8e would be wholly umea.aonable 
DOW in resard to an)' oountr)' of tho ............. rld. But it .......... Dable 
in tho timeo of Adam Smith and Rioardo; and it ill ..........." to interpret 
, oIaoaioal' dootrineo .. to value by reforon .. to it. Lock .. writius two 
generatioDl earlier. had aaid • that grain whioh is the OODltau.t general food 
of an)' countr)' ill the fittoot moaauro to judge of tho altered value of thinp 
in any long tract of time.' Bee Worb, vol. v. p. 4:7.1t This traditional method • 
for dealius with the value of moDO)' ill, it will be ...... an ozomplo of tho 
Highoot CommoD Factor Method. Of., alao, Adam Smith, TlIo W..,UA ./ 
NaliotM, Bt. I. ohap. zi. 
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ing limits wit.bin :which the true compa.rison mual;,.lie, 
as follows: 

Let P and Q be the composite co=odities repre
sentative of expenditure in the first and second posi
tions respectively. 

Let the amount of P which can be purchased for 
£1 in the first position be chosen as our unit of P, and 
the amount of Q which can be purchased for £1 in the 
second position be chosen as our unit of Q; and let p 
be the price of a unit of P in the second position, and 

~ the price oh unit of Q in the first position. Letsimilar 

persons having a real-income E buy no. units of P in the 
first position and n. units of Q in the second position. -

Then, since the money-incomes of similar persons 
are £no. in the first position and £n. in the second posi- , 
tion, the index-number comparing purchasing powers 

in the two positions =~. It can be shown that this 

must lie between p and q. ~ 
For since the consumer has a choice in the first 

position between buying no. units of P or no.q units of 
Q and prefers the former, and since by hypothesis the 
satisfaction of the former purchase is equal to that of
buying n. units of Q, it follows that n. > no. q; and 
similarly, since in the second position he has a choice 
between buying n. units of Q, equal in satisfaction by 

hypothesis to no. units of P, or buying ~ units of P, and 
'P . 

prefers the former, it follows that no. > ~; -hence ~ 
p no. 

is greater than q and l~ than p. _ 
Thus if q is greater than 1, the value of money has 

certainly fa.llen; and if 'P is less than 1, its value has 
certainly risen; and in any case the measure of .the 
change in the value olmoney lies between p and q. 

This conclusion is not unfamjljar though the above 
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formula is simpler than those previously given, and 
the proof is more rigorous. It is reached, for elt8JIlple, 
by Professor Pigou (Economics of WelfMe, part i chap. 
vi.). T1ie matter is also very well treated by Haberler 
(Der Sinn der IndexzaJtlen, pp. 83-94). The depend
ence of the argument, however, on the 8SS.lJ.Ulption of 
uniformij;y of tastes, etc., is not always sufficiently 
emphasised.1 Moreover, i~ must be noticed that, in 
the class of case where p is less than q, this condition 
proves that tastes must have changed, and that an 
assumption to the contrary must be invalid, since it 

infringes the condition that ~ is less than pand 

'" greater than q. 
In certain circumstances a combination of the 

.,., Highest Common Factor Method with the Method of 
Limita may be practicable. We may know that tastes 
are unchanged over a cousiderable part of the field of 
consumption, measured in terms of expenditure, and 
also that the real-incomes derived from this part of the 
field are either a cousiderable part or a constant part 
of the total real-incomes. In this case our method 
of approximation may consist first of all in using the 
Highest Common Factor Method to reduce the field 
of comparison to that part of the expenditure over the
series of positions for which it is legitimate to assume 
unchanged tastes, and then applying the Method of 
Limita to this pari; of the field. 

3. The" Crossing of Formulae " 

The met~od t!rocedure, to which Professor Irving 
EiIlh.eI: has evo much attention • and to which lie 
has given the name of "Crossing the FOlJ!!ulae ",. is,' 

• Dr. Bow..,. in his U Not. em _ Nambono» published in the 
11"""",,", J-. JIIDII 1928, .... 7 be montioDod amoagot _ who have 
~7 in __ this.-.y_ 

• Yido oopeci&IIy his Tie MIIIri.., of I'Mla N-" 
• O,p. oil. ohap. o:ii. 
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in effect, an attempt to carry the Method of Limits 
somewhat fUrther further, in my opinion, tIIaii' is 
legttunate. 

The reasoning employed is of the following 
character. As before, let P be the composite com
modity appropriate to the first position (of time, place 
or class), and p the price in the second position of a 
unit of P which costs £1 in the first position; and 
let Q be the composite appropriate to the second 

position, and ! the price in the first position of a 
q 

unit of Q which costs £1 in the second position. 
Then, as we have seen above, the true measure of 
COjPii!son-assurning that tastes, etc., are constant 
an t t only relative prices are changed-between 
the.pri()ll;levels...i.n.-t~-..pesi~.neceBll!U'iIr!ies 
somewhere betw Professor Fisher (amongst 
others conc udes from this that there must be BOme 
mathematical function of p and q which will afford us 
the best possible estimate of whereabouts between p 
and q the true value lies. Setting out on these lines, 
he has proposed and examined a great variety of 
formulae with the object of getting the best possible 
approximation to the true intermediate position. 

Now, to my way ofthinking, the proportion between 
the price-levels under comparison is not, in general, 
any definite algebraic function of these two ex
pressions. We can concoct all sorts of algebraic 
functions of p and q as determining the point's 
position, and there will not be a penny to choose 
between them. We are faced with a problem in 
probability, for which in any particular case we may 
have relevant data, but which, in the absence of such
data, is simply indeterminate. 

For this reason I see no real substance in Professor 
Fisher's long discU88ion, by which, after examining a 
vast number of formulae, he arrives at the conclusion 
that vpq (in my notation) is theoretically ideal-if, 
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that is to say, he means by this that it is likely to be 
arithmetically nearer to the truth than other formulae. 
This conclusion is the result of applying a number 
of tests, as for example that the formula must be. 
symmetrically placed in respect of the two extremes . 
between which it is 'to lie. All these tests, however; 
are directed to showing, not that it is correct in 
itself, but that it is open to fewer objections than . 
alternative a priori formulae. They do not prove' 
that anyone of the formulae has a leg to stand on, 
regarded as a probable approximation. 

If, however, we regard formulae intermediate be
tween p and g, not as probable approximations, but 
merely as conveniences for the purpose of rapid nar
ration, then we may legitimately be influenced by 
considerations of algebraical elegance, of arithmetical 
simplicity, of labour-saving, and of internal consistency 
between different occasions of using a particular system 
of short-hand. If p and q are widely discrepant, any 
form of sh'Ort-hand may be seriously misleading; but 
if p and q are nearly equal, it may be a nuisance to use 
the expression .. between p and q ", and much more 
convenient, without being seriously misleading, to 
name some. intermediate figure, even if the choice 
of this figure is quite arbitrary. Provided, therefore,. 
it is understood that such formulae as v'pq are no 
more than a convenient self:consistent short-hand 
for" between p and q", I see no objection to them. 

In practice, therefore, Professor Fis1!ro"s formula 
may often do no harm. The objection to the formula 
is that.it leads just as easily to a iiijiijpariBOD when 'PO 

such comparISon is legitirnaW" and that it dOeilJlot 
'Dring home to the corputer, as the preVIOUS methods 
inmmory-ao;the. na ure and degree of th-erro.t..lY.bicll 
is involved. Professor Fisher's formula is condemned 
by the fact that it appears on the face of it to permit 
with equal facility a numerical comparison between 
any two price-levels whatever-regardless of whether 

VOL. r I 
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tastes have changed and of everything else. It leads 
to just as good a result where it is obvious to common 
sense that no intelligible comparison is possible at all, 
as in cases where the strictly appropriate composites 
are so nearly similar that any compromise inter
mediate between them will yield a very tolerable 
approximation. 

The ol<!est formula QLthis ~though this is a 
case o~Fistler -calls "crossing the 
weights ", not "crossing the formulae "-which was 
Ja!~ independently many years ago both 1q 

II and btlJidgeworth (see Edgeworth, Papers 
reloting to Polit "EOOnmnY, vol i. p. 213), is....nat 
1688 objectionable. This method of approximation 

h . . h . . f P+Q compares t e pnces m t e two POBItlOns 0 ~ , 

i.fl. it assumes that a third composite intermediate 
between the two composites strictly appropriate to 
the two positions is approximately appropriate to 
both of them. This amounts (in the above notation) 

to taking p + 1 • 'I as the measure of the change in the 
'1+1 

price-level' 
It may be of interest, before we conclude this 

discl1SBion, to show by an example that, when tastea 
~nment are not.~ p and q &re..1l.Ot 
reliabte.1ciideS:tOthec~ in the value-of m0!19, 
eVenwhen p-~---- ----.-.. ----
-SUppose that m the first position Beef and Whisl:y 

(one unit of each) are the predominant objecta of 
expenditure, and in the second position Rice and 
Coffee (one unit of each); BUJlIKlI!6 further that units 
of beef and coffee are 50 per cent cheaper in the 
second position than in the first, whilst units of whisky 

• Dr.lIowIoy .... Bi-~ ....... ita .. MN __ _ 
Nambon" Is-;. J--z. .I ..... 1928), for ...."..... thio ......... ... 
..,.-.-~ ... -- -,u... _ ... .........." - _ ... _ 
.....-_bo __ ---" ... bo..-,. 
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and rice are 50 per cent cheaper in the fust than in 
the second; then 

price of 8 unit of beef and 8 unit of whisky in 1st position 
_ price of ditto in 2nd position 

price of 8 unit of rice and 8 unit of collee in 1st position 
= price of ditto in 2nd position 

(our uni1:8 being 'chosen 80 that expenditure is equally 
divided between beef and whisky in the first position 
and between rice and coHee in the second position); 
The assumption that coffee and rice are not consumed 
at all in the first position, nor beef and whisky in the 
second, is not essential to the argument and is only 
introduced for simplicity of statement. Substantially 
the same equation wonld hold if we were to give 
relatively small weigh1:8 to coffee and rice in the first 
position, and to beef and whisky in the second position. 
Now, if we were to neglect the conditions required for 
the Method of Limi1:8 or were to suppose that the ideas 
underlying Professor Fisher's ideal formula were uni
versally valid, we conld conclude from the above with 
complete precision that the purchasing power of money 
in the position where people mainly consume Beef and 
Whisky is exactly the same 38 in the position where 
they mainly consume Rice and Coffee. Yet this con
clusion might be quite wrong. Suppose, for example, 
that in the second position rice is consumed in prefer~ 
ence to beef, in spite of rice being relatively dearer 
than in the first position, because the climate requires 
it, 80 that consumers prefer rice; whereas coffee is 
consumed in thesecond position in preference to whisky 
merely because it is cheaper, 80 that whisky wonld be 
consumed if it was 38 cheap compared with coffee as it 
w8li in the first position. H we knew the money
incomes of .. similar" persons in the two positions, 
we might find that the purchasing power of money was 
much lower in the second position than in the first. 
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4. The Chain Metlwd 

The "Chain Method" of compiling a series of Index
Numbers, which waa tim introdl!ced by MgrshU, is 
an a_~mpt to~eaUrithJ;he probleJJJ..DiJililmg~ in the 
cnaracter of consumIlli.Qn by assumingJ.bat the difter
ences are small bet.w.~ell a.n,y m consecutive pollitions 
in the senes n~ositions to be compared. It also 
assuriieB=tliOilgIlt1llBis not generally stated-that the 
s~essive small errors in.Y91~cilL..IeJlOk.laUl1ul.a.tIve. 
A senes 01 comparisons are made, the first of which 
assumes that the composite appropriate to the first 
position is virtually equivalent to the composite 
appropriate to the second position, and the next of. 
which assumes that the composite appropriate to the 
second p'osition is virtually equivalent to the com
posite appropriate to the third. 

The method is aa follows: 
Let PI p. be the prices in the first and second 

positions of the composite appropriate to 
the first position; 

q. q. the prices in the second and third positions 
of the composite appropriate to the second 
position; 

r. r. the prices in the third and fourth positions 
of the composite appropriate to the third 
position; and 80 on. 

Let flo flo flo be the series of Index-Numbers comparing 
the price-levels in the successive positions. 

Then the Chain Method computes flo. n. in termS of 
flo thus: 

flo =l!. 0"PI .... 

n. _!l! . flo =!l! . P.! • fit. 
q. q. PI 

n. =!!. n. =!:!. i!.l! . fit; and 80 on . 
. r.. r. q. PI 
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ThDB the final result is reached by comparing each 
. position wi~ its neighbours in two ways, and then 

assuming that these two alternative measurements of 
the same thing are approximately equal. In other 
words: 

if "t is the price-level strictly appropriate to the first 
position;. . 

if n" is the price-level strictly appropriate to the 
second position; '. 

if 91'. is the price-level in the second position obtained 
. by assuming that the composite appropriate to 

the first position is also appropriata to the second; 
if fI's is the price-level in the third position measured 

by assuming that the composite appropriate to 
the second position is also appropriate to the 
third, 

then 91'. =~ n", 
q. 

fI'. =l! "t. 
P1 

BO that, assuming n" =n'., we have 

91', =~ .l! "t; and so on. 
q. P1 

Let DB analyse the validity of the above procedure 
in the ~ht of the preceding argument. In the ~t 
place it IS clear that it assumes constancy of tastes, 
etc.; on the other hana; It peg!llts not only chaPgesc 
in relative pri~ but a1HO the introduction in the later 
POsltliiiial&tf:;;h!d:!ts of expenditure which were 
noLa y t.o the C.onSllmet in §e earlier positions 
(whilst assuming, however, that any objects of ex
penditure on the market in one position are still on 
the market and have not dropped out in the next 
position). In the second place it is assumed th'!:in.&,;:..r4 
app~tely; which is only ]DBtiliable if we have 

.pplied the method of limits to the comparison between 
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the two positions and have found (in the notation 
of p. 110 above) that p = q approximately. In the 

(I.J J third place we assume t~~t the.§.!!.C@SSiX!L~!ll&ll.J:uors 
~xima£ion-and this is the most serious assump
tion-are Dot cn Jt!t,1atiJT.e &9 as toJ,dd up to a..aub .. 
stantial error, when the procedure is repeated a number 
of tilries over a succession of positions. 

H each pair of successive positions are closely 
similar to one another, the second of these assump
tions may be justified. But the third one is more 
dangerous, especially in the type of case for which 
the Chain Method is commonly recommended, namely, 
for the comparison of a chronological _series. For 
example, the Chain Method will show a cumula
tive error if each substitution which we assume as 
approximately equivalent is progressively a slight 
improvement, i.e. if each new composite is slightly 
better for the purpose in view than ita predecessor, 
and is not just as likely to be slightly worse. For 
this reason it will mislead us when it is employed 

~ over a period of time during which habits are gradu
ally changing as a result of progressively improving 
opportunities; that is to say, it will in such con
ditions underestimate th~-l'Jl.!!<~ power 9iJnoney 

~ ) at the late~ as compared - Wltll the former. 
The CIi3ill Metllod asslTInes-in-effect "that; - when 
mat?itne first comes"'iir,t1ie advantage is trifling, 
an at the margarine colll!ill!!ed if! prag.i(;llllL!he 

(J'Q equivalent in advantage of the butter (or other con
BUmaole .goOOiif'iliBl>laCed ~a~n with each 
gradual transferenc-eor consumption to the new or 
improved or relatively cheaper product. . 

It is a further serious objection to the Chain Method 
-{hat the com~~ be~!JeI!.~«! p~itions is depe..!ld

.J" ~nt on the path whiclillti..c~l,-awl the..£haniCter of.con-
l siimpti"on hllvelLUJl!ued.!!Yedhelntenening positions. 

For example, it might be that prices and consumption 
are such and such, that a serious disturbance-fiuch as.; 
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a war-in~enes which materially changes relat;ive 
p, ~ ~ character of consumption, but that 
a~ __ lIlt~rya.GCiUililinum 18 @tilred ~th 
pri@JY!d co_ption return to e~~ 
we~. Now it is obvious that in such circum
stances the purchasing power of money at the end is 
exactly th.e same as it was at the beginning. But if 
the Chain Method has been employed, there is no_ 
guarantee that the index-number_!!"!lLre(1mlJ&.::Jtii 
~pmrl:Lim,:t-indemorie may be pretty sure tha.t 
it Wi1l not.' . 

Finally, the Chain Method is statistically laborious 
and inconvenient to a;ly in p'ractice-so much SO(", I ~ I 
mat It has been very se om employed, in spite of the 
many yea1'8 which have p&BBed by since it was first~ 
recoprmended and the general approval (more than it 
deserves in my opinion) which it has received from 
theorists. ' 

I conclude, therefore, that it would be better 
in comparing, let us say, the purchasing power of . 
money' to-day and fifty yea1'8 ago to compare ~he 
price of that part of expenditure (say 50-70 per cent 
-I have no idea as to the true proportion) which is 
more or less unchanged in character, supplementing' 
this by a list of the expenditures discarded and added _ 
(so as to enable a general judgment to be made as to 
the extent of the improved opportunities), rather than 
to compare the price-levels by means of the Chain 
Method applied year by year over the intervening 
period. 

We are left, therefore, with the Highest Co=on 
Facto:.:, Method suppleme~ted by the YeihOd of 

I An intereeting aua\yaio IIeariIJ8 on tho abo .... though primarily directed 
to 1m e:mmination of the oonditioDII in which & Chain Index diverges from 
tho oorreopondiDg Fixed Baao Index, has boon publiBhod by Prof....., 
P .... na (_ oJ g""""",;. 81a1i81iu. May 1928, .. The El!oot of Correlation 
_ Woigh .. and Rolativoa in tho ConatructiOD of Indo", Numbono," 

iI' pp. 100·106). 
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Equivalen~ ~'~=on anq the Method of Limits as 
the only yaM ;;;t1}1lda of approximation-ot~n 
the direct estimation of the money-incomes of ~ons 
who are on general groundS deemed'iiimilar. -

That, in spite of so many practical and theoretical 
difficulties, useful comparisons of purchasing power 
can often be made in actual practice is due to the fact 
that, even when the relative, as well as the absolute, 
prices of individual co=odities are fluctuating, the 
average character of typical expenditure and of typical 
tastes and the average level of real-incomes do not 
shift, as a rule, rapidly or widely as between co=uni
ties not much removed from one another in time or 
place ;" so that the problem, arising out of the shifting 
composition of consumption and out of changes in 
taste and environment, is not acute. For example, 
the evidence indicates, according to Dr. Bowley, 't.hat 
the changes in taste and habit in England between 
1904 and 1927 as tested by general statistics of work
ing-class consumption were comparatively slight. . 
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THE FUNDAMENTAL EQUATIONS 



CHAPTER 9 

CERTAIN DEFINITIONS 

( BEFORE we can formulate our Fundamental. Equations, 
we must first make precise our use of certain terms.) 

'" (i.) INCOME, PROFITS, SA.VINGS AND INvESTMENT 

«I) I'IIAXJftI£.-We propose to "mean identically the 
same thing by the three expressions: (1) the c0m

munity' 8 money-i'llAXJftl£; (2) the earnings of the factor8 J oi
of production; and (3) the cost of production; and we J 
reserve the term 'profits for the difference between the 
cost of production of the current output and iiB actual 1 
BILle-proceeds, 80 that profiiB are not part of the com
mumty's m£pme as thus~'> 

~oreparticularly w.!!-include in Inco~ : 
(a) S~~d wages.paid to employees, including 

any payments made to unemployed or 
partially employed or pensioned employees 

. -these being in the long run a charge on 
industry just as much as other outgoings to ' 
remunerate the factors of production; 

(b) The normal remuneration of entre.J!Ij:neurs; 
(c) In~n ~~ 3;mCIUding interest from 

forelgn mvestments ; 
(d) Regular monopoll~' rents and the like.> . - - --- ----
The entrepreneurs being themselves amongst the 

factors of production, th~ normal remuneration-the 
123 
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definition of which for the present purpose will be 
given in (2) below-is. included in income, and, there
fore, in the costs of production, under heading (b). But 
we exclude their windf~ofits or losses represented 
by the difference (positive or negative) between the 
earnings, thus defined, of the factors of prodw;!~m! and 
the actual sale proceedS. The income of holders of 
utdhtaty shares wnr usually include elements of each 
of the items (b), (c) and (d), and they will also be re
cipients of windfall profits and losses. 

(2) Profits.-Thus the,difference between the aetna.! 
remuneration of the entrel!reneurs, al!!yed at by 
deUuCtmg ITom'tne we proceeds their outgoings (a), 
(c), and (dfil.bove'and their normal remuneration (b), 
IS, wllether positive or negative, the..l'mfits} 

Accordingly, whilst the amount of the entre
preneurs' normal remuneration must be reckoned, 
whether their actual remuneration exceeds it or falls 
short, as belonging to the income of the individuals 
who perform entrepreneur functions, the profits must 
be regarded, not as part of the earnings of the com
munity (any more than an increment in the value of 
existing capital is part of current income), but as 
increasing (or, if negative, as diminishing) the value of 
the accumulated wealth of the entrepeneurs. If an 
entrepreneur spends part of his profits on current 
consumption, then this is equivalent to IUlgative 
saving; and if he restricts his non,nal consumption 
because he is suffering windfall losses, this, on the 
other hand, is equiva.!ent to positi~. 

To make this precise, however, we need to give a 
definition of entrepreneurs' " normal " remuneration, 
which will enable us to divide their total receipts 
(positive or negative) between income on the one 
hand and profits (positive or negative) on the other. 
What is the most appropriate and convenient defini-, 
tion partly depends on the nature of the inquiry on 
hand. For my present purpose I propose to define 
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(the .. no~ " remuneration of entrepreneurs at any 
time as that.rate of remune,ati~n which, i! they_~~re 
open to make !!-!l~,J~!trgains-1'V-jlutIL!h~~~s of 
production at the cUlTent;!y.prevailing...mt&a..oi..ea.rn
mgs-;-woul'd 'leavethem under no motive either to 
incre~~:orro,~ecr~~se]lie1r~ sc!!l~ ~~~.pElrlitloiii.) -,"-
-rnus when the actual rate of entrepreneurs re

muneration exceeds (or falls short of) the normal as 
thus defined, so that profits are positive (or negative), 
entrepreneurs will-in so far as their freedom of action 
is not fettered by existing bargains with the factors 
of production which are for the time being irrevocable 
--seek to expand (or curtail) their scale of operations 
at the existing costs of production. When, however, 
an entrepreneur has entered into commitments which 
cannot be revised immediately-when, for example, 
he has sunk part of the resources over which he has 
obtained command in the form of fixed capital-then 
in certain easily conceivable circumstances it may not 
be worth his while, even though his profits 'are nega-' 
tive, to reduce his o&ut until after the expiry of a 
period of time, the lel~ of which depends on the 
character of the co~ents which he has entered 
into; 80 that there may be a time-lag between 
profits turning negative and the full reaction of this' 
on output. ,; , 

It has been suggested to me that, owing to the 
variety of ways in which the term Profits has been 
employed, both by economists and in' business usage, 
it might be better to employ the term W ~blls for 
what I here call Profits. It may help some readers 
mentally to substitute this term; but for my own 
part I prefer the term Pr~fits as carrying with it on 
the whole the most helpful'penumbra of suggestion. . 

The fact that entrepreneurs have generally entered_ 
,.into long-time contracts with the factors of production, 

particularly in respect of fixed capital, is indeed of great 
lIIlportance. For it is the explanation-taken in con. -
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junction with the costs of shutting-down productWn 
and opening up ~, 80 that results have often to be 
averaged over a p6riod,~f how there can be losses, 
i.e. of ~ entrepreneurs continue to produce though 
at a loss. And.;-just in the same way, the period which 
mustelapse before the supply of specialised factors of 
production can be increased, and the long-time con
tracts (partly conditioned by the length of life of these 
specialised factors) into which entrepreneurs must 
enter to induce this increase of supply, are the~
tiona why, foU~ profits can exist . 
l3JSiWi"gs.~We shall mean by Savings the sum 

of the difierences between the money-incomes of 
individuals and their money-expenditure on current 

,f"consumption. 
Thus .Pr.o~, not ~~.J1Jlfjh~~e 

commurul;y, are n'Qtpart pf its savjD~er~!!ln 
whelfthey anl_ not._spent .on current consumption; 
Theyare not only the balancing figure which accounts 
for the difference between the value of the national 
output (or national dividend) and its cost of produc
tion, both in terms of money; but they also account, 
as we shall see, for the difierence between the value of 
the increment of the national wealth in any period and 
the aggregate of individual savings as defined above. 

That is to I!&y,:.the value of the inc:rement.d the 
wealPro th of the~mm~ 18 mMSured.by ~~.plu.r 

Iits:'t--- -
4m"ve&menL. ..... We shall mean by thLlll~of 
In.v~nt the ..net increment during a pe.riod. QUime 
of the capital of tli6 communi!}, (as defined in the 
nensecuon-of this Chapter); and by the value of 
~t, not the increment of value of thi"lOtiil 
capital. but the value...QLthe _increment of capital 
during ~U~rio~-We shall find, therefore, that the 
value .~l_c~t JDvestment, as thus defined, will be. 

.. equal to the aggregate of Savings and Profits, as th.us 
- defined,) . - -
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(ii.) AVAILABLB AIlD NON-AvAILABLE OUTPUT 

<The current Outputl of the community, 88 distin
guished from illl money-income, i6.a dow of~ 
serviCSUVhich consists of two part,s.-...{a) the dow of 
liquid goods .31ld services which are in a form avail
able for immediate consumption, and (b) the net 1low 
of iDciiiiiPJ;ilF(ii£t.eniJlOWing for wastage) to caPltal
goods and to l~ capital (to be defined moriparticii.
IaIIy ill thii ne section) which are not in_&._lgrm 
aV3i1able fur (¥lIl8umption. We shall ca1flhe former 
" I!9!!id" or .. available" output; the latter .. n,ll!l
available .. ou~ut;- and the two together total out
put,l It" Will observed that the available outputAI' 
may either exceed or fall short of the total output,.., 
according 88 the non-available output is positive or 
negative. 

(The liquid or available output is ~~ llP_.9i_two.. 
streams, namely, -(p} the dow of use accruing from fixed " 
OOiiiumers' (or final) capital, and (b) the dow of con
sumers' (or final) goods emerging n-om the productive 
process in a liquid form.· 

The non-available- output is mac1e up of (a) the
excess of the now 01 mcremeat to unfinished goods 
in process over the dow of finished &oods (whether 
fixed or liquid) emerging from the productive pro
cess, and (bl the excess of the dow of fixed capital 
goods emerging from the productive process over the 
current wastage of old fixed capital, together with 'the 
net increase in loan capital. . •. 

It follow8 that current consumption must be eqqal 
I IIeowiDg by this all oatpai for ... hicll &be DekIn of prodDetioa .... 

lemtmoraled, iDoludiDg IOIIIOIJ88' &be DekIn of productioD &be _ of 
.. COfUtaI, and _ ..... iDcludiDg in 0IItp1a &be curt'OIR ..... of _ COD· 

IIIIIDpiioa capHal and iDoomo from foniga ~to. 
• lacludiDg in -. for &be _ of ..,..-u.ac.. DOt 0Dly gooda &be 

'}trocl- of ... hicll OCCUpleo ... appreciablao ~ Inn alIo gooda &be 
_pIioIl and producIioa of whicll .... ea""bIat of proooeding _ 
pori -. ..,.1""""-' ___ ; for _. DO abup liao _ &be_ 

.,-
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to the available ou:tot, 1!l!!:s subtractions from, or 
minus additIOns to, s cks Of liquid consumers' goods 
which we shall call "hoards"; and current inv~st- • 
ment must be.-equal.ta,.tlie rum-available output.plus 
al'tdItlOns to, or minus subtractions from, ~. 
Thus consumption is governed by the amount of the 
available output (plus any drafts on hoards), not by 
that of the total output; whereas--so long as the 
money-rates of r~muneration of the factors of pro
duction are unchanged-the money-income of the 
community tends to move with the total output.) 

(iii.) THE CLASSIFIC4TION OF CAPITAL 

'The stock of Real Capital or material wealth exist
ing at any time is, embo,di'ed in' one or other of tl!!:lle 
forms: .... ' 
...... cr.,'\ -(r,'" 

(1) GQQ.ds !!l.!!§,e, which are only capable of giving 
up gradually their full yield of use or enjoyment. ' 

(2) Goods in ptocess, i.e. in course of preparation 
by cultivatIOn or manufacture for use or consump
tion, or in transport, or with merchants, dealers and 
retailers, or awaiting the rotation of the seasons. 

(3) Goods in amck, which are yielding nothing but 
are capable of being used or consumed at any time. 

We shall call goods in use F;:fdllCal!:i!!!l, goods in 
proc~ Workjng Carri!!Jl; and ill stock Liquid 
CaJl1!!!l.> 

-WOrking Capital is necessary because some goods 
take time to produce; and Fixed Capital is necessary 
because some goods take time to use or consume. 
Liquid Capital is only possible when goods ~ 
"keep". 

There is, of course, no sharp line of division between' 
fixed and liquid "goods; we have a continuous series, 

• A more det&iled definition of Working Capital will be given in Volume 
ii., Chapter 28. 
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each member of which has more duration of 1U!8 or 
COD8UDlption than its predecessor-services, food, 
clothing, ships, furniture, ho1l1!e8, and so on. But the 
broad distinction is clear enough. 

'The goods existing at any time can also be cIa8ai
tied into Fiflisluil Goods and Uflifflisluil GoorU. The 
finishl'Jl ~~whicharefor the 
enfoYin~ultimate consnmer..awllfI8tromental 
~ which are for 1U!8 in PIOOel!B.J -

the case of ~ there is sometimes 
an ambiguity 88 to"Wliemerrsw materials are best 
regarded 88 liquid or in prooel!ll. In VoL ii. Chap. 28 
we shall complete our definition to the effect that 
normal stocks required for efficient busine88' are part 
of Working Capital and therefore in pIOOe8B, whilst 
BUrplus stocks are to be regarded 88 liquid. ThUB the 
unfinished goods existing at any time ~ 
of Wo;!ing Ca.1!!.~ and partly- of Liquid Ca}lit!lJ 

(It ~ convemen to reil&Ve the term .. HoiLrda " to 
mcan the stock of Liquid F"mal Goods, and the teDD 
" Stocks" to mcan other formB of Liquid Capital) 

\'f1iiii_ F~ =(Final Goods ~ 1Dstm- ~ 
mental ~~ed.~pital pltuHoarda) l!~hed 
Goods = Working Capital plm Stocks. Li'quid~ 
=SfOOks plm Hoards. Finished~
tiD~!JPi! C-oods = Fixed Capital p1USWOrlWig <:l&Pltal 

plus LiquidCaP~d~~) <If we are co· . " w 0 individuals, • 
or of a "particular community, 88 distinct from the 
wealth of the world 88 a whole, we have to include) 
(-in addition to the ownership of Real Capital 88 

defined above-claims on money,) fur payment on 
demand or over a series of date8 in the future,(88 

positive and the corresponding debts or obligations 
88 negative~ When we are dealing with a closed 
system 88 a whole, these items can be neglected. 
since they cancel out. But when we are dealing with 
a single country which is part of an international 

VOL. I -
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system; this is not so, and there will be a positive or 
negative balance of wealth in the form of monetary 
claims for or against the country. Thus (when we are 
concerned with the wealth of a part of the total system 
under consideration, whether the part is an individual 

.../ or a country, we have a fourth category, namely, the 
net balance of claims on money, which we will call 

G) Loa1li Capjtal.> ..,. 
t e aggregate of the Real CiId!ital and the Lu!Hl 

CaJ;?ital we shall call the amount of Investment+
[WliiCli,"lor a Closed System, is the same thing as the 
amount of the R~tal; and the value of the 
aggregate of Real and Loan Capital is the Value of the 
Investment. . The increment of investment in any 
period is the net increase of the items belonging to the 
various categories which make up the aggregate of 
Real and Loan Capital; and the value of the incre
ment of investment is the sum of the values of the 
additional items (minus, of course, the value of the 
items by which, in any particular case, the stock has 
been diminished)"] 

\ There is, however, still a further distinction, namely 
that between the productio~pita.l:~oods and the 
production o(J2uDsllmptiPu-goods, of which we'shall 
make more·'frequent use than of the above in j;he 
ensuing pages. We define the output or 'production 
of Capital-goods during any period as bemg the in
crement of Fixed Capital plus the increment of W ork
ing Capital which will emerge from the productive 
process as Fixed Capital; whilst that of Ccm8'Umpti<m
goods during any period fa defined as the flow of 
available output plus the increment of Working Capital 
which will emerge as available output. Finally, $he 
output or pro~uction of Investment-goods during any 

I Thio ..... bJeo 1111 to .- up a point of delioition .. bleb _ to mo 
to have hoeD a_tidactoriJy handled by Prof. Pigoo in &he 6_w oJ 
wtJ/ ... (3xd Edition), pan L chap, iv. The value of &he Natiooal Divideod 
dariDg ""1 period io &he .. aIao of tbe oanem OOIIOIIlIIptiOll plu &he value 
of \he increment of iDyeetmen' .. defi.oed. aboTe. 
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period is equal to the _vaiIabIe ouq,ut plru the 
incnmeni; of houds..;. . 
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the corresponding amount expended by foreigners on 
the purchase of our investments situated at home.' 

The reader will notice that there is a further item 
entering into the international balance-sheet, namely, 
movements of .. gQld, which we have excluded from 
the ForeigIi-Balance. Since the international balance
sheet must always balance, this item must account 
for any difference between the value of current Foreign 
Lending and that of the current Foreign Balance; i.e. 
the former is equal to the latte!' plus the current ex
ports of gold.' 

Thus we use the term .. forei~ lending" to de
scribe the financial transactions 0 placing our own 
domestic money or claims to it at the disposal of a 
foreigner in return'for some kind of bond or title to 
property or future profits, and colTespondingly with 
"for~owing". The" foreign balance ", on the 
other hand, arises out of the matenal transactions 
which take place when a part of the community's • 
current output, as defined above, is transferred into 
the .hands of foreigners, instead of being utilised at 
home. 

By Home Inve.st'l1!e!1l we shall mean the increment 
of total capItal sltuted· at home, exclusive of gold; 
by Foreign Lending the increment of home-owned 
capital-sitilaW-abroad, also exclusive of gold; ana 
by Total Investment the sum of Home Investment, 
Foreign Lending and Imports of Gold. Since the 
Foreign Balance is equal to the sum of the Foreign 
Lending and the Imports of Gold, it is the amount of 
the Foreign Balance, rather than that of the Foreign 
Lending, which it is convenient to call Foreign Irwut
ment. For with this definition the Total Investment 
is equal, as it ought to be, to the sum of the Home 
Investment and of the Foreign Investment. 

I Loea Capital man be reprded u _led in the -&It of the debtor 
(whatever """"""7 ~ may be ~ in~ 

... Ear-marked" gold man be reganIed .. having beeD ~ and being. _on, muated abroad. 



CHAPTER 10 

THE FUNDAMENnL EQUATIONS FOR THE VALUE 
OF MONEY 

, THE Fundamental Problem of Monetary Theory is not 
merely to establish identities or statical equations :re
lating (e.g.) the turnover of monlltary.instruments to 
the turnover of ~gs traded for money. The real task 
of such a Theory is to treat the problem dynamically, 
analysing the di1ierent elements involved, in such a 

(~, lJllI!lD.er as to exhibit the Cl!!JlBal pmooss by which the 
price-level is determined, and the method of transition(-V 
from one position of equilibrium to another.) .. 

lThe forms of the ~Il,!)'tity Theory,)however, on 
which we ha:v~ aIrDeen brought up-I shall give an 
account of them in detail.in Chapter l~e but 
~I:!.ted for this purpose~ They are particular 

-examples of' the numerous identities which can be . \ \> t '"'" 

formulated connecting di1ierent monetary factors. \ J ~ t C 

But the~t) any of them, have the advanta~e of 
sep'!J,!!lo~lt. through whicp, m a (I.) 
mOdem economic systemi. the causal process actually 
o~r~tes dlll:illgJU).eriod..alCl!ange.J . 

'.;Moreover, they have a further fault, in that.l!!.e 
standard, to which theyhiS~ i&) neither the Labour . ~ . 
Standard n~r he Pure . 19, Power Standard, but .. 
some otfiermore or less artificial, standard~namel.Y, I II} 
either t~.e_lI.8h~.',fra.I).sa_'?tions"]tandard ~e C.!!§!!
B'iili!.JiCes "Standa.td; as defined m ChapWi' 6 above. 
This ~iB a serious fault, because it must be the two • 

133 
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former standards which are' our true quaesita. For 
the Labour Power of Money and the Purchasing Power 
of Money are fundamental in a sense in which price
levels based on other types of expenditure are not. 

tHuman effort and human consumption are the ulti
mate matters from which alone economic transactions 
are capable of deriving any significance.)! and all other 
forms of expenditure only acquire importance from 
their having some relationship, soone~ or later, to 
the effort of produce!s or to the expenditure of con
sumers. 

\1. propose, therefore, to,....brea.k._awJ!.Y ftQm..J;he 
traditional method of settmg o1llL from the total_ 
quantitj~ ()Lmoneyrrrespective of the .. purposes· on 
which it.is empJQyed, al).d..to.Bt:.a.ri.Wstead-for reasons 
which will become clear as we proceed-with...the 
How of the communitts earnings or mo~me, 
and WithitS twofold division (1) intOllie parts which 
have been earned by the production of consumption
goods and Oflilvestment-goods respectively, and (2) 
into the parts wi?ich are expended, on consumption
goods and on savmgs respect~' 

,We shall find that, if the first of these divisions 
of the community's income is in the same proportion 
as the second, i.el if the oll!P.ut measured in cost of . 
production is divided between consumption-goods and' 
investment-goods in the same proportion as e~
ture is divided between current consumption and sav- : 
~, then the price-level of-consumption-goods will 
De in equilibrium With their cost of production. ) But 
if the proportionate divisions are not the same m the 
two cases, then the price-level of consumption-goods 
will diller from their cost of production. 

The 1lri.~-lev!:L qfjnve,atment.,gooda, on the other 
hand, ~peiiaB on .Il...JlliTerent set..:oLconsiderations, 
which we shalfOOme to larer:- ' .'\,. 
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(i) THE FmmAMENTAL EQUA.TIONS llOB THE 
VALUE OF MONEY 

Let E be the total money-income or Earnings of 
the community in a unit of time, and l' the part of it 
which has been earned by the production of invest
ment-goods, so that l' measures the cost of production 
of new investment and E - l' the cost of production 
of the current output of consumption-goods. 

Further, let S be the amount of Savings as defined 
above, so that E - S measures the current expenditure 
of income on consumption-goods. 

Le,t us choose our units of qu.antities of goods in 
such a way that a unit of each has the same cost of 
production at the base date; and let 0 be the total 
output of goods in terms of these units in a unit of 
time, R the volume of liquid Consumption-goods and 
Services flowing on to the market and purchased by 
consumem, and C the net increment of Investment, in 
the sense that 0 .. R + C. 

Let P be the pnce-Ievel of liquid Consumption-goods, 
so that P • R represents the current expenditure on 

consumption-goods and E/ .£O( = 1') is the cost of pro-
~" ~\J l.-. ... ~ .... /1 

.duction of new investment. ;; ... ( _'t..l -,_, " 
Then, since the expenditure of the community on 

consumption ~ is equal to the difierence between 
its income and its savings, we have 

P. R=E-S=O~(R+C) -S=~O' R"'iI' -S. '~' 
"'I..'-~ 

. E l' -S' , " • 
P=O+!t' . (i.) or 

which is tb,Jl first of our Fundamental Equations. 
Let W be the rate of earnings per unit of human 

effort (so that the inverse of W measures the Labour 
Power of Money), WI the rate of earnings per unit 
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of ou~ut, i.e. the rate of efficiency-earnings, and e the 
coeffiCIent of efficiency (so that W -e. W,). 

We can then re-write Equation (L) in the forms: 

I' -8 p = W, + l't . -,(ii.) 

1 1'-8 =-. W +- ._(iii.) 
'II R 

l The price-level of consumption-g.QQds (i.e. the in
verse ohhe purchasing power of money) iUlllJ,de np, 
therefore, of two terms, the first of which represents 
the level of efficieD(ly-earningr,i.e. the cost of produc
tion, and the se,9PIld of which is positive, ~erQ_or 
negative, accordihg as the COSrO! new investment 
exceeas, equals or falls short of the volume of current 
savings. It·follows that the stability of th.e pnrcba,sing t 
power of money involves the two conditions--::Jb!Lt .... 
e£CIency-earnrngs should'bti'-oonstanfan'il that'foe 
cost of new investment should be equal to the volume 't1. 
of current savings.) 

. Thus the price-level, as determined by the first 
v term, is upset by the fact that the division of the out

put between investment and goods for consumJ.ltion is 
not necessarily the same as the division of the mcome 
between savings and expenditure on consumption. 
For workers are paid just as much when they are 
producing for investment as when they are producing 
for consumption j but having earned their wages, it 
is they who please themselves whether they spend or 
refrain from spending them on consumption. Mean

"While, the entrepreneurs have been deciding quite 
independently in what proportions they shall produce 
the two categories of output. 

\ \The reader will observe that the price-level of 
i consumption-goods is entirely independent of the' 

price-level of investment-goods. Given the level of 
efficiency wages and the difierence between the· cost 
of new investment-goods (as distinguished from theii 
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selling price) and the volume of saving, the price-level 
of consumption-goods is unequivocally determined. 
quite irrespective of the price-level of investment
goods. 

This latter price-level depends. 88 we have stated 
above, on a diiIerent Bel; of collBiderations, which we 
will examine in Section (iii.) of this Chapter. Mean
while, if we may be allowed to assume the price-level 
of new investment-goods 88 given, we can obtain a 
fonnula 88 follows for the price-level of output 88 a 
whole. 
Let P' be the price-level of new investment-goods," 

D the price-level of output 88 a whole, 
and I (=P' . C) the value (88 distinguished from 1', 

the cost of production) of the increment of 
new investment goods. 

Then D=P .R+P',.C 
o J 

(E-S)+I 
= 0 

E I-S 
=O+()' . . .. (iv.) 

which is the second of our Fundamental Equations. 
.AJJ before, we can re-write Equation (iv.): 

W I-S 
D= l+() 

=! W+I-S e· 0 . 

(ii.) THE Clw!..&.CTKB.I8TICS 01' PBoPlT 

• , (v.) 

Next, let Q. be the amount of the profit (defioed 
88 above) on the production and 88le of consumption
goods, and Q. the corresponding profit on investment
.goods, and Q the total profit. 
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Then 
E 

Q,=P.R-O·R 

=E-S-(E-I') 
=1' -S; (vii.) 

and, since Q.=I-I', 
Q=QI+Q. 

= 1-S. . (viii.) 

~ 
Thus the ~ on the production and sale of 

consumption-goods are equal to the tljfferencp 8e~een 
the co~.!lt!lew inyeatincii£ ~n~ f!!!.~, being negative 
whim savings-exceed the cos£J>(new mve8mient; and 
the total 'profits on output. as awho!e..a.re.equaUo .th.e 
difieten:Ce_betw~n tQ~u'al~ new jny~tme!:!La~d 
sa'[ings .. being negative when savings exceed thevalua. 
of new investment. 

Jt"Ionows~ from the above that we can re-write 
Equations (ii.) and (v.) : 

: P= WI + ~, (ix.) 

• -J I" Q 
I II = WI + O. (x.) 

. These ~uations tell us that the ~~f..consump-
ti~n-g~ 18 egual to the rate irMrnings of the 
faclOriI of produCtion pllU the rate of profits per 
unit of output of consumption-goods; and corre
spondingly with output 88 a whole. 

These conclusioru, 8l'!l, of course, obvious and may 
serve tc>remma-us that all these equations are purely 
formal; they are mere identities; ~ which tell 
us nothing in themselves. In this respect they re
semble ~ other yersiooa of. the Quanti~Th.eorJ-of 
Money. Their only point is to analyse and arrange 
otirmaterial in what will turn out to be a useful way 
for tracing cause and efiect, when we have vitalised 
them by the introduction of extraneous facts from 
the actna! world.· . 
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<There is 0~emdi9ri*y of ptefi.ts (or losses) which 
we may note in P8B8ing, because it is one of the reasons 
why it is necessary to segre~te them from income 
proper, as a category apart. H entrepreneurs choose 
to spend a portion of their rofits on consumption; 
(and there is, of course, nothing to prevent them from 
doing this),l.the effect is to i'1Icrease the profit on the 
sale of liquid consumption-goods by an amount 
exactly equal to the amount of profits which have 
been thus expendedl This. follows from our defini
tions, because 81i.ch expenditure constitutes a diminu
tion of saving, and therefore an increase in the 
difference between I' and S. Thus, however·much of 
their profits entrepreneurs spend on consumption, the v 
increment of wealth belonging to entrepreneurs re
mains the same as before. Thus I'rofits, as a source 
of capital inc1ement for entrepreneurs, are a widow's 
cruse which remains undepleted however~uch of.'" 
them may be devoted to riotous living. en, on 
the other hand, entrepreneurs are making 088es, Ilond 
seek to recoup these l088es by curtailing their normal 
expenditure on consumption, '.e. by saving more? the 
cruse becomes a Danaid jar which can never be filled 
up; for the effect of this reduced expenditure is to 
inflict on the produceY' of consumption-goods a 1088 
of an equal amount./' Thus(the diminution of their .,( 
wealth, as a class, is as great, in spite of their savings, 
as it was before.) 
. Since the volume of the public's savings, plus the 

-profits (or minus the 1088es) of entrepreneurs turning 
out liquid consumption-goods, is always exactly equal 
to the cost of production of investment-goods, does it 
follow that investment-goods must always sell at a 
price equal to their cost of {lroduction t 

No-for the reason that if investment-goods sell at 
a price above (or below) their cost of production, the 
r~ulting profit (or 1088) to entrepreneurs producing 
investment-goods nece88alily provideS'" the difference 
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between the selling price of the investment-goods, 
whatever this may be, and their actual cost of pro
duction,' Thus whatever the price-level of invest
ment-goods, the amount forthcoming for their pur
chase, out of current savings augmented by the 
profits or diminished by the losses on current produc
tion, will be exactly equal to their value. 

The question, what does determine the price of new 
investment-goods, we shall consider in a moment. 
Our present conjusio!1.. is, in the ~place, that 
Jml1i.ta (or losses) are an effect of the rest of the sitl!~
tion rather th~auae...oLJt::: For this reason it 
woUld be anomalous to add profits to (or subtract 
losses from) income; for, in that case, savings could 
never fall off; however great the expenditure of the 
public on current consumption, and equally savings 
could never be increased by & reduced expenditure 

. on consumption; pr~vided merely that entrepreneurs 
were continuing to produce the same output of invest
ment-goods as before. 

But, in the ~d place, profits (or losses) having 
once come into existence become, as we shall see (for 
this will be the main f()piCOf several succeeding 
chapters), a cause of what subsequently ensues; indeed, 
the mairispring of c~ange in the existing economic 
2,tem. This is the essential reason wliy1tlB use1u1 
to segregate them in our Fundamental Equation. 

(iii.) THE PRICE-LEVEL OP NEW INVEBTMENT-GOODS' 

When & man is deciding what proportion of his 
money-income to save, he is chOO8~~~n Pffi!.eEt 

1 If entrepnme11lll producing inveotmem.goodo .... 8)I01lding pan of 
their profito on co_mption. thia m118t ....-ariIy 111e&D tha, 0ll\npre11M1n 
producing liquid ~pliOD'goodo will have All _ profi' _ruing ~ 
them available for the pun:haoo of inveotmen'-goodo; 10 tha, 'ha _ 
result ia the .. me .. if the OlltrepNDeun producing inveotmAm'-goodo ....... 
opending th ... profito 00 the purchaoo of inveotmem-goodo. 
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cc:~tjQn and the ownership of wealth. In 80 far 
as e decides in favour of consumption, he must neoes
sar:iJ.y purchase goodJr-for he cannot consume money. 
But in 80 far as he decides in favour of saving, there 
still remains a further decision for him to make. For 
he can own wealth by holding it either in the form of 

. money (or the liquid equivalent of money) or in other 
forms of loan or real capital. This second decision 
might beconvenientIr described as the ch~een 

-" hoardirur'~. and .. mv~ ", or alternatively, as 
the c1lOiCii1letween«biiiiK-iIeposits;;;r and .. securities" 1 

There is also a further signific8.iil diJierence Oelween 
the,two types of decision. The decision as to the 
volume of sa.Jiag, aJ&ll..also the decision relating to the 
volume of new investment, relate wholl! to current 
~. But the decision "is to lio ~ank
de~osits or securities reIat!ls ...... not only to fliii cuiiii'nt 
increment to the wealth of individuals, but alsoJ2,. 

. the whole block of their existing capiW.. InCIeed, 
since the current increment is but a trifling proportion 
ot the block of existing wealth, it is but a minor 
element in the matter. 

Now when an individual is more disposed than' 
before to hold his wealth in the form of savings-deposits 
and less disposed to hold it in other forms, this does 
not mean that he is determined to hold it in the 
form of savings-deposits at all C08t8. It means that 
he faVOUlB savin!i?eosits (for whatever reason) 
more than before a e existing price-level of other 
securities. But his distaste for other securities is not' 
absolute and depends on his expectations of the future 

• n is dil&cili to decide what is the moot oonvODiant expIcritation of 
eDtiDg 1IOIl·1eoImical Iaugwoge for eu<>\ techDical moaniDgB. Unf-.n
ateIy I have """-dy bad to _ the _ .. hOO<ding," and .. in.....tiDg" 
with mOOlliDgo dilI ...... t from the .hove; for I have delined .. hoards " 
(pp. 128.9) to m .... otocb of tiquid CODBUIDption-soodo. and .. in.....tiDg" 
(p.126) to moan, DOt the pmo ..... of_t.ieI bymembelll of tha public. but 
the act of tba entzeprenour wben ha makeo an additiou to the capital of the 
oommuni~. I obaU. therefore, _ the IIOCODd oot of _ in what follow .. 
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return to be obtained from savings-deposits and from 
other securities respectively, which is obviously affected 
by the price of the latter-and also by the rate of 
interest allowed on the former. If, therefore, the price
level of other securities falls sufficiently, he can be 
tempted back into them. If, however, the banking 
system operates in the opposite direction to that of the 
public and meets the rreference of the latter for 
savings-deposits by buymg the securities which the 
public is less anxious to hold and creating against 
them the additional savings-deposits which the public 
is more anxious to hold, then there is no nelld for the 
price-level of investments to fall at all. {Thus the 
change in the relative attractions of savings-deposits 
and securities respectively has to be met ~ither by a 
fall in the price of securities or by an increase in the 
supply of savings-dep~its, or partly by the one and 
partly by the other., A fall in the price-level of 
securities is therefore an indication that the" bearish-V'" 
ness" of the public-as we may conveniently desig
nate, in anticipation of later chapters, an incre_d 
preference for savings-deposits as against other forms 
of wealth" and a decreased preference for carrying 
securities with money borrowed from the banks-has 
been insufficiently offset by the creation of savings
deposits by the banking system---<>r that the " bull~ 
ishness " of the public has been more than offset 
by the contraction of savings-deposits by the banking' 
system. 

flJIt follows that the actual price-level of investments 
. the resultant of the sentiment of the public and the 
behaviour of the banking system.l This does not mean 
that there is any definite numerical relationship between 
the price-level of investments and the additional quan-
tity of savings-deposits created. The amount by which 
the creation of a given quantity of deposits will raise 
the price of other securities above what their price 
would otherwise have been depends on the shape of 
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the public's demand curve fop l!I\vings-deposi1a at 
different price-levels of other aecuriti.es! 

There may also be the case, as we sbaII see in 
Chapter 15, where "two opinions ,. develop between 
difierent schools of the publie, the one favouring 
bank~eposita more than before and the other favour
ing IIeCIIrities.. In ~ case the le81IIt depends on the 
willingn_ of the bankiDg system to act as an inter-
mediary between the two by creating bank~eposi1a, 
not against aecuriti.es, but against liquid short-term 
advances. 

Without forgetting that we are dealing with a case 
of m~ !!QJIiI!orium in which each element affects 
every ~ element more or 1-. and. without antici
pating unduly the subject-matter of Chapter 15, we 
ms~the ma~ thus. -
-rt'he puce-level of mv...tmenfa as a whole, and 
hence of new mvestilients, ill that price-level at which· . 

~ the desire of ~e public to hold savings-deposits is to 
'=:J equal to the amount of savings-deposits which the.-

baIIk:ing system ill willing and able to create.. .;;: -
On the other hand-as we have already seen--

the pric,:e-level of eonsumption-goocls, relatively to 
l.) the cost Of prililuctlon, depeuda-aolely on the mmltant 

of the decisions of the- public·as to the proportion 
of their incomes which they save and the decisions,. 
of the entreprenems as to the proportion of their 
production which they devote to· the output of 
investment-gooda--though both of these decisions, 
and particularly the latter, msy be partly influenced 
by the price-level of investment-goods. 

It follows that the price-level of output as a whole 
, ) a~ thlJ-J!mount of totAl Prof!t. d~n aD four 
• factOr&-(l) the mte of saving. (2) thiiliist Of new 

• TIoo ...... ;;;;...._.; doe ~::-__ ~ ..... - ..... __ .-...--.--_.-. I_~""""" __ ~_"' __ ""_ 
...... ...-...... - ...... poBhiIity .. _-.... _"riIop-Jo,-_ .... _ ... : ·Ie Wu .. u_ ... _ ..... 
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investment, (3) the i' bearishness" of the public,...(4) 
the volume of "savings-deposits; or, if you like, on 
the two factors--{l) the excess of saving over cost of 
investment, and (2) such excess of bearishness on 
the part of the public as is unsatisfied by the creation 
of deposits by the banking system. ) 

Ll'hus given the rate of new investment and the .. J cost o~ production, t~e price-level ?f ~lJ!lumption
.. ' goods IS solely determmed by the disposltlon of the 

public towards" saJdng". And given the volume of 
savings-deposits created by the banking system, the 

{
price-level of investment-goods (whether new or old) 
is solely determined by the disposition of the public 

V' towards" hoarding" 1 money;> 
I hope I lia-ve made clear the distinction between 

the two types of decision which the earning and 
wealth-owning public is being constantly called on to 
make. But however clear we may be about the dis
tinction, it is nevertheless difficult to keep the causes 
and the results of the two types of decision dis
e~ed, since they act and .react on one another 
in a most perplexing way. FOlrthe amount of saving 
and the amount of investment, and consequently the 
difference between them, partly depend on the price
level of investment-goods relatively to their cost of 
'production; and at the same tinIe the attitude of the 
"public towards savings-deposits and other securities 
respectively may be partly influenced by expectations 
as to the price-level of consumption-~oods relatively 
to their cost of production./ In partIcular, a cge 
in tj,l~o.si.tion of the_publia...tow~rAs~ties 
odler than sa~ts, uncompensated by ~n 
on th"-EIUt..~f the banking system;-will be a mOBt 
poten~~~ a1Ie~~ the rate of investment relatively 
to sa~ anCl-"iL cause of disturbance; therefore;"to the 
pufchaaing power of money:-- "-' • -------1 Uoing thio term, for ODce, to 81 ..... their ocaIe of pm ........ for l&oiDgo-
depoone and other _Mea at cIilI ..... t prico-leTOJa of the latter. 
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Nevertheless, although ·these factors react on one 
. another,the excess-saving factor and the excess
b~eb ~-r 1 (as perhaps we may can them) I}@ 
indepmdent in the sense that any degree, positive or 
negative, of the one is compatible in appropriate 
attendant circumstances with any degree, positive or 
negative, of the other. ' 

Before leaving this'section it may be well to illus
trate further the conclusion stated above, that~ 
in the price of cOPsJlmption-go~e tQ..~n !lxceSl\of 
saving over inves~en_t_~oes not in itseIJ-if it is 
iiiUi:CC<implilifeny any change m the bearishness or 
bullishness of the public or in the volume of savings
deposits, or if there are compensating changes in these I 

two factors-reg,uir 2eny_opp~ite _chan,ge in ~:mJ.ce 
of new investm~fYQr 11ieueve that this con
cTusionmay oeaccepted pysome readers with difficulty. 

It follows from the fact that, oILihfiJ.hQve 
assumptions, the ~lvalue oL!.he in..Y~tmetlj;-goQd.s. 
(new-and old) commg on t<?.!ll!Ugjl..f~tjQ!;'.pJll:Q.hase . 
out of c~ntsav.IDgs.lSalway8 exactlY',eaual to the 
amoimt 'of such savings aniU!!. IDeBJ1ec lve,of3he 
ciiITentOu~ new investment-~ods. For if the 
vAlue of ilie new mvestment-gooaB li1~s than the .., 
volume of current savings, entrepreneurs 'PI a whole 
must be makinlt losses exactly equal to the difference. 
These losses, which represent a failure to receive cash ' 
up to expectations from sales of current output, must 
be financed, and the non-receipt of the expected cash 
receiptsmilst be somehow made good. The entre~ 
preneurs can only make them good either by reducin~ 
their own bank-deposits or by selling some of their 
other capital assets. The bank-deposits thus released 
and the securities thus sold are available for, and ./ 
are exactly equal to, the excess of current savings 
over the value of new investment. 

1 1 ••• bearishneee OD the part of members of the publio whioh is not 
beJanoed b;y in..-d oredit .... tiOD b;y the honking e;retem. . 

VOL. I L 
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In the more gexreral C88A where the public senti-
./ ment towards securities or the volume of savings

deposits is changing, then if the extent to which the 
entrepreneurs have recourse to the expedient of re
leasing bank-deposits plus the increaae in savings
deposits allowed by the banking system just balances 
the increase in the desire of the public to employ 
their resources in bank-deposits, there is no reason 
for any change in the price of securities. If the 
former is in excess of the latter, the price of securities 
will tend to rise; and if the latter is in excess of the 
former, the price of securities will tend to fall. 

v~ '·'.Jiv.) THE RELATION OF THE PRICE-LEVEL TO THE 
-) QUANTITY OF MoNEY . 

-Tll.e reader will have perceived by now that the 
relationship of the purchasing power of money (or 

-I price-level of consumption-goods) and of the price
level of outpu1, as a whole to the quantity of money 
and the velocity of circulation is not of thl!l.Jlir.ect 
character whiciI .!hlL9ld.:fa&lUonedquautity ~!lli>ns, 
however carefully guarded, might lead.on~pose. 

If we assume that banking habits and practices 
are unchanged, the requirements of the Cash-Deposits 
are mainly determined by the magnitude of the earn
ings bill, i.e. by the product of the rate of earnings 
and the volume of output; and the requirements of 
the Savings-Deposits are mainly determined by the 
bearishness of the public's disposition taken in con
junction with the Price-I~el of securities. Or putting 
it the other way round -given the total quantity of 
money, only those com illations of the rate of eam-

.,/ ings, the volume of output and the price-level of 
securities are feasible which lead to the aggrega~J' 
requirements of money being equal to the given to~ 

This means, indeed, that in equilibrium-i.e. when , 
~. the factors of production are fully employed, when the i 
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, public is neither bullish Dor beaiiah of BeCUritiea and 
. is maintaining in the form of saving&-deposits neither 

more Dor Jeg than the "nonnal .. proportion of its 
. total wealth, and when the volume of saving is equal 

both to the east; and to the value of new investmentB 

l
-there is & unique relatiOD8hip between the quantity 

, of money and the price-levels of OOD8llIllptWn-goods 
and of output 88 a whole, of IRlCh a chazacter that if 

.. the quantity of money were double the price-levels--./ 
'would be double also. 

But this simple and dmct quantitative relation
ship is & phenomenon only of equilibrium 88 defined 
above. H the volume of saving becomes unequal to 
the east; of new investment, or if the public disposition 
towards BeCUritiea takes a tum. even for good reasons, 
in the bullish or in the bearish direction, then the 
fundamental price-levels can depart from their equili
brium valuea withoui any change having occm:red ia 
the quantity of money or in the velocities of circula
tion. Ii is even conceivable that the ~-d~tB 
may reDiain- the-same; the sa~~ may 
remain the I!&Dle, the velocities IiireIll&tion may 
remain the I!&Dle, the vOlume of mon~ ~ 
tiona may remain the --;and the volume OfQJitvut 
may !P!PNn tbe ume; anT yet the fundamental 
piiCe:levels may ~ 

Siich anexact is, of oomse, onl.u theoretical 
pOlillibility. In the actual world a change in anything .../ 
is mreIy to be accompanied by IlOIIIe change in every
thing else. But even so the ~ of change in the 
quantity of money. the velocities of cirouIation, and,../ 
the volume of OIltput will not be related in any definite 
or predictable ratio to the degref8 of change in the 
fundamental price-Ievels. Indeed this is notoriously' 
the case at the acute p~ of a credit eycle. 

There are. of oomse, various possible 88IIUlJlptioll8 
88 to the efiect; of pmfitB and IIJseeI! on the amount of 
the B~ maintained by entreprenems, 
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on which a change in the fundamental price-levels 
could not occur without some change in the monetary 
factors. The theoretic'!!..Possibilitr.rp._e}~.~ioIle~ above 
-and given, avoweaIy, as an extreme case for the 
sake of emphasising the essence of the argument
only holds good if entrepreneurs ~re.J!:QkIljn1i®nced 
bY.:t~st.UiLpio.a:uctioiim:.ae:aa:w.g what.amount 
of Business-.llepoJlits.to.maintain. 

If, for example, entrepreneurs were to treat their 
windfall profits or losses exactly in the same way as 
though they were regular personal income, when they 
are deciding what influence the receipt of profits or the 
incurring of losses' ought to have on the volume of 
their bank-deposits, a rise in the price-level due to 
an increase in the second term of the Fundamental 
Equation would require as great an increase in the 
quantity of money (or equivalent change in other 
monetary factors) as would a rise due to an increase 
in the first term. In fact this is not likely to be the 
case. In fact, the receipt and disbursal of profits will 
be likely-if it involves any material change in the 
balances held-to involve a less holding of balances 
than would an equal increase in the receipt and dis
bursal of incomes-at any rate, over the short period. 

Moreover, even though the ultimate recipients of 
profits, e.g. the individual shareholders, may treat 
their receipt like income in spite of their not belonging 
to true income-deposits, yet now that the great bulk 
of business and industry is organised in the form 
of joint-stock companies (and the same thing was 
probably true to a large extent even in the days of 
partnerships), wipdfa~ vr9.fi..ts ~ not disb~ to. 
individual accounl.8,'"as most incomes are, at-weekly, 
mon~uarterly periods, but at much longer 
intervals and wi~.;.rch s:eatvill tim~ after they 
have been gain ot 0 y an interval of at 
least half a year usually elapse, but a large part of 
exceptional profits will often or generally be placed to --- . 
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r~.cld from the individual shareholder 
. in one way or. __ another--especiliIry, for example, in 

the Uhited States.~eanwhile pr~ts are more likely 
to be used to payoff bank loans than to be held as 
current cash, and the volume of business-deposits will 
be primarily determined, as we began by assuming, 
by the business eosts of production. 

One other matter we may note in passing. We 
shall see in later chapters that a change in the price
level, due to the second term of the Fundamental 
Equation, sets up tendencies towards a subsequent 
increase in the first term. AB these tendencies develop, 
a given rise in the price-level will require a larger 
volume of cash-balances to support it than when the 
rise was wholly due 'to an increase in the second term. 
The fact that a change in the price-level, due to the 
first term of the Fundamental Equation, involves a 
larger change in monetary factors than an equal 
change due to the second term, . accompanied by the 
fact that. change generally begins with the second 
term and then spreads to the first term, will be 
found to bea part of the explanation why certairi. 
types of price-changes tend to kill themselves as 
they proceed and to set up a reaction in the opposite 
direction. . 

In the case of e<]uilibrium, where I = I' = S, we can 
express our conclUSlons in terms of the usual monetary 
factors as follows. 

If MI is the total of the Income-deposits and 
VI their velocity of circulation, we have E = MI VI ; 
for VI is, by definition (see p. 44 above), the ratio of 
the money-income (E) of the community per unit of 
time to M., the amount of the income-deposits. 

When I = I' - S, we can, therefore, re-write our 
equations : 

U-p MIVI 
- = 0; 

If we wish to relate P to M, the total quantity of 
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money. we can proceed as follows: Let M" MI, and 
M. be the totals of the income-deposits, the business
deposits, and the savings-deposits respectively, and M 
that of the total deposits, so that M = MI + M. + Ma. 
Therefore 

P= V1(M-MI-M.). 
o 

Let w be the proportion of the cash-- deposits to 
the total deposits and V the average velocity of the 

-- cash-deposits where VI and V. are the velocities of the 
income-deposits and of the business-deposits respect
ively, so that 

MI +Mo=wM, 
MIVI+MoV.=w.M. V; 

then M Mw(VI - V) 
I = VI-VI' 

and M V _MWV1(VI - V) 
I I - VI - VI ' 

80 that P =~ wVI(V. - V) 
O· V. - VI . 

The equation 
P.O=MI~ 

evidently bears a famuy --relationship to Professor 
Irving Fisher's f~mWl'r equation 

-'~-- P. T;ld.. V, ---
except that 0 represents current output whereas T is 
the volume, not of output, but of transactions, and 
that M., VI represent the income-deposit& and their 
velocity, whereas M, V are the cash-deposits and their 
velocity.1 

I W.IhaU _00 fuRhor Prof..,.. FiaheT. 'ype of Qoanti'Y Equation 
in Chapter I •• 



CHAPTER 11 

THE CONDITIONS OP EQUlLlBlUUM 

(i) THE CoNDITION OP ZERG-l'ROPITB 

l WE have seen in the previous chapter that, since the 
Profits (Q) are the difference betweeJ.L.the..:Y~of 
c'iii.Teiit outputaIid E, its ~ of produdiion, we have 

. ~ - - . Q:I-S' 
-.-' 

so that entrepreneurs make a profit or a loss according 
as the money-value of current Investment exceeds or 

t.;' falls short of current Savings. 
Thus we have ~= Value of Output- Cost of 

Production = Value of Investment - Savmgs; Profits 
, being the balancing figure not only betWeen Cost of . 

Production and Value of Output, but also between 
Savings and the Value of Net Investment, both in 
terms of monev. 

The86 Profits (whether positive or negative) are 
made up oTIWO elements, which we have called (p. 137) 
Q,'-and Q., namery, Q,( =1' -S), which is the p1l!1i! 
on tw ou~t of consumption-goods, and Q.( = I - 1'), 
wruCI8 e profit oiltlieoutp'ii.t" of investment-
g~. n 
-"Now equilibrium requires that Q" Q. and Q p-rUb 

./ should all be zero. For if either Q, or Q. is not zero ~ 
one class of entrepreneurs will have an incentive ~ 
to expand their output; and if the total profits Q U 
are not zero, the entrepreneurs will tend, so far as 
they can,' to alter the total volume of employment -

181 -
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which they ofier to the Factors of Production at a 
given rate of remuneration--upwarfo! or downwards, 
according lIB such profits are positive or negative. 
Thus WI and therefore P will be in a condition of 
disequilibrium, which will continue 80 long lIB profits 
(whether Q. or Q.) have not returned to,zero. ' 

Thus the conditions for the !l9uiIibri~e 
purcQ power of money reqlllre..thaJ; the Bank
ing ys m should 80 regulate its rate of lending 
that the value of Investment is equal to Sau!!'I j 
for otherwise entrepreneurs Will, under the influence 
of positive or negative profits, be both willing . .in 
themselves and at the same time influenced -by the 
abundance or BCarcity of the bank-credit at their 
disposal, to increase or diminish (as the case may 
be) the average rate of remuneration WI which 
they ofier to the factors of production. ~But the 
conditions for equilibrium also require that t~ 
of new Investm~uld OOegual to satgB} for 
Otherwise producers of consumption-goo will be " 
endeavouring, under the influence of profits or losses, 
to alter their BCale of output. ~ 

_ (,In eq,ujljbri1JlIl, therefore, both th~.Y~m~ 
~ cost of current investment m.MtQ«l~ua.1 to the amount 
~ of current savings, an«!profits must b~.,z.e.J'o; and in 
~ Such circuiiiiltances lhepiirch8B~ Power of Money 

- and the price-level of outpiic-as a -Wliiilii::ID!I.JIoth 
~corre8J!~n<Lt.o_ th~_J!iop.~y:n!£..Df efficiency .!l8.rninglu>f 
theTaCtoI8~ (u. P = n - WI)'> 
l~will appreciate that the condition of 

zero-profits means that aggregate profits are zero.) 
For a stability of the price-level as a whole is perfectly 
compatible with the profits of particular entrepreneurs 
or particular classes of entrepreneurs being positive 
or negative, just as it is compatible with the prices of 
particular commodities rising or falling. 
I Thus, !!!.e lo~od o~u.ilibriwn..llOnIUILthe 

Pllrchas!Pg Power 0 -!!!!!!J 18 gIven by the money-rate -
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of eJIicieucy eamings of the Factors of Production ; 
whilst fJle actual Pnmbasjng Power naciIlates below 
or abo~ eIJ!!i1i1!.rimn level according as the cost 
of cummt.J!!Lestment is running ah~ of. or fulling 

. be!fL=~~ this Txeat.iee'is to show that 
we haye here the cine to the way in which the fluctua
tions of the price-leYel actually come to pass. whether. 
they are due to OBCiIIatioos about a steady equilibrium) "
leyel or to a tzanBitioo from one equilibrium to another. ) "-

By the aeale aDd the terms on which it is prepared 
to grant loans. the banking system is in a position, 
IIlIIleI- a regime of &presentative "Money, to determine 
-broadly speaking-the rate of inyestme!it"1iY ~e 
business world.· At; tile same tiDI8 th8 aggregate 
~ cIecisim. of the memhem of the com
m!JDity. as to how much of their mOOey-incomes they 

-aIlaIl expeud em ClOIIIIIIDlpf;i and how much they 
Bhall_ye, is ~tb.u!lt.!! of.a:uing.) Accord
~ therefore, aa-tlie ~ ~m is a!!owmg the 
rate of inyestment to ~ beliiDiltTie-raT.e 
==~;reveJ (88i!iiDIthg"'t1iinTiere IS no 

m the rate of efficiency-eamings) 
will rille or faD. If, however, the preyailing type of 
eolitiiiOCt betWeen the eatrepienemB and the factots of 
production is in terms of efIorHaminga W and not in 
tenD8 of efIiciency-eamings WI (existing ammgementa 
probably lie .. a rule IIOIBe1Jhere between the two), 

thea it would be ! . p. which would tend to rise or fall, 
e 

where, .. before, e is the coefficient of efticiency. 
'But ~~ .. between inYestmenUl!d IisYing 

&ets-.!IP a _ iiiIibrill!D_ in the rate ~rofit. he 
next; stage of argumeni ~Veroped in Book 
IV.) proceeds, therefore, to show how this profit-dis
equilibrium reacts-unl_ the banking system takes 
IItepII to eoantelact it-on the finl term of the Funda
mental Equation, eveRtually causing the money-rate 
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of efficiency-earnings (or effort-earnfugs) to rise or fall, 
as the case may be, to a point which allows the bank
ing system to establish a new position of equilibrium 
compatible with the criteria by which this system is 
governed.) 

(ii.) THE RATE OF INTEREST, OR BANK~E 

,It is now evident in what manner changeS in the 
Bank-rate, or-more strictly-<:hanges in the rate of 
interest, are capable of influencin..&-.!h!LPurchaamg 
power of money.:> 

!The attractiveness of investment depends on the 
prospective income which the entrepreneur anticipates 
from current investment relatively to the rate of in
terest which he has to pay in order to be able to finance 
its production ;---or, putting it the other way round, 
the value of capital-goods depends on the rate of in
terest at which the prospective income from them is 

, I' capitalised. That is to say, the higher (e.g.) the rate 
" ,o~t, the lower, other things being equal, Will 
, . be the value of capital-goods, Therefore, if the rate 

of interest rises, P' will tend to fall, which will lower 
the rate of profit on the production of capital-goods, 
which will be deterrent to new investment. Thus a 
high rate of interest will tend to diminish both P' and 
C, which stand respectively for the price-level and 
the volume of output of capital-goods. The Jat&...Qf 

) 
savin..g, on the other hand, is stimulated by a high 
rate OfS-O te est and discouraged by a low rate. ,It 
follows tha an increase in the rate of interest tends-
other t· being equal-to make the rate of invest
ment (whether measured by its value or by its cost) to 
decline relatively to the rate of saving/ i.e. to move the 
second term of both Fundamental Equations in the 
negative direction, so· that the price-levels tend to fall. 

Following Wicksell, it will be convenient to call 
the rate of interest which would cause the second 
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term of om IIOOOnd Fundamental Equation to be zero 
~ the rtaturaL-mte of interest, and the rate which actually 
prev~ the msrkeJ-raie of interest. jrhus the natnral
rate of interest is the rate at which BaYing and the 
value of investment are exactly balanced, so that the 
price-level of output as a whole (ll) exactly corre
sponds to the money-rate of the effi.ciency-earnings of 
the Facto18 of Production.> -#Every departure of the 
market-rate from the natmaf:rate tends, on the other 
hand, to set up a disturbance of the price-level by 
causing the IIOOOnd term of the IIOOOnd Fundamental 
Equatjon to depart from zero~ 

We have, therefore, something with which the 
ordinary Quantity Equation does not furnish us, 
namely, a simple and direct explanation why a rise' 
in the Bank-rate tends, in sb far as it modifies the 
effective rates of interest, to deprellll price-levels. To a 
more complete explanation of the theory of Bank
rate we shall return in Chapte1813 and 37. 

(iii) Ixn.ATION AlII) DEPLATION 

{We have seen that there are two main types of 
fluctuation, which can influence price-levels, corre
sponding to the two tenus of om first Fundamental 
Equation, of which the IIOOOnd can be divided into two 
parts. We may have a ri&leDLfaIli:p. W" the rate Qf 
effici!:__ . We ahall call this 1_ Injlation 
(Q{., ~:f~nding to changes m the fitsL 
term 0 e ental Equation. We may have a 
rise or fall of Q, the total ~ above or below zero, . 
duin.oanlnequality between BaYing and the value 
of investment. We ahall call this P~Inff.ati!!!JJpr 
De~). -

Further, since Q=Q. +Q., where Q. and Q. are as 
defined on p. 137 above, Profit InHation (or Deflation), 
is ~~.~_ ottwo.tenus, Q. iii~"Q;,WlUch we may call 
Conli1loi1lly Injlatitm (or Dejlatum) and Capital I"i!!; 
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tion (or Deflntion) respectively.) Thus (referring back 
to the definitions of Q1 and Q.){Commodity Inflation 
mEl!lB.urel!.-11!'u<1!I!J!geJnJ?ri~ o..t¥quid consumpti~n. 
goods, an.!..Q!l.Pi...~!1~~tIon t1ie cha~_~~:~he::J>!l.tJll 
ofCapital-goods, relatIvely to theIr cost of prOductlO~ 
In what ensues, however, we shall be mainly con
cerned with Income Inflation and Profit Inflation, and 
we shall seldom require to split up the latter into its 
component parts of Commodity Inflation and Capital 
Inflation. 

It follows that changes in II, the price-level of 
output as a whole, are measured by the sum of 
the Income Inflation and the Profit Inflation; whilst 
those in P, the purchasing power of money, are 
measured by the sum of the Income Inflation and the 
Commodity Inflation. (,It will be noticed that Capital 
Inflation or Deflation does not as suck affect the pur
chasing power of money, since 1', the cost of invest
ment, is unaffected by it. The significance of Capital 
Inflation or Deflation in its influence on the purchas
ing power of money lies in the fact that its presence 
is almost certain, sooner or later, to affect the output 
of capital-goods, and hence to produce Commodity 
Inflation or Deflation.) 

(iv.) THE CAUSAL DIRECTION OF CHANGE 

It is important for the reader to appreciate that 
the definition .of Profits given above, and the division 
of the total value of the product between what we 
call I'IICO'T1Ul or Earnings and what we ·call Profits, are 
not arbitrary. (fhe essential characteristic of the 
entity which we call PJ"2i!,s is that its havin~ro 
value is the usual con('llt)on in the actual economic 
world of to~day Tor "t1i.! equiliprfllinof.th~]iurc~ing 
powerotJiioney~ It 18 the mtroduction of1his fact 
from the real world which gives significance to the . 
particular Fundamental Equations which we have 
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ae1ected &lid DVes them from the chancter of being 
- mere identaties. 

Under & Socialist system the money - rate of 
~mg, of the Factora of Production JIiiiIlt 
be snd~i!!'- Theoretically, I~, 
jE mig0 & system of competitive iiuli
vidnalism by an act of ooIIeetive foresight on the part 
of entreprenemB in anticipation of impending m0ne

tary ~ or by & coup de main on the part of -
~ PraclicaIly, 88 we shaD 888 in & later 
-am of this chapter, ~ ma~...be~ 88 

the nlIIII4l1f _Ito IJPO.Iltaneous ~ in the actual rate 
of eamingB relativeJ;y to ..mm..ooy; on account 01 a 
~ther·in the ~ ~~ wages or in the 
~t of effici.mcy. In existing drCiiiDstances, 
however, the lIlOIIt 1UIII&l and important occasion of 
clumge will be the acUon of the entrept.!!!LetmJ, under . 
the inJlueuce of the actual enjoyment of positave or 
negatD-e profit&, in increasing or diminishing the 
volume of ;nplovrnent whiclrthey"offer atthe eXiSt
ing rafij ~ of the Factora of Produc
tion, and 80 ~. a.!1out_l!~ or a Iowgig of 
these rates. F departure Of nrofita from zero is 
the iii8.inspring clumge in the fudustrial countriea 
of the modern world outside RlIIIISiapt is by altering 
the rate of ptnfita in particnlar dirictiona that entre
ptmemB can be induced to ptnduce this rather than 
that, and it is by altering the rate of ptnfita in It( 
geueral that they can be induced to modify the aver
age of their offem of remuneraRon to the factom of 
ptnd~ 

Mmeover there is & further It!aIIOIl why, in the '" 
actual world of to-day, it is appropriate to regard the 
above 88 the normal/~ of.shange.) For when 
the QmtraI CuDeiiCY Of a eountry wishes 
to ~ the level of money-incomes in the country 
&lid thereby the quantity of cireulating money which 
they 1elJuixe. it; hu 110 power to order tbt the money-
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incomes of individuals shall be reduced i-the only 
alteration which it has a power to order relates to the 
te!;YlS of lending. It is. therefore. ~~l!e_~ation 
oU1!e ~l'I!l8 .QUending that the change m the situation 
is~d i-this alteration affects -the attractive
ness of producing capital-goods. which disturbs the 
rate of investment relatively to that of saving. "which 
upsets the rate of profits for producers of consump
tion-goods. thus causing entrepreneurs to modify the 
average level of their offers to the factors of produc

-tion. and so finally achieving the ultimate objective 
of changing the level of money-incomes. This is not 
the only conceivable way of bringing II.bout the result, 
but it is the only way which is. in fact. normally in 
use in most countries of the modem world. 

a'hus--generally speaking-every change towards a 
new equilibrium price-level is initiated by a departure 
of profits from zero; and the significance of the above 
analysis lies in the demonstration that this condition 
of equilibrium cOmes to the same thing as (1) the 
equality of Savings and the value of Investment. 
and (2) the equality of the .. market-rate II and the 
.. natural-rate II of interest.) 

11. therefore. the banking system can regulate the 
amount which it lends in such a way that the market
rate of interest is eqnal to the natural-rate. then: 
the value of investment will be eqnal to the volume 
of saving. total profits will be zero. the price of out
put, as a whole. will be at an equilibrium level. and 

_ there will be a motive moving productive resources 
between the production of consumption-goods and the 
production of capital-goods unless or until the pur
chasing power of money is also at ~,:~~um. level Y 
The.condjtion fodhutability of p . powet». 
therefore. that the blUlking. aystem.ahould behayejn 
this way and according to this criterion; tho!Jgh we 
mi:f1iive to concede that this is not alwa~practic
a~ over_short JKl!iods, since for -iilloi-inperiods the 
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natural-rate may sometimes fluctuate in an extreme 
degree. 

(v.) THE BEHAVIOm OIl ENTREPRENEURS 

We have spoken so far as if entrepreneurs were 
influenced in their prospective arrangements entirely 
by reference to whether they are making a profit or. 
loss on their current output as they market it. In 
so far, however, as production takes time-a.nd in 
Book VI. we shall be emphasising the fact that in 
many cases it does take an appreciable time-snd in 
so far as entrepreneurs are able at the br.ginvjng of a 
production penod to forecast the relationship' b~een 
sa~ndjUvestment In !fA eHect on the demand 
for t1leif product at the end of thiS production-period, 
it iii obviousl~ the intimp\ikiJa1jJ'Jj[1QS8,tfn new 
biiSmessJ rather than the (actual profit or oss on 
business just concluded,)which influences them io 
deciding the scale on which to produce and the offers 
whi'Cllit IS wortllWhiIe to make to the factors of ' 
production. Strictly, therefore, we should say that 
(1t is the antWi~ :e.rofit or lOBS which is.th~'~ 
spriog of M8.Dge;&nd that 1t IS by causin anticipa- . 
tioJ:!S..,9f the appropriate kind that~t~h~e,!b~a!!1iWi~m~ 
is-able to influence the pnce-Ieve. (In eed it is well 
kiiOWiitIiat one reason for the rapid efficacy of changes. 
in bank-rate in modifying the actions of entrepreneurs 
is the. anticipations to which they give rise.) Thus 
entrepreneurs will sometimes begin to act before the .. 
price-changes which are the justification of their action 
have actually occurred. Since-to take an anticipated 
faU of price as our example-s reduction of costs or 
~ reduction of output may, in the case of a single . 
industry, actually prevent the incurring of losses or 
the feared fall of prices, each may hope by this means 
to avoid lOBS. Nevertheless-short of a complete 
cessation of output by the whole body of entrepreneurs 
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(

-avoidance of loss is impossible for entrepreneurs 
as a whole, however much they cut costs and reduce 
output, if the excess of saving over investment duly 
materialiaes. 

<Furthermore, widely held anticipations will tend 
for a short!ime to~nng ak<>1.!:t}h.eiJ: .. g:1Y!1:. v:e~j;jgn, 
even 1£ they have no basis· outside theD1!le[ves.) For a 
roouced activity 01 entrepreneurs will diminish the 
volume of working capital required and so reduce 
investment; whilst an increased activity will have 
the opposite effect. J 

(All the same, accurate forecasting in these matters 
is so difficult and requires so much more information 
than is iiSiially available, that the average behaviour 
of entrepreneurs is in fact mainly governed by current 
experience supplemented by such broad generaIisa
tiona-as those relating to the probabl~quences 
of changes in bank-rate, the supply of credit and 
the state of the foreign exchanges.) Moreover, action 
based on inaccurate anticipations will not long survive 
experiences of a contrary character, so that the facta 
will soon override anticipations except where they agree. 

)l'litiB--:wnen Tsay that-l;he-diaequilibrium between 
saving and investment is the mainspring of change, 
I do not mean to deny that the behaviour of entre
preneurs at any given moment is based on a mixture 
of experience and anticipation.) 

( There ~inatter which deserves a word in 
passing. When for any reason an entrept!!nl!Yr fe@I 
djBc.Ol!ra~ about the prospects, one or both of two 
courses may be open to him - he can reduce his 
output or he can reduce his costs by lowering his 
offers to the factors of production. Neither course~ 
if adopted by entrepreneurs as a whole, fwill. relieve 
in the least their losses as a whole) except in so far 
as they have the indirect effect of reducing savings 
or of allowing (or causing) the banking system to 
relax the terms of credit and 80 increase investment 
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(neither of which is what the entrepreneurs themselves 
, have in mind); whilst, on the other hand, both 

courses are likely to aggravate their losses by reducing 
the cost of investment. Nevertheless these courses 
will in actual fact appeal to them., because, in so far 
as any tllass of entrepreneurs is ~le to adopt either 
of these courses in a degree greater than the average, 
they will be able to protect themselves. A discussion 
of the precise circumstances which determine the 
degree in which a class of entrepreneurs or an in
dividual entrepreneur pursues the one course or the 
other over the short-period would, however, lead me 
too far into the intricate theory of the economics of 
the short-period. It must be enough here to repeat 
the indication already given on p. 125, that we do 

. not require for the purposes of the present analysis 
to make any particular assumptions as to the time 
which has to elapse before losses (or profits), actual 
or anticipated, produce their full reaction on the . 
behaviour of entrepreneurs. ,It is sufficient that,the 
general tendency of a disequilibrium between saving 
and investment is in the sense described, and that, 
if the cause persists, the tendency must materialise 
BOOner or later. Nor do any of the qualifications of 
this section affect in any way the rigour or the validity' 
of our conclusions as to the quantitative effect of 
dive~ between sa~y.nd investment O"iithe 
pri..ce.:levels l'nling in WlLarket.> • -

(vi.) THE CoNDITION OJ!' EXTERNAL EQUILIBlUUM 

(We have stated the argument so far as though 
we were dealing with a Closed SystemJ which was not 
susceptible of buying and selling and of borrowing and 
lending relations with an outside world. \But) it is 
typical of the world of to-day that the country whose 
currency system we are considering should not only 
b.l!YLoods ~ and sell goods ~ but should have' 

VOL. I • 
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the same monetary 8t;~rd t:"and enterinto.b=w
in~ aJ!~<§!g rel¥!ons wit the;putside worl .. ) 
'-Not .18 l'eqUlIe, owever, ill e ex nSlOn of 

our argument to an <International System) which is 
not already adequately provided for in the terms of 
the Fundamental Equations. .l..The main consequence. 
is to introduce an additional condition of equilibrium.)' 

For let Land B stand for the value8 of Fore4pl 
Lending and of the Foreign Balance respectively ill , 
accordance with the definitions given on pp. 131-2; 
G for the exports of gold; SI for the difference between 
S, the total volume of Saving, and L, so far as L is 
not financed by exports of gold-which we will call 
the volume of Home Saving; 11 for the difference 
between I, the total value of Investment,' and B
which we will call the value of Home Investment; 
and It' for 11 - Q.-which we call the "adjusted" 
cost of Home Investment; then we have: 

80 that 

and since 

L=B+G, 
Bt =S-L+G, 
11 -I -B, 

I -S =11 -Bt; 
11 -It' =Q. =1 -1', 
I' -S-It' -Bt. 

Thus we are entitled to substitnte 11 - SI for I - S 
and 11' - Bt for I' - S in our Fundamental Equations. 
Accordingly the equilibrium of the price-level of out
put as & whole requires that the volume of Home 
Saving should be e9.lliU-to the value of Home..lnvest=' 
m~d tnat of the Purchasing Power of Money 
reqUlIes that the volume of I!lt~IP!hQuld.,be. 
~the adj~ cost of Home Investment, which 
18 the ~e thiIig-aBitSa<?tua1 eos£)e8s the profit on 
the,ForeIgn ,Balance, i.e. less the excess of value of 
B over its cost. In accordance with the definitions 
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on p. 132, I includes an a.llowance for exports and 
imports of gold, but 11 does not; that is, say, I is 
equal to the sum of the home investment, the foreign 
lending, and the imports of gold.· . 

These are the 99nditions of_intern~briwIi.. 
But when we are no longer dealing WIth a Closed 
System, we require also a condition of external equi

.J.iluiwIi.. Clearly there can be no such eqUilibnwIi. so 
long as there is a continual movement of gold into 
or out of the country. The condition of external 

. equilibriwIi. is, therefore; that G = 0, i.e. that. L = B, 
so that the value of Forei· Investment (i.e. of the 
Foreign Balance) is e ual to o· LeJ!.ding. 

Thus complete eq riwIi. requires both that 11 = 81 
and 11 =1/, and that L-B. 

With the implications of this condition of external 
equilibriwIi. we sha.ll deal in Chapter 21 below. But 
there are one or two broad C'i!Sch)§jons which may be 
"mentioned _h~ 

In th,eJi!l'!!t"place, the amount of the Forei~.ThU
~ any given situation de.!dnds on th'6"'reiative 
~-levels at home and abm _ of 1Jii:igods an!!. 
s~ which enter into international trade. The 
amount of ForeilU' !epJ1Ug, on the other 'hand, de
pends on ~aEv~ interest rates (corrected, of course, 
for variations of risk, etc., 80 as to represent the net 
advantage of lending) at home and abroad. Now 
there is no direct or automatic connection between 
these two things; nor has a Central Bank any direct 
means of altering relative price-levels. The weapon 
of a Central Bank consists in the power to alter 
interest rates and the terms of lending genera.lly. 
Thus when there ~ a change in the price-level abroad 
or in the demand-schedules of foreign borrowers (i.e. 
in their eagerness to borrow at given rates of ihterest) 
not reBected in corresponding changes at home, the 
only means open to the Central Bank for the preserva-" 
tion of external equilibriwIi. is to change the terms of 

. - . 
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lending at home. But if 11 = S. at the old terms of 
lending, they will be unequal at the new terms, so that 
the let effect 9£ th~J!m:L!o--preserve external 

't equilirlum will be to-produce internirdist1uilibrium. 
We shan show in CIiapter 13 that ac lOn :,y-li'C'entral 
Bank along these lines is capable at long last ol pro
ducing a new situation in which internal and external 
equilibrium are both simultaneously restored. But 
this does not remove the fact of a tendency towards 
an initial disharmony between the two conditions of 
equilibrium. 

In the second place, with an international currency 
system, suCh as gold, the prim~ry duty of a Central 
Bank is ,to preserve external equjlibrium. Internal 
eqiiilil)rium must""t&ke its chance, or, rather, the 
internal situation must be forced soo~later into 
equiIipnum Wlili)liH~m.a~itua.tion. For the duty 
of preaervmg the parity of the national currency with 
the international standard, which is laid on the 
Central Currency Authority by law, is incompatible 
with a long continuance of external disequilibrium; 
whereas no corresponding obligation of a binding 
character exists relating to internal equilibrium. The 
same thing applies, in greater or less degree, wherever 
the Central Currency Authority is required to preserve 

J the parity of its money in terms of any objective 
standard other than the purchasing power of money 
itself. 

The degree, however, to which an individual 
country can so dominate the international situation 

-/ as to bend the position of external eq,uilibrium to suit 
the conditions of its own internal equilibrium, and the 
period for which it can afford to disregard external 
disequilibrium in the interest of preserving its own 
internal equilibrium (allowing gold to flow freely in 
or out), are very different in different cases, depending 
on the various elements of its financial strength. 
Before the War Great Britain and since the War the 
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United States have had a considerable power of 
in1lnencing the international situation to BUit them
selves. Since 1924 Fmnce and the United States are 
examples of conntries which have been in a situation 
to ignore external disequilibrium for long periods at 
a time in the interests of their own internal equilibrium, 
whilst Great Britain is an example of a country which 
has been foreed to disregard internal uilibrinm in 
the efiort to 8lIl!tain a self-imposed:::S equilibrium 
which 11'88 not in harmony with the existing internal 
situation. 

The acuteness of the possible disharmony between 
the conditions of internal and of external equilibrium 
depends on whether the volume of foreign lending 
is large relatively to total saving, whether it is 8U8-

ceptible to Bmall changes in relative rates of interest 
at home and abroad, and whether the volume of the 
foreign balance is 81IIIC8ptibie to Bmall changes in 
relative prices; and the duration of such disharmony 
depends on the ease with which changes ean be 
effected in the internal money-costs of production.. tIf the volumes of foreign lendirig and of the foreign 
balance and the internal money-costs of production 
are all of them very susceptible to small changes in 
interest-rates, prices and the volume of employment 
respectively, then the simultaneous preservation both ~ 
of external and of internal equilibrium will present 
no difficult problenll Much current theory assumes 
too lightly, I thinl, that the above conditions of 
susceptibility are in fact fulfilled in the present-day 
world. But this assumption is unsafe. In 80me 
countries (but not all) the volume of foreign lend
ing is easily in1luenced. and in mlllil1l countries the 
money-costs of production show but little resistance 
to an upward movement. But in many countries 
the volume of the foreign balance is sticky when it is 
a question of increasing it to meet a change in the 
external situation; and 80 are the money-costs of 
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production when it is a question of a movement 
downwards. 

In pre-war days no one troubled much about any
thing but the condition of external equilibrium. But 
since the War the progress of ideas about Monetary 
Management and the importance of stabilising the 
Purchasing Power of Money have led to a more 
general concern about the preservation of internal 
equilibrium, without its being clearly realised how 
far the one is compatible with the other. This, 
however, is a matter of which we must postpone 
the further discussion to the later chapters of this 
Treatise. 

(vii.) CHANGES IN PRICE-LEVELS DUE TO 

"SPONTANEOUS" CHANGES IN EARNINGS 

,-We have assumed in previous sections that rates 
of efficiency-eamings do not, as a rule, change " spon~ 
taneously "'so to speak, but only as a result of a 
change in the offers made by entrepreneurs acting 
under the influence of profits or losses. But this is 
not the whole of the truth and we must now supple
ment it. 

H money-rates of earnings were uniformly fixed in 
relation to output, being as it were piece-wages, 80 • 

that they tended to increase or decrease automatically 
with every change in the coefficient of efficiency, then 
we should need to add nothing to what we have written 
above about the causation of price changes. 

H, on the other hand, money-rates of earnings 
were uniformly fixed in relation to effort, being as it 
were time-wages, 80 that they tended to remain the 
same irrespective of changes in the coefficient of 
efficiency, then the price-level would change (assum
ing Investment and Saving to be in equilibrium) with 
every change in efficiency and in inverse proportion 
to such change. ) That is to saY" there would be a 
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spontan~te~deii for ~ '1j) .Change jn 
the o~~ directi.~ to c ll!..- effic",ucy, any 
fuflJiei--cliiiige due EO a dispanty een Investment 
and Saving being superimposed on this. . . . 

(In actual fact, earnings are probably fixed on the 
whole somewhere between an effort-basis and an 
efficiency-basis. If, as before, W stands for effort
earnings and WI for efficiency-eamings, and if W. 
stands for actual earnings, then, if actual earnings are 
fixed in a proportion a on an effort-basis and in a pro
portion b on an efficiency-basis, then WI = (a . e + b)W~, 
where e is the coefficient of efficiency. \in this case, 
there will be a tendency towards spontaneous changes 
in P (or D) inversely proportional to such changes as 
occur in (a. e +b) for reasons other than a change in· 
entrepreneurs' profits.) 

Let the reader observe that changes in the average 
rate of e&nings bave DO direct tendepq in tbemaelves 
tOb~ profits or ~, becaUSll-ilO lolig as 
tile cy Authority OWB the change without 
attempting to counteract i~trepreneurs will always 
be recouped for their changed outlay by the corre
sponding change in their receipts, which will result 
from the proportionate change in the price-level But 
if such spontaneous changes in the rate of earnings vi' 
as tend to occur require a supply of money which is 
incompatible with the ideas of the Currency Authority 
or with the limitations on its powers, then the latter 
will be compelled, in its endeavour to redress the 
situation, to bring inHuences to bear which :will upset" 
the equilibrium of Investment and Saving, and so 
induce the entrepreneurs to modify their offers to the 
factors of production in such a way as to counteract 
the spontaneous' changes which have been occurring 
in the rates of esmings. . . . 

{l'hus we can conveniently distinguish what we 
have alresdy called "spontaneous" changes in the 
rates of effi£iep£l:fflmjtlg§.and in thepnce:reveJs due 
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to the character of the Wages System (including in 
thill, e.g., the powern,nci1!.ctivitieS"m Trade Unions), 
from what we may call the" induced" changes arising 
fr9_m !~~ltis.t&1u:e.oipr.ofits or losses due to th~ ~ncy 
Ai:iiJiQnty permitting w:.pIQJ:Il!>tiug.l1..diapa~en 
Investment and SlWing. If the spontaneous changes 
which occur do not suit the Currency Authority, the 
only remedy of the latter lies in promoting induced 
changes in an equal and opposite degree.> 

Since this is a Treatise on Money, and not on the 
Wages System, we shall be more concerned in what 
follows with the close analysis of induced changes 

r than with that of spontaneons changes. Moreover, 
whilst it is important to recognise spontaneous changes 
which are incompatible with the currency situation as 
one of the contingencies which will force the Currency 
Authority, from time to time, deliberately to upset 
the equilibrium between Investment and Saving, this 
case merges, analytically speaking, into the case
co=on enough for a country which belongs to an 
unmanaged international Currency System and one 
which we shall have to examine in considerable detail 
-where the monetary position forces the Currency 
Authority to upset the equilibrium between Invest
ment and Saving, not because there has been a 
spontaneous change in the rates of efficiency-earnings, 
but because the existing level of the latter has ceased 
(perhaps because of changes abroad) to be compatible 
with the monetary situation. Also, in<!l!~<!Sllll,!lge8) 

/are ~.!r toJ)e 1ll11£!Un9.re important than£pont.aneous 
chang~ over tile sbort.-period which - is another 
reason why(in much of what follows we can confine 
our attention to the former. } . 

(In conclusion, it may be well to say a word at this 
point about the bearing of the above on the problem 
of price-stabilisation. 

If we have complete control both of the Earnings J 
(or Wages) System and of the Currency System, 80 
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that we can alter the rate of ea.r:nings by jW.t, can accom: 
, modate the supply of money to the rate of earnings 

which we have decreed., and can control the rate of 
investment, then we can afford to follow our fancy as 
to what we stsbilise-the purchasing power of money, 
its labour power, or anything else--without running 
the risk of setting up social and economic frictions or 
of causing waste,)' 

lifl on the other hand, (we have Control of the 
Earnings System but not of the Currency System,) 
then it lies outside our power'to determine what the -
equilibrium price-level shall be; and the best we can 
do is to use our power so as to ensure that the equi
librium rate of earnings, which is dictated to us by 
outside forces, 'shall come about with the minimum 'of 
friction and waste, That is to say, we had better fix 
the rate of earnings at a level which will be compatJ.1>le-.l 
with the currency situation without any disturbance 
of the equality of I and S, . 

But ~if+-which is the case usually &BBumed by 
Monetary ReformeIII--\tVe have at least a partial 
control of the Currency System but not of the 
Earnings System,) so that we have some power of 
deciding what the equilibrium price-level and rate 
of earnings is to be, but no power of bringing about 
this equilibrium except by setting into operation the ' 
mechanism of induced changes, then we may do well 
in choosing our,standard to consider what will fit in 
best with whatever may be the natural tendencies of 
spontaneous change which characterise the Earnings' 
System as it actually is, . 

, If, for example, the Earnings System, left to itself, ( 
tends to approximate more nearly to steady efficiency
earnings than to steady eiIort-earnings, ,then we shiill 
do well, perhaps, to stsbilise the purchasing power of 
money; but if the facts are the other way round, then 1 
to stsbilise the labour power of money, Or, if money
rates of earnings have a rising tendency (fro~ the. 
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power of Trade Unions or the mere human inclination 
to think in terms of money and to feel an increase of 
money-earnings as a betterment), then in a progress
ive Society where efficiency is increasing it may be 
better to stabilise purchasing power, but in a declin-

,..." ing Society where efficiency is decreasing, to stabilise 
labour power. . 

tAt any rate, some account should be taken of these 
considerations; based on social expediency and the 
avoidance of waste and frictIon, along with considera
tioMO£ SOCIal Justice, in deciding what it is best to do. 

For my own part I am somewhat inclined to think, 
without having reached a final conclusion, tha1/it is 
more important to have a system which avoids, so far 
as pOBBible, the necessity for induced changes, than it 
is to attempt to stabilise the price-level according to 
any precise principle, provided always that the rate 
of change in the price-level is kept within narrow 
limitst/ At least this is the first thing to do. For the' 
worst of all conceivable systems (apart from the abuses 

/of afiat money which has lost all its anchors) is one 
in which the Banking System fails to correct periodic 
divergences, first in one direction and then in the other, 
between Investment and Saving, and where, besides, 
spontaneous changes in earnings tend upwards, but 
monetary changes, due to the relative shortage of 
gold, tend downwards, so that, even apart from 
fluctuations from the side of Investment and super
imposed upon them, we have a chronic necessity for 
induced changes sufficient not only to counteract the 
spontaneous changes but to reverse them. Yet it is 
poBBible that this is the sort of system which we have 
to-day. 

This line of thought anticipatea much that is to 
come, If it is not fully clear, the reader will neverthe
less pick up its drift easily enough if he returns to it 
on a second reading.] 
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CHAPTER 12 

A J'U1I.THER ELUCIDATION 01' THE DISTINCTION 

BETWEEN SAVINGS AlIlD INVESTMENT 1 

(i.) SAVINGS AlIlD INvEsnoorr 

lIN the previous chapters we have been dealing on 
the one hand with the eamings or money-income of 
the community and its division into two pa.rta, one of 
which is spent by the recipient on current coll8l1lllp1;ion 
and the other of which is .. saved"; whilst on the 
other we have dealt with the community's outpl!t 
of actual goods and services and its division into 
two parts. one ilf which is marketed and sold to con--
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sumers and the other of which is "invested", Thus 
It (/' saving" relates to units of money and is the sum 

oM1i6 difl'erences between the money - incomes of , 
individuals and their money-expenditure on current 
consumption; and "investment" relates to units of 
goods.) The object of"'tlilii chapter is to illustrate 
further the significance of the distinction between 
these two thingst 

'). lSaving is the act of the individual co~umer and 
coriB1St8m the nelmtive act of refrainip.g from spending 
the whole of his current income on COnsumptlOnj> 

lfnYe!!l.rpent, on the other hand, is the act of the 
entre~ur whose function it is to make the decisions 
which determine the amount of the non-available 
output; and consists in the positive act of starting or 
maintaining some process of production or of with
holding liquid goods" It is measured by the net 
addition to wealth· '~hether in the form of fixed 

./ capital, working capital ot liquid capital. 
~It might be supposed-and has frequently been 

supposed_that the amount of investment is neces
... 1 sarily equal to tlie amoun&of saVIng: But reflection 

U, '\'~ show that this is nott e case) if we exclude from 
U income and from savrng-as we must for reasons 

already given-the windfall profits and losses o{ 
entrepreneurs, . 
published in 1926.t More recently Mr. Abbati'. TM Pi"," Bug .. (1928) 
baa reached-independently I think-lome lubstantially Bi.milar reauJ ... 
Mr. Abb.ti has probably failed to make hia thought fully intelligible to 
those who have not already found the 1&lD8 clue themaeivel. But the 
eaaenoe of the distinction between saving and investment it to be found in 
hia cbapter v. Moreover, by the aggregate of " final buying ", Mr. Abbati 
means expenditure on consumption plu. investment, and he attribuw. 
cIepreoBioDO to • failure of thia aggregate to ..... h the aggregate of money
incomea. 

~ I do not much like Mr. Robertson'. term. U automatic lacking". I 
ohould pm"" Jacking" Amplic:ila' for hia" .utomatic Jacking ", " &viog " 
for biB "BpOntaneo1lllacking" and DO special term for his II induced lacking ". 
And looked at from the other point of view, we might speak of U profiteering " 
88 the equivalent for the entrepreneur of what II Jacking II .ie to the recipient 
of inoome.. 
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(Let us, for the moment, ignore the possibility of 
variations in hoarded goods,) which as we shall see 
later are in fact likely to be small compared with 
the variability of the other factors; (which amounts 
to the same thing as to assume that ava.gable oUlSut 
is pe..!i§haJ:Ile. In this case the amount of consump on 
isJ~nc<tly ~al ~ the amoun~ of tlilt~':Il.!lll:b[e output:) 
"But the proportlon eTtnetotaTOutput whic1i"ii1iall be 
available has been determined unequivocally by the 
amount of investment which the entrepreneurs have 
decided to make .. -Thus when positive investment is t 
taking place, consumption falls short of output quiUl 
irrespective of the vO.lume of saving; and when in
vestment is negative, consumptioh exceeds output . 
also ~uite irrespective of the volume of saving. In" 
shorq..the increase or decrease of capital depends on the 1 
amount of investment and not on the amount of saving) } 

,That savini can occur without any irr~nding 
investmentJ8 ObVlOUSd n we consider w a ppens 
whetnm individual re ains from spending his money
income on consumption. It does not matter what 
he does with the 8urplllB-whether he deposits it at 
his bank, pays ofi a loan or buys a house or a security 
-provided it is not accompanied by an additional 
act of investment by an entrepreneur. There is now 
in the market one purchaser less for consumption
goods, with the result that their prices fall. This fall 
of prices increases the purchasing power of the
money-incomes of the rest of the co=unity and . 
they are able, therefore, to increase their consumption _ 
by the amount which the saver has foregone, whilst 
spending the same amount of money as before. If,· 
however, these othe:r;s then proceed to reduce cone-' 
spondingly their money-expenditure on consumpjion 
and, consequently, to increase their savings, this only 
has the efiect of still further increasing the purchasing 
power of the balance of their income which they do 
spend. 
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Meanwhile the savers are individually richer by 
the amount of their savings, but the producers of con
sumption-goods, who have sold their current output at 
a lower price than they would have got if the savings 
had not taken place, are poorer by an equal amount. 
ThuB in such circumstances the saving, 'instead of' 
resulting in an increase of aggregate wealth, has 
merely involved a doub~ tran.~erence-a transference 
of consumption from t e savers to the general body 
of consumers, and a transference of wealth to the 
savers from' the general body of yrod'IU.JeTs, both 
total consumption and total wealth remaining un
changed. Thus, in Mr . ..R9P..m.sQ.n's langpage, the 
savin~has been "abortive". There is no increase 
ofweaiih-m:-any"snapeOl' form corresponding to the 
increase of saving;-the saving has resulted in 
nothing whatever except a change and change-about 
between those who consume and between those who 
own titles to wealth. The saving has been balanced 
by the losses of the entrepreneurs who produce con
sumption-goods. 

<1f, on the other hand, investment has taken place 
pari passu with saving, the equilibrium of consumers' 
expenditure and producers' available output will 
be maintained at the pre-existing price-Ievell For if 
the investment takes the form of an increase of 
fixed capital or of working capital unaccompanied by 
an increase of employment, balanced by an equal 
volume of saving, the' producers' output of avail
able goods will be reduced by the act of investment v 

to the same extent as the consumer's expenditure 
on such goods is reduced by the act of saving; and 
if the investment takes the form of an increase of 
working capital, accompanied by an increased volume 
of employment and an increased remuneration of the 
factors of production, balanced by an equal volume 
of saving, the reduction of consumers' expenditure 
by the savers will be exactly balanced by an equal 
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increase of consumers' expenditure from the increased 
. earnings of the factors of production. . 

(Finally, if investment exceeds~! theIJr:-as is 
easily seen in the light of the p g argument-:-, 

,! consumers' expenditure will be increased relatively to 
producers' 'output of available goods, with the result 
that the prices of conSumption-goods will..,9se; and 
the new investment in excess of the vOl"ume of saving' 
will be made possible, not by voluntary abstention 
from consumption by refraining from spendine: money
income, but by involuntary abstention as the result 
of money-incomes being worth less (Mr. Ro_on's 
" automatic lac~ "). 

Now if't'Iiii(T"eCisions as to the proportions of the 
flow of future output to be in available and in non
available form respectively at a given date were to 
be made by the same people who decide how much is 
to be " saved" at that date, no trouble would arise. 
But if they are made-as in fact they are-by different 
people, then (except in so far as relief is obtainable 
from 'variations in the amount of hoarded goods) 
the net increment to the capital wealth of the com, -
munity as a whole will differ to a certain extent (more 
or less) from the aggregate of the cash-savings of 
individuals, meaning by the latter the portions of 
their cash-inc:omes which they abstain from spending' 
on consumption. " -

<-There need be no feeling of paradox abo?-t this" 
wlien we remember that Income does not mclude 
Profits or Losses, and that it is these which represent 
the mysterioUs difference between savings and ~e 
value of investment. ,The vital point to appreciate 
is this.) An act of saving by an individual may result 
either in increased investment or in increased oon.
sumptioq by ~e individualB who make up the rest,of 
the community. tthe performance of the act of savingj 
is in itself no guarantee that the stock of capital 

. goods will be correspondingly increased;) , 
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..; (ii.) .AN ILLUSTRATION 

A parable or illustration may possibly make the 
conclusion clearer-or at least more vivid. Let us 
suppose a co=unity owning banana..J1lantations and 
labouring to cultivate and collect bananas and nothing 
else; and consuming bananas and nothing else. Let 
us suppose, further, that there has been an equili
brium between saving and investment in the sense 

, that the money-income of the co=unity, not spent 
\on the consumption of bananas but saved, is equal 
'to the cost of production of new investment in the 
:further development of plantations; and that the 
selling price of bananas is equal to their cost of pro
duction (including in this the normal remuneration of 
entrepreneurs). Finally, let us suppose, what is plaus
ible, that ripe bananas will not keep for more than a 
week or two. 

Into this Eden there enters a Thrift Campaign, nrging 
the members of the public to abare1IieulUlprovident 
practices of devoting nearly all their current incomes 
to buying bananas for daily food. But at the same 
time there is no corresponding increase in the develop
ment of new plant&tioIl&-for one or other of many 
reasons: it may be that counsels of prudence are 
influencing entrepreneurs as well as savers, fears of 
future over-production of bananas and a falling price
level deterring them from new development; or tech
nical reasons may exist which prevent new develop
ment at more than a certain pace; or the labour 
requiled for such development may be highly specialised 
and not capable of being drawn from labour ordinarily· 
occupied in harvesting bananas; or there may be a 
considerable time-lag between the initial preparations 
requiled for development and the date of the bulk of 
the expenditure eventually requiled by it. What, in 
such a case, will happen ! 
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The same quantity of bananas 88 before will c0n

tinue to be marketed. whilst the amount of current 
income devoted to their pmchase will, by IIl8IIOD of 
the thrift campaign, be diminished.. Since bananas 
will not; keep, their price must fall; and it will fall 
proportionately to the amount by which saving ex
ceeds investment.1 'f1ms, 88 before, the public will 
00IIIIUIIIe the whole crop of bananas, but at a !educed 
price-level This is splendid. or seem8 80. The Thrift ..,. 
Campaign will not; only have increased saving; it WiI1 
have !educed the cost of living. The public will have 
saved money, without denying themselves anything. 
They will be 00DIIIlIIIing just 88 much 88 before, and 
virtue will be IIIIIIlptn01lllly rewarded.. 

But the end is not yet reached.. Since wages are" 
still unchanged, only the eelliDg-price of bananas will 
have fallen and not; their cost of production; 80 that 
the entrep~ will su1fer an ab~ Thus 
the increased savmg hii8 DOt iiiCieased in the least the 
aggregate wealth of the community; it has simply 
caused a transfer of wealth hom the pockets of the 
entreprenems into the pockets of the geneml public. 
The savings of the COIIIIIIIIlenI will be -Ioired. either 
directly or through the intennerliary of the banking 
system, to make good the losses of the entreprenemB. 
The continuance of this will cause entreprenems ~ 
seek to protect themselves by ~em
pIoyees .ouLof~ork __ otJeducing.r wages. But 
even this will not improve their position, since the 
spending power of the public will be !educed by just iIa 
much 88 the aggregate costB of production.. By hoW
ever much entreprenems !edore 1I'IIges and however ./ 
many of their employees they throw out of work, they . 
will continue to make losses 80 long 88 the community 
continues to save in excess of DeW' investment. Thus 

·'ftp __ .... _wiIImp __ -..._tIetail_ 
Qopoo.r'" bwill .. __ .. __ ........... ___ .... ................... 

9OL.1 
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(' there will be no position of equilibrium until either (a) 
) all production ceases and the entire population starves 
~ to death; or (b) the thrift campaign is called oil or 

~ 
peters out as a result of the growing poverty; or (c) 
investment is stimulated by some means or another so 
that its cost no longer lags behind the rate of saving. 

(iii.) THEORIES OF OVER-SAVING 

Economists are familiar with a class of theories 
which attribute the phenomena of the Credit Cycle 
to what is described as "Over-saving" or..!JJilg;x.. 
consum~.~AtbottOmtliese theories have, I 
t1liii'k," some affinity to my own. But they are not 
so close as might be supposed at first sight. The 
theories of Bouniatian and the European writers in
fluenced by hirii, of Mr. J. A. Hobson in England and of 
Messrs. Foster and C"afChlrigs mthe United States, who 
are the DeSt=Jrnown leaders of this school of thought, 
are not in fact over-savin/Lor over-in~m.~nt .theoti{ls, 
if these terms l5ii"giwn tne iiiliii"e sense tliat I have 

'V given to them. They have, that is to say, nothing 
to do with saving running ahead of investment. or 
trice tJef'sa; They are concerned, not with the equi
horium of saving and investment, but with the equi
librium of the production of instrumental capital-goods 
and the demand for the nee of such goods. They 
attribute the phenomena of the Credit Cycle to a 
periodic over-production of instrumental goods, with 
the result that these instrumental goods facilitate a 
greater production of consumption-goods than the 
purchasing power in the hands of the public is capable 
of absorbing at the existing price-leveL 

In so far as these theories are capable of any 
reconciliation with mine, it is at a later stage in the 
course of events; for in certain cases a tendency for 
the rate of investment to lag behind the rate of savings 
might come· about as the result of a reaction from 
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over-investment in the above sense. In so far, how
ever, as these theories maintain that the existing' 
distribution of wealth tends to a large volume of 
saving, which leads in turn to over-investment, which 
leads to too 1arge a production of consumption-goods, 
they are occupying an entirely difierent terrain from 
~my theory: inasmuch as, on my theory, it is a large ( 
volume of saving which doeS not lead to a correspond
ingly large volume of investment (not one which does) . 
which is the root of the trouble.) .. 

Mr .1 A Robson and others deserve recognition 
for . to analyse the inHuence of sa~ ansij,u
vestment on . - on he red1t Cycl~, 
~e w en 0 0 ox economlSt8 were content to 
neglect almost entirely this very real problem. But, 
I do not think they have succeeded in linking up their . 
conclusions with the theory of money or with the part. 
played by the rate of interest. 

... (iv.) A SUMMARY OF THE ARGUMENT 

~~ may help the reader if I e~deavour at t~ stage. 
~~ve a broad summary (Wlth some sacrifice of 

exact accuracy) of the argument of the preceding 
chapters. ' 

. The prie&.:kve,LQiJl.utput as a whole during any 
period is made up of tw~ ~mI!Q.nents-~e price-level 
of the goods coming forwardTor consumption an<Vhe 
price-level of the goods added to the sto.c\of~ital. ' 

In conditions of e~uili!lIi~ b~e ri - e"els 
are determiI!.e..d_b.i e ~onei:~t of production, or, 
in cotner-words, by tlre money-rate of efficiency
earnings of the factors of production. 

The question whether the price-level of the goods , 
which are consumed is in fact eql!..aT"or unequal to their 
cost of production, deJ:l~Il~ 0!lwh~e~ the proporfton'. 
6tt~f the co=uriltY which 18 spent on con
sumption is or is not the same as the proportion: of the 
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output of the community which takes the form of the 
goods 80 consumed; in other words, on whethe~ the 
division of income between savings and expenditure. 
on consumption is or is not the same as the division of 
the cost of production of output between the cost of the 
goods which are added to capital and the cost of the 
~oods which are consumeq. If the former proportion 

, 18 greater than the latter, then the producers of the 
.. ,,: goods which are consumed make a profit; and if the 

former proportion is less than the latter, then the 
• .,.' producers of the goods which are consumed make a loss. 

Thus' the price-level of the goods which are con
sumed (i.e. the inverse of the Purchasing Power of 

..r Money) exceeds or falls short of their cost of produc
tion, according as the volume of savings falls- short of 
or exceeds the cost of production of new investment 
(i.e. of the goods which are added to the stock of 
capital). Hence, if the volume of savings exceeds the 
cost of investment, the producers of the goods which 

.." are being consumed make a loss; and if the cost of 
investment exceeds the volume f)f savings, they make 
a profit. 

What happens to the price-level of new invest
ments, i.e. of the goods which are added to the stock 
of capital! For a detailed answer to this question I 
must ask the reader to be patient and to wait for 
what he will find in later chapters. It is important 
for him to understand that the account of this matter 
which I have given in Chapter 10 is not intended to 
be more than a preliminary treatment of this subject. 
Broadly speaking, it depends on the anticipa~ce
level of the utilities which these investments will yield 
upat sdtne-future date and on the rate of interest at 
which these future u~es are discounted for the 
purpose of fixing their p~nTciij;IUtt--ntue. 'Trius, 
whetlierl'roducers of investment-goods make a profit 
or loss depends on whether the expectations of the 

V market about future prices and the prevailing rate of 
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interest are changing favourably or adversely to such 
producers. It does ftOt depend on whether the pro
ducem of collSllIll&ble goods are making a profit or a .." 
loss.. 

Nevertheless, movemenb! in our two types of price
level are connected at one remove and are, generally
speaking, in the same direction. For if producers of 
investment-goods are making a profit, there will be 
a tendency for them to endeavour to increase their 
output, i.e.. to increase investment, which will. there
fore, tend-unless savings happen to be increasing in 
the same proportion-to raise the prices of consum
able goods; and fIice versa. If, on the other hand. 
producem of collSllIll&ble goods are making a profit, 
but thOlle of investment-goods are making a loss, then 
there will be a tendency for output to be changed over 
from the latter to the former, which will-unless 
savings happen to be decreasing in the same propor
tion-lower the price-level of collSllIll&ble goods and 
obliterate the profib! of the ~roducem of such goods. 
Thus, whilst it is not imposslble for the two types of 
price-level to be moving in opposite directions, it is 
more natural to expect them to move in the same 
direction. • 

Let ns now move first of all forwards, and then 
backwards, in the causalselIWll)JlB; and for simplicity' 
of statement let us restiictourselves to 1Ih.e case 
where the two price-levels are moving in the same 
direction. 

If producers 88 a whole are making a profit, in- _ 
dividual producers will seek to enlarge their output so 
88 to make more profit. They can do this by employ" 
ing 'more of the factors of production. either at the 
old rate of remuneration or at an enhanced rate. We 
shall find in Book VI. that either of these things 
means an increase in the total cost of investment, sO 
that this eftort of the producers to make more profit . 
serves, at first at le&st,. to aggravate the rising tendency 
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of pric~ and profita. Thus we may conclude that, as 
a rule,/'the existence of profit will provoke a tendency 
towards a higher rate of employment and of remunera
tion for the factors of production; and vice versa. / 

Next let us step b~ards. In order that pro
ducers may be able, as well as willing, to produce at 
a higher cost of production and to increase their non
available output, they must be able to get command 
of an appropriate quantity of money and of capital 
resources; and in order that they may be willing, as 
well as able, to do this, the rate of interest which 
co=and over such resources costa must not be so 
high as to deter them. How much bank-credit they 
have to borrow in order' to obtain command over a 
sufficient quantity of money depends on what the 
public is doing with ita savings--Qn the relative attrac
tions of savingS-deposits and of securities respec
tively. But whatever the public may be doing, and 
whatever may prove to be the strength or weaknesS 
of the motive of producers to increase that proportion 
of their output which is non-available, the ~nlQl}g 
~tem comes in as a balanc~ factor; an<!.lly 
controWng "ffiii"}n'tceand![uaiitity of bank-credit the 
banking systemneceS8ariIy- oon£ioTs theaggregate 

er;~~ ~llff:'~ theJl~~~ence' .;_the 
'behaVIOur of the b~ system,the8econd IS the 
cost of inv!l§1;ment (sO r as the purcMBiDg power 
of money is concerned) and the value of investment 
(so far as the price-level otOutputli.8-a,' whole is con
cerned), the thir...d is the emergence of profit and loss, 
and the ~ the rate~Uiierl!tioiiofIeie~ by 
the entrepreneurs to the rs of production. J By 
vaIYi;ng the price and quantj~ of ban!'-credit the 
banking system governs the 'rvalue of IDvestment; 
npon the value of investment relatively to the volume 
of savings depend the profits or losses of the producers; 
the rate of remnneration ofIered to the factors of 
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production tends to rise or fall according 88 enfm
preDeUlB are making a profit or a loss; and the pnce.. 
level. of the oommunity'8 output is the sum. of the· 
avenge Die of efficiency-amings of the factors of 
production and the avenge rate of profit of the enae-· 
preneura. Thus, to bring fust and last together, the 
price-level of output 88 a whole oscillates above er 
below the Die of efficiency-eamings, according 88 the 
banking aystan is causing the mlue of investment to 
exceed or fall short of the volume of 88vinga; ~ 
the purchasing power of IIlOIIeY oscillates below or 
above the mte of efficiency-eaminga according 88 th -
banking aystan is causing the coaC of investment 
exceed or fall short of the volume of 88vIDgs. . 

This is-DOt to assert that the ba.oking aystan is the 
~ factM in the situation;-the tid ~: ~epeDd8 
on the policy of theb8I1kin'L~ ilCooniunction 
~~~inSOfa.r88the 

is a free agent acting with design, it 
~ Y ooming in 88 a balancing factor, co~e 
6Da! outrome.. 

H the ba.oking aystan controls the terms of credit 
in au.ch a way that 88vinga are equal to the value of ., 
new investment, then the avenge price-level. of output 
88 a whole is stable and corresponda to the avenge 
rate of remuneration of the facto18 of production. H 
the terms of credit are easier than this equilibrium 
level., prices wiIl rise. profits wiIl be made., wealth wiIl 
increase fasteI: than 88vinga 88 the result of the ia
COIDI!S of the public being worth les&-the difference 
~ tra.nsfeJ:red into the pockets of entreprenenm in 
the 8.bape of the ownership of increased capital; enae
preDeUlB wiIl bid against one another for the servioea 
of the factora of production, and the rate of remunera
tion of the latter wiIl be fucreaaed---unt something 
hap to b - the actual tenna of credit and their 
~rium .:l nearer together. And if the terms 
of credit are stiffer than the equilibrium level., prices 
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will fall, losses will be made, wealth will increase 
slower than savings by the extent of the losses,. un
employment will ensue, and there will be a pressure 
towards a reduction of the rate of earnings of the 
factors of production-until somet~ happens to 
bring the actual terms of credit and their equilibrium· 
level nearer together. 

~. B. O.2...ms~s are simplY-_th!Le<q>ressioIlof.the 
r~s.uJ.tLQLa,n ion Ot...th.e-t.er.meted.iL..abDut 
theit.~g.!!!1i.l1!iYm position.) . 

"""'W.iien the comparative simplicity of a closed sys
tem is replaced by the complexity of an international 
system, the effect is-as we shall see-that the mices
sity of preserving international equilibrium may force 
the domestic banking system to establish terms of 
credit which diverge fro~ their domestic equilibrium 
level. Thus the conditions of international equilibrium 
may be incompatible for a time with the conditions 

"<if internl!l equilibrium; and it is necessary for the 
restoration or maintenance of complete equilibrium 
::~lements in the..QQ~~ituatiQnAQWdl>e 

e-not only the. terms 0 crediL but also the 
mo~t,e of efficiexu;~:ga.ollng""'Qf th....factors 0£
pr~tlOn. 



CHAPTER 13 

THE "MODUS OPERANDI" Oli' BANK-RATE 

(i) TIlE TRADITIONAL DOCTRINE 

~4NK-B ATE does not appear explicitly as a factor in 
, the Fundamental Equation of Price. It cannot, there-

I fore, affect price-levels directlr. but Ori.lyiiidirJl9:1:.Jy J 
through ItSiiiflUeilc"eon oni-or more of the factprs 
wliich do appear m the Fundamental Equation. We 
must not be satisfied, therefore, with any statement 
to the effect (e.g.) that an increase in bank-rate will; 
cause price-levels to fall, unless it is explained to us 
at the jlame time (l>y 'what intermediate action on' 
the factors in the Fundamental Equation the fall is 
brought about) . 

In Chapter 11 I have anticipated very briefly the 
general character of the solution which I shall offer .. 
~~k reM operates Primar.ll~· onj~e s6(lo.n_d ten.!LQJ 

the F~ii&lion. Ut 18 tnemstrument by 
wlUcil a disturbance -is set or equilibrium restored ./' 
between the rates ~aviJ:Ig and of Investment; for 
to raise it stimulateS tile one aiia" retar~e other,. 
and conversely if it is reduced. (This does not preclude 
it from affecting BOoner dr lateD the first term of the 
Fundamental Equation, or from having secondary 
effects o~ ~ther elements in the Fundamental Equa
tion}' in 'particular on the quantity of bank-money; 
the velocities of circulation, and the proportion of 
sa vings-deposits~ 

186 
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(Before, however, we embark on a detailed develop
ment of these ideas, it may be useful to outline the 
accepted doctrine as it has been developed historically 
and as it exiSts to-day. It is surprisingly difficult to 
do this. No systematic treatment of the subject exists 
in the English langusge, so far as I am aware.j You 
will search in vain the works of Marshall, P~u, 
Taussig or Irving Fisher. Even Profess9~.\Jassel's treat
~ch ill somewliat""'fiiIlef,(Ioes nore~l!!!ne 
t~ of causatiop in any d.etail.lMi:~awtrey 
has a little more to say; but he is somewhat un
orthodox on this matter and cannot be quoted as an 
exPOnent of the accepted doctrine. There remains, 
however, one outstanding attempt at a systematic 
treatment, namelycKnut Wicksell'sBeldzins und Giiter
preise, published in German ill 1898, a book which 
deserves more fame and much more attention than it 
has received from English-speaking economists. In 
substance and intention Wicksell's theory is closely 
akin (much more closely than Cassel's version of Wick
sell) to the theory of this Treatise, though he was not 
successful, in my opinion, in linking up his Theory of 
Bank-rate to the Quantity Equation. 

'lBank-rate Policz..:', in the modern S~J:!Be, was 
o~ted ill the dISCussions WIilch followed the mone
tary crisis of 18~ and preceded the Bank Act of 
1844. Bef~ such ideas diG not exisJl-in the 
works of Ricardo, for example, nothing of the sort is 
to be found; and the explanation is not far to seek. 
For throughout the life of Ricardo, and up to the 
repeal of the Usury Laws in 1837, the rate of interest. 
was subject to a legal maximum of 5 per cent." For 

, --------~:---------... 

I There are many incident.aJ moron ... to _·rale _tiered through 
Prof. Cuoe!'. poet-war writing&. Bu$ the moot oyotematic treatment with 
which I am acquainted is to be fonnd in hio TiI<orr of &eitJJ IIWJU1JJI1I. 
chap. D . 

• I believe that there is ot.iIl & leg&! muimnm (of 6 per com) in fcm:e in 
tho bIo of Han. 
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seventy-six years-from 1st May 1746 to 20th June 
1822, the Bank-rate stood unchanged at 5 per cent. 
From 1822 to 1839 there were small fluctuations 
between 4 and 5 per cent. The rate of 5t per cent 
established on 20th June 1839 (and raised six weeks 
later to 6 per cent) was the first occasion on which the 
official rate 9f the Bank of England had ever exceeded 
5 per cent.' 

<The traditional doctrine, which has been developed 
in the ninety years which have since elapsed, has been 
woven of three distinctliands of thought, difficult 
to disentangleJ to whicIi . erent writers attach differ
ing degrees of stress. All of them have been obscurely 
present from the beginnings of the discussion. 

U.The first of.$heae regards Bank-rate merely as a 
!IleanB of~tinJ!t the~ntity of ballJc-mq,n.ey.) This. 
IS ~IS on w cliiiipractw&1 method of\Bank· 
rate as the characteristic mstrument of the Bank of . 
England was developed in the middle of the nine-' 
teenth century. Lord Ovemtone, for example '--who 
may be taken as typical of the reformers of this period 
-regcidd;d ~-rate as the QOrrect an<LefficJl&j~lUs 
IIleth or !.educ!!lgth~.tl~!Jl&n,~n.lha.Bank.1or.dis
coWif.8,&Ild so for contracting_the volum4LoLtjle 
crrculati~-------·-- ....... . 

IThis notion, that an uI?w$d pbangeinJ3ankcrate 
is _p.s8ociate(L1'rith a diminished quantity of ,.bw
~ either as- cauaeor efl~l:-at least with a 
less quantity of money than if Bank-rate had not gone 
up--and conversely ~ tha~th!l alleged association..of 
higUallk:m.te with}alliPg..p.riceo follows dir~ctly 
from the usuar QuanJity T~ of M"oney}"i-Uns, 
iiiiLled, through all th6lat:er1ifuetee~~tera. 
ture of the subject. It was an important part of 

I For"'_ otatiatico of iIank.rate duriug the nineteenth oentury .... d 
1111 ",.Iion to market-rate, _ GibooD'. Balli B4Io; lie Baw.hr'. Vade 
JI_ .... 

• "Thoughlll OIl the Separation 01 the Departm",,111 01 the _ 01 
EugIaDd .. (1844) I No bio CoU.cIeII2'nkII, p. 2M. 
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Marshall's thought in his EvU1ence befO'Te the Gold 
and Silver Oommission,1 none the less because he 
believed that it was through speculation or s eculative 
investmJlllt t at the newmone Its wafm0u1; 
intothe world.' account of the matter a ost 
iaenticaI with Marshall's had been published a short 
time previously (1886) by Sir Robert Giffen.' Pro!=or 

~
igOJ1'S theory of Bank-rate seems to descend almost 

(/ exclusively from this strand of Marshall's thought. 
He eonceives of $ank-rate as acting directly OJ! the 

a I - cre an so on pnces ill aceordance 
witnthe uantilJ Ei~ti~"1I~'s scattered 
remar'Ks1ii'1iiS WTrtmey and Oredit seem to be on the 
same line§! 

lIn the same way Professo~l explains that the 
price-level is.~egu1a.~ by .. the Bank-rate beca~the 
Barik-ra~r~teS £liesupply_of the m~~IW ofpay-' 
men]J-I do not gather from his Theory of Social 
EC01UYfTty, chap. xi. § 57, that he eonceives of a fall of 
Bank-rate as operating to raise the price-level, except 
in so far as it causes, or is associated with, the supply 
of "newly created bank media of payment": • If 
the banks thus succeed in getting new bank media of 
payment into circulation, and if on that account the 
quantity of media of payment increases in a larger 
proportion than the production and exchange of com
modities, the general level af prices is bound to rise.'" 

• E.g .• Officiol P_ •• p. 48: .. I do DOt myoeH put the rafA> of _ 
into the lim placo; my own way of IDoking at it ..... ",tiler to lay .
upon the actual aJIlO1IIU; of money in the JDal'kel. to be loaned. ". 

• Cf. OJlieial Paper., p. 62: ,. TheN it more capital in the hand. of 
opecnlative investors. who come on the market. for gooda .. buy .... ODd ... 
raise prices ,. • 

• E_ ;" "fIlS_ -..d -;.., Eouy II .• Gold Swppl,l, IA< Bale of 
I>i«ororoI_Pri<u. 

• B.!J~ 1M""",,, FltIdtuJ4iou, p. 241. At""" 10 I understand him; 
for he baa written DO clear or eystema.tic account of hie vie".. 

• c..r..e, _ Cralil, chap. ix. pp. 132, 133 (3rd edition). 
• Gp. cit. (Eng. traDa.) p. '78. Cf. ...... '"oda-.u.l TItmlgIIU ... 

B<oroorniu, P. 128: .. The ,",pply of ........ cl p&yment, ODd therefore .... 
the purchaoing _ cl the unit of JDODeY. ill regulated -.utillJy by the 
boak·rafA>". 
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To the question whether Prof_ Cassel's theory contains 
or implies mo~ than this, we shall return later. 

~ 
<Now the association of changes in Bank-rate with 

changes in the supply of bank-money: is often or gener
ally a factor in the situation. Bu1{the association is 

~rtainly not invariable; nor is the effect on prices 
proportionate to"tQ.e change in the su~ply of money} 
Numerpus !l)!a!jfications and complications have to be 
introduced, and, by the time these are complete, the 
theory will really have become a different one. At 
any rate I shall argue tha1(a discussion of Bank-rate 
on these lines alone is incomplete, and overlooks an 
essential element.v --/-

2. TheSecond strand is that which is generally 
uppermost in "discussions by l'ractical bankers,l They 

(regard B'Ltra~ poli~~rimarily, not as a means of 
reguIaiUig e pnce-Ievel, but as a means of llrotectin~ " 
a coun¥ei's gold-reserves by rei711liiing tll4 l'a.te 6 
foreIgn en~ The point ofiaising Bank-rate, that 
is""" to say, IS to make it higher relatively to they" 
interest rates current in other international financial 
centres and so turn the balance of international in
debtedness in" our favour by infiuencing the inter
national short-loan market. 

LThe use of Bank-rate for this purpose was developed 
bIJh~"J~a~f England as a practicaLe1isdi6iit iII. 
tlietwo decades following 1837)-The t clear 
account of how it· worked was given in Goschen's 
Foreign Exchanges,' first published in 186H- But 
Goschen regarded changes in Bank-rate as being in 
iIie'iIiiiiil a reflection-of mark~ofiCiitlonnathef thin 
_ I Bee pa.rtioular\y ohap. vi., "Review of the .... oaDed Correot;i .... of tho 
Foreign Exchanges n. Prof. Cla.pham. however, has drawn my attention 
to a _ in Tooke'. Bi<Iory of Pri<u, voL ii. p. 296 (published in 1838), 
in which Tooke attribute. to .. rile of bank-rate the effect of U diminishing 
the facility, oonsequently the extent, of negotia.tiolll of foreign leCuritiee 
and of the finauoial arrangemento of the hs.uks of the United States. • • • 
But more especially would a moderate preesme on the money market • . . 
have restrained the e:rlra.vaganoe of extent to whioh oredita were granted in 
America. upon this oountry.n 
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as determining.1hem. It was left to Bagehot (Lombard 
Street, chap. v.) to complete the story yemphasising 
the extent of the Bank of England's power, though 
"the Bank of England has no despotism in the matter", 
to determine what the market conditions should be. 

~It is obvious that this too is an important aspect 
of the question. But it is by no means obvious how 
it is connected with our first strand, and I know of 
no author who has attempted the synthesis. More
over--i!uperficially at least---it~JJlS toJuJI_ ~_the 
opposite direction;:u'or the object of raising Bank-rate V' 
is to attract gold o~ prevent the loss ,of gold, 80 

that its effect is to increase the basis of credit above 
what it would have been otherwise. It may be 
objected that the higher Bank-rate can only be made -/ 
effective if the Central Bank reduces its other assets 
by more than it increases its stock of gold, so that 
the effect on balance is to decrease the aggregate of 
credit.' But it is questionable how exactly or in
variably thiscorrespoiiiIStOtIle observed facts.J 

3. The third strand of thought is the one which 
comes nearest to what seems to me to be the essence 
of the matter. It also winds through many previous 
disCUSSi]S' but seldom or never in a clear or distinct. 
fashion. his strand of thought conceives of Bank
rate as . uencip.g,in some, waylthe rate of investnieiiE; 
or'at least' the rate of some kindS' 01 mvestmenf, and, 
p.erhaps in the ~e of 'Yicksell a~LQ~I~ as infl~n
cmg(f;he !.a~,9! lI!v_~tmefi.'t.I'e1atlvelyto that or saym~ 

,The SImplest way of putting the point, as I conceive 
it, is to say thatl§o raise the Bank-rate discourages 
investment relatively to saving, and therefore lowers 

1 This ill pro,!Jably tbe an~ O8B1IIDption of the _cmaI docmDe, 
i.e. that higb bonk·rate llimult.aDeoualy nod ..... the _Ie oapent....mue 
of credit whiIH ine1euing that pan of ita buill which ..,.,.;"a, of sold. Cf. 
Witbero, JI ......... 0/ JI..." pp. 276. 277. But I do DOl ...... mber to ha ... 
-.. the ocourocy of tbio .......,ption teot.ed by men.- to otaliotioo. 
AcoordiDg to m7 theory. it would not be true iDvariabl7 but would roquiJe 
varioua apecialocmditinua for ita fuIfiImmL 
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prices, which, by causing the receipta oL.entreprenews 
to fall below the normal, influences them to offer less 
employment all round; and this, sooner or later. 
brings down the rate of earnings in the same proportion 
as that in which prices have fallen; at which point a 
new position of equilibrium can be established.lNow 
no writer, 80 far as I know, has clearly distinguished 
these two~, i.e. the fall of prices and the fall of the 
costa of production, the initial fall or prices bvmg 
beeiftieareasSlfit were the end of the story_ But 
how far previous writers have peroeived that to dis
courage investment relatively to saving is 1ft itself 
calculated to reduce prices is more difficult to saJ} 

The published observatioD.§.,.Af ~rsh!1Jl, mainly in 
his evidence before the Gold and . ver Commission 
(1887) andtheIn~(1898) leave 
me witliD.o clear conviction as to what his position 
was. \Marshall certainly conceived of an additi9na1 
supply of money as reaching the price-level by means 

.., of a stimulation of investment (or speculation) through 
a lower Bank-ra~ His position is most clearly 
stated in the.three passages following: 

. .. If there is an extra supply of bullion, bankers and 
others are able to ofter easy tei'III8 to peopte in busin ..... 
including the bill brokers, and consequently people enter 
into the market aa buyers of things, as starting new 
busineesee, new factories, new railways, and 80 on." 1· 

.. The supply of loans on the one hand and (he desire 
of people to obtain loans on the other, having fixed the 
rates of discount at anything, 8, 6, 5, or 2 per cant., then 
the infIu of.a little extra gold, going as it does into the • 
Lande of those who deal in credit, causee the supply to 
rise relatively to "the demand; the rate of discount faIIa 
below ite equilibrium level, however low that was, and 
therefore stimulates Bpeeulation. • • • This new rate 
alIects the equilibrium by causing capital to go into the 
hands of 8peeulators who would not take capital at the -
old rate, but do. take it at the new; and whatever Ionn" 

I QoIJl __ C ........... No. 11617. OjJU;W. P_ P. 411. 
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their speculation may take, it is almost sure, directly or 
indirectly, to raise prices. This is the main issue. It is 
this :. when the gold comes to the country it is known, 
and people expect that prices will rise., Now if a pel'!!On 
doubting whether to borrow for speculative purposes has 
a reaaon to believe that prices will rise, he is willing to 
take a loan at 3 per cent., which before hI. would not have 
taken at 2! per cent., and consequentlyfthe influx of gold 
into the country by making people believe that prices 
will rise increases the demand for capital, and raises, 
therefore, in my opinion, the mte of discount." '/ 

"Having this extra supply, lendem lower still more 
the mte which they charge for loans, and they keep on 
lowering it till a point is reached at which the demand 
will carry 011 the larger supply. When this has been done 
there is more capital in the hands of specuIativJ:JD.VestolS, ' 
who come on the markets for goods as buyem, and ao raise 
prices. • . . This then is my account of the way in which 
this extra supply of the precious metals would bring prices 
np. Having been mised they would be sustained because 
the methods of business remaining stationary, if a man with 
an income of £1000 keeps on the average £12 in his pocket, 
and if there is more currency in the country ao that his 
share is increased from £12 to £14; then what was bought 
by £12 would in future be bought by £14 ••.. " • 

... """" -~The ~mCas~ here is on .... 1hculation ", which 
lends a fa co our; though m t e IiiBt quotatllln, 

'!J investment seems to be suggested. IOn the whole I 
am illcIiiied to think that uppermost in Marshall's 
mind was the idea that what raises prices is the' 
creation of additional purchasing power, but that in 

I Gol4 GOd SihoF c.......u.;"". No. 9981. OjJi<Ull Pap""" p. 130. There 
_108 here to be some perpIemy in ..... baII·. mind .. to .. bother the ...... 
gold ....... or _ &be late 01 _ Bel"", the IudiaD Cammey 

Committoo be mateo the .hnmolcgicU 8011 ................ : .. The ..... cur. 
nmc:y ••• 0.:.- tbe ~ 0I1eoden to _ i. IAe Jr- """'
and !owen ~; but it a/t.........u ...... priceo and, there!cmo, tendo to 
- ~"-(OjJi<Ull Pa,...... p. 27.; my it&lioo). But ...... it io hig- priooa .. hich _ -t, .......... in the _ quoted ._ 

it io the demaacI far rapilal due to &be ~ 01 big'- priceo .. hich --• Gol4 GOd SihoF C ............ No. 9686, OJlici4l Pap""" p. iiI. 
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the modem economic world the organisation of the 
credit system is such that the " speculators .. are the 
people intowhoee hands new money is most likely to . 
find its way in the first instance, Bank-rate playing an . 
obvious part in this causal trainl This seems to me 
to.be the doctrine on which I was brought up, an<i· 
which certainly did not bring home to my mind any 
clear idea of the relationship between the volume of· 
earnings at any time, the volume of eavings, and the 
volume of goods coming forward available for con
IItIIllption, or of the connection of theee things with 
the equilibrium between eavings and investment. 

\Flien we come to the earlier writings of Mr. Haw
trey, we seem to get much nearer to the idea of 
B\m1f-rate as aftectin the rate of investment; Jwt.,. 
the whole emphasis is dOD: one particularJcind..of 
investm~name' entdeaTlLi8a~-:), 
men in liqJ!id goods-to which a degree of ~ve-( -

- n~ ~.£b.,!:"g!ll!~p.k-rate is attributed which cer
ta.iillY does not exist in faci} It will be neceseary to 
quote a somewhat lengthy paseage to make clear his 
line of thought.: l 

.. What precise e~ will this rise in U1e mte of ~te~ 
have o.!!~wem 1. 'Thetwoprincipal cl_ of 
boll'OWelS are the prooucem and the dealem. The pro
dUC8m wiIl,. of course, find the coet of pmductiolf"'17f 
colllUlOdities alightly increased. • _ . But, in general, 
changes in the mte of interest such &8 we are consider
ing are too mnall to aftect retail prices immediately .•.. 
But the dealem themselves will be influenced by the 
mte of in~ One of the special functions of a dealer 
is to keep a stock or • working balance ' of the goods in 
which he deals. This is neceeaary to enable him to meet 
the varied needa of his oustomelll without delay. Now a 
dealer bormwB IIIOney to buy goods. and repaya the money 
&8 the goods are BOld.. Consequently when hie etocka are 
large. hie indebtedness to his banker will be correspond
ingly 1arge. The extent of the etocka which he sees fit to 

I _ """ .., 2'rodo (pp. 81-83). 

VOL. 1 
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keep will be based on experience, but can, of course, be 
varied within fairly wide limite without much risk of 
inconvenience. When the rate of interest goes up he will 
be anxious to reduce his indebtedness, so far as he can, 
without incurring serious inconvenience. He can reduce 
his indebtedness if he can reduce his stocks of goods, and 
he can reduce his stocks. of goods by merely delaying 
replenishment when they are sold. But the orders re
ceived by manufacturers come from the dealers who want 
to replenish their stocks. Consequently the manufacturers 
will at once find that they are receiving fewer and smaller 
orders. The money which the dealers would otherwise have 
been using to pay the manufacturer for goods, they are using 
to extinguish their indebtedness to their bankers. . . . 
That is to say, he (the manufacturer) experiences a 
slackening of demand, and in order to relieve the resulting 
restriction of 'output he lowers prices 80 far as the exist
~ expenses of production will permit. This lowering of 
pnces will enable the dealers to lower retail prices, a 
measure which would ordinarily stimulate demand. But 
in the meanwhile the reduction of stocks by the dealers 
and the restriction of output by the producers will have 
been accompanied by a diminution of. indebtedness of 
both producers and dealers to the banks, and this diminu
tion of the bankers' assete will have been accompanied by 
a diminution in their liabilities, i.e. in the supply of credit 
money. The balances of money in the hands of the public 
are therefore decreasing, and the superstructure of in
comes erected thereon is simultaneously shrinking." 

Now, I believe this to be a very inoomplete ~t 
of the Ilormarmoaus Qperandi of a higher bank
rarc.-It relies;1e~l;he-reader obseiVe;eic1usively on 

the increased costs of business resulting from dearer 
money. Mr. Hawtrey admits that these additional 
costs will be too small materially to affect the manu
facturer, but assumes without investigation that they 
do materially affect the trader. He does not base his 
argument on the arousing of an expectation of falling 
price-levels in the minds of the dealers, and he makes . 
the diminution of the supply of credit money the last 
event in his causal train. Yet probably the question 
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whether he is paying 5 per cent. or· 6 per cent. for the 
accommodation he obtains from his banker ln1luences 
the mind of the dealer very little more than it influ
ences the mind of the manufacturer, as compared with 
the current and prospective rate of o:fl-take.for the 
goods he deals in and his'expectations as to their 
prospective price-movements. 

I have not quoted this passage, however, in order 
to criticise Mr. Hawtrey. I doubt if he would express 
himself to-day exactly in these words. I quote it 
because it gives in a form so clear that it can be 
confuted one of the elements which underlies some 
current opinion on this matter: 

Theclassicalrefuta'o ofMr.Hawtre 'stheo as 
given by':~Ookel m . examma IOn 0 an argument 
'very siniiiiiJ'tOMr. Hawtrey's, put forward nearly a 
hundred years ago by J ose1!!!.!Iume. Before the crisis 
of 1836-37 the partJBans oTthe "currency theory"
according to Tooke-considered that the influence of 
the Bank of England on the price-level only operated. 
through the amount of its circulation; but in 1839 the 
new-fangled, notion was invented that Bank-rate also 
had an independent influence through its e:flect on 
" speculation". Tooke was not concerned to deny the 
association of an excessive issue of paper with an inju-' 
dicioUB cheapening of money or the e:flect of a declining 
rate of interest in stimulating investment of all kinds_ 
But Hume had laid chief emphasis on the e:flect'of
cheap money in stimulating speculation in commodi" 
ties, e.g. cotton and com, to which Tooke retorts in a 
passage which deserves to be quoted: • 

· "There are, doubtless, pel80DB who, upon im~rfect 
information, and upon insufficient grounds, or WIth too 

· sanguine a view of contingencies in their favour, speculate • 
improvidently; but their tIIOtWe or indlJCtll1le1lt so to 

, Took .. HWori./ Prieu, 1838-39, pp. 120 d MtJ. Rume'. theory .... 
propounded in a famoua apeech on the Idanagement of the Bank of England 
dolivered in the H .... of Commona on July B, 1839. 

• 0,. N. pp. 153-M. 
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speculate is the opinion which, whether well or ill-founded, 
or whether upon their own view or upon the authority or 
example of other persons, they entertain of the proba
bility of an advance of price. It is not the mere facility 
of borrowing, or the difierence between being able to dis
count at 3 .or at 6 per cent. that supplies the """We 
for purchasing, or even for selling. Few persons of the 
description here mentioned ever speculate but upon the 
confident expectation of an advance of price of at least 10 
per cent. • . . But the utmost difierence between the rate 
of discount of 3 per cent. and 6 per cent. for three months, 
would on a quarter of wheat amount only to 4ld. per 
quarter, a difierence which, I will venture to say, never 
induced or deterred a single speculative purchase. But, 
given the force of the motive, the exteut to which it can 
be acted upon is doubtless affected as regarde persons who 
can buy only on credit, or who must borrow in order to 
be able to buy, by the greater or less facility of borrow-
ing." 

Moreover-Tooke adds (as many others have since)
falling commOilit}ipn~ are often associated in actual 
experience, not with a rising rate of mterest, but with 
a falling rate.' -

.--' 
~ Whilat~aU, unless I have misunderstood him, 

../ regarded the influence of Bank-rate on investment as 
the means by which an increase of purchasing power 
got out into the world, and Mr. Ila.wtrey has limited 
its influence to one particular kind of investment, 
namely investment by dealers in stocks of liquid goods, 

\ 

WickseU-though here also there are obscurities to 
oVercOme-was closer to the fundamental conception 
of Bank-rate as affecting the relationship between 
investment a.nd saving. I say that there are obscurities 
to overcome, because WickseU's theory in the form in 
which it has.been taken over from him by Pr~r 
C~l seems to me to be reduced to practically the 

1 The espIaaaWm of tIUo OD my $boooy ill, .,; ooano, ___ to of 

balik-rate ha ..... _ ",_ted. belated aDd iDadeq ....... oft"" to 
foU ..... monmem of ~ aa&maI-rate. 
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same thing as the first strand of thought mentioned 
above, namely that the level of Bank-rate deter-
mines the volume of bank-money and hence the price
level. But I think that there was more than this in 
Wicksell's own thought, though obscurely presented 
in his book.. 

~ksell conceives of the existence of a cc natural 
Q rate of mterest ", which he defines as being tIi'ii"'ial8 ~_ 

wfiich 18 "il.eutral .. in ita effect on the prices of goods, 
tending neither to raise nor to lower them, and adds. 
that this must be the same,rate as would obtain if in 
a non-monetary ecOnomy all lending was in the form 
of actual materials.1 It follows that if the actual rate 
of interest is lower than this prices will have a rising _ 
tendency, and conversely if the actual rate is higher .• V 
It follows, further, that 80 long as the money-rate of 
interest is kept below the natural-rate of interest, " 
prices will continue to ~d without limit.' It is 
not necessary for this result, namely the cumulative 
rise of prices, that the money-rate should fall short 

• of the natural-rate by an ever-increasing difference ; 
it is enough that it should be, and remain, below it. 

Whilst Wicksell's expressions cannot be justified as 
they stand and must seem unconvincing (as they have 
to Professor Cassel) without further development, they 
can be interpreted in close accordance with the Funda
mental Equation of this Treatise. For if we define ~ 
Wicksell's natural-rate of interest as the rate at which -
Saving and the value of Investment are in equilibrium 

I _ .. ..., GfIIorpreioe. po 93. 
• Wioboll 0100 _ \be ""'" U """ n _ ill \be _ -. But 

&be && Ddun.l .. rate f1I ~ .. de&DBd aboft • em. 110 ..:a:nmt to he 
......- _ lrviDs lIiahor'. U """. _ C!l ill"""'" DIIIlIII7 \be _. 
_ ooneoIod by rei_ '" ... y ahoDse ill tile ftI .... C!l m"""Y _ 
Ibo /oIlD'. beiDg ad...-l ODd ;to beiDg npoid. Of. Ha;rot. a./oIIMrit 
..., J[~ pp.1M-1IIi. • 'I'looo8h "'"' will iDYOl_ W-___ lIriDg""-_. 
IiDuaI rioo ill \be _ C!l ___ boD _ .bicIl io ... _ quite 

oufIioioIll '" wipe _ profi .. ; ODd "'"' rioo wiIllOll(1lile, ill &am, '" be feci 
by. _ .... ul_1a \be q-tiiJ C!l_. 
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(measured in accordance with the definitions of Chapter 
10 above), then it is true that, so long as the money
rate of interest is held at such a level that the value 
of Investment exceeds Saving, there will be a rise in 
the price-level of output as a, whole above its cost of 
production, which in turn will stimulate entrepreneurs 
to bid up the rates of earnings above their previous 
level, and this upward tendency will continue indefi
nitely so long as the supply of money continues to be 
such as to enable the money-rate to be held below the 
natural-rate as thus defined. This means, in general, 
that the market-rate of interest cannot be continually 
held even a little below the natural-rate unless the 
volume of bank-money is being continually increased; 
but this does not affect the formal correctness of 
Wicksell's argument. Professor Cassel's belief, that 
Wicksell was making a very odd'""" DllBt8.ke in arguing 
in this way,' may be justified by the incompleteness 
of Wicksell's expression, but it probably indicates 
that, whilst Wicksell was thinking along the same lines 
as those followed in this Treatise, Cassel is not,-in 
spite of the fact that Cassel expresses himself elsewhere. 
in practically the same terms as Wicksell, namely that 
the true rate of interest is that at which the value ·of 
money is unchanged." 

At any rate, whether or not I have exaggerated the 
depth to which ~8 thought penetrated," he was 
the first writer to make it clear that the influence of 0 
t.ne .~~~_of IDte$t onthii priceievel.operates by its 
elrect ~>n tile rate of Investment, and that InvestmeJlt 
in this context means Investment and not speculation. 
OJr"thi.8point Wicksell was very explicit, pointing 
out that the rate of investment is capable of being 

• YiII< his ~ of 8oeitJ/ lkorooay (Eng. _,. P. 479. 
• .... cp. <iI. P. 480, ,_ TAovg/W .. ~iu. p. 129. 
• TheI'e are many.....u iDdie&tioDe, DOtlendiDg _ &0 quotation, 

by .lrich .... _ .... fool. ___ baa at the bock 01. hio 
head the __ .-._ or dilIerent _ OIl this _ I feel thot .hat I 
am t.yiDg &0 _y io the ...... at .- .. _ Wieboll ... t.yiDg &0 _yo 
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affected by small changes in the rate of interest, e.g. 
i per cent., which could not be supposed to affect the 
mind of the speculator; that tliis increased investment 
causes an increased demand for actual goods for use 
and not for" speculative" purposes,.and that it is this 
increased actual demand which sends up prices] " 

More recently a school of thought has been develop" 
ing in Germa.n~d A1!~tria under the influence of 
these ideas, w . ch one Iilight call the n~ksell 
school, whose theory of bank-rate in rel8.tion to the 
eq1lll.i.brium. of Savings and Investment, and the im
portance of the latter to the Credit Cycle, is fairly 
close to the theory of this Treatise. I would mention 
particularly Ludwig Mises's Geldwertstabilisierung und 
KonjunkturpolitllCtr9'Z8), Hans Neisser, Der Tausch
wert des Geldes (1928), and ~h ~k, GeliJ.. 
themie und Konjunkturtheorie (1929r.---

4. tthere is a fo~r by reference to which 
some writers (e.g. Professor Pigou) reinforce such other 
explanation as they -m:ayOffer of the infl1!!l!).OO-.Of. 
b~nk-rate on the price-~Y!ll. namelr i~~~~9~lJ - It 
effecl:>-BU'It-tlllna;CfOf the e:tpeclatwn y er pnces 
atmised by a rise in bank-rate ~ constitutes 8J). ... 

independent explanation of Why a higher bank-rate. 
should cause prices to fall) For such an expectat~on 
could not persist year after year, as a mere illusion, if 
it was, in fact, groundless. Business men woUld be. 
quite capable of entertaining the opposite expectation, -

1 Chldzi ... ISM Otu.rpreise, pp. 82.84. 
• I ahould have made more refereDOel to the work of theae writen if 

their boob, which have only oome into my banda .. th ... pages are being 
~ through the preaa, had appea.rocl when my own thought was at .... 
earlier atasa of development, and if my knowledge of tho German Ia.nguaso 
was Dot 10 poor (in Germ.&Jl I can only olearly understand what I know 
already 1-00 that ..... id ........ apt to he veilod from me by tha diJlionltioo 
of la_I. 1 find Dr. N'-'. gel1Or8ol attitude to monetary problema 
particularly sympathetic, .... d am hopofu1 that he may fool tha aame about 
my work. There &l'e also 80me other I'8OOnt German writers ooveriDg the 
laDle line of oountry. Wh088 work I have only glanced at. , 
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namely that a higher bank-rate would raise prices, if 
only for the very plausible reason that it would raise 
costs of production; but such an expectation could 

. not persist 1£ in fact, apart from the expectation, 
higher bank-rate was not calculated to raise ;prices. 
And even if the expectation did persist, the realisation 
of it would not. At any rate, I do not imagine that 
those who advance this explanation mean that the 
effect of higher bank-rate is traceable to a psycho
logical mistake on the part of the business world. 
They mean rather that, because higher bank-rate does, 
quite apart from any expectations, actually tend 
towards lower prices, the business world " discounts " 
this tendency, so that it realises itseH in terms of the 
price-level sooner, and perhaps in a more extreme 
degree, than it would otherwise. (Thus the fact that 
the result is correctly anticipated is not in itseH the 

.., reason, and does not help us to discover the reason, 
why the result folloWBJ 

I I hope the reader will not feel that I have spent too 
much time on matters which are mainly of historical 
interest. But Bank-rate being a question about which 
the truth has long been confusedly and incompletely 
known, a history of opinion is of more value as an 
introduction to a constructive theory than it would 

• be if progress had been made by well-defined stages. 
t' 

,(iL) The..Qeneral Tlieory of Bank-rate. 

Ut is convenient to mean by-<rBank-rate " in this 
section of this chapter the effective rate for lending 
and borrowing which prevails in the market, i.e. not 
necessarily the official published rate of the Central 
Bank)at which it will discount three months' bills of a 
specified type, but the complex of interest rates 
effective in the market at any time for the borrowing 
and lending of money for short periods. If a change 
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in the official rate does not alter the rates efiective in 
the market, we shall say that it is" ineffective" .at will . 
also be convenient to use the term "Bond-rate" to, 
designate the complex of interest rates effective in the 
market for the borrowing and lending of money for 
longer periods; and we shall use the term "market-; 
rate of interest" for the complex of bank-rate and_ 
bond-ra~ The relationship between the official bank
rate, the" effective" rate of discount, and the market-; 
rate of interest will be discussed in Chapter 37. We 
shall here assume that changes in bank-rate a:Il'ect 
the market-;rate of interest in the same direction. 
~ e Gene Bank-rate apart from the 

complications and elaborations w c will occupy 
many succeeding chapters,1C&n be broadly enunciated 
88 follows V ' 

e ha,ve argued that a rise (e.g.) in the market-; 
rate of interest upsets the balance between the value of 
investment and saving} unless a corresponding rise in 
the natural-rate occurs at the same time. (It may do, 
this either. by stimulating saving or by retarding 
investment,>· . ,-

Un the case of saving, the effect of a change in the 
.... rate of interest is direct and primary and needs no 

special explanation) though the amount of the effect 
may often be quantitatively small in practice, especi
ally over the short period. Thus a rise will have a 
direct tendency to increase the rate of saving, unless 
it is needed to offset a decline in saving which would 
have occurred, for other reasons, in its absence. -

Uiut its effect in retarding investment needs a little 
.., more explanation.> 'Jnvestment-;goods are not identical 

with capital-goods (c/. their definitions on p.130 above), 
being somewhat more comprehensive. But a retard&

-tion of investment will result, sooner or later, from a 
a reduction in the output of capital-goods. Now, from 
the point of view of individual entrepreneurs, there 
will be no occaaion for a ~uction in the out:{lut of 
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such goods, unless their price is falling" relatively to 
their cost of production, or unless the demand for 
them is falling off at the existing price. In what way 
can a rise in bank-rate tend to bnng this about! I )", 

'Upon what does!;r demand-p~tcapi~kgQ9ds ~ , 
depend! It depen on t~n the estllllated ,f 

(j)-net prospective yteIiIJfom~apij;aI,(estimatea,by . 
tlie opinion of the market after such allowance as 
they choose to make for the uncertainty of anticipa
tion, etc.)" measureun m~ey, and on the rate of 
interest at which thiSJlltme yie~itaIiBiid.) It 

'Tollo~s thartliil price of such goods can change for 
either of two reasons-because the prospective yield 
has changed or because the rate of interest has chan~ 
And we can pursue the analysis a step further t smce 
the prospective yield must be measured for the present 
purpose in terms of money, a change in it may be 
due either 'to a change in the real yield, its price 
remaining the same, or to a change in the prospective 
price (or money value) of the real yield. / 
~ow a change in bank-rate is not calculated to 

have any effect (except, perhaps, remotely and of the 
second order of magnitude) on the ,Prospective real 
yield of fixed capital. It may <lQJlCillYably affect the 
prospective price of the real yield, but only, as a rule, 
on goods the future yield of which will be spread over 
a comparatively short period of time and if the changl} 
of bank-rate constitutes a new fact in itself-by throw
ing new light, for example, on the policy and intentionS 
of t4e curren<;y I!outhority. This conceivable effect, 
however; is ~ne which we will for the present neglect. 
The connection between bank-rate (and, more par
ticularly, bond-rate as affected by bank-rate) and the 
third(inHuence on the price of capital-goods) namely, 
the rate of interest at which the prospective money
yield of fixed capital is capitalised in order to arrive, 
at its present money-value, is, on the other hand, 
immediate, direct, and obvious. The connection will 
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not, indeed: be quantitatively important, except on 
goods of which the future yield will be spread over a
very short period, unless the bond-rate is sensitive to 
changes in bank-rate. But this is, in fact, the case, 
and in a higher degree than might have been expected. 

~\If, for example, a rise of 1 per cent. in bank-rate has 
4. ~ efiect of raising bond-rate from 5 p.er cent. to 51 per 

cent., this means an average decrease of 21 per cent. 
in the price of new fixed capital-the prices of Aome 
categories of BUch goods falling, of co1l'rse, more than 
the average and those of others less, according to
their length of life and other considerations. This 
must necessarily be deterrent to the production of 
BUch goods, until, as a result of it, the falling ofi in 
their prospective BUpply has raised the money-value 
of their prospective yield sufficiently to ofiset the 
efiect of the higher rate of interest. At any rate, the 
initial consequence of a higher bank-rate will be a 
fall in the price of capital-goods. and therefore in 
P', the price-level of new investment-goods. More
over, the deterrent or attractive efiect on the demand 
for new capital-goods is often greater than one might 
e~if one was to concentrate all one's attention on 
the mere change of (say) 21 to 5 per cent. in the value 
of BUch goods due to the change in the rate of interest. 
For investment is much more capable of postponement 
OJ anticipation without serions disadvantage (or is BO, 

~afleast, in the minds of those who make the decisions) ,..;... .. 
- . than is consum~tion. Uf, therefore, the change in ,.. 

bank-rate is coDSldered by the market to I}e a departure 1-'-
from its normal value, which is likely to be of a tem
porary character, the efiect is to cause borrowers for 
mvestment purposes to put ofi or to anticipate their 

. investment plans, and thus to cause the immediate 
rate of investment to fluctuate much more than would 

• be the case if borrowers believed that the change in 
the rate of interest had come to stayJ- The actual 
organisation of the ~ket is also an Influence .in the 
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same direction. For issue houses will be inclined to 
"protect" the price of their recently previous issues 
-which may not have been wholly digested by per
manent investors at the date when the bank-rate is 
changed-by damping down the rate of new issues, 
both in their own interest and in that of their clientele. 
That is to say, it will be abBdrmally difficult (if bank
rate has recently risen) or abnormally easy (if it has 
recently fallen) for new borrowers to float their wares 
at a price approximating to the prices quoted in the 
market for existing loans; so that(market quotations 
are not at all times an equally good index of the ease 
with which new borrowers for investment purposes 
can be accommodated.\ Thus changes in bank-rate are 
calculated in the actual conditions of the contemporary 
capital-market to have a decided efIect on the rate at 
which producers of capital-goods will be able to find 
buyers for their products at a satisfactory price, even 
if the change in the rate is believed to be a short
period fluctuation; and all the more so, for other 
and more obvious reasons, if the change is expected 
to last. 

\.At least this will be the case unless the rise in 
the market-rate of interest (i.e. bank-rate and bond
rate) is compensated by a simultaneous rise, for other 
reasons, in the estimated prospective yield of fixed 
capital. Only if the higher rate of interest merely 
ofIsets market optimism about the prospective yield 
of new fixed capitaI. will the change be without direct 
efIect on the output of capital goods.! 

£rhus, generally speaking (i.e. unless the change in 
bank-rate happens to be balanced by other con- ' 
temporary changes), we may expect the direct and 
primary efIects of a rise of bank-rate to be a fall in 
the pme- Of fiXed capital and, therefore, in P', the 

rice-level of investment-goods, and an increase of 
ving-of which the former is more likely to be 

quantitatively important than the latteg 
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<What are its 8= eff9!) The fall in the 
attractiveness of -c&PltaJ at the existing price 
will make it ~possible for producers of ~pital-good.$, 
to market their output on terms 88 satisfactory ali 
before·in relation to their cost of production and will 
be followed, therefore, bl a fall in the output of such: 
goods.'" At the .~e time:any increase of saving must" 
mean a diminution in the flow of income direCted 
towards the purchase of liquid consumption-good.$ and 
will be followed, therefore, by a fall of P. " 

\Qnly if the rise iIrthe rate of interest coincides with 
a reduction in the rate of saving for other reasons 
will this not be the case; i.B. if the change in the 
market-rate coincides with a change in the natllral~ 
rate. For the natural-rate is the rate which balances 
the resultant effect of a .change in the prospective 
yield of capital-goods and a change in the rate of 
saving, in such a manner that the change in the price
level of investment-goods, due to the comliined effect 
of changes in their prospective yield and in the rate of 
interest, is equal and opposite to the change in the price" 
level of liquid consumption-goods, due to the change 

~
. the volume of saving, eac.h price-level being weighted 
. proportion to the output of the goods to which it 

, tea; so that the price-level of output 88 a whole 
remains unchanged.1 , ' 

trhus a change in the natllral-rate of interest will be 
accompanied by a temporary upset both of P and of 
P', though in opposite directions;· but profits 88 a 
whole _will remam at zero, the gains of one category 
of producers being balanced by the losses of the other. 
Thus there will be a direct and double stimulus to 
shift the, character of output from the one category 
to the other, and, when this has been effected, both 
P and P' will return to their previous positions of ' 
equilibrium without there having been any occasion ' 
to distllrb the average rate of ~(though the 
process of transfer may have reqUired a temporary' 
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• upset of relative earnings in the two categories of 
production). The process will, indeed, have been essen
tially similar to what must needs occur every day 
when changes in relative conditions of demand and 
supply require some sort of shift and turnover in 
the character of production i-nothing will have oc
curred calculated to disturb profits or earnings as a 
whole. 

(But if the change in the market-rate does not 
exactly correspond to a change in· the natural-rate, 
what will be the tertiary effects of tlie rise of bank
rate which we have been considering 1, The decline 
in the rate of investment will cause a fall in P addi
tional to any fall caused by the increase of savings, 
since there will be a reduction in the incomes of 
the producers of investment-goods available for the 
purchase of liquid consumption-goods, as necessarily 
follows from the Fundamental Equation. 

At this stage, therefore, we have a fall both in P 
and in pi, consequent losses to aU classes of entre
preneurs, and a resulting diminution in the volume of 
employment which they offer to the factors of produc
tion at the existing rates of earnings. Thus a state 
of unemployment may be expected to ensue, and to 
continue, until the rise in bank-rate is reversed or, by 
a chance, something happens to alter the natural-rate 
of interest so as to bring it back to equality with the 
new market-rate. 

Moreover, the longer this state of affairs continues, 
the greater is the volume of unemployment likely to 
be. For, at first, entrepreneurs may continue to offer 
employment on the old terms, even though it involves 
them in losses, partly because they are tied up with 
long-period contracts with the factors of production 
which they cannot quickly get out of, and partly 
because it will be worth while, so long as they hope 
and believe that the period of loss will be fairly short, 
to avoid the expenses of closing down and starting up 
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again. But as time goes on, these motives will gradu
ally lose their effect and cease to operate. 

There is also one more aggravation.· So long as 
there is a: prospect of losses, the natura:I-rate of interest 
will.fall below its norma:I level, thus widening the gap 
between the natura:I-rate and the market-rate, and 
requiring a reduction of the latter perhaps beyond 
what is practicable. 

Finally, under the pressure of growing unemploy
ment, the rate of earnings-though, perhaps, only at 
long last--will fall. This is the consummation of the 
whole process of pressure, if we can assume--as ordin
arily we can-that the change in bank-rate had been 
dictated in the first instance by monetary reasons, 
10ca:I or internationa:I. For by this time two things 
will have occurred-the one sooner but temporarily, 
the other later but more permanently-which will tend 
to relieve the monetary situation and so permit, at 
last, a reversa:I of the bank-rate policy; and a third 
factor may also be relevant. -

-In the first place the decline in output due· to un
employment will reduce the requirements of the Indus
trial Circulation. Also the fall in prices will tend to_ 
improve the foreign balance of the country and so .. 
enable it to retain or increase its gold. These things 
will happen quickly, and are re3l alleviations of the 
purely monetary position, so long as they last. Their 
mere occurrence is, therefore, often greeted with satis
faction, as though it were a final solution ot the 
problem. Yet it is evident that these occurrences are 
of illusory advantage if they are regarded as anything 
more than a stage in a transition. For they are un
reliable aids. If prices are low because entrepreneurs 

• are accepting losses and not because costs of produc
tion have been reduced, a continuance of them can 
only result in a progressive increase of unemployment; 
and if the pressure on the supply of money has only 
been relaxed by the expedient of reducing outpu~ and 
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employment, then monetary equilibrium will continue 
to require the indefinite prolongation of chronic un
employment. 

Thus it is only when what I have called the con
summation of the process has been achieved, namely, 
the reduction of the rate of efficiency-earnings, that a 
true equilibrium will be re-established. 

The third factor, referred to above, which is also 
capable of bringing immediate relief, operates when 
the increase in the rate of interest is an increase 
relatively to rates abroad. For in this event there 
will be a reduction in the rate of foreign lending which 
will strengthen our country's, gold position. But this 
also is incapable, as we shall see in the next section 
of this chapter and in more detail in Chapter 21, 
of restoring a true equilibrium, unless it is ultimately 
accompanied by a change in the rate of earnings. 

There has been no more harmful confusion within 
the field of monetary practice, than the belief that 
bank-rate has done its work when it has produced a 
fall in the price-level, irrespective of whether this is 
due to selling at a lOBS or to a decline in the costs of 
production, i.e. irrespective of whether the deflation 
which it has produced is a Profit Deflation or an Income 
Deflation.' 

I Perhaps this discUBBion has been unnecessa.ril;r 

~
etailed and metic. ulous. The long and short of it 18 

follows :J 
.r / 1. Such changes in bank-rate, as cause the market
/ \... r~ of interest to diverge from the natural-rate, 

V- have a direct efiect, which is likely to be significant, 
on the profits of the producers of capital-goods and 
on their rate of production, partly by changing the 
demand-price for such goods and partly by influencing • 
intending purchasers of such goods to postpone or 

1 For • o ..... ca1 esample of _ OODfusioo, _ 1/epqrI of 1M Com.ua.. 
.. 1M Oonncy _ Baal; of Eog/au Nok 1_ (Cmd. 2393, 1926)-tha 
report on tho ..... ogth of which Great Britain committed horaelf to • retarD 
in that 7""1 to the pre-W ... parity of tho gold standard. 
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anticipate their purchases; and also a direct effect, 
which. is less likely to be significant, on the price-level 
of liquid consumption-goods in so far as the rate of 
savings is affected. .-

"- 2. The change in P' thus brought about will upset 
the balance between investment and saving, which 
will, as a secondary effect, cause P to move in th~ 
same direction as P' -whether or not it has done so 
already as a consequence of a change in the rate 
of saving-with the result that the profits of entre
preneurs producing consumption-goods will move in 
the same direction as the profits of those producing 
capital-goods. 
v 3. The change in the average rate of profits, 
whether it is due -to P' or to P, will alter the volume 
of employment which entrepreneurs will be prepared 
to offer at the existing rate of earnings . 

... 4. A tendency will, therefore, be set up to change 
the prevailing rate of earnings in the same direction 
as P and P' and in the opposite direction to bank-rate. 

(iii.) Some Special Aspects of Bank-rate 

There are certain special points arising out of the 
above, which must be noticed before we pass on : 
- 1. A change in the other factors of the situation ! may sometimes involve an inevitable instability unless 

there is an anticipatory change in the bank-rate. \For 
a fall in the bank-rate required to§timulate invest
ment so as to balance' increased saving must-when
ever the increased investment takes the form of an 
increased output of fixed capital-precede the increase 
of saving by an interval dependent on the length of 

• the productive process. Moreover, the anticipatory 
change in bank-rate must also be correctly under-, 
stood by the business world; otherwise it may stimu
late the producers of capital-goods without any cor
responding readiness on the part of the producellJ -of 

VOL. I 
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consumption-goods to reduce in-put-the latter not 
foreseeing the falling-off in the demand for their goods 
when the increased rate of saving, which is being 
anticipated, duly matures. Thus some ftru:tuations 
may be-practically speaking-una..milfabJel 

2LWhen there is a need to change the rate of earn
ings because some change is occurring which affects the 

.... Standard of Value, there is no ready means of doing 
this except by a change of bank-rate which is deliber
ately designed to provoke a (temporary) disequilibrium 
between Saving and Investment, in order that in this 
way entrepreneurs may be induced by abnormal profits 
to raise the money-earnings of the factors of production 
or-if a fall in the price-level is the objective-by 
abnormal losses to reduce the money-earnings of the 

"lattei) When, that is to say, we want to effect a 
quasi-permanent change in the purchasing power of 
money-which is the same thing as to alter the money
rates of efficiency-earnings of the factors of production 
-we can, in the existing economic system, only do 
this by allotting to entrepreneurs abnormal profits 
which will stimulate them to bid against one another 
for the services of the factors of production and so 
raise the money-rate of efficiency-earnings, or ab
normal losses which will depress them into withdraw
ing offers of employment and so, by the pressure of 
unemployment, into (ultimately) reducing efficiency
earnings in terms of money. And our means for 
effecting this temporary stimulus or depression is to 

.J rupture the equilibrium between Savings and Invest
ment by establishing a bank-rate which purposely 
causes the market-rate of interest to differ from the 
natural-rate. 

3. There is often ~ confusion as to the way in which ' 
V' easier terms of credit affect different classes of entre

preneurs. Since cheaper borrowing lowers the cost of 
production of all types of entrepreneurs, it is often sup
posed that it stimulates all alike to increase their out-
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put_ But with correct forecasting this should not be 
the case_ For--other things being equal---8!!......all-nmnd 
reduction of the cost of production should not stinm-
late a.li.yohe -wmcrease his output, inltimrucli ailthe 
aggregatemooIi!~9rooiiim:n&s, which- are simpIYtlie 
aggrege;re--coSts of production under another name, 
available to purchase the output, are also b~ing re
duced to ei8~i The ~~m.u..~t- In thiii caSe interest 
is simpiytne money-rate of earnings of one of the 
factors of production; so that reducing it will not 
enable entrepreneurs as a body to market profitably 
any more goods than before_ Since entrepreneurs are 
not always acquainted with such reasoning, easier 
credit is, it is true, liable to provoke mistaken fore
casting_ But, apart from this, the effect of easier 
credit on the costs of production should be, not to 
stimulate production all round, but to cause a change-
over from certain forms of production to other forms ; 
namely, from those for which interest is a relativelyl 
unimportant cost to those for which it is a relatively!"~ 
important cost,-which partly depends on the duratiorl 
of the process of production and does not even wholly . 
coincide with the distinction between consumption
goods and capital-goods. That is to say, the effect I 
of easier credit on the costs of production is not 
calculated in a closed system to Jtimulate the aggre
~ate of productivity of all kinds." A fall in the rate of -' 
mterest stimulates the production of capital-goods not V 
because it decreases their cost of"production but because 
it increases their demand-price\ . 

4. ~t is not unusual for tile stimulus 1&JI.Iny in
vestment to come about through uwer bank-rate 
fii'sroI'ii.fi affecting the financial, as distinguished from 
the industrial, situation and 80 sending up the price~ 

, level of existing investments (including the price-level 
of working-capital, i.e. the wholesale standard). In 80' 

far as these investments are capable of reproduction, -: 
the prices of new capital-goods (m particular) will then -
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rise in sympathy. This is a matter to which we shall 
return later on. . 

5. As we have hinted above,~ change in bank
rate may itself alter the natural-rate of interest in .!!te 
opposite direction to that in which bank-rate has been 
changed, by altermg expectations as to !he Jywre 
co~ces. For example, if bank-rate faUs, this 
tends to raise the natural-rate of interest, if it arouses 
expectations I)f a tendency towards rising prices, thus 
increasing the attractiveness of investment in terms 
of money. This is an extra reason, in the first IDstance, 
for ~xpeQting !lJIl.!LO'fl)ank~ate to stimuJa.t1inve;st
men!..!elatiyelL!<l.-saringl But it is a reason whICh 
will probably produce a reaction a little later on after 
prices have risen, whereas this will not be 80 with a 
rise in the natural-rate of interest due to other causes 
than monetary expectations. 

6. Uf we assume that the lending of money takes 
place according to the principles of a perfect market, 
it is evident that, given the demand-schedule of bor-

V rowers, the effective bank-rate and bond-rate must 
uniquely determine the production of capital-goods and 
hence, generally speaking, the volume of investment. 
So far, however, as bank loans are concerned, lending 
does fIOt-in Great Britain at least---take..p~d
iiig'iO'the princi}>I6!!.9t!! pe~et. There is apt 
urtie an unsat,!.8fied b:i!!g.U>Lborrowers, the size of 
which can be expanded or contracted, 80 that banks 
can influence the volume of investment by expanding 
or contracting the volume of their loans, without there 
being necessarily any change in the level of bank

. rate, in the demand-schedule of borrowers, or in the 
volume of lending otherwise than through the banks. 
This phenomenon is capable, when it exists, of having 
great practical importance. We shall discuss the 
practical conditions which are likely to lead to its 
existence, its limitations and the nee which can be 
made of. it in Volume ii., Chapter 37. Meanwhile 
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we are 8SI!1IJIIing that the Banking System works 
wholly by modifying ita terms of lending and not by 
varying ita attitude towards individual borrowers or 
by any form of rationing loans. This is for the sake 
of simplicity; for it is not difficult to adapt the -
general argument to the case where'the rate of in
vestment is partly determined (usually to quite a 
secondary extent) by the rationing policy of the. 
Banking System 88 well 88 by ita terms of lending. 

(iv.) TM FUfIIJtiora of Btm1-rote m relatitm to 
EzIemal Equilibrium 

There remains the function of Bank-rate 88 a 
means of pZ ert.emal iiilluilibrium. ~t 
thirej of u~i1itW!a1 iiliJiiiiiiL 

ebave seen m Chapter 11 (v.) that to.a, Central 
Bank. which adheres to an international gold standard 
(or to any objective standard other than the p~ 
ing power of money itself), the problem of currency 
management presents itself not 88 a problem of keep
ing 1= S, bnt 88 a problem of keeping B = J.. where B 
is the value of the Foreign Balance and"T..the value 
of Foreigp. Lending. 88 demleit1n Chapter 9 (iv.). It 
deem:8it its blllllIless to take steps to cause B to exceea 
L, to cause L to exceed B, or to keep them:, equal to 
one another, according 811 it wishes to increase its gold 
reserve, to diminish it, or to maintain it unchanged. 
But although the problem presents itself to the 

...",. Central.Bank 88 one of keeping B=L, its natioual , 
economic system will not in fact be able to maintain .. 

- ita equilibrium unless at the same time 1= S. Thus
, the conditions for equilibrium in an international 
syste~ w~simultsneously haD- -

.?-'\; . ~Wl\' I=S and B=L. • 

~ 1J:J:happens, h~Bank's recognised ' 
instrument for achieving the desired relationship be-
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tween Band L is the instrument of bank-rate-just 
as it would be if I = S was its BofeobjectIVe:-For the 
instrument of Bank-rate has been found by experience 

./ to influence the movement of gold into and out of 
a country's reserves, a rise of bank-rate increasing 
B - L and a fall diminishing it. Now changes of 
bank-rate which are aimed at preserving equilibrium 
between Band L may be expected to exercise a: dis
turbing effect in the first instance on the equilibrium 
between I and S. But we shall see that-apart from 
the difficulties of the transition-there is always a 
level of bank-rate which is compatible in the long 
run both with the equilibrium of Band L and also 
with that of I and S. What is the complete theoretical 
explanation, of the phenomenon 1 When we under
stand that, we shall have reached the kernel of the 
modus operandi of bank-rate as the instrument of 
control in the modem world of an international gold 
standard. 

We shall see that the extraordinary efficacy of 
bank-rate for effecting the above is due to the fact 
tliiitir' pr~ tw.lLre~~ions, one of them o~ Q) 

.c.~ J!!ld the other ~, bot in the right direction
~ one of them quick in action but not so durable, the 

other slow in action but calculated to establis~:: 
ally a new long-period equilibrium. Thus Ba -
is QQ.1J!/!n exp~~nt~~_"'-!!Qlutioll. It BUPP es both 
the temporary pick-me-up and the permanent cure
provided we ignore the malaise which may intervene 
between the pick-me-up and the cure. . 

The detailed theory of this matter we will pOstpone 
to Chapter 21. But the essence of the matter can be 
set out briefly. Raisingilieoanlr-rnte-obviously has , 
the effect of diminishing L, the net amount of lending 
to foreigners. But it has no direct influence in the 
direction of increasing B. On the other hand, just 
as the dearer money discourages foreign borrowers, 
80 also it discourages borrowers for the purposes of 
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r' home investment,-with the result that the higher 
.\ bank-rate diminishes I .. the volume of home in
) vestment.. Consequently total investment falls below 
\ current savings (assuming that there W88 previously 

? equilibrium), so that prices and profits, and ultimately 
earnings, fall, which has the effect of increasing B~ 
because it reduces the costs of production in termS of 

~ 
money relatively to the corresponding costs abroad.. On 
both accounts, therefore, B and L are brought nearer 
togeth8!' until in the new position of equilibrium they 

. are agam equal 
Thus, wfiere the evil to be cured W88 an excess of 

Lover B leading to an export of gold, the increase 
of bank-rate will have done its work When B and L, 
continually approaching one another, have regained 
equality. Or rather, in practice, the high bank-rate 
will quickly diminish L, even to the extent of bringing 
it below B; but, nevertheless, it will not be-safe to 
relax it until it has had time to increase B, by when 
it will be practicable to keep B and L at an approxi
mate equality without so high a bank-rate; and if 
the original reason for disequihorium between B and • 
L was a change in price-levels and not in interest
rates abroad, with a bank-rate no higher than that 
which existed before-at the beginning of our story
the bank-rate was raised.. 

At the new level of equilibrium we shall once again 

haveP= MOVI andI~S. But we shall also have B=L. 

For Since B-moves in the opposite direction to P and 
P in the opposite direction to L-B, whilst L moves 
in the opposite direction to bank-rate, for every value 
of bank-rate there is a value of P at which B = L ; 
and since S moves in the same direction as bank~rate 
and I m!lves in the opposite direction, there is always 
a value of bank-rate for which I = S. Consequently 
there is always a pair of values of bank-rate and of P 
at w~ both I =S and B =1.. 
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For example, let us imagine an automatic inter
national gold system in which the quantity of money 
is solely determined by the amount of gold in the 
Central Bank, and Bank-rate is left to find its own level 
as a result of free competition between borrowers for 
the amount of bank-money available on the basis of 
the amount of gold in the Central Bank. It then 
follows from the above that in such conditions (assum
ing an absence of economic frictions and of time-lag, 
and in particular that the rates of money-earnings are 
free to move in response to the competition of entre
preneurs for the services of the factors of production) 
an amount of gold willllow in which is just sufficient 
to establish a price-level and a bank-rate at home 

. which shall be such, relatively to price-levels and 
bank-rates abroad, as to keep both 8-1 and L-B 
at the same time. 

(v.) The Ri/o,tion of Bank-rate to the Quantity o ofMcmey 
In a free loan-market (i.e. in the absence of the 

rationing of loans) a given level of bank-rate, taken 
in conjunction with all other relevant factors, must 
be uniquely correlated, if it is to be effective, with a 
given quantity of bank-money. That is to say, every 
effective alteration of bank-rate must be associated, 
except in 80 far as it is balanced by simultaneous 
alterations in other factors, by 801'1Ul alteration in the 
quantity of bank-money. 

But there is no simple or invariable relation be
tween the effect of an alteration of bank-rate oir the 
price-level, whether of liquid consumption-goods or of 
output as & whole, and the associated alteration in 
the quantity of bank-money. The volume of bank
money must be in due relation to the volume of out
put, the rate of earnings, the rate of profit, the 
velocities. of difIerent classes of deposits, and the 
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requirements of the financial circulation. A change 
in bank-rate will have an effect, initially or sub8&' 

.. quently, on all of these, and through them on price
levels.. But its effect on these different factors will 
neither be in the same proportion on all of them at 
a given moment, nor in the same proportion on any 
one of them at different stages of a transition; 80 

that it is not useful to say that a change in bank-rate 
changes price-levels because it is associated with 
changes in the quantity of bank-money-especially 
if this statement carries any suggestion that the 
price-levels will change more or less in the' same 
proportion 88 the change in the quantity of bank
money. 

In particular, we may note the folJowjD8 PWnts : • 
(a) We have already seen th&ta rise in 'prices, which 
is dU'Lt~CLan iruve8BA ill the.-mr.eQCAAiiiil!gll, wj.ll 
require,!!o_ hu'ger quantity. oLhank-ll1DJI8)t. to ~pport 
it'than an equal rise whicp_i!.4q,to. the..emergence 
Of profi~Thus~ 88 increased profits are gradually 
tr8.nBmuted into increased earnings (in the n:lani1Ir to . 
be examined in great detail in Book IV.), a larger· • 
and larger quantity of money is required ;-which is 
part of the explanation of the cyclical character of 
some types of monetary fluctuation, inasmuch 88 a 
CJ.uantity of money which is adequate to support a' 
l'I86 of prices due to the second term of the Funda- . 
mental Equation is inadequate to support an equal 
rise due to the first term, with the result that 88 the 
first term inCI68BA8, a reaction in prices becomes in
evitable through lack of enoiIgh money to "finance " 
them.' , 

(b)~If there is a change in the uatural-rate of f 
interest, the same bank-rate 88 before will require, if 

" it is to be effective, to be asseciated with a changed 
quantity of money. Thus it is not, strictly speaking. 
a change in bank-rate 88 such which needs to be . 

...... associated with a changed quantity of mon~r' but a, 
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change in the market-rate of interest relatively to the 
natural-rate! • 

• (c) (If the change in the market-rate of interest rela-

I 
tively to the natural-rate is due to a change in the 
volume of savings, it need not be accompanied by any 
change in the volume or character of output, but 
merely by the existing character of output being con-
tinued after this has ceased to be suitable to the 
changed volume of savings. In this case the change 
in the quantity of money required is likely to be small. 
But if, as is more commonly the case, the departure 
of the market-rate from the natural-rate is associated 
with a change in the volume of output and employ
ment, this will involve a much more substantial change 
in the quantity of money-which, broadly speaking, 
will have to be changed in proportion to the change 
in the aggregate costs of production.7 

(d)\A change in bank-rate may in itself modify the 
velocities of circnlation, by changing the amount of 

..-sacrifice involved in holding balances. To the extent 
> that this is the case, a fall in bank-rate will decrease 

velocities. On the other hand,· as we shall see in 
Volume ii., Chapter 26, an increased briskness of 

. trade is likely to increase velocities. Thus a reduction 
',of bank-rate which is associated with a stagnation of 
\ trade may decrease velocities, but one which is associ
.,ated with brisk trade may serve to increase them on 
;balance.l 

(e) ~he reactions of a change in bank-rate on the 
financial situation will affect the volume of the 

.../ Financial Circulation, and may affect it either in the 
same direction or in the opposite direction to its effect /1 
on the volume of the Industrial Circulation.1 

Bank-rate may affect.JJudl'inancial.circulation in J 
two ways.-In the jiIst place, when--68 in Great 
Britain-the rate of interest allowed on savings-

I For the dia_ bot ...... the JmaociaI CircuIa&ioa _ the ID
daotrial Ciaealatioa, ... Chap!« IJi ........ 
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deposi13 is Jargely governed by balik-rate (being fixed 
• in many cases in a definite relationship to balik-rate). 

the volume of the fOIlD.er may sometimes tend to rise 
and fall with the level of the latter. More important. 
however. is its effect on what in Chapter 15 we shall 
eall the co bear" position. We shalJ. see there that 
an investment boom is likely to be associated with .., 
reduced req~1B for money in the Financial 
Circulation in its early stages. but with increased 
requiremenfB in the later stages. 

(j) H there is an investment boom at home, as
sociated with a sharp rise in the natural-rate of interest, ~ 
the market-rate may fall behind-the natural-rate and 
yet at the same time rise absolu¥y. This absolute 
rise in the market-rate may. if it is a rise relatively to 
market-rates abroad, have in the fust instance a more 
pronounced effect on L, the volume of foreign lending, 
than the investment.boom is having on B. the amount 
of the foreign balance; with the I1lIIlllt that gold may 
flow into the eountry and so provide fodder for the; 
rise of price at home consequent on the market-rate of 
interest not keeping pace with the natural-rate. " . 

It appeam. therefore. that the demand for money 
under (0) will be at fust small, and that the total, 
demand for money under (0) and (c) can sometimes 
be· met wholly or in part. especially at fimt., by" 
changes in true velocities under (d). by diminished 
requiremenfB in the financial circulation under (e). or 
by gold imports under (j). 

I - Thus the total requiremenfB of the monetary cir-

~
culation are not associated in any stable or invariable 
manner either 1rith the level of balik-rate and its 
influence on the rate of investment or with the level 
of prices; so that we shalJ. be misled if we lay mueh 
stress on the ehanges in the total quantity of money 
when. we are trying to trace the causation and thll 
stages of a transition. . 

But the fundamental reason for laying the stress 
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on changes of bank-rate as affecting the level of the 
; market-rate of interest relatively to the natural-rate, 

rather than on changes in the quantity of money, is this. 
Given associated changes in the total quantity of money 
and in the effective level of bank-rate respectively, it 
is via the latter that the ultimate modification in the 
purchasing power of money is generated, looking at 
the problem dynamically. The order of event8 is not 
that a change of bank-rate affect8 the price-level be
cause, in order to make the new bank-rate effective, the 
quantity of money has to be altered. It is, rather, the 
other way round. A change in the quantity of money 
affect8 the price-level in the first instance, because, 
other things being equal, this means a bank-rate which 
will change the market-rate of interest relatively to 
the natural-rate; and it is ouly through the complex 
movements thus set up that a new equilibrium posi
tion is eventually reached, with a price-level corre
sponding to-the new quantity of money. 

ill we start from a position of equilibrium, then
provided that efficiency-earnings are stable-the con
dition for the continued stability of price-levels is that I 
the total volume of money should vary in such a way 
that the effect of the corresponding volume of bank 
lending on the market-rate of interest is to keep the 
value of new investment at an equality with current 
saving.) 



CHAPTER 14 

ALTERNATIVE PORMl! OJ!' THE l!'UNDAlIENTAL EQUATION 

<THE Fundamental Equations of Chapter 10 are in 
themselves no more than identities, and therefore 
not intrinsically superior to other identities. which 
have been propounded, connecting monetary factors. 
Indeed they have a disadvantage in that their ele
ments are not those which it is easiest to determine 
statistically in the present state of our knowledge. 
They have, however, two principal advantages.) 

The first advantage is that which we have already . 
emphasised, namely, that(they do lead up to what 
are generally our real qvaesita, namely, the Purchasing 
Power of Money and the price-level of output as a 
wholeJlWhereas the alternative methods lead up, as 
we shall·see, to various hQ!;ch-potch ,Price-levels which 
are of no great interest in tliemselves>; and if we try 
to argue on from these price-levels to the Purchasing 
Power of Money, then we are faced with statistical 
difficulties at least as great as those which attend our 
own Equation. Thus when we approach the mone
tary problem quantitatively, the statistical difficulties 
which the Equations of Chapter 10 bring to the surface 
are reslly latent in any method which we can adopt. 
In fact the statistical advantages of the other methods 

. only exist so long as we are content with a price-level 
which is by no means the price-level we want. . . 

,The main advantage, however, to be claimed for 
the new Fundamental Equations is for the purposes 

121 
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of qualitative inv~ation. For they· are, I think, a 
much more powerfulmstrument of analysis than their 
predecessors, when we are considering what kind of 
monetary and business events will produce what kind 
of consequences: The reader will find, as we have 
already found in dealing with the modlU operandi of 
bank-rate, that we are compelled in any case to 
discard the alternatives when we advance to the later 
stages of the argument and attempt to analyse the 
actual monetary problems of the day-the problem 
of the Credit Cycle, for example-because we dis
cover that they are quite inellective for handli.ng the 
elements which most matter. I must, however, leave 
the reader to judge whether or not the new instrument 
cuts better than the old, when he has become a.ccU8-
tomed to the use of it in the various chapters of this 
Treatise. ,Meanwhile it will be useful to outline the 
older methods in their relation to the new.) 

(i.) THE "REAL-BALANCES" QuANTITY EQUATION 

The first of these is that which I used in my Tract 
011 Monetary Reform and have since developed into a 
more accnrste shape. This method sets ont from the 
idea. that what a holder of money requires is a quantity 
of Real-balances which bears the appropriate relation
ship to the quantity of real transactions upon which 
he employs his balances. Conseqnently, if this appro
priate relationship remains unchanged, the quantity 
of Cash-balances which he needs will be equal to the 
quantity of Real-balances as determined by the above 
" appropriate relationship". multiplied by the Price
level corresponding to the prices applicable to the 
various real transactions against which the Cash
balances are held.. 

In my Tract 011 Mondary Reform (Chapter III. § 1) 
I measured Real-balances by what I ca.lled .. Cen
snmption Units ~ namely units "made up of a 

.... _- - "-.. 
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coIlectIDn of ~quantities of their (the public's) 
standard a.rtmes of consumption or other objects of 
expenditure"; and I designated by i and I&' respect-, 
wely the number of ClOD8lIIIIpfionliiiits Which the 
public JeqUi:red in cash and in bank-deposita respect-' 
ively. I pointed ont that .. the amount of i and 1&'1 
depends partly OIl the wealth of the community', 
pardy OIl its habits", and that" its habits are fixed I 
by itB estimation of the extra convenience of having 
IIlOlIl cash in hand 88 compa.red with the advantages 
to be got from spending the cash or investing it". , 
And I ended 1lR with the Fundamental.Equation 

• = p(i +rl&'), 

where • is the total cj;antiiY ~ r the proportion 
of the "Tiimb' cash mIelVe8 to their depositB, and p 
the price of a COD8UDlpUOIl 1IIli{. - -,. 

Now the great fault of this freatment lay in the 
lItIggll8fion that the1iiiits relevant to itB argumenta 
are. strictly speaking, _ptiora unitB, 80 that p, 
being the price of a COIl8lIJDpUon unit, representB our 
~, the purchasing power of money. But this 
implied that Cash-depositB are used for nothing except 
expenditu:re on cmrent consumption, whereas in fact 
they are held, BB we have seen above, for a vast mul- -
tipIicity of business and personal purposes. Our unitB ' 
of ReaI-baIaDces IIllI8t, therefore, correspond to the 
multiplicity of purposes for which Cash-b8lances are 
used, and the price-1evel1IIeB8Illed by p m1lllt be the 

JI, price-level appropriate to this multip~ t" ...... 
!;J ~ short P me&8IIle8, not the purchaSing power of T' 
,,; money, but the Cash-baIaDces Standard BB defined in 

, :bapter 6 above. " ' 
Ita Mqlud fault lay in the amggestion that the 

pc!I!IIible CBIII!eII of a variation of I&' were Iimited to 
thOlle which can be properly descriIie(I BB a change of' 
habit. on the part. of the public.. This use of language , 
WBB not. fonnaIly inooued;; but. it is misleading in 80 . . 
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far as it is intended to include, for example, a change 
in the proportions of the total deposits represented 
by Savings-deposits, Business-deposi~ and Income
deposits respectively, due to a change m bank-rate or 

-in the business situation as a whole. In short, I was 
apRI:yingjiQ Jhe CashcdepPBits •. as a wh.Q~~n~ 
which were onll.3Pp.tOpliat.a..te th. InCO'PA depOOts. 

"'"TIi6'iiJgument can, however, be re-stated in'a form 
which is formally free from these objections. We can 
make it clear that the Price-level (PI) to which it leads 
up weights the different objects of expenditure, not in 
accordance with their relative importance to con
sumers, but in proportion to the anticipatory holding 
of real balances of which they are the occasion. 
Stated in its simplest form our Fundamental Equation 
can then be expressed as follows : 

If M = the total volume of Cash-balances, and 
C = the corresponding volume of Real-balances, 

M 
then p.!.=~ 

This equation has-obviously-very little utility 
for quantitative purposes. But q~ely it does 
bring out sharply one imRQltant point--namely the 
parts played by the decisions of the bank918 and of the 
depositors respectively in the determination of prices 
-which can be embodied in the following proposition: 

The oolumll of cash-balances depends on the deci8'iom 
of the bankers and is " C7'eaIed " by them. . The oolumll of 
real-balances depends on the decisions of the depositqrs 
and is " C7'eaIed " by them. The price-le!1el (PI) is the 
resultant of the two sels of decisions and is measured by 
the ratio of the oolume of the cash-balances C7'eaIed to 
that of the real-balances C7'eaIed. -

No one directly " decides" what the price-level shall 
be; all the relevant decisions are directed to the 
determination of the volumes· of cash-balances and of 
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real-balances respectively, and price-levels are the 
resultant of these. Every decision by an individual 
as to whether at the e:cisting price-levels he desires l;o 
buy, to -sell or to do neither is, in effect, a decision as 
to whether he desires to decrease, increase or leave" 
unchanged his real-balances. . 

Thus this method of approach furnishes us with 
a clue to the manner in which the causation of the 

...prille-making process is related to human decisions. \ 
The train of thought is worth following a little 
further. For it makes apparent in what way harmony 
is established between the separate sets of decisions 
made by the body of depositoIII on the one side and 
the body of bankeIII on the other. 

The normal state of affaim 'is a perpetual flow of 
exchanges of purchasing power for goods and ,;ice tJef'sa, 
which temporarily increase both the Cash-balances 
and the Real-balances of BOme parties and decrease 
those of otheIII, whilst leaving the aggregate balances 
approximately unchanged. In a state of equilibrium 
between the amount of Real-balances required, the 
amount of Cash-balances outstanding and the Price
level, the normal flow of purchases and sales has no 
tendency either to alter the relative aggregate volumes 
of Cash-balances and Real-balances or to modify 
the Price-level. If, however, at any moment the 

. pressure of thEf individuals who wish to diminish their 
Real-balances (i.lf. who wish to diminish their Cash
balances at the existing price-level) exceeds that of. 
those who wish to increase their Real-balances (i.e.· 
whQ wish to increase their Cash-balances at the 
existing price-level), . the greater eagerness of the. 
buyeIII than of the selleIII at the existing price-level 
creates a tendency for the price-level to rise. The 
price-level will rise until there is again an equilibrilllli 
between the eagernesses of the two parties. The' 
causation 'of the price-change is in the form of an . 
increqse of demand at the existing price-level, and the 

VOL.! 
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articles to which the additional buying pressure has 
been directed rise in price. 

This, however, is only the first step in the process 
by which a final equilibrium is r?Btored between. ~h-

. balances, Real-balances and Pnce-Ievel. The rue of 
price on the part of the articles first affected will in 
itself, by raising the price-level as a whole, diminish 
to a certain extent the amount of the Real-balances . 
which are equivalent to a given amount of Cash
balances; so that, whilst the Cash-balances held by 
the sellers of the goods just exchanged will have 
increased by the same amount as that by which the 
Cash-balances held by the buyers has diminished, yet 
the Real-balances now held by the depositors as a 
whole will be less than they were before. Neverthe
less. it is unlikely that the initial rise of price on the . 
part of the articles first affected will be sufficient to 
prevent any increase at all in the Real-balances held 
by the remaining depositors (including those who have 
just sold goods for balances) other than those who 
have just cleared out their balances in exchange for 
goods. For if the depositor who decides to reduce his 
Real-balances spends an amount of cash equal to a 
proportion r of the total cash on purchasing an 
article, the weight of which is q in: the Cash-balances 
Standard, and thereby raises its price in the propor
tion p, it is unlikely that pq will be so great as r. 

Unless, therefore, something has happened to 
change their ideas as to how much real-balances they 
require, the recent sellers, finding themselves with an 
increment, not only of cash-balances, but also of real
balances, become, in their turn, additional purchasers. 
Thus an endless chain of additional purchasing at 
something above the old price-level for goods in 
general is set up, affecting commodity after com
modity; until equilibrium is bronght about by a new 
and higher price-level being established at which the 
aggregate holdings of real-balances are diminished by 
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thee:xactam~unt by which the original set of depositors, 
who turned buyers of goods, had decided to diminish 
their real-balances, This must necessarily come about 
in due course unless one of the individuals, into whose 
hands comes additional purchasing power in the 
course of the process, decides that he will take this 
opportunity to increase the amount of purchasing 
power which it suits him to keep at the bank, in which 
case the circle is broken, there will be no tendency to 
maintain the price-level at any higher figure than 
before, and the upward fluttering of prices will have 
been no more than temporary, 

We are left, therefore, with the following proposi
tion: 

v 
Whenever an individual makes a decision which 

means a diminution in his stock of real-bal/Zlnces, 
this occasions a rise in tke price-leveZ, ezcept in so 
far as it mn,y be balanced by decisions in .the 
opposite sense, at the ezisting price-leveZ, on the 
patTt of other individuaZs CYT by decisions on tke 
patTt of the bankers'to diminish correspondingZy 
tke stock of cash,' If, kowe:uer, tke decisiOn of 
this individual does not affect tke decisions of the 
other individuaZs CYT of tke bankers, then the eventual 
proportionate rise in tke price-1R:veZ is exactly in 
tke proportion which tke diminution in his stock of 
reaZ-baZances bears to tke remn,ining stock of real-
balances.' - , 

We may observe, in passing, that whenever some 
ii:tdividuals take steps to diminish their real-balances, 
this action is necessarily to the detriment of the other 

1 The ":"'nd part; of tbia propceition follo .... thus: If r is the atock of 
reaJ,bal&nceo. '" tho atock of oaah-bala.nceo (1I881IlIltlC! conotaDt). and p tho 
prioe-leveI. whilst 4p is the rise in the price.level when the depositor dimin .. 
ishes bia atock of reaJ-bal&nceo by dr. then: 'l'=m=(r-dr) (p+dp) 

10 tha.t dp dr 
-P=r-tk-

Lot me repeat that the priDe-level in this equation is the Caeh-B.lanoeo 
Standard. 
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holders of real-balances, who find that tkeirr cash
balances have been depreciated in value by the action 
of those who have cleared out (unless the volume 
of cash is also diminished pari passu). Similarly, if 
real-balances are increased, then (unless the volume 
of cash is also increased pari passu) pre-existing 
depositors are enriched by the extent of the increase. 
Thus any change in the volume of real-balanc~ 
which is not balanced by a corresponding change ill 

- the volume of cash involves a somewhat arbitrary 
redistribution of wealth. The gain or loss correspond-

• ing to the loss or gain of the depositors as a whole 
does not, of course, accrue to the depositors who by 
taking steps to diminish or to increase their real
balances have been the cause of the disturbance, but 
to quite another set of people, namely to those who 
have OOrr(fWed from the banks (or otherwise) in terms 
of money. 

Whenever depositors as a whole take steps to dimin-
J ish the amount of their real-balances, their behaviour 

.... can only take the form of an ineJreased demand on 
their part at the existing level of prices, which must 
result in a tendency for the price-level to rise. Thus 
the price-level (meaning by this the Cash -balances 
Standard) is the balancing factor which brings into 
appropriate _ relation the volume of real-balances 
which results from the collective decisions of the 
depositors and the volume of money-balances which 
results from the collective decisions of the bankers. " 
The Quantity Theory of Money has been too often 
enunciated in a one-sided way, so as to make it 
appear thai the price-level depends solely on the 
volume of money-balances created by the bankers. 
But the price-level can be affected just as much by the 
decisions of the deposit,ors to vary the amounts of 

-/ real-balances which they (the depositors) keep, as by 
the decisions of the bankers to vary the amounts of 
money-balances which they (the bankers) create. . 
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Provided we remember that the price-level to which 
these propositions relate is not the same thing as the 
purchasing power of money, that there are all sorts of 
assumptions underlying the argument as to what is 
happening to output, etc., and that the real-balances 
in question are an amalgamation of balances held for 
difierent kinds of purposes, the above analysis may 
contribute to our understanding of the monetary 
system. For it exhibits the broad aspects of the 
price-making process-the see-saw tilted in one direc
tion by the volume of cash supplied by the bankers 
and in the other by the volume of real-balances which 
the public are willing to maintain. 

Formerly I was attracted by this line of approach. 
But it now seems to me that the merging together of 
all the different sorts of transactions-income, bnsiness 
and financial-which may be taking place only causes 
confusion, and that we cannot get any real insigh1( 
into the price-ma.k:iDg process without bringing in the 
rate of interest and the distinctions between incomes. ~ 
and profits and between savings and investment. . 

(ii.) TaB "CAMBRIDGE" QUANTITY EQUATION 

The" Real-balances .. Equation discussed above is 
descended from a method of approach long familiar 
to those who have heard Professors Marshall and Pitf;0u 
in the lecture-rooms of Cambridge. Since thiS meod 
has not often been employed elsewhere in recent 
times I call it the .. Cambridge" Quantity Equation; 
but it has (vide the footnote ('), p. 230) a.much lo~ 
d8§£!lllt, being derived fro.2!!Yetty, Locke, Cwili!lon 
and ~dam Smith. Its essence ~e<f up . 
better tliairinthe words of Dr. Marshall: . 

.. In every state of society there is l,e fraction of their' 
income which people find it worth while to keep in the 
form of c~cy; it may be a fifth, or a tenth, or a . 
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twentieth. A large command of resources in the form 
of currency renders their business easy and smooth, and 
puts them at an advantage in bargaining; but on the 
other hand it locks up in a barren form resources that 
might yield an income of gratification if invested, say, 
in extra furniture; or a money income, if invested in 
extra machinery or cattle." A man fixes the appropriate 
fraction .. after balancing one against another the ad van
tages of a further ready command and the disadvantages 
of putting more of his resources into a form in which 
they yield him no direct income or other benefit". .. Let 
us suppose that the inhabitants of a country, taken one 
with another (and including therefore all varieties of 
character and of occupation), find it just worth their 
while to keep by them on the average ready purchasing 
power to the extant of a tenth part of their annual 
income, together with a fiftieth part of their property; 
then the aggregate value of the currency of the country 
will tend to be equal to the sum o~ these amounts." 1 

This theory has been put into the form of a 
Quan~~1j:q~~i9ll£rY!of~or Pigo~' : 

In the ordinary course of life, people are continually 
needing to make payments in discharge of obligations 

, MMUY, C,tdil anti c ............ L iv. 3. Dr. MarahalJ ahowa in .. f"",
note .. follows that the above ie in fact a development of the traditionaJ 
.,.y of CODaideriDg the matter: .. Petty thought th&t th& mooey •• ufficieut 
for' the nation is I so much .. will pay half a year'. rent for all the Janda 
of EogI&od &Od .. qoarter'. reot of tho Hooooing, for .. week'. expoDOO of 
.. U the people, and ahout • quarter of the value of all th& exported com· 
modities'. Locke estimated that 'One-fiftieth of '"8'e1 and one-fourth 
of tho lando ........ income and """.t ..... tieth port of th& broker'. yeorly 
roturuo in INdy money will he ouough to drive th& trade of &Oy OOUDtry '. 
Caniillou (~D. 1755). after .. loug and while liudy, OODcludeo th&t tho 
value ueeded is • Diuth of th& toi&l prochwe of th& oouutry; or, whoi ho 
t&keo to he the aame thing, • third of th& rout of th& laud. Adam Smith 
has more of the aoepticiam of the modem age and ... y.: I it i8 impoMible 
to deiermiDo tho proportioa.' though • it hao heou computal by dilfereot 
authoro .t .. fifth, .t • ioDth, at .. twoatieth, &Od .t .. thirtieth port of tho 
wbolo v&luo of tho &DOW produoo .... In modem COudiRODI tho DOrDJaI 
proportiuD of th& income-depaoito to th& D&tiou&i income oeeme to he 00Il10-
where botWOOD • teath ""d .. Iilieeuth, and th& proportioD of th& toi&l 
dopaoito roUDd .bout • h&lf • 

• Quamrly JOfIrRIJI 0/8_iu. voL xuii., November 1917. I have 
:=~ ~C>tatioD wlUch foUowa without iudiootiag where .... _ 
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contracted in terms of legal-tender money. Most people 
have &Iso a flow of claims that are similarly maturing in 
their favour. But the obligations aDd the claims that 
become due at any moment seldom exactly cancel one 
another, and the difference has to be met by the transfer 
of tilla to legal Itmder. Hence everybody is anxious to 
hold enough of his resources in the form of titles to legal 
tender both to enable him to effect the ordinary transac
tions of life without trouble and to eecure him against 
unexpected demande. For these two objects people in 
general elect to hold in the form of titles to legal tender 
the aggregate value of a given quantity of wheat.' 
There is thue constituted at any given moment a definite 
demand echedule for titles to legal-tender money. Let 
R be the total resources,' expressed in terms of wheat, 
that are enjoyed by the community; k the proportion of 
these resources that it chooses to keep in the form of 
titles to legal tender; M the number of units of legal 
tender, and P the value, or Pri:, l; unit o~ titles 
in terms of wheat. Then the emand echedule juet I 
deecribed is represented by the equation P =11 . . 

Prof~ou then enlarges this equation to 
cover the case where cash is held partly in legal 
tender and partly in bank deposits, namely: 

kR . 
P=lI {c+k{I-c)} 

where c is the proportion of their cash which the 
public keep in legal tender and h is the proportion of 
legal tender to deposits held by bankers. 

tNow it is evident that this equa~on is formallY 
~t. The qu~tion is whether it brings outcli&r1y 

the lffiportant vanables. It seems to me to be open 
to the follo~ri1cisms,)some of which are equally 
applicable to e orm of the Quantity Equation 
which I propounded in my Tract on Mcmetary Reform : 

(i.) :{I'he introduction of the factor ~ the current . 
I Prof. Plgou upla.iwo that th.... is DO apecial oiguifi....... ill wh ... t 

being chooen ill this OOJUJeCtion zathor than any ot.h .. commodity • 
• Theoontenimpliesthat" reao1U'08ll" JDBaDSmoolll8overa period oftima. 
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income of the co=unity, suggests that variation in 
this is one of the two or three most important direct 
influences on the demand for cash resources. In the 
case of the income-deposits this seems to me to be 
true. But the significance of R is much diminished 
when we are dealing, not with the income-deposits in 

./ isolation, but with the total deposits. Indeed ~he 
chief inconvenience of the .. Cambridge" Quantity 
Equation really lies in its applying to the total 

../ deposits considerations which are primarily relevant 
only to the income-deposits, and in its tackling the 
problem as though the same sort of considerations 
which govern the income-deposits also govern the total 
depositBJ I have aimed in the formulae given at the 
end o~ ehapter 10 at keeping the essential advantages 
of the .. Cambridge" method by segregating the 
income-deposits and applying it to them alone. 

(ii.) ,The prominence given to k, namely the 
proportion of the~e1>~to-nie co=unity's 
income, is mil;leading whenit ise.&tended_beyond the 
income-deposit8.)The emphasis which this method 
lays ozithe point that the amount of real balances 
held is determined by the comparative advantages 
of holding resources in cash and in alternative 
forms, so that a change in k will be attributable 
to a change in these comparative advantages, is 
useful and instructive. But" resources" in this 
connection ought not· to be interpreted, as it is 
interpreted by Prof. Pigou, as being identical with 
current income. 

(iii.) (By measuring the quantity of Real Balances 
in terms of wheat, Professor Pigou is shirlillig;-Iather 
than solving, the question of the type of price-level to 
which our fundamental equation is intended to lead 
up. ) The object of any quantity equation is to dis-

./cover, not the price of wheat, but, in some sense or 
other, the purchasing power of money. But his 
equation either makes no contribution to this or does 
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so by implying that relativ~ prices are unchangeable, 
/. all individual prices and therefore all price-levels being' , 

fixed in terms of wheat-which is remote from the " 
~~. , 

(iv.) <The equation entirely obscures disturbances)
which in practice are one of the most important types 
of disturban~g,~ut of a change in the pro
portions in which deposi~ Iire1i6firTortliedifferent 
purpOsesQistinguished aoove assavin~;BU8iiiess and 
~ MoreO"l'er-i1;-"m-mtractable10r the task of 
analysing disturbances to the price-level due to dis- v' 

parities between the rates of saving and of investment~ 

(iii.) THE "~HER" QUANTITY E~UATION 

Since the publication of Professor Irving Fisher's 
The Purchasing pQWe'T of Money in 1911, the famous 
formula PT = MY therein propounded has held the 
field in the world at large as against any other variety. 
This formula has played a very great part in promoting 
the progress of monetary theory, and those of us who 
have been brought up on it must not be deemed un
grateful to the genius of Professor Fisher if we find • 
that the requiremen~ of our analysis are outgrow-
ing it.' -

This formula Be~ out neither from the flow of 
I Proleosar Fisher'. Plio P,,~ P ...... oJ M...." is dedi.ated to 

Simon Newcomb, from whom vi4 Profeaaor Kemmerer the Pl'= MY formula 
ultima.tely derives. Newcomb W88 not a professional economiat but a 
mathematician (Profeeeor of Math_tioe in the U.s. Na." and at Johna 
Hopkina). His PriftCiplu oJ PoIiIical BOOfJDmY, published in 1886, is one 
of thoee origiD&l workB which • freeh BDientifio mind, not perverted by 
having read too much 01 the orthodox .tulf, is .ble to produoe from time 
to ue in a baH-formed subject like Eoonomica; and it Itill t;o..day deael'Vel 
perual. His Fundamental Equation, which ha oalla the .. equation of 
societary circulation If Cop. ell. p. 328),iaV.R=K.P, where V ill the volume 
of ourrency, R the rapidity of oirculation (for the whole volume of OUlTenoy, 
including both oaah and bank-money, for which he allow distinot rapiditiea 
R' and R', oorreaponding to Fisher'. V and V'), P tha prioe-len!, and K 
II the industrial oirculation on the acaIe of prioea whioh we take B8 unity It. 
By the " industrial oircula.tion tI Newcomb meaDS the volume of gooda and I 

aervioee oha.ngiDg hands for money. He exoludea from the II industrial 
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income against consumption goods, nor from Real 
Balances, nor from the proportion of resources held in 
cash, but from the total volume of cash-transactions; 
or of " eXIJeIldjt.Jrr~ " as Professor Fisher calls it. If 
B is the total vo[ume of cash-transactions in a given 
periOd, M the volume of cash outstanding, and V the 
average number of times that a unit of cash is nsed 
in transactions during that period, i.e. the velocity of 
circulation, then by definition B =M. V. 

But we can also analyse -B in a diiIerent way. 
Each transaction consists of a quantity of goods or 
services or securities traded, .multiplied by the price 
of the article. That is to say B = !,P.' q. where q is the 
quantity of anything traded and p the price at which 
it is traded. Let us take as our units of quantity the 
amount which has a unit value in the base year. 
We then have 

B=!p.q.=PI • T 

where P.=!'(P"~) and T=!(q •. C-J 
Otherwise interpreted PI is the price-level of the 
articles traded, the price of each individual article 
being weighted in proportion to the money-volume' of 
the transactions in that article; that is to say, PI 
measures the Cash-transactions Standard as defined 
in Chapter 6. And T is the sum of the number of 
units traded (a unit of anything being the quantity 
worth a unit of money in the base year), weighted in 
proportion to their relative prices, i.e. to their prices 
in terms of PI in the year in question; that is to say 
T measures what Professor Fisher calls the Volume of 

circulalion" aDd, paumabiy. from &be "rapidity of eircuIaIion". "aU oach __ ulouiDg _. "" depoomog it in & bulk. ...... __ 

.... - b&I.aDeod by reveno _en of ..... th or ..me.". The .. hoIe 
thiDg io __ with mach "'_y __ OIlbdoty. perb&po, thoR io 
ohoWll by Fiohor. 
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Trade. Hence the standard version of the formula 
p •. T=M. V.l 

\The great a~ge of this formula is the fact that 
one side of it, namely M. V, fits in better than most. 
with the actually av~ banking statistiCS} For 
quantitative inquiries it is possible, therefore, to make 
more progress with this formula than with any other. 
M . V corresponds, more or less, to the volume of 
Bank Clearings' and M-to the volume of Deposits; 
for both of which figures are available, so t4a.t the 
value of V can be deduced. 
Il~ess, on the other hand, is to be found in 

the other side of it, namely p •. T. For n~ P. 
nor T corresponds to the quantiti.lltl in WhiCh weare 
likerrw.b~dTonhe~WIUUJ.k6s. p. 18 not 
the Purchasing Power-of ~oney and T is not the 
Volume of Output.) Professor Fisher has not, indeed, 
been oblivious to these defects, but he has not; I ' 
think, rated them as high as he should. Nor do the 
approximations which he has employed for their 
evaluation co=a.nd confidence. .For example he 
tried to arrive at p. by combining the Wholesale 
Standard, the Wa.ges Standard, and an index of 
forty stocks, giving a weight of 30 to the firSt, of 1 
to the second and of 3 to the third. This, of course, 

, H we ohOOl8 to distiDguioh between 14 the vol1llll8 of oaah in oiioolation 
and 14' the vol1llll8 of hank.depoeill, V and V' being their lO8peotive 
velocities of oiroulation, we reaoh the formula 

P •• T=M. V+14'. V'. 
• The", Is a Blight ambiguity about the meaniDg of the BJ[preooion BanI: 

C/aui"ll8 aooording to whether it inoludee intema1 oloa.ringa within • bank 
or onl1 oloaringo, whioh paso through the o1earing hoUBB, between di1Ierent'· 
benb. For the porpoaoo of thiIo argument it iIJ nBOM8&!Y thet Banl 
Cktrn..". should be interpreted in the wider 0BIlBe. But in Great Britain 
oar eta.tieti08 have rela.ted hitherto only to the narrower I8DSe, though the 
English Cleariug Banb have now agreed to publish the aggregate of their 
debits as woll as of their oloa.ringa, beginning with Janua.ry 1930. In the 
UDited Btateo, where otatiotioa have been available (in ..... nt yean) for tho 
volume of oloa.ringa in both 8enaes, a aepamte terminology baa been adopted, 
the exprooainn Bani: CI<ari"ll' being uoed for the narrower .. nee only and 
the expreuion Bank Dt.biN for the wider 88D88. 
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represented pioneer work. We could calculate a 
more accurate PI now; which Mr. Snyder has en
deavoured to do. But the more accurately we cal
culate p .. the clearer does it become what a hotch
potch standard the Cash-transactions Standard i!HHl.d 

,]row unr~~ to the Purch~ Power of 
··Money. 

It\. further objection to the Fisher Equation,)par
ticularly in its application to British banking statistics, 
tis to be found in its ne~Qting ~ ~~~ ~xplic.it account 
of the distinction between-Casli-depoaits and..Sa.:tdngs
d~Oalts and of the nsIL,OLov.erdraft. facjJjties.) Im
p Cl Y fluctuatIOns ill these factors can be allowed for 
by variations in the velocity of circulation. But, from 
the standpoint of qualitative analysis, this fails to put 
ns on the right track for discovering what sort of 
circumstances will change the velocity of circulation. 
I should add, however, that this objection may be 
less applicable to American banking statistics. For 
American statistics distinguish between Time-deposits 
and Demand-deposits (and it is the latter only which 
Professor Fisher includes in his M), which corresponds 
roughly to the distinction between Savings-deposits 
and Cash-deposits; whilst overdraft facilities may 
play a lesser part in America in economising the 
holding of cash. 

In any case it is not difficult to remedy this defect ; 
and it may be worth while to do so, as follows: 

(1) Let w = the proportion of Cash-deposits to 
Total deposits, 

so that Mw = the volume of Cash-deposits 
and M(l - w) ~ the volume of Savings-deposits. 

(2) Let vi = the proportion of unnsed overdraft 
facilities to the Cash-deposits, 

so that Mww' = the unnsed overdraft facilities, 
and Mw(l + vi) = the total volume of cash facilities. 
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(3) Let V = the velocity of circulation of the 
Cash-dep08its, i.e. the ratio of the 
total volume of money payments 
to the total volume of Cash:; 
deposits, and V' = the velocity of 
circulation of cash-facilities, 

so that B=MYw=MY'w(l+w'), where-B is 
the total turnover of cash trans
actions. 

Then we have 
P.T= B =MYw=MV'w(l+w') 

MY MY' 
or p. = TW=Tw(l+w'). 

This equation, like the Fisher Equation, is merely 
an amplification of the statement that the tota..!.J;a,al!. 
~ilities ~1fl!iP~y; their yelgc~ ciwl!J.ation 
eqUal tTieoank clearIlJ88. 

W liere tliere are no overdraft facilities and 
no savings-deposits, i.e. where w = 1 and ill' =0, 

equation (ll.) reduces to the form p. = ~, which is 

identical with the Fisher equation. 
Where there are no deposits and nothing but over

drafts, i.e. where M = 0, it reduces to the form 
M'V' .' 

p •. = ""'1." where M' is the volume of unused overdraft 

facilities. 

(iv.) THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE "CAM
BRIDGE" AND THE "FIsHER" EQUATIONS 

We have seen in Chapter 6 (pp. 76-78) that the 
relative importance of di1Ierent articles of exchange is 
not necessarily. the same in respect of the volume of 
cheque transactions to which they give rise as in . 
respect of the balances which they cause to be ~eld. 
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That is to say, \the Cash-balances Price-level, which 
we have designated PI' is not identical with the Cash
transactions Price-level, which we have designated PI') 
This is evident when we remember that the date and 
the amount of some types of cheque transactions can 
be foreseen or can be provided against more accurately 
than others, so that of two cheque transactions of 
equal amount one may have led to a greater amount (in 
time multiplied by quantity) of anticipatory holding of 
cash-balances than the other. Furthermore the price 
quotations appropriate to the former index are not 
the same as those appropriate to the latter, inasmuch 
as the price-quotations which affect the face-value of 
the cheques being cleared at any time relate on the 
average to an earlier date than the price-quotations 
which affect the amount of cash-balances required to 
be held. This point is particularly important when 
prices are changing. Thus when prices are falling, 
the proportion PI to p. will be lowered. Under 
stable conditions, however, the proportion will be a 
more or less constant one. 

,Now Quantity Equations of the" Cambridge" 
type lead up, as we have seen, to the Cash-balances 
Price-level, whilst Equations of the "Fisher" type 
lead up to the Cash-transactions Price-level.) Thus 
the relationship._~ .. e~eel!. the. two types of Equation is 
the sl\uuul§.]lit"~!.l~!l ~l,J.e_two Pri~.-

Let us write PI-p •• !; so that we have 
M MY 

PI=C=p··!=y·w., 

Thus if we define the Price-level by reference to the 
quantity of money in demand, rather than by reference 
to the quantity of money turnover or cash-transactions 
(as Professor Irving Fisher has done), we have to intro
duce this additional element f, representing the pro
portion of PI to Po. into the final result of the "Fisher" 
Equation. It is particularly important not to over-
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look this element, since otherwise we may fail to allow 
. for the fact that p. does not relate to the set of prices 

prevailing at the moment, but to the set prevailing at 
some previous date when the transactions, which are 
being completed to-day, were being initiated. Thus, 
in so far as the volume of balances held looks further 
ahead than to-day's cheque transactions, the velocity 
of circulation will, when prices are rising, i.B. when f 
is greater thq,n its normal value, be somewhat less 
than its normal value. . 

Nevertheless, p. itself, f.B. the Price-level which 
determines the amount of the demand for Cash
Balances, will also relate to dates earlier. on the 
average than to-day; for it will be more influenced 
by the volume of cash transactions at the moment and 
in near prospect than by the volume at the more 
remote date when to-day's price quotations for new 
transactions will be materialising in cash paymenta. 
For this reason a given quantity of money will, during 
a period of rapidly rising prices, support a higher price
level than will be possible when p. and p. have fully 
overcome the time-lag (greater in the case of p. than 
of p.) and are restored to their normal relationship to 
current prices. -

(v.) THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE "FIsHER" 
EQUATION AND THE FUNDAMENTAL EQUATIONS 
OJ!' CHAPTER 10 

Since (in the notation of Chapter 10) 

P
M wV,(V. - V) I'-S 

=0' VI-V.' +~ .. 
and since 

it follows that 
P P T V,(V. - V) I' - S 

= •• 0 . V(V. - V,) +-,r-' 
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I do not know that'this equation is worth much. 
But it is interesting as showing what variables have 
to be introduced in order to bring P and p. into a 
definite relatioD1!hip with one another. 



BOOK IV 

THE DYNAMIa:; OF THE PRICE-LEVEL 



CHAPTER 15 

THE Il'IDUSTlI.IAL CIBCULATION AND THE 
PlNANCIAL CIBCULATION 

(i.) hmUSTRY AND FINANCE DISTIlIJGUISlIlID 
AND DEPINED 

<WK mUBt now devote om:selves to the analysis of the 
factors which tend to bring about changes in the 
value of money and to their mode of operation.) 

,For this purpose it is necessary to make yet a 
further classification cutting, to a certain extent, &ClOI!II 

our division of the total quantity of rn~ (in Chapter 
3) into ~ell!lllita, the B118iness-de.:e!!!ita and 
the Sa . e ·ta,-namely a divisioiibetween the 
deposita or the purposes of Industry, which we 
shall call the I~Wn, and those used 
for the purposes of Finance, which we shall call the 
Fina~. 
B~ry we mean the business of maintaining 

the nofmal process of cm:rent output, distribution and -
exchange and paying the factors of production their 
incomes· for the various duties which they perform 
from the first beginning of 'production to the final 
satisfaction of the conSumer. By f1f:i'l1Dfl, on the other 
hand, we mean the business of lio and exchanging 
existing titles to wealth (other than exchanges result
ing from the specis.lisation of industry), including 
Stock Exchange and Money Market transactions, 
speculation and the process of conveying cm:rent 
savings and profits into the hands of entrepreneurs.: 

l!43 
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Each of these two branches of Business utilises a 
certain part of the total stock of money. Broadly 
speaking, Industry requires the use of the Income
deposits and of a part of the Business-deposits, which 
we will call Business-deposits A; whilst Finance re
quires the use of the Savings-deposits and of the re
mainder of the Business-deposits, which we will call 
Business-deposits B. Thus the sum of the two former 
is the Industrial Circulation and the sum of the two 
latter the Financial Circulation. Since we shall argue 
that the absolute variability of the Business-deposits 
B is, as a rule, only a small proportion' of the total 
quantity of money, this being a consequence of their 

". very high velocity, changes in the Cash-deposits (i.e. 
Income-deposits plus Business-deposits) are generally 
a good index of changes in the Industrial Circulation; 
and, similarly, changes in the Savings-deposits of 
changes in the Financial Circulation-which fortu
nately brings us back to classes of deposits of the 
magnitude of which we have in practice moderately 
good statistical indications. I 

(ii.) FACTORS DETERMINING THE VOLUME OP THE 
INDUSTRIAL CmcutiTION 

, Since M, V, - E, the amount of money M, required 
for the Income-deposits depends partly on E, the 
volume of income, and partly on V" the velocity 
of the Income-deposits; and since E - W,O, E 
depends on W" the money-rate of efficiency-earnings, 
and 0, the volume of output. I The causes which 
determine the variability of VI we shall consider in 
detail in VoL ii. Chapter 24. 

As regards the Business-deposits A. it is evident 
in thUiIl!t place that the volume of a part of them 
tend!! to move much in the aame way as that of the 
Income-deposits.) For the Income-deposits are con
stantly flowing into the Business-deposits through 
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purchases of goods and out again through payment of 
wages. Those parts of the Business-deposits which -
represent the proceeds of sales to consumers and the 
remuneration of the faCtors of production must, there,
fore, bear the same proportion to the Income-depositS 
as the ,velocity of the latter (VI) bears to that of the . 
former (VI)" so that the two fluctuate together 80 long 
as the ratio of their velocities is unchanged. • • 

(In the ~ place} the prices of unfinished goods 
(i.e. of workiIig capital) will in conditions of equilibrium 
reflect the prices of finished goods.. Fw:ther, the costs" 
of production, and therefore the prices, of fixed capital 
goods will, in equilibrium, also move with the moneY'
rate of efficiency-earnings in the same waY-]18 the 
prices of other goods. Moreover, the relation between 
the volume of these transactions and the volume of 
output will be mJIch the same as in the case of the 
Income-deposits. f Thus the I),uantity of that part of 
the Business-deposits which 18 required for the ex- . 
change of unfinished goods and of newly finished fixed 
capital-goods between entrepreneurs will also tend in 
these conditions to vary in the same proportion as dg.· 
the Income-deposits. \ " ' 

(But there remain/certain reasons why the amount 
of the Business-deposits A can vary diJlerently from 
that of the Income-deposits, namely.: ) . 

(a) The comparative importsnceof diJlerent articles 
for the Income-deposits and the Business-deposit& 
respectively varies considerably-i.e.-they are diJler, 
ently .. weighted "; so that changes in relati'1J6 prices 
are liable to upset the ratio between the two classes 
of deposits. For the same reason the ratio may be 
upset by a change in the character of production. " 

(b) An &8Bumption of stability in the ratio between 
the velocities of the Income-deposits and of the 
Business-deposits A respectively is not reliable. The 
latter is not tied down to a measure of stability, as' 
the former is, by the regularity in the dates of pay-
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ment which generally characterises the disbursement 
of wages and salaries. 

The evidence, which we shall consider in Chapter,-
24, indicates that V .. the velocity of the Businesi!-,.-
deposits as a whole, is highly variable. Although" 
this variability may often be due, in major part, not 
to changes in the velocities of Business-deposits A 
and of Business-deposits B, but to changes in the 
proportionate distribution of the total Business
deposits between A and B, nevertheless there can be 
no doubt that there are also short-period fluctuations 
of some magnitude in the velocity of the Business
deposits due to variations in the amount of sacrifice 
involved in holding balances, as well as to other causes. 
For when business is active and the cost of borrowing 
high, firms will tend to economise in the amount of 
Business-deposits A which they keep. Moreover, when 
real-incomes are falling through a decline in employ
ment, the public may endeavour for a time to mam
tain their standard of life by reducing their Income
deposits, thus increasing the velocity VI at a time 
when V. is likely to be decreasing; though apart from 
changes due to a distrust of the currency, which can, 
as we know, be catastrophic, I incline to the opinion 
that the short-period fluctuations of VI are inconsider
able.1 In any case, VI and V. may show dillerent 
trends over long periods, due to progressive changes 
in business habits or in the character of production. 

(c) Thirdly, the Business-deposits A and the PriCe
level appropriate to them may be influenced by the 
emergence of Profit or Loss, which, in some circum
stances, can affect price-levels and the re<J.uirements 
of the monetary circulation out of proportion to the 
change, if any, in the volume of the Income-deposits. 

Nevertheless, the requirements of the monetary 
circulation will be much less affected by a given change 

, The variability of the .. eIocitioo of oirca/atiou io • mati« to .. hich .... 
• haII ntum in cIetoiI in Chapt .. 24. 
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of price arising in this way than by an equal change 
due to a rise in the rate of efficiency-earnings. This .t. is particularly the case where the profits are emerging 

T in respect of a rise in the price of working capital which 
.. has not yet communicated itself to finished con

sumption-goods. We can conveniently call this state 
of afiairs Oommodity Speculation, meaning by this 
movements m the pnces of goods in process of pro
duction which are not yet reflected in the purchasing 
power of money. ..For fluctuations in the price of 
Working Capital, of which the index-number of raw' 
materials at wholeslJ.le may be taken as fairly repre
sentative, may be supported by expectations as to the 
prices which will be obtained on the re-sale of the goods 
at a subsequent date either in the same or in a more 
finished form. ThUB for a time, the length of which 
will be determined by the duration of productive 
processes and the cost of c8.rrying stocks, the risll. in 
the wholesale standard can be sustained without a 
corresponding rise in the consumption stand!l-rd. ' 

It follows that a speculative rise in the wholbaI.e 
standard, Unaccompanied by a rise in the consumption 
standard, is particularly unlikely to be held back by Ii. 
shortage in the quantity of money. Moreover, there is 
a further time-lag between the price-rise and the de: 
mand for money, in that'the current price-quotati\lns 
reflect the prices at which contracts for future com
pletion are now oeing entered into; so that it is not' 
until the date of completion that the higher prices will 
call for increased Business~deposits. If, indeed, the _ 
speculative movement is not supported in due course 
by a rise in the consumption standard, it is not likely 
to survive for long. For in this case the expectations 
on which it was based will have been disappointed. 
Nevertheless the time which elapses before the re
action may be ,quite substantial; and during this 
interval the movements of the wholesale standard 
and of that part of the Business-deposits which telate ' 
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to transactions in working capital will be more or less 
divorced not only from those of the Income-deposits 
but also from those of the consumption standard. 

For these various reasons the changes in the volume 
JOf the Industrial Circulation as a whole will not cor

respond accurately to changes in the volume of the 
Income-deposits. Nevertheless, in the main the volume 
of the Industrial Circulation-though it is also in
tluenced to a certain extent by changes in the char
acter of production, in the habits of the public and of 
the business world, and in the sacrifice involved in 
keeping resources in the form of money-will vary 
with E, the aggregate of money incomes, i.e. with the 
volume and cost of production of current output. 

(iii.) FACTORS DETERMINING THE VOLUME 011' THE 
FINANCIAL CmCULATION 

The amount of money required for the purposes 
of Finance, which we call the Financial Circulation, 
is, however, determined by quite a difierent set of 
considerations. In this case, also, the amount of 
Business-deposits B required to look after financial 
business depends-apart from possible variations in 
the velocity of these deposits-on the volume of 
trading x the average value of the instruments traded. 
But the volume of trading in financial instruments, 
i.e. the activity of financial business, is not only highly 
variable but has no close connection with the volume 
of output whether of capital-goods or of consumption
goods; for the current output of fixed capital is small 
compared with the existing stock of wealth, which in 
the present context we will call the volume of Becuritie8 
(excluding from this liquid claims on cash); and the 
activity with which these securities are being passed 
round from hand to hand does not depend on the rate 
at which they are being added to. Thus in a modem 
Stock-Exchange-equipped community the turnover of 
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currently produced fixed capital is quite a small pro
. portion of the total turnover of securities. 

Nor does the price of existing securities depend at 
all closely over short periods either on the cost of 
production or on the price of new fixed capital. For 
existing securities largely consist of properties whic~ 
cannot be· quickly reproduced, of natural resources 
which cannot be reproduced at all, and of the capitalised 
value of future income anticipated from the possession 
of quasi-monopolies or peculiar advantages of one kind 
or another. The invgstmept boom in the United. 
States in 1929 was a good example of an enormous rise 
urtli6 prtce of securities as a whole which was nOt" 
a.ccom:plI.Ilie by"iny rISe at all in the price of the cur-·· 
rent output of new fixed capital. Furthermore, the 
values of the two categories of wealth traded, namely 
Loan Capital (e.g. bonds) and Real Capital (e.g. shares), 
will not infrequently move in opposite directions, thus 
partially compensating one another. 

The fact of the financial turnover varying in
dependently from the industrial turnover is not, how
ever. of so much practical importance as might have 
been expected. For the velocity of the Business
deposits B is so very high-as a result of the great 
development of devices for economising the use of cash 
by Stock Exchange clearings and the like-that the 
absoltt.t6 amount of the variations in the volume of 
money so employed cannot ordinarily be very great. 

The main variation in the total demand for money 
for financial purposes arises, therefore, in quite a 
difierent way, namely in the volume of the Savings
deposits. 

The existence of Savings-deposits is an indication 
that there are persons who prefer to keep their re
sources in the form of claims on money of a liquid 
character realisable at short notice. On the other 
hand, there is another class of persons who borrow 
from the banks in order to finance a larger holding 
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of securities than they can carry with their own 
resources. 

These Savings-deposits fall into two categories. 
They include, as a rule, a substantial stable sub
stratum of Savings-deposits which are not held because 
the holder of them takes a view adverse to the pros
pects of the money-value of securities, but for one or 
other of the personal reasons enumerated in Chapter 
3 ;-there are owners of wealth, that is to say, who 
permanently prefer to hold Savings-deposits in prefer
ence to securities. Since, however, the amount of this 
kind of Savings-deposits is likely to change slowly, any 
rapid change in the total of the Savings-deposits is apt 
to indicate that there is a chan~e in the second category. 

Let us call the two categones of Savings-deposits A 
and B respectively. 

The second category of Savings-deposits com
prise what, in language borrowed from the Stock
Exchange, we will call the "bear" position,-in
eluding, however, as bears not 'OiiI',Yi'hose who have 
sold securities "short", i.e. have sold securities 
which they do not oWn, but also those who would 
normally be holders of securities but prefer for the 
time being to hold liquid claims on cash in the form 
of Savings-deposits. ~r ", that is to say, is one 
who prefers at the moment to avoid securities and 
lend cash, and corr~ondingly ~ " is one who 
prefers to hold securities and borrow cash-the former . 
anticipating that securities will fall in cash-value and 
the latter that they will rise. 

Now when bullish sentiment is on the increase, 
there will be a tendency for the savings-depOsita to 
fall. The amount of this fall will depend upon how 
completely the rise in security-prices relatively to 
the short-term rates of interest ofisets the bullishness 
of sentiment. There will be a level of security
prices which on the average of opinion just balances 
the bullishness, so that the volume of savings-deposita 
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is unchanged. And if security-prices go still higher 
. than this, then the volume of savings-deposits will 

be a.ctua1ly increased. But (apart from compensating 
variations in the requirements of the Industrial 
Circulation) the volume of savings-deposits can only 
be maintained or increased in £ace of an increase of 
bullish sentiment, if the banking system directly 
brings about the rise in security-prices by itself 
buying securities or if it takes advantage of -the 
fact that dijJfM'etWe8 of opinion exist between different 
sections of the public 80 that, if one section is tempted 
by easy credit to borrow for the pmpose of buying 
securities speculatively, security-prices can be raised 
to a level at which another section of the public will 
prefer savings-deposits. Thus the actual level. of 
security-prices is, as- we have seen in Chapter 10, the. 
resultant of the degree of bullishness of opinion and of 
the behaviour of the banking system. . -

It follows that any abnormal fall" in the Savings
deJK?Sits, accompanied by a rise of security-prices, will -:! 
probably indicate a oonsen8U8 of opinion in favour of _ 
securities as ~ainst cash due to a bullishness of senti
ment which 18 insufficiently o1Iset by the rise· in 
security-prices; whilst an abnormal rise in the same
circumstances may indicate a dijJfM'eTI.Ce of opinion as 
to the prospects of securities, the party on the" bull .. 
tack in efIect buying securities and borrowing money 

• tJid the banlcing system from the party on the "bear'~ 
tack; such as appeared to exist OD. a large scale---.to 
give an example-in the United States in 1928 and 
1929. Thus during the Wall Street boom of 1929 
attention was rightly paid to increases and decreases 
in the volume of .. brokers' loans"; for an increase 
meant that the rise of security-prices had gone still. 
further beyond the point at which it would be just" 
enough to o1Iset the bullishness of average sentiment, 
in the sense that it had led to an increase in the 
.. bear" position. 
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In modem conditions, both in Great Britain and 
in the United States, the total "bear" position 
can, of course, much exceed the amount of Savings
deposits B, since professional investors have other, 
and generally more profitable, means of lending 
" bear" funds a~ainst liquid claims on cash than 
through the Banking System, e.g. by buying Treasury 
Bills and by direct loans to the Money Market and 
the Stock Exchange; and in addition there are those 
transactions of bears who have sold what they do not 
own, which are directly offset against the transactions 
of bulls who " carry-over" what they have bought. 
Nevertheless the fluctuations in the amount of Savings
deposits B-including in this fluctuations in the de
posits of industrial firms which are carrying less or 
more working capital than usual on account of a dis
trust of or confidence in the prospects, and also of the 
deposits of institutions which have thought it wise to 
take advantage of " bull " activity to raise funds br 
the sale of securities, new or old, in advance of their 
actual needs-are capable of being important. Thus 
the fluctuations in Savings-deposits B are probably 
the most important element of variability in the 
demand for money due to Finance. 

The total amount of the Financial Circulation 
depends, therefore, partly on the activity of transac
tions but mainly on the magnitude of the "bear" 
position-both of these things being likely to be phe
nomena of rapidly changing prices rather than of an 
absolutely high or low level. 

Now, whilst; a tendency of the Savings-deposits 
(M.) to increase or decrease is an indicatic.ill of an 
increase or decrease of the "bear" position, there 
are altogether . ~OUl JWl!ible ~ of specula.tive 
markets: -' 

(i.) A " bull " market with a consensus of opinion, 
i.e. security-prices rising but insufficiently so that 
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M. is falling, and .. bears" are closing their positions 
on a rising market. 

(ii.) A .. bull " market with a division of opinion, 
i.e. security-prices rising more than sufficiently so that 
M. is rising, and .. bears" are increasing their positionS 
on a rising market. ' 

(iii.) A .. bear " market with a division of opinion, 
i.e. security-prices falling more than sufficiently so 
that M. is falling, and .. bears" are closing their posi" 
tions on a falling market. 

(iv.) A·" bear" market with a consensus of opinion, 
i.e. securityl,rices falling insufficiently so that M. is 
rising, and ' bears". are increasing their positions oll 
a falling market. 

Since an increase in the Savings-deposits, not 
balanced by an increase in the total assets of the Banks 
of an amount equal to this increase, will diminish the' 
amount of money available for the Industrial Circula
tion, it folloWB that, failing compensatory action by 
the Banki.nJt System, speculations of type (i.) and type 
(iii.) both have the same effect on'Industry as an 
increase in the supply of money, whilst those of 
type (ii.) and type (iv.) both have the same effect as 
a decrease in the supply of money. , 

On the other hand, when security-prices are rising, 
this is likely-in general but not necessarily-to stimu
late a rise in P', the price-level of new investment, 
and when security-prices are falling, the opposite is 
likely to be the case. Accordingly speculationS of 
type (i.) tend to reduce the purchasing power of money 
on both headings, since by increasing the supply of . 
money for the Industrial Circulation they allow in7 
creased investment, and by raising P' they increase 
the attractiveness of investment. Similarly, those of 
type (iv.) tend to raise the purchasing power of money; -
on both headings. But those of tr.f.es (ii.) and (iii.) 
pull in opposite directions; type (ri.), for instance, • 
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increases the attractiveness of new investment, but at 
the same time diminishes, other things being 'equal, 
the supply of money for the Industrial Circulation. 

~ 
We conclude, therefore, that changes in the financial 

situation are capable of causing changes in the value 
-./ f money in two ways ... J.'hey have the effect of altering 

~he quantity of money available for the Industrial 
~culation ;.Jlolld they may have the effect of altering 
~he attractiveness of Investment. Thus, unless the 
fust effect is balanced by a change in the total quan
tity of money and the latter by a change in the terms 
of lending, an instability in the price-level of current 
output will result. 

The awkwardness is that the two possible effects 
of a given change in the financial situation do not 

" necessarily pull in the same direction. Perhaps, 
therefore, we may be permitted at this point (in 
anticipation of topics which belong more properly to 
Vol. ii.) an obiter dictum on the duty of a Central 
Bank which is endeavouring so to manage the mone
tary situation as to preserve a stable price-level of cur
rent output. 

The dilemma before. it-to take type (ii.) as our 
illustration-is as follows. If the Bank increases the 
volume of Bank-money so as to avoid any risk of the 
Financial Circulation stealing resources from the 
Industrial Circulation, it will encourage the .. bull " 
market to continue, with every probability of a rising 
value of P' which will lead to over-investment later 
on; whereas if it refuses to increase the volume of 
Bank-money, it may so diminish the amount of 
money available for Industry, or so enhance tlie rate 
of interest at which it is available, as to have an 
immediately deflationary tendency. 

The solution lies-so far as the stability of purchas
ing power is concerned-in letting both Finance and 
Industry have all the money they want, but at a rate 

• of interest which in its effect on the rate of fleW 
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investment (relatively to saving) exactly balances the 
. effect of bullish sentiment. To diagnose the position 
precisely at every stage and to achieve this exact 
balance may sometimes be, however, beyond the wits 
of man. Moreover it may happen in practice that a 
rate of interest high enough to avoid future over
investment has the result of reducing present output 
below the optimum ;-though I think this can only 
occur through inaccurate forecasting. or from the 
difficulties of changing over from one type of output 
to another. In this event some disturbance to stability 
may be inevitable. For there is then no way out 
except what has sometimes been attempted both in 
Great Britain and in the United States. though with 
dubious success. namely to discriminate in the terms .. 
of lending (either in the rate charged or by rationing 
the amount lent) between financial and industrial 
borrowers. If the terms of lending to both categories 
of borrowers have to be nearly identical. then. given 
inaccurate forecasting by certain purchasers of securi
ties, it may be that. a rate of interest high enough 
to avoid prospective over-investment is calculated to 
produce present unemployment. 

We are left, therefore, with the broad. conclusion 
that the stability of purchasing power and of output 
requires that the total deposits should be allowed 
to rise and fa.Il pari passu with any changes in the 
volume of the Savings-deposits; but that the terms 
of lending should be adjusted-to the extent that this 
is practically pOBBiblll--M as to balance the effect of 
bullish or bearish sentiment in the financial markets 
on the rate of new investment. 

In the long run the value of securities is entirely 
derivative from the value of consumption-goods. It 
depends on the expectation as to the value of the 
amount of liquid consumption-goods which the securi
ties· will, dirt',ctly or indirectly. yield, modified by 
reference to the risk and uncertainty of this expecta-
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tion, and multiplied by the number of years' purchase 
corresponding to the current rate of interest for 
capital of the duration in question; and where the 
goods represented by the securities are capable of 
being reproduced, the anticipated value of the con
sumption-goods yielded by the capital-goods will be 
influenced by the cost of production of the capital
goods in question, since this affects the prospective 
supply of such goods_ 

But in the very short run, it depends on opinion 
largely uncontrolled by any present monetary factors. 
A higher value for securities is not immediately 
checked by monetary factors in the way that a similar 
enhancement of the prices of currently consumed goods 
would be checked by lack of sufficient income to 
purchase them. For we have seen that the amount 
of Business-deposits B required to transact financial 
business depends at least as much on the activity of 
markets as on the average value of the instruments 
traded, and also that on account of their very high 
velocity of circulation any necessary increase in them 
is easily supplied without much effect on the supply of 
money for other purposes; with the result that we 
cannot rely on this for a check. 

Accordingly opinion has a dominating influence 
on the position to a degree which does not apply in 
the case of the quantity of money required to look 
after a given wages-bill. If everyone agrees that 
securities are worth more, and if everyone is a " bull " 
in the sense of preferring securities at a rising price 
to increasing their Savings-deposits, there is no limit 
to the rise in price of securities and no effecti7e check 
arises from a shortage of money. 

Nevertheless, as soon as the price of securities 
has risen high enough, relatively to the short-term 
rate of interest, to occasion a difference of opinion 
as to the prospects, a "bear" position will develop, 
and some people will begin to increase their Savings-
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deposits either out of their cmrent 8&vings or out of 
their cmrent profits or by selling securities previously 
held. Thus in proportion 88 the prevailing opinion 
comes to seem uure880nable to more cautious people, 
the .. other view" will tend to develop, with the 
result of an increase in the" bear " p08ition-which 
does bring into existence a monetary factor, though 
one which is CtlITecti'1J6 only in a .. bull " market---
88 described above. 

Finally, if the value of existing securities of a 
kind which are capable of being reproduced comes to 
difier from the cmrent cost of production, this will, by 
stimulating or retarding new investment, bring into 
operation certain other monetary factors in a manner 
to be elaborated in subsequent chapters. 

I should 8&Y, therefore, that a Currency Authority 
h88 no direct concern with the level of value of existing 
securities, 88 detennined by opinion, but that it h88 an 
importsnt indirect concern if the level of value of ex
isting securities is calculated to stimulate new invest-' 
ment to outrun 8&ving, or contrariwise. For example, a 
boom in land values or a revaluation of the equities of 
monopolies, entirely dissociated from any excessive 
stimulus to new investment, should not divert a 
Currency Authority from keeping the terms of lending 
and the total supply of money at such a level 88 to 
leave over, after8&tisfying the Financial Circulation, the 
optimum amount for the Industrial Circulation (so far 
88 this is compatible with the preservation of external 
equilibrium where our system is not a closed one). 

(

The main criterion for interference with a .. bull .. or a 
" bear" financial market should be, that is to 8&Y, the 
probable reactions of this financial situation on the 
prospective equilibrium between 8&vings and new 
investment. 

VOL. I 



CHAPTER 16 

A CLASSIFICATION OF THE CAUSES OF A 
DISEQUILIBRIUM OF PURCHASING POWER 

'ASSUME a state of equilibrium in which the price-level \ 
correspoiias to the cost of production, profits are zero, 
the cost of investment is equal to that of saving, and 
(if we are dealing with a member of an international 
system) the rate of foreign lending.is equal to the 
foreign balance. Assume also-if our community is 
·a progressive one-that the supply of money is being 
increased at the same steady rate as that of general 
output,- e.g. (say) 3 per cent per annum. In what 
way can this state of equilibrium be upset' . 

It follows from the Fundamental Equation of 
Chapter 10, 

E 1-8 
ll=O+O' 

that the price-leyel of Ontput..Ja....:wholly ~d 
by the threefactors: (LV, the volume of money
~rs of prOduction, (ii.).()(the volume 
of current output, and (iii.) :( .,g, the relation between 
the volume of saving and tlle value of investment,> 
Changes can only be efiected, therefore, through one 
or other or all of these fundamental factors. . 

IBearing this in mind, we can best classify the 
possible initi~~"'pj distw:bance under three 
heaas, whicn we may call respectively changes due to 

'}.. Monetary Facto!-influen~ the effective supply_~ 
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mo~ey for income P!!!llQ!!es, chang~_du~_ to Investment or 
FiCtors, and changes due to Industrial Factors inltu-1!t 
encing the volume of output and the demand for montly 
for income pwposesJ 

1. Changes due to MoneI4ry Factor8 

A state of disequilibrium may be said to have been 
initiated by monetary factors, if we have: 

(i.) A change in the total quantity of money-· 
which does not correspond to the secular 
trend in general economic activity; or 

(ii:) A change in the proportion of -the total 
quantity of money needed to satisfy the re
quirements of Finance (i.e: the Financial 
Circulation), due to a change of financial 
sentiment or activity or. of financial values . 
relatively to the price-level of output; or . 

(iii.) A change in the requirements of the Industrial 
Circulation, owing to a change in the velocity 
of the Ineome-deposits or of the Business
deposits A or in the turnover of the Industrial 
Circulation corresponding to a given volume 
of Earnings, due to a change in the habits and 
methods of the public or of the business 
world or to a change in the character (as 
distinct from the volume) of output. 

Changes of any of these types mean that the supply , 
of money available to entrepreneurs is no longer in 
equilibrium with the amount required by them to 
maintain the current income and output of the Factors 
of Production at their existing level. There will, 
therefore, be a tendency for a series of changes and· 
adjustments to take place, of which a disturbance of .. 
the rate of investment is likely, as we shall see, to be. ' 
the fir\lt stage. 
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.II. ChartgetJ due to InvetJtment FacttYrs 
The market-rate of interest may come ttl diverge 
fr~t~on account of: 

A. A change.J.n....the market;"rate, resulting from 
altered conditions in the loan market due to a 
cha~ Monetary Factors, uncompensated 
by a change in-uie natural-rate. 

B. A change in the. Ilatural-rate. occasioned by a 
clrange ill the attractiveness of Inv~t or 
in that of Savin.g, uncompensated by a change 
in the ma~rate ; 

C. A change in the..1llarket-ra.te, occasioned by the 
necessity of maintaining equilibrium between 
the rate ot Foreign Lending and the Fo~ign 
Balance~ uricompensated_1?Y- a change in ~he 
natural-rate. - -------" III. ChartgetJ due to 11!dustriaZ FacttYr8 

There may be a change in the quantity of money 
demanded by entrepreneurs for the Industrial Circula
tion due to a change-away from the secular trend 
which we 4ve already allowed for in our hypothetical 
conditions of equilibrium-in the volume of Current 
Output or to a change in ita Cost of Production, due 
either to an "induced" or to a "spontaneous" change 
(see p. 166 above) in the rate of earnings. 

These difierent types of disturbance can exist simul
taneously with one another and they can tend to pro
duce one another; but they are independent in the sense 
that their effects are superposable, the effect of one 
aggravating or counterbalancing the effect of another. -

(Now it is the argument of this Treatise that dis
turbances to the pre-existing position of equilibrium 
due to changes of Type L normally work themselves 
out via changes of Type II.; that disturbances due 
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to changes of Type II., whether of category ..4., B, or 
. 0, tend to work themselves out cia changes of Type 

III.,-though changes of Type II. B may also set up 
changes of. Type I.; and that changes of Type III. 
finally establish a new position of equilibrium after a 
series of oscillations caused by their reacting on and 
interacting with a further series of changes of Type Ib 

We will deal in some detail with these various 
types of disturbance in the following chapters. 
Changes of Type II. B, and .changes of Type II. 0 
where the externs.l disequilibrium is due to changes 
either at home or abroad of Type II. B, and not of 
Type II . ..4., correspond. I think, to what is usually 
discussed under the designation of the Oredit Oycle. 
We shall see that there is a certain appropriateness 
in this description, because in this case we . have 
an oscillation about an unchanged position of equi
librium and not a transition from one position of equi
librium to another. On the other hand. the oscillation 
is not necessarily of a strictly cyclical type, and its 
characteristics shade off into the not very dissimilar 
characteristics of the oscillations which attend any 
monetary change, including a transition from one 
position of equilibrium to another. • 

Spontaneous changes of . Type III. need not be 
separately discussed. because when they occur their . 
subsequent history will be the same as that of similar 
changes caused bl prior changes of one of the other 
types.. . 

Nor do we need to introduce Olumges due to 
Financial F aclof'8 as a separate type, since these, as 
we have seen in the previous chapter, operate either 
cia Type I. above by modifying the supply of money 
available for the Industrial Circulation, or cia Type II. 
by modifying the attractiveness of new Investment or 
of Saving. . 



CHAPTER 17 

CHANGES DUE TO MONETARY FACTORS 

c IT does not make much difference to the subsequent 
course of the argument whether the balance between 
the demand and supply of money for the Industrial 
Circulation is changed as a result of a change in the 
total supply of money or of a change in the require
ments of the Financial Circulation, or of a change 
in the requirements of the Industrial Circulation 
relatively to the value of output, or of a cha~e in the 
volume of Incomes.) For example, if the requirements 
of the Industrial Circulation are falling relatively to 
the value of output, this means that entrepreneurs are 
getting back against current sales more money than 
they require to maintain output at the existing bill of 
costs, so that the Banking System finds itself with re
dundant lending power at the old equilibrium, just as 
it would if the total supply of money had been aug
mented. . It will be sufficient, therefore, to consider 
t~e case of a change in the total supply of money oJ 

(i.) THE INDUSTRIAL CoNSEQUENCES OF A 
CluNGED SUPPLY OF MONEY 

('By what route will the injection of an increased 
quantity of money into the monetary system, or a 
withdrawal of money from it, bring about a new 
equilibrium at a changed price-level !)_ 

I SinCe the injection of an increased quantity of 
cash (using this word to include Central Bank reserves) 

262 
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into the monetary system will increase the reserve
resources of the member banks, it will, for reasons 
already explained; render the latter more willing. 
lenders on easier terms> that is to say, the new 
money stimulates the banks to put resources at 
the disposal of those borrowers who are ready to
employ them, if they are offered on satisfactory 
terms. Conversely, a withdrawal of cash from the 
monetary system, by reducing the reserve-resourCes of 
the member banks, influences the latter to withdraw 
resources from borrowers. 

Now it may be that part of the proceeds of the 
new loans will find their way indirectly to the Savings
deposits or to the Business-deposits B, thus augment
ing the Financial Circulation. But the rest must, 
directly or eventually, find its way into the hands of 
the entrepreneurs. \This) being so, it is, in general; 
probable that t~ <greater ease of bo~ ~+
whatever Qther eftecU! It may also h"ve-(-infIuence 
en!!;el!I.eneurs in one or Dther of three WJl.YS: -

(i.) ,The lower rate of interest will stimulate the 1 
production of capital-goods by raising their prices) 
Moreover this tendenQY may be further encouragedjf;1.t 
the same time the effect of aiiipIer and cheaper money 
for the Financial Circulation is having the effect of 
raisinuemrritv-~ _ • 

(ll.) In~ as there was previously an un
satisfied fringe of ~<J.-b~treJ!reneur borrowers' 
(whIch, as WilBIiiiJJ. see subsequently, 18 sometImes the 
case) who were ready to borrow, if they had been able, 
even at the old terms, and also, on the other hand, an 
unemployed fringe of the factors of prQduction,(certain ! 
entrepreneurs Wi1I now be enabled to offer employ
ment to an additional quantity of the factors of pro
duction at the existing rates of remuneration. 1 > 

I Since the rate of remuneration to the factor Capital is leaa than bef~ 
owing to tho fall in tho rate of interest, tho above ia oompatible with .... 
.......... (bnt probobly only a 8II1aII 0110) to the othex f .. toro of prodnetion. 
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• 
(iii.) (Certain entrepreneurs may now be willing to 

increase their o~ut even if this means making higher 
offers tlliin before to the factors of production because 
(as the ultimate result of the influx of new mOney) 
they ~o~~s_~.P!!llits.) 

-Thus in all three cases there will be, Booner or later, 
an increase in the value of new investment, whether in 
the form of fixed capital or of working capital; and, 
probably, an increase in output as well. Yet there is 
no reason to suppose that the effect of a change in the 
quantity of money on the rate of saving will be such as 
to compensate the change in the rate of investment. 
There is, indeed, a general presumption thatfthe effect 
on saving, if any, will be opposite in directlOn to the 
effect on investment, the easier terms to borrowers 
meaning less satisfactory terms to.lenders, 80 that 
what stimulates the one retards the other. \Therefore, 
whatever rise of prices takes place as a result of a 
rise, if any, in the rate of earnings, a further rise, 
superimposed on this, must occur as the result of an 
increase of investment relatively to saving. In other 
words, whether or not the aggregate of 0 is increased, 
the part of 0 which consists in the output of available 

-income will not be increased as much as the part of 
M. V. which is spent on the purchase of .available 

income, 80 that P will rise in excess of MOV, by an 

amount which, as we have seen, is measured by 1'08 ; 

whilst II will rise by an amount which is measured 
b 1-8. -
Y()' ) 

In the most straightforward case where there is in 

I In this and tbe oucoeectiug chaplen I oh.oII aometim .. igaon> tbe diI
- between the pmchaaing po_ of lDODey and the prico-Ievel of 
output .... whole, and the extra complioation due 10 tbe _ thM I and 
I' ..... "'" -,. equal. But where the -... of the ugulDeDt ill 
alleoted, I 1lhaD. 01 _ chaw atleDtioD 10 this. 
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the first instance no change in the rates of efficiency 
. earnings, i.e. where entrepreneurs do not improve their 

offers to the factors of production, the whole of the 
initial rise in pnce..s is due to the second term, i.e. to the 
stimulus to investment caused by the easier conditions 
of borrowing. It may even be that in the first instance 
there will be no change either in the rates of efficiency
earnings or in the volume of employment, 80 that M. V. 
is unaltered, the initial effect of the new money on 
prices operating wholly through the stimulus to in
vestment. In this case it is probable that compara
tively little new money will be needed to augment the 
Industrial Circulation, and any surplus beyond this 
will have to be temporarily absorbed by a decrease of 
Velocities or an increase in the Financial Circulation;-

But the consequence of a change in prices due to the 
inequality of I and 8 is, as we have seen in ChapterU, 
to give a windfall profit to entrepreneurs. Under the 
stimulus of this profit the secondary phase of the 
transition is introduced. For the stimulus of ptQfit 
infl.uences entrepreneurs to bid more eagerly for tne 
services of the factors of production, and so causes 

the rate of efficiency-earnings MaV, to increase~ 
whether or not this has already occurred to a certain 
extent in the primary phase. 

80 far we have assumed that the supply of money _ 
has been increased and that the terms of lending 
are easier. But the same argument applies mutatis 
mutandis where it is a case of a diminished supply of 
money and stiffer terms for lending. 

(ii.) THE DII!'FUSION oJ' A. CHANGE IN THE TOTAL 
DEPOSITS BETWEEN THE DII!'PERENT Knms 
OJ'DEPOSITS .. 

~We may now-at the expense of Bome recapitula
tion-consider in more detail by what routes ~ in-
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crease in the total deposits distributes itself between 
the Savi~osits, the Business-deposits and the 
Incom~ositS. 

OliViously, the first effect of a new loan by a bank 
_ is to increase the deposits of the borrower by the 

amount of the loan.) Now it is uncommon for a 
borrower to borrow, not for any business or invest
ment purpose, but to meet his personal expenditure on 
consumption ;-at any rate, bank loans of this kind 
are so small a proportion of the whole that we can in 
general neglect them. Further, it would be unusual to 
borrow merely in order to add the money to the Savings
deposits, since the interest payable by borrowers always 
exceeds the interest allowed to depositors; so that this 
contingency also we can neglect. \ Generally speaking, 

../' therefore, the proceeds of a new loan are added in the 
first instance to the Business-deposits.) 

(Some part of this addition to the Business-deposits 
will probably find its way, more or less directly, into 
the hands of entrepreneurs, who are encouraged by 
the easier terms of borrowing, to be used by them to 
meet an increased earnings-bill M1V1,) This increased 
earnings-bill-as we have seen above-mayor may not 

be associated with an ,.increase, in MaV., the rate of 

efficiency-earnings. Thus :l!lpart of the nllJrJllllIley 
will ~uickl! find its wl!-Y frQ~~heJncome
de[q_siJ;s;> and a eorieSpOilding part wilr remain in the 
Business-deposits A to look after the increased turn
over of the entre:ereneurs corresponding to their in
creased earnings-bill. Some small increase in Business
deposits A may also be required as a result of the 
emergence of profits. 
~The rest of the addition to the Business-depositst

wllich may conceivably amount in the first instance 
to the whole of the additional money-/will WI into 
the hands of speculators and financier&pi.e. of 'persons 
who wish to buy commodities or securities WIth bor-
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" lOWed money. cTIus will raise the price ofaecuri.ties, 
and the boom in seemities thus brought about will 
probably increase the Stock Exchange turnover. Thus 
a part. but 1IIIlIlIlly a very small part. of the new money 
will have to be retained in the Busines&-deposits B to 
look after the Qncniased money-turnover of ~ 
Now for every buyer of a security (or commodity) there 
mtm be a seller. The seller may use the proceeds to 
buy IIOIIle other security, in which ease the<rise in !lice 
of secorities,..nn ~read fro!J,l one ea~j! to ano_ er • 
..BUt 88 tile pnce secunties continues nse, one or 
other of two things m1lSt, aooDer or later, happen.) "It 
may be that this price-rise.nIl fumish windfall profits V' 
to the producem of _ investments,)with the result 
that, tM the new issue market or otherwise, increased 
funds w:iIl reach the haDds of entrepreneum for the 
purpose of increasing. or endeavouring to increase, the 
output of investmenbt. ,The further coume of events" 

"will then be the same 88 in the ease already oonsidered.I 
,The other alternative J is that the rising prices 

of securities will cause a difterence of opinion to../ 
develop between two secDolIB of the financial com
mmlity,-one secDon (the .. bulls '') believing in the 
continuance of the price-rise--and willing to buy 
with borrowed money, the other eection (the " beam "). 
doubting the continuance and preferring to sen-securi
ties for cash or hills or other liquid asset&. Or, in so 
far 88 the banks II!e themselves buying securities, it 
will be snfficient if a "bear" position developa. Now 
in 80 far 88 the beam' funds II!e lent to the bulls other
wise than through the Banking System. the Stock 
Exchange boom can continne with the aid not only 
of the new money but also of the proceeds of the 
beam' sales. But" in "80 far 88 the beam add the" 
proceeds of their sales (or of their refraining from 
buying securities with their cmrent savings) to tl;te 
Savings-deposits. this uses up part of the new money 
in appropriately increasing M .. 
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~hus all the new money will eventually 'find ita 
,;' way either to M" corresponding to (1) the increased 

earnings-bill M,V .. or to M. to look after either (2) the 
increased entrepreneurs' J;urnover or (3) the increased 
Stock Exchange turnover, or to M.'to provide for (4) 
the enlargement of the" bear" position.) 

Now so long as the new money is absorbed by (3) 
and (4), without, however, stimulating the output of 
new investment, there will be no effect on the pur
chasing power of money, since, although I (the value 
of the output of new investment) will have increased, I' 
(the cost of this output) will not have increased. But 
in so far as the earnings-bill M,V, is increased, and also 
in so far as entrepreneurs change over from the pro
duction of consumption-goods to that of capital-goods 
under the influence of the profita obtainable from 
the production of the latter on account of their rise in 
price, not only will P increase (i.e. the purchasing, 
power of money decline) but I' - S will increase, with 
the result that P will increase (temporarily) by more 

h MIV, has' t an -0 mcreased . 

.Thus the effect of the new money in the first 
instance is-unless it is needed to balance changes in 
VI or V.: 

(i.) To increase M., M. and P' (the price-level of new 
investment-goods), whilst leaving I' - S, MI V, 

, and P unchanged; or 
(ii.) To increase I' -S and P, whilst leaving }f,V, 

unchanged; or 
(iii.) To increase I' -S, }f,V, and P, whilst.leaving 

M,V, ha -0 unc nged; or 

(iv.) To increase I' -S, M,V" MOV, and P. ) 

Changes in M., M. and P' can, of course, also occur 
in cases (ii.), (iii.) and (iv.). 
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In the last three cases P rises and to a greater 
extent, in the fust instance, than can be accounted 

f b . . M.V. N hel l-or y any mcrease m~. ( evert 688, 80 ong as 

P'>P or P> MOV., there can be no position of-equili

brium. For the- increase of P' relatively to P and 
the increase of P~ in 80 far as it is due' to an increase 
in l' ~ S,(cause profits, and thereby stimulate entre' 
prenelll'B to improve their bids for the services -of 
the factors of production. This must continue until 

MOV, has settled do~ at a highedignre, which ~ 
in equilibrium with the new total quantity of mtihey 
and also with values of P and P' which are enhanced 
relatively to their old values in a degree corresponding 

to the amount by which MOV, has been increaseci ) 

(iii) THE PROBLEMS OJ!' THE TRANSITION 

,We have seen that the price-level will have re
sponded to the increased (or decreased) quantity of 
money as BOOn as the second term of the Funda
mental Equation is affected. Thus the effect of the 
new money on prices will be rapid. But, as we have 
also seen, we must not, therefore, -aBBUme that a new 
equilibrium has been established at this stage. So 
long as entreprenelll'B are enjoying windfall profi~ (or 
losses), the position is unstable. If it is a case of 
profits, they bid against one another for the serviceS 
of the factors of production, until the latter have 
risen to a level at which costs of production and sale 
proceeds are again equal If it is a case of losses, they 
throw factors of production out of employment until 
the latter agree to accept a rate of remuneration at" 
which the costs of production no longer exceed the 
sale proceeds. Only when the stimulation (or retarda-
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tion) of investment has worked itself out in an increase 
(or decrease) of MiVi will the lending capacity of 
the banks be again restored to equilibrium with 
saving (for the excess loans will be balanced by 
the accrual of profits at the end of each production 
period and will, therefore, be again available, directly 
or indirectly, for the next production period) and 
with the task of furnishing an Industrial Circula
tion appropriate to the now increased (or decreased) 

earnings-bill. But, finally, the second term 1'0 S will 

have to fall back again to zero; the banks no longer 
commanding a surplus lending power wherewith to 
stimulate investment to outstrip savings (or trice 
versa). A new equilibrium will have been established 

with both P and MOVi at a higher (or lower) level 

corresponding to the increased (or decreased) volume 
of money. ) .. 

It must not be supposed, however, that this transi
tion from an enhancement of prices as a result of 
an increase in the second term of the Fundamental 
Equation to their enhancement as a result of an increase 
in the first term will necessarily take place smoothly. 
If it is a case of reducing the rate of earnings, the 
factors of production may resist the fall, with the 
result that their period of unemployment may be 
prolonged. Moreover investment may continue to 
exceed (or fall short of) saving after what should be 
a sufficient alteration of Mi Vi has taken place, with 
the result of driving prices to a higher (or lower) value 
than can be permanently sustained. ,Thus a series of 
minor oscillations backwards and forwards will be set 
up before the final position has been reached.) 

Furthermore, if we are not dealing with a closed 
system, part of the initial increase (or decrease) in the 
supply of money relatively to the demand at the old 
equilibrium will probably be obliterated byan export or 
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import of gold. For-to take the case of an increased 
. supply-the easier terms for lending will tend to in

crease Foreign Lending, whilst the Foreign Balance, so 
far from increasing so as to balance this, will tend to· 
diminish under the influence of the rising domestic. 
price-level. -

Since the movement of gWd. will tend to reproduce 
abroad (though presumably on a relatively smaller 
scale) the same situation as at home, the efiect of the .." 
above will be to di1lnse the efiectB of the change of the 
supply of money over a wide area and so diminish their 
d~ . 

If, however, the increased supply of money is in fact 
due to an import of gold, resulting from a previous 
excess of the Foreign Balance over Foreign Lending, 
then the changes at home, which this importof gold sets 
in train, will all be in the direction of restoring, instead 
of disturbing, our country's external equilibrium. 

We may remark that there is an element of dis
equilibrium which may continue even when tJfJ6nJg8 
efficiency-earnings have been reduced to a level which 
is in equilibrium with the reduced volume of money. 
If the money-rates of remuneration of the different 
factors of production could be reduced simultaneously 
and in an equal proportion, no one need sufier, when 
once this point has been reached. But there ill gener
ally no means of securing this. The efiect of contrac
_ tion is not to secure an equal reduction all round, but to 
concentrate the reduction on those particular factors 
which are in the weakest bargaining position or have. 
the shortest contracts governing their rate of money
earnings. It may be a very long time before relatire 
rates of efficiency-eamings are restored to their former 
proportions. Nor is this an evil peculiar to deflation; 
there is an analogous mal-distribution of earnings 
which is equally characteristic of an inflation. 

The essential awkwardness lies in the fact that a 
(change in the total quantity of bank-money is ~ 
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braically consistent for a time with more than one set of 
consequences. (A change in the quantity of money will 
change the rate of investment; the change in the rate 
of investment will bring with it profit or loss; and the 
stimulus of profit or loss, if carried far enough and 
continued long enough, will change sooner or later the 
average rate of earnings j) and at long last the change 
in individual rates of earnings will again conform ap
propriately to the change in the average rate of earn
ings, instead of being dispersed inequitably about the 
average as they will be at first and perhaps for a period 
of years. But there" is no necessity for these adjust-
ments to come about at once., " 

Since neither economists nor bankers have been 
quite clear in their minds as to the character of the 
causal process through which a reduction in the"~n
tity o! money leads eventua.lly to a new equilibrium at 
Ii. foweilevelof money-earnings and of prices, they 
have been apt to contemplate a deflation too light
heartedly. Bankers are over-encourag@ by the com
parative ease with which they bring prices down, and 
think that the job is already done when only the first 
and easiest step has been accomplished; and they are 
then taken by surprise at the protracted period of un
employment and business losses which ensues before 
the money-ea.mings per unit of output are adjusted to 
the new equilibrium. For economists have tended to 
overlook both the possibUity of a short-period diver
gence between prices and efficiency-wages and the im
possibility of a long-period divergence between them. 

)

we are often told (e.g.) that a rise of bank-rate causes 
prices to fall, which" makes a country a good one to 
buy in and a bad one to sell in ", etc., etc. We are not 
told that a rise of bank-rate causes wages to fall. But 
if not, what is to happen to entrepreneurs and to 
employment! And if so, what is the nature of the 
transition from high bank-rate to low prices and from 
low prices to low wages ! 
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It may be considered a defect that the Central 
, Banking Authority has in most modem economic 

systems no means of acting directly on the fust term 
of the Fundamental Equation-that it cannot directly 
influence the level of efficiency-earnings. In Bolshevist 
R1lII8ia or in Fascist Italy it may be pOBBible by decree 
to change the money-rate of efficiency~ over
night. But no II1lCh method is available in the systems 
of Capitalistic Individualism which prevail in most 
of the rest of the world. It was not open to the British 
Treasury when at the time of the return to the Gold 

. Standard the Standard of Value was by its decree 
raised 10 per cent to decree at the 8&IIl8 time that 
efficiency~ should be reduced all round by 
10 per cent. On the contrary, the fust term of the 
equation can only be influenced indirectly-raised by 
stimulating entreprenems with abundant credit and 
abnormal profits, lowered by depressing them with 
restricted credit and abnormal lOBBes. When bank:
rate is raised, not in the interests of equilibrium to keep 
the second term from rising. but in order to b~ the 
fust term down, this means that the objed. of the higher 
bank-rate is to involve entreprenems in losses and the 
factors of production in unemployment, for only in 
this way can the money-rates of efficiency~ be 
reduced. It is not reasonable, therefore, to complain 
when these results ensue. 

Thus there is a vital diffeience between a change in 
bank-rate which is intended to prevent a Profit Infia· 
tion (or Deflation) and one which is intended to cause' 
an Income Deflation (or Inflation); for the former 
operates to preserve equilibrium by adjusting the 
market-rate of interest to the natural-rate, whereas 
the latter operates fIici disequilibrium by forcibly 
divorcing the market-rate from the natural-rate. 

For thesereasons our ~monetarymechanism, 
whilst capable of being used efficiently--as we shall see 
-for the avoidance or mitigation of credit fluctuations, 

VOLoI T-
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J is singularly ill-adapted for achieving !!!..Income Defla
tUm. I amdoubtfUl, t1iefefO'te, whether i1loBe are iiglit 
who believe that a 'period of deflation generally does 
less harm than a penod of infiation. It is, of course, true 
that real wages are apt to be higher ,(for those who 
are still employed) during the deflationary phase than 
during the inflationary phase; for during the fonner 
phase entrepreneurs are paying the factors of produc
tion more, and during the latter phase less, than the 
equivalent of what they produce. From the stand
point of distributive justice it may be preferable to rob 
the entrepreneur for the benefit of the consumer than· 
to rob the consumer for the benefit of the entrepreneur. 
But we must not overlook the fact that the fonner is 
associated with under-employment and with savings 
running to waste, whilst the latter means full employ
ment, perhaps over-employment, and a large addition 
to capital wealth. The wannest advocates of the value 
of leisure would scarcely prefer the leisure of severe 
unemployment to the over-stimulated activity of a 
boom, and enthusiasm about a ~h level of real-wages 
may be cooled by a realisation that the increment of 
real-wages is being paid at the expense of the accumu
lation of wealth by the community. 

At any rate, it is certain that the opinion, which I 
have sometimes heard expressed, that the real wealth 
of the community increases faster, in spite of appear
ances to the contrary, during a depression than during 
a boom, must be erroneous. For it is a high rate of 
investment which must necessarily by definition be 
associated with a high rate of increment of accumu
lated wealth. Thus I am more disposed to sympathise 

~
.th Mr. D. H~!lIt.'loJl, who thinks that much of 

J the material progress of the nineteenth century might 
have been impOBBible without the artificial stimulus to· 
capital accumulation afiorded by the successive periods 
f boom, than with the puritans of finanC&-ilOme

~ times extreme individualists, who are able, perhaps, 
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to placate in this way their suppressed reactions 
. against the distastefulness of Capitalism-who draw 

a gloomy satisfaction from the speculative and bUlli
ness losses, the low prices, and the high real-wages, 
accompailied, however, by unemployment, which 
characterise the typical depression.1 Nor is it a 
sufficient justification of the latter state of affairs, 
that, necessity being the mother of invention, there 
are certain economies and technical improvements 
which the business world will only make under the 
stimulus of d.istress; for there are other improve
ments.which. will only mature in an atmosphere of 
optimism and aJ>undance. . 

Finally, where our Central Bank is a member of an 
international monetary system, bank-rate poijcy will 
sometimes have to be brought into actIOn, neither to 
prevent credit fluctuations nor to establish a new 
equilibrium level of prices, but deliberately to provoke 
a profit inflation or deflation in order to keep step with 
a similar disturbance occurring in the outside world" 

• Bee, however, Chapter 19 I (Ll below. 



CHAPTER 18 

CHANGES DUE TO INVESTMENT FACTORS 

THE causes of disequilibrium to be discussed in this 
chapter are not always separated by a sharp line from 
those discussed in the preceding chapter, and, after the 
initial stage has been passed, they shade off into one 
another.' For a. disturb!!cuceinitially dUfLwmonetary 
factors will soon set up some disturbance on the in
vestment side, and similarly a. disturban~ due .w.in
vestment fact.ors is likely, as we shall see, to cause 
somlfmodification to monetary factors. But<there is, 
nevertheless, the broad distinction that thlLformer 
are due to changes _on the sUEPh~J!ide and theJatter, 
generally speaking, to changes on the deml!~) 

Moreover there is a further characteristic of great 
importance which differentiates moncrt.ary Qiaturb
ances (whenever, that is to say, the moneta!-:L£l!;iJlge 

iiiOf a quasi-permanent nature) from investme!lili-
. tl!rJ1wwes; namely that the formeI:-ltlpresent&-- a 

passage from one equilibrium price-level to another, 
whereas the latter (even when ·the investment change 
is of a quasl-permanent nature) is an oscillation about 
an approximately unchanged price-level. . Thus the 
former ends up in a new price structure; whereas the 
latter is calculated to generate an equal and opposite 
reaction later on. It is this characteristic which 

I This ia partieularly the cue where tho ~ in tho IrIIpply of money 
for the Ind1llltrial Cireulation io due to • <benge in the roquinmeDlo of &ho 
F'inanai&I Cireulation, which latter should porhoJII haTe boon oJa.ifiod u • 
ohaDge due to Inveo&men& Faeton. 

278 
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makes it appropriate to designate investment disturb-
. a~ as Or~!lJJ.cles. ~ 

(i.) THE DEFINITION OF THE CREDIT CYCLE 

Our Fundamental Equation has demonstrated that, 
if Costs of Production remain constant, the Purchasing 
Power of Money suffers a see-saw movement up and 
down according as the volume of savings exceeds. the 
cost of investment or the cost of investment exceeds 
the volume of savings. On the other hand, if the 
volume of savings is equal to the cost of investment, 
then the Purchasing Power of Money fluctuates in
versely with the Costs of Production. Moreover, the 
effect on the Purchasing Power of Money of a change 
in the Costs of Production and the effect on it of a 
disequilibrium between the volume of saving and the 
cost of investment are additive ·and superposable. 

We have called increases and decr~iD .the Costs 
of Production I~hDJ.ion anj. Deffdion respeot
iveiy,"and excessesaiiiiiIefects in the CO'S'b of invest
ment over the volume of saving Oommodi,t?JJ:tJJ1gj,ion 
an<!12.~ion respectively. (We now de1iilet1l6-0reilit 

J 

C!JL~ to mean the alternations of excess and defect 
iiliIie cost of investment over the volume of saving and 
the accompanying Bee-saw in the Purchasing Power of 
Money due to these alternations.) In any given cir
cumstances, however, Costs of Production are unlikely 
to remain stable throughout the eourse of a Credit 
Cycle. Indeed, as we shall see subsequently, Com
modity Inflation and Deflation are likely in themselves 

-./ to set up influencee tending towards Income Inflation 
and Deflation. Moreover where the initial stimulus to 
change comes from monetary changes, we have already 
seen that. these in their turn must set up credit dis
equilibria.. Thus the actual course of events observ-
able ali any time will be a complex phenomenon 
resulting from the combined effects of changes II! the 
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Costs of Production and of the phases of the Credit 
Cycle proper. In common usage the term Oredit Oycle 
has been applied to this complex phenomenon; and 
it will often be convenient to follow this looser usage
provided that the initial impulse comes from invest
ment disequilibria and the changes in the Costs of 
Production are a reaction to these disequilibria and 
not to some independent or lasting change in the 
monetary situation. 

We shall see that there is an appropriateness in 
using the term Oycle in this connection, because an 
excess movemeIItin one direction tends to bring into 
operation not only its own remedy but a stimulus to an 
excess movement in the other direction, so that the. 
swing of the J!end~um is positively to be expected 
U1uess-s6fuetliiIlg occurs to interruJ?t it. Moreover 
the time-interval between the beginnIng of an upward 
swing OiiOiJ.e side of the equilibrium position and the 
beginning of the reaction will sometimes depend on 
physical facts connected with the average duration of 
productive processes, whilst the interval between the 
beginning of a downward swing on the other side of 
the equilibrium position and the beginning of the re
action may be connected with the length of life of 
important capital-goods and, more generally, with the 
duration of the existing contracts between entre
preneurs and the factors of production; so that a 
certain measure of averll.ge regularity in the time
Rhases of the so-called cycle18nol inconsistent with 
wnaT we might expect on a pri.bri grounds. 

Nevertheless, we should not overstate the truly 
cyclical character of these phenomena. Credit Cycles 
can be of many distinct types and many diBturoances 
can arise to interrupt1lieIr course. Above all, the 
behaviour of the banking system can always inter-
vene to mitigate or aggravate their severity. . 
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(ii.) THE GENESIS AND LIFE-HISTORY OP A 
CREDIT CYCLE 

It is not surprising that Saving and Investment 
should often fail to keep step. In the first place:-as 
we have mentioned already-the decisions which 
determine &!-ving and Investment respectively are 
taken by two di1Ierent setA of people influenced bY~ 
different sets of motives, each not paying very muc 
attention to the other. Especially is this the case ave 
short periods. There are many reasons, as we shall 
see in VoL ii., why the volume of investment should 
sufier fairly wide fluctuations. The development of· 
an investment boom certainly does not mean that the 
entrepreneurs who initiate it have deliberately decided. 
that the public are going to save out of their incomes . 
on a larger scale than before. Nor is an investment 
slump to be explained by entrepreneurs having decided 
beforehand that the public's savings are going to 
fall off. There is, indeed, no possibility of intelligent 
foresight designed to equate savings and investment 
unless it is exercised by the banking system; for it is 
the facilities allowed by t~a~ which are the mar
ginal factor determining the precise degree to which 
entrepreneurs will be in a position to carry out their 
enterprises. Yet hitherto the banking system has been 
'mainly preoccupied with a different objective. 

Not only are the decisions made by rljfierent sets of 
JlU8IlWI; they must ~ in many cases be made at -
different times. When the increased investment repre: . 
senii'" an mcrease of working capital, the act of saving 
is required, it is true, immediately. But when there is 
a change-aver_in the character of production which' 
will lead later on to an increased output of fixed capital, 
the additional saving is only needed when the proceBB 
of production is finished. This results from the dura~ 
tion of the proceBB of 'Production, whether of ~pital-
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goods or of consumption-goods. The time occupied in 
building a house may be no longer than the time occu
pied between ploughing the wheat-fields and eating a· 
loaf of bread raised therefrom. That is to say, the two 
processes employ the same amount of working capital, 
and it is only when they emerge from the process of 
production in a finished form that the first adds to the 
volume of net investment and therefore needs an act 
of saving to balance it. Thus when the collective 
decisions. of the entrepreneurs are of such a character 
that they will result in investment running ahead of 
saving at some later date, the results will not be 
apparent until this later date is actually reached, 
when there will have been time for many reactions 
to have been set up which cannot be immediately 
reversed. ' 

The business of s~ essentially a stea~b~.'pJ,:q
~. If there are disturbances in the economic world, 
these by affecting prosperity may react on the rate 
of saving. But a disturbance will seldom or never 
be initiated by a sudden change in the proportion of 
current income which is being saved. Investment in 
fixed capital{. on the other hand, has been accuStOmed 
to _p~ce~::.!!l:egularly anc! by fits' and starts. We 
shall examine in Book VI. thenature arid extent of 
fluctuations of investment. It is sufficient for our 
immediate argument to claim the support of common 
knowledge and experience for the conclusion that the 

I 
development of disequilibria between the rates of 
saving and of investment under the existing economic' 
system is nothing to wonder at. 

Many writers on the Credit Cycle have emphasised 
../' the irregularity of the rate of investment in fixed 

capital as being the major cause of disturbance.' If 
we have in mind initiating causes this is probably 
true. But the most characteristic 8ecundary phase of 

.J a Credit Cycle is due to the growth of investment in 
, I Boo Vol. iL, Chap. 27. 
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working capital. Moreover, whenever we have to deal 
" with a boom or a slump in the total volume of employ

ment and current" output, it is a question of a change'" 
in the rate of investment in working capital rather 
than in fixed capital; 80 that it is bv inma aM in¥e&.t
ment in" working capital that every case of recovery 
fro~ ~reVloU8 Slumt iii ch&rQ&.tensea: 

l..'fed1t GflL!S'O can e analysed into three types,
though those which actually occur are generatttcom
plex in type and partake of the character of all three. 
Let U8 take the case where investm~ 
relatively ~: 

(i.) The increased investment may take place, 
without any cha~t!n th~total vol!!ID!l. of -

j outpUt;Dy tlie8uDStitution o.f the prQd.uetion. 
o"OiiPital-goodSm:pI&ee:" of_ collS1llD.ption
g2§Qs ;-in tlii8-CiiSe the increase of inv¢;
merit will not materialise until after the elapse 
of a production period. -" -

(ii.) The increased investment may take the form 
of an increase of ,!orking" capital ~~ 
sponding to::an-mcIeased total output due 
to au additional production of C&p~-~od8-
~eing mpenmp-oa;ed-onhe e~j;ing outpu~ ; 
m thIS case the mcrease of mvestment will 
begin from the outset, being first of all in the 
shape of working-capital and, after the elapse 
of a production period, ilithe shape of fixed 
capital." -

(iii.) The increased investment may take the form 
of an increase of working capital coJie-' 
sponding to an mc~~ii~ du~~ 

: an -additional-production of consumption
"goodSoemifiuperimposed on the"~ 
output; in this case the increase of invest- . 
ment will only continue for the duration of a 
production period. 
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A phenomenon partaking of the characters of (i.), 
(ii.) and (iii.), in varying degrees may also be com-

. plicated by the presence of some measure both of 
Income Inflation (i.e. of rising costs of production) 
and of Capital Inflation (i.e. a rise of the price-level 
of new investment-goods relatively to their cost of 
production). 

The occurrence either of a Commodity Inflation 
or of a Capit'!:!..!!ltlation will ·tend to cause a Profit 
Inflation; and a Profit Inflation will bring abOUt 
aii"lncome Inflation throu~h the eagerness of entre
preneurs to secure the sel"Vlces of the factors of pro
duction. But-theoretically at least-it is possible 
to disentangle from these complications the element 
of Commodity Inflation which constitutes a Credit 
Cycle. Moreover, a Commodity Inflation of Type (iii.) 
above may be coruiidered as the most characteristic of 
a Credit Cycle, because-as we shall see-all Credit 
Cycles tend to end up, however they may begin, with 
an admixture of this type. 

The possible varieties of the paths which a Credit 
Cycle can follow and its possible complications are 80 

nu:qJ.erous that it is impracticable to outline all of 
them. One can describe the rules of chess and the 
nature of the game, work out the leading openings 
and· play through a few characteristic end-games; 
but one cannot possibly catalogue all the games which 
can be played. So it is with the Credit Cycle. We 
will begin, therefore, by examining the three openings 
and then proceed to an analysis of the characteristic 
secondary p~. 

A. The Primary Phase 

(i.) Let us suppose that circumstances have come 
about which lead entrepreneurs to believe that certain 
new investments will be profitable; for example, a new 
technical discovery, such as steam or electricity or the 
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internal-combustion engine, or a shortage of houses 
due to a growth of population. or more settled condi
tions in a country where previously the risks of normal 
development had been excessive, or a Capital lnfla
tion due to psychological causes, or a reaction stimu
lated by cheap money from a previous period of unde~ 
investment, i.~. a previous slump.' If t.hey are to put 
.their projects into ope~tion. they must either attract 
factors of production from other employments or em
ploy factors previously unemployed. -

Let us begin with type (i) above where factors pre
·viously producing consumption-goods are now turned 
on to producing capital-goods. In this case no e:llect 
will be produced on -prices until after an interval of 
time equal in length to the process of production of _ 
the consumption-goods which were previously, but are 
no longer, being made. For during this interval earn
ings are 88 before· and the output of available goods 
is also 88 before. But after the expiry of the apprO
priate interval, whilst earnings will be unchanged, the 
amount of available output will fall 0:11 to an· extent 
corresponding to the amount of· consumption-goods 
previously, but no longer, made-with the result that 
the Consumption Price-level will rise, unless there is a 
corresponding increase in the proportion of earnings 
saved. The upward-price phase of the Credit Cycle 
will have made its. appearance. 

It is to be observed that prices will necessarily have 
risen more than in proportion to a. rise, if any, in the 
costs of production. It is not necessary to 888ume that 
the change-over from one kind of production to another 
is achieved without an increase m the' cost of produc
tion (i.e. in earnings)-that is to say, without any 
Income Inflation. Indeed the change-over will often, . 
perhaps usually in the contemporary world, rome 

1 War-expenditure, not oovered by taDtion. ia moat conveniently re
garded I ... ~ p~ 01 ~ p""""" argument ... sudden iDc_ 01 
iDnotmeDt, eI. Vol ii., Chapter 30. 
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about by the new entrepreneurs attracting factors of 
production to themselves by bidding up the rate of 
earnings. In this case earnings being increased from 
the very start out of proportion to output, the Con
sumption Price-level will rise proportionately to the 
amount of Income Inflation. But however large or 
small the amount of the Income Inflation, the effects 
of the Commodity Inflation will be superimposed on it 
and will essentially consist in a rise of prices relatively 
to costs and earnings. After the necessary interval 
of time has elapsed, the available output coming on 
to the market .will be diminished and real earnings 
must fall, i.e. the Consumption Price-level must ris!, 
more than earnings, Income Inflation, however great, 
leaves the equilibrium of earnings, costs and prices 
just where it was; it is only Commodity InB.a;tion 
which can disturb this equilibrium., The commonest 
form of Type (i.) in practice is an Income Inflation, 
possibly slight in degree, brought about by the in
sistence of new producers, followed by a Commodity 
Inflation after an appropriate interval. In any case 
the characteristic conclusion of the Primary Phase of 
a Credit Cycle consists in a rise of the Consumption· 
Price-level out of proportion to costs. . 

(ii.) Type (ii.), however, is the more usual, namely, 
that in which the increased investment is accompanied 
by an increase in the total volume of production; ~.~. 
where there is from the outset a growth of working 
capital not balanced by additional saving. For the 
increased produ5ltion of capital-goods is more likely to 
be additional to, than in substitution for, the previous 
production of consumption-goods; if only because the 
factors of production engaged on the latter are not 
easily turned over to the former at short notice. This 
assumes, of course, that the factors of production are 
not fully employed at the moment when the Cycle be
gins its upward course; but then that generally is the 
case, whether as the result of the slump which had 
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ensued on the previous Cycle or for some other cause. 
In this case the earnings of the factors of production 
increase from the outset, without there being any in
crease in avaIlable output. Prices rise, therefore, at 
once relatively to earnings and COI!tB; the di:fl'erence 
between this case and case (i.) being that the upward
price phase of the Credit Cycle begins immediately. 

(iii) Let us next take type (iii.) where factors of 
production previously unemployed are put to work 
on producing, not :fi.xed-capital goods &8 in type (ii.), 
but particular categories of consumptiou-goods. The 
course of events is exactly &8 in type (ii.) for a period of 
time equal to the duration of the process of production, 
after which the avaHable output coming on to the 
market is increased by the same amount--assuming 
that the rate of efficiency-wages is unchanged-&8 
total earnings had been increased at the earlier date, 
so that prices fall back again to their previous level. 

It is to be noticed that expansions of types (ii.) 
and (iii.) cannot come aboJlt without a substantial 
change in the monetary situation, since they involve 
an increase in aggregate earnings &8 well &8 in pro
fits. Thus it requires the acquiescence of the bank
ing authorities; though if the banks have got into 
the habit of concentrating their attention on the 
volume of the total deposits to the exclusion of other 
factors, the monetary adjustment may come about 
without arousing their notice. For an increased volume 
of money may be furnished for the .Industrial Circu
lation &8 the result of a decrease of the Financial 
Circulation, i.e. of the savings-deposits, since it is 
particularly likely that in the earliest ph&8es of a boom 
there will be a unanimity of bull sentiment leading 
to a decrease of the .. bear" position. Failing this, a 
slight rise in bank-rate, which is insufficient to counter
act the tendency towards Commodity Infla.tion, may 

. serve to increase monetary facilities sufficiently to look 
after the increased earnings; eithe~ by increasing the 
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velocities of circulation as a result of the enhanced 
cost of maintaining balances (and a very slight change 
of velocities will usually be enough), or-if we are con
cerned with a conntry which belongs to an inter
national system-by attracting gold from abroad.· 
An expansion, however, of type (i.)--where the volume 
of liquid goods coming on to the market is diminished 
because more productive effort has been concentrated 
on capital-goods--can come about with only a sl~ht 
alteration in monetary factors, and therefore reqwres 
more positive action on the part of the banks if it is 
to be avoided. 

We may note in passing that where the price of 
consumption-goods is raised, not by a falling off in" 
their supply, but by an increase in the volume of 
employment not (immediately) compensated by an 
increase of their supply, the volume of employment 
will, as a rule, increase gradually, and entrepreneurs, 
entering into plans for increased production, will be 
inclined to place their orders ahead for some part of 
the half-finished goods which they are going to 
require. Thus the price of working capital, i.e. the 
wholesale standard, will tend to increase sooner and 
faster than the consumption standard. Such anticipa
tory price-movements, however, are still part of the 
Primary Phase. 

We have taken as our standard case an increase of 
investment nncompensated by increased savings. But' 
the same arguments apply, mutatis mutandis, when a " 
Credit Cycle has been initiated by a drop in saving 
nncompensated by decreased investment. This is not 
very likely to occur in practice on an important scale, 
because the influences which determine the volume of 
saving are of such a kind that they are not so likely to 

• In __ ( ....... _ 01_ em the .... tiDeD, 01 Europe),"-
the ........... 01.......,. ponIy dopeDdo ... the ........... 01 oad&bIe biIIo • ..;]ablo 
&0 be _a&the o...&nI &Dk, __ iIIthe YOI ........ _pu& .... 
• _ -.-". &0 p-od_ ......... ,....,...me _ ill the __ 01 

............. .......,.. 
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change suddenly as are those which determine the 
_ volume of investment. If, however, saving does fall 
off for any reason, this will mean a larger'expenditure 

_ on the same available consumption-goods as before, so 
that, as in the other cases, prices movellpward. Nor 
is there any theoretical reason why a Credit Cyele 
should not start with a downward phase, due to In
vestment falling off whilst Saving keeps up. This 
might result from some blow to the confidence of 
entrepreneurs in particular types of enterprise, or by 
a Capital Deflation which left unaffected the readi
ness of the publiG to save. Most often of all, perhaps, 
an upward phase is brought about as a reaction from 
a previous downward phase and a downward phase-as 
a reaction from a previous upward phase, boom sqc
ceeding slump and slump succeeding boom; though 
the precise date at which the reaction co=ences will 
be usually determined by some independent change 
in the environment due to non-monetary factors. 

B. The Serondary Phase 

The price-movements so far considered belong to 
I the Prima.ry Phase of th~ Crllili~~~ They are 

brought aoout, nOt as the result of attempts to take 

~
advantage of the occurrence of profits, but because 
ntrepreneurs see advantageous opportunities for in
reased activity in particular directions. The Second

ary Phase, however, is of a different characrer:-we 
hsvniiijlhasised the point that it is of the essence of a 
Co=odity Infiation that prices rise out of proportion 
to the increase, if any, in the costs of prodliction. 
Consequently those entrepreneurs who have liquid 
consumption - goods emerging from the process -of 
production are able- to sell them for more than they 
have cost, or are cOsting, to produce, and so to reap a 
windfall profit. The high prices "also act as an iri
ducement to retailers and wholesalers to reduce their 
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stocks-which they can now realise at an unusually 
satisfactory price-below their normal level. To the 
extent that this occurs it operates, indeed, by reducing 
investment in one particular kind of working capital, 
as a partial offset to the exce88ive investment in 
other directions. But the almost inevitable result of 
profits on current output and the visible depletion of 

./ stocks is to encourage manufacturers of consumption
goods to strain their efforts to increase their output. 
We thus have, under the influence of the windfall 
profits accruing from the price-rise consequent on 
the Primary Phase of the Credit Cycle, uecandary 
stimulus to an increased volume .9U!Log]lQtion-which, 
this turie,lSoIainill-i'oiind character and affects all / 
types of g()ods which: are the object-of generliTCon: 
Suiiiptron. 

This secondary phase is even more likely than the 
primary phase to involve some measure of IllCOme 
Inflation as well as of Co=odity_lnflation. For the 
attempt to increase still furtller-t1ievoliime of employ
ment will probably have the effect of stiffening the atti
tude of the factors of production and enablin~ them to 
obtain a higher rate of remuneration per urut of out
put. Moreover, in certain cases specialised factors of 
production will be fully employed, with the result that 
the emergence of profit will cause entrepreneurs to 
bid against one another for such supply of these factors 
as is available, thus raising the rate of remuneration 
in these particular cases. With the progreBS of Income 
Inflation the surplus bank-resources which gave the 
stimulus to entrepreneurs to extend their activities 
fade away (because of the increasing demands of the 
Industrial Circulation), but 80 long as any element of 
Co=odity Inflation is still present the stimulus con
tinues. Furthermore, in 80 far as a further rise of prices 
is expected, there may set in a tendency to hoard liquid 
goods, which aggravates the exC688 of investment over 
saving, and 80 precipitates the very rise in question. 
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C. The Oollapse 

Now whether or not the primary phase contains 
, within it the seeds of a ~n, the secondary phase 

necessarily does. If the primary phase is caused by an 
increased production of capital-goods, the higher price 
level will continue 80 long as this capital output con
tinues-which, in appropriate conditions, might be a 

, long time, though the incentive to an increased output 
of capital-goods should diminish, just as the incentive 
to the production of consumption-goods increases. 
But if it is caused by an increased production of con
sumption-goods, then, after an interval governed by 
the length of the process of production, the supply of 
such goods coming on to the market will be increased 
fully in proportion to earnings. Thus there will no 
longer be any occasion for the higher price-level, and 
prices will drop back to their former figures. Only in 
so far as Income Inflation has occurred can a higher 

""level be maintained. Now, since the secondary phase 
necessarily stimulates the production of consumption-

,. ~oods,it follows that even where the primary phase 
18 caused by an increased production of capital-goods, 
the secondary phase brings)Vitll. it the seeds..of-a- re
action, wliic1lWillgei'iIDriate as soon as the increased 
supply of consumption-goods is ready for the market. 
Thus, sooner or later, consumption - goods will be 
coming on to the market which can no longer be sold 
at the previously ruling price; so that the downward 
price phase of the Cycle now commences. 

. This downward price-movem~, whilst obliterat
~ in w~ole or ~ part the ~<!iB,jl-pr9Ji~~ 
lieen ruling preViously, slioiiId not, taken by ltself, m
volve entrepreneurs in an actual loss ; and, indeed, so 
long as any· element of over-investment continues, 
some degree of profit will still remain. For, provided 
saving does not exceed investment, entrepreneurs can 

VOL. I· U' 
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always sell consumption-goods for an aggregate sum 
which is at least equal to their cost of production. 
Thus there is no theoretical necessity for a reaction 
leading to windfall losses ; when the over-investment 
comes to an end, the' boom may just cease. We 
shall examine a particular case of this in detail in 
Chapter 20. 

Nevertheless, there are many reasons why in actual 
fact the downward price phase is likely to usher in, 
not merely the end of windfall profits, but the begin-
ning of windfall losses. . 

First of all, on the investment side new influences 
will be coming into operation. Some entrepreneurs 
will, as a result of inaccurate fqtecasting. have been led 
into producing in conditiOnS of sub-normal efficiency 
in which they cannot cover their costs of production 
unless prices are such that entrepreneurs as a whole 
are making a windfall profit. The fall of prices will, 
therefore, cause these entrepreneurs to cease.~:8uch 
prod1!Q!ion-whichwill, by reducing investment in 
working capital, reduce the total rate of investment. 
The sight of falling prices, and perhaps of a declining 
volume of_o]!tput also, may change financial sentiment 
in twqjvays;_U bear "_.Yiews -may develoP, with the 
result of augmenffiig the demand for money iILf;he 
Financial Circulation and so reducing the supply of 
money·· foro-the -lndustrial . Circulation, thus causing 
the banks to for()6 a reduction oUnvestment;"an_d.the 
Capital In!I!lotion (which, as we have seen, is influenced 
moreoy opinion than by the volume of money) may 
disal?P..ear, perhaps giving place to a Capital Deflation 
(i.e. a fall of P'), thus removing one of the stimuli to 
over-investment. . 

Meanwhile, on.1he);nonetary..eide..alsQ _the poaition 
will be c1!anging. Apart from the cessati<!.n of the 
bulIis~nimity which had temporarily augmented 
the In iiBtrial Circulation at the expense of the 
Financial Circulation, the other short-period factors, 
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which had permitted a certain augmentation of the 
. eamings-bill, will have come to the end of their tether: 
It may be that their tendency will be actually reversed, 
-for example, velocities of circulation may tend back 
to normal; and, if the Commodity Inflation has spread 
to other countries, or for other reasons, the existing 
level of bank-rate may cease to draw gold or may even 
cease to retain the existing stock. More probably, 
however, the potentialities of the factors of expansion 
will become exhausted rather than-in the first in

. stance at least-reversed. For, &8 the Credit Cycle 
proceeds, the windfall profitB of entrepreneurs will be 
continuously stimulating them to bid agains1rone 
another for the services of the factors of production, 
80 that the Profit Inflation will gradually p&88 over 
into an Income Inflation and, in proportion &8 i~ does 
80, more and more money will be required for the sup
port of the IndWltrial Circulation. 

A point will come, therefore, when the effort to 
expand or to maintain the volume of the Industrjal 

J Circulation will drive the effective bank-rate to a level 
which is, in all the circumstances, deterrent to new 
investment relatively to saving. A~the 
slu'llp seta jn The reaction from tJie boOlB. will not 
merely have brought back prices and profitB to the 
nonnal, but ~wriness 1088e8 I}lld..Bnh.-~ 
ptit;es willh&veco~ced. 
~this presWiies of course that the Banking 

System has been behaving according to the principles 
which have in fact govemed it hitherto, and that it 
lies either outBide itB purpose or outBide ita power 80 to 

• fix and maintain the effective bank-rate &8 to keep 
Saving and Investment at an approximate equality 
throughout. For if it were to manage the Currency 
successfully according to the latter criterion, the Credit 

/ Cycle would not occur at aIL 
I have in this Chapter descnDed the genesis and 

life-history of the Credit Cycle in the most general 
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possible terms. It is obvious that the actual course of 
events can follow innumerable courses difiering from 
one another in detail. But a great many difierent 
cases can, I think, be fitted into the above generalised 
framework. 



CHAPTER 19 

SOME SPEOIAL ASPECTS OJ!' THE CREDIT OYCLE 

(i.) THB .. JUSTIl!'lOATION" OJ!' CoMMODITY INFLATION 

THB experiences of the post-war period led many of 
us to advocate stabilitv of the ,R88 l1wel as ~t 
possible objective of practical policy. AmOOgst othe:.: 
things, thiS woUld mean an attempt on the part of the 
banking al!-thorities to eliminate t~~._9.redi~ 21<?I!, at !loll 
costs. This advocacy liiSled to cntiCl8m~ of wmch Mr. 
IT.H. l\oJer:n (in his Banking Pot:;y amil the Price 
Level) is e am author, to the efiect that the Credit 
Cycle, though guilty of disastrous excesses and grave 
crim~, has a part to play in a progressive society, and 
that an attempt to check it altogether might produce ../ 
stagnation as well as stability. It may be convenient, 
therefore, to examine at this point how much force 
there is in Mr. Robertson's contentions. 

The main basis of Mr. Robertson's ar~ent is that 
the Commodity Inflation phase of: a creait Cycle, so 

wi' long as it lasts, causes the wealth of the community to 
increase faster than would otherwise be the case. This . 
is undoubtedly true. The result of Commodity Infla
tion is to cause the current output of the community to 

oJ exceed its current consumption to a greater extent
than would be the case otherwise; whilst, on the other 
hand, the higher real wages which are enjoyed during . 
a slump are at the expense of normal capital accUmu
lation. The amount of the excess due to a Commodity 

S98 • 
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InHation over the increment of accumulated wealth 
represented by voluntary savings, Mr. Robertson calls 
" impos~king ", and he contends that there are 
occasions when it is desirable that the rate of increment 
of accumulated wealth should be greater than could 
be the case under a. regime of voluntary saving un
supplemented by " imposed lacking". 

It should be noticed that the Co=odity Infla.tion 
phase of a. Credit Cycle cannot be of use for con-

../ tinuously raising the rate of wealth-accumulation. It I 
is only useful for the purpose of producing a short, I 
sudden spurt. Now it is quite conceivable that occa
sions may arise when a. spurt of this character may 
be acutely needed. Co=odity InHation may be the 
most effective means of rapid transition in any case 
in which we have good reasons to be in a hurry. 
But I find it difficult to think of good examples,
except, of course, War, when the financial purist may 
find himself overwhelmed before his own more slow
moving devices have had time to produce their effect. 

I 
We must, therefore, set on the other side the. losses 

to wealth-accumulation due to the Deflation" phase of 
I the Credit Cycle. And is it certa1ii;' when this has 
been done, on which side .the balance lies 1 It may 
very likely be the case that during the nineteen~h 
century the greatly increased wealth-otthuorld 
was -predominantly': -accumulated by. Co=¢i~J.u~ 
flatfoii ;ouHIiis-iriiYlw.ve been due to the increasing 

_ abundance of money and at the same time the in-
creasing efficiency of the factors of production which 
allowed a prolonged moderate excess of prices over 
efficiency-earnings, 80 that profits emerged and wealth' 

! was built up. rather than to the sharp oscillations of 
(the Credit Cycle which were superimposed on this 
Jgeneral trend .. For there are enormous lo~ to ,be 
put OI!_thILJ~_the':'2i~ ascri.ba.J>I"t'1.Otlle ey_cliCal 
])~ons. Thel088 during the latter 8i::iseii-iiot only I 
Outor-consumption at the expense of savings but also 
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hut of the loss of output due to involuntary unemploy-
. l~ent (which is a greater evil than the overtime of the 

booms is a benefit). Not nearly enough weight is ... 
generally given to this great loss of wealth during a 
Deflation ascribable partly to the loss of savings and 
partIy to the involuntary idleness of the factors of 
production. A policy of monetary managemeJ?t which .. 
engineered a Commodity In1la.tion: from time to time 
when it seemed that voluntary savings were insufficient, 
without ever allowing the reaction of a Deflation to 
follow, might indeed do good. But this would not be , 
a Cyclical In1la.tion. If we are to have general rules 
relating to Credit Cycles, it Beems unlikely that a 
general rule in their favour would be advantageoUs, 
on balance. . 

Secondly, some weight must be given to considera- -
tionB"Ot so~ce. In a 'Commodity Imw,-miii1he 
earnings of the 4c~xoductii5_11 w9l:i1l. leSe 
than-w1iit~r~ng, and.!he difference. is 
arbltriilily CIiStnliu: ng&~he members. of the 
ent1!ll~ur class as a pmpa.nentr-adaltiOn ~ 
latter's weaRli; for they can usually Becure more of 
thrgams of the Inflation than they suHer of the losses 
of the Deflation. This forced and arbitl:aIY.txansfer- . 
ence ot ~he.ownership..of the re8UIiQ£ effort is in itself 
&ciinsiderable evil. -
. Thereare;- however, certain Becon~ arguments 
which can be used to BUpport Mr. Rob on aen~al 
position as folJ.g}V8: , 

ll.y-Iri a progressive society, and indeed in a society 
·which is Bubject to change of any kind, the instrument 
oftempora.o:..iWlatio~ay ~ome~~ E.~_~~cessary. 
one to ,I!~~~_ t~ange-over ~!!L~~rO-
duction to another with tnedesirable de~e.!l of rM>idity. 
In a Som-a1is1;=sylttem will'Cn was dii'eCted with perfect 
kriowteage and wisdom, the diversion of productive 
resources could be efiected by fiaJ,. But in an indi
vidualist system this is not possible. Resources. will 
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tend to remain where they are. It will require not .. 
merely the expectation of higher profits elsewhere to 
move them,but the pinch of lower profits and even the 
threat of bankruptcy unless they move. It follows .. 
that the new men will not easily get hold of the re
sources, necessary to enable them to put their ideas 
into practice as soon as they should in the social 
interest, if they have to wait until the established 
entrepreneurs now controlling them voluntarily re
linquish them in their favour. It is better therefore- .... 
so the argument runs-that the new borrowers should 
at times be given an opportunity of' resources by 
an act of Commodity InHation, or enabled to bid 
against the established firms by an act of Income 

I 
Inflation, if progress is to proceed at its proper pace. 
We must concede real force to this. It is a by
product of strenuous times, and indeed of misfortunes 
generally, that the new men and methods rise inore 
rapidly to the top than in eras of placid prosperity. 
But, obviously, it is a question of balancing advan
tages and of the price to be paid. Moreover, the usual" 
ups and downs of individual industries will often 
provide quite an adequate stimulus without its being 
necessary to engineer the general disturbances which 
we are now discussing. CurrencYJ!tMUlity does not I 
mean universal quiescence an~evailing atmos-. 
phere of no change. The average 8tabi!i~ at which it, 
aims is one in which the losses' orentrepreneuni in one 
direction are approximately balanced by the gains of 
this class in another direction, 80 that there is no 
general tendency to boom or slump super-imposed on 
the progress or on the decline of particular industries 
and particular entrepreneurs. It is not one in which 
the Survival of the Fittest by the operation of profit 
and loss has been suspended. 

(ii.) Mr. ~bertson conten.ds that in certain circum
stances chaDg~ral price-level, as distinct 

../ from particular price-changes, will enable the factors 
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of production to adjust the degree of their effort to 
the degree of its reward with a closer approximation 
to maximum advantage than under a regime- of 
stability. But even if this could be established in 
special ca.ses-a.nd many conditions have to be ful
filled for this-there remains the question of what 
gene:ral role is best. . 

I conclude, therefore, that Mr. Robertson's con-., 
tentions, though they deserve serious attention, are 
not sufficient to dispose of the prima facie presumption 
in favour of aiming at· the stability of purchasing 
pow:9i1teneral rul~ in-pre'1erence to the oscillatIOns 
orne Credit ~le. u1;-t;he reader must please note 

F emphati y t t throughout this chapter I am deal
ing solely with a Co=odity Infiati,on whiCh isJ!f!ff1.. of 
a Oredit Oycle, i.el'an liiliation wlllch is due to"1iiVest
ment Factors, unaccompanied by any lasting change 
in Monetary Factors. A prolonged Co=odity in
flation due to progressive increases in the supply of 
money, as contrasted with a prolonged Co=odity 
Deflation, is quite another thing-as we shall see in 
VoL ii. Clu!.p. 3()-and may be a most potent instru
ment for the increase of accumulated wealth. 

In any case the conclusion holds good that an 
expansion of the volume of investment, resulting in 
rising prices, may be extremely advisable as a general . 
rule, when it is a corrective to a pre-existing Com
modity Deflation. In this case the rising prices are 
tending to bring the price-level back again to equi
librium with the existing level of incomes. When, for 
example, a condition of widespread unemployment 
exists as the result of the downward phase of a Credit 
Cycle, but without the Co=odity Deflation having 
passed over into an Income Deflation, it will be im
practicable to bring about a recovery· to a normal 
level of production and employment without allowing 
some measure of expansion and of rising prices as 
a corrective to the existing Deflation. This ~ not 
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true of an Income Deflation, provided ita incidence 
has been fairly equal on all the factors of production. 
But it is true of a Commodity Deflation. In short, 

~ ,to stabilise prices at the bottom of a Commodity 
Deflation would be a stupid thing to do. But with 

'. this all "stabilisers" would agree. 
. There is one other general conclusion which legiti

mately .merges from this discussion, namely that the 
"Ii principal evils of a Credit Cycle are due to ita Defla

tion phase and not to ita Inflation phase. Thus real 
advantages may ensue if, when a Commodity Infla
tion has passed over into an Income Inflation, no 
attempt is made to go back to the old state of affairs 
but stability is preserved at the new level of incomes. 

I The state of affairs in which the supply of money 

~ 
allows the equilibrium price-level to rise over the long 
period a little faster than efficiency-earnings, so that 
there is a progressive moderate bias in favour of Com
modity Inflation, is, therefore, vastly preferable to one 
in which the price-level is slowly falling relatively to 
earnings. The advantages to economic progress and 
the accumulation of wealth will outweigh the element 
of social injustice, especially if the latter can be taken 

-- into account, and partially remedied, by the general 
system of taxation ;-and even without this remedy, 
if the community starts from a low level of wealth 
and is greatly in need of a rapid accumulation of 
capital. 

(ii.) THE INCIDENCE OF CoMMODITY INFLATION 

~ 
A Commodity I~ation really does increase the 

e80urces available for new investment and serves to 
augment Society's stock of wealth. This respect, in 
which it totally differs from an Income Inflation and 
from a Capital InfratioIiWiiicli-do noSUc1lthing, 1raS 
b~mmonly overlooked by those who do not dis
tinguish difIereut kinds of Inflation from one another. 
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BuJ; it alBa and in this respect it resembles Income ... 
InHation--c&1lSeB a redistribution of exjsting wealth by 
transferring wealth from owners of money and debts to 
those who have borrowed and have liabilities expressed" , 
in terms of money. For not only do those in the pos- '" 
session of money-incomes find that their real incomes 
are diminished; those who are in possession of a stock 
of money also discover that this stock has lesslthan its 
previous real value. Mr. Robertson has argued from 
this that the latter class may, therefore, be induced 
to save on a greater scale than they would otheiwise, 
in order to make good the 1088 which they have in
voluntarily suflered in the value of their stock of 
money. In addition those in receipt of increased 
'incomes, whether as a result of increased employment 
or of higher money-rate of efficiency earnings, may be 
expected to save part of their incomes to build up 
their income-deposits. ' 

To savings arising in the former way, i.e. to re
plenish income-deposits, Mr. Robertson has given the 
name of "induced lacking", as distinct from the 
" imposed lac!cillg " (as he calls it) resulting from the 
reduction m the purchasing power of current money 
incomes which is caused by Commodity In1I.ation. 
, But there is something further to be said about the 
distinction betWeen these two things. Mr. Robert
son's "imposed lacking" is solely a characteristic of 
Commodity In1ia.tion and is not present in the cl!-se 
of an Income Inflation; ,wher~ his "induced 
lacking" is primarily 1r. characteristic of an Income 
In1ia.tion, and is only present in the case of Com~ 
m~ty In1ia.tion when the latter is accompanied by', 
an'mcrease of output. For there is no reason to 
expect any increase in' the Income Deposits except 
in proportion to the- :increase of money-earnings.: 
Furthermore, whilst "imposed lacking" necessarily 
represents an augmentation of the resources available 
for new investment, this is, only true of "induced 
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lacking" when this results from genuine savings. 
Yet there are other ways of augmenting the Income 
Deposits,-for example, by a transfer from the Savings 
Deposits or by refraining from the purchase of securi
ties with normal 'current savings; or the velocity 
of the Income Deposits, instead of their amount, may 

I 
be increased. Thus !' induced la~king " seems to me 
to be too precarious a source of additional savings to 
deserve separate notice. . 

The confusion between the loss in the value of 
v current income and the loss in the value of existing 

stocks of money and money claims sometimes leads to 
a corresponding confusion as to the ~ of Com
modi5/nHation. When a bank increaseste volume 
of cre 't Wthe accompaniment of a rise of prices, 
it is evident that the borrower, in whose favour the 
additional money-credit has been created, has at his 
co=and an increased purchasing power with which 
he can augment his fund of working capital; and this 
remains true even if prices rise, and however much they 
rise. At whose expense has this augmentation taken 
place 1 Or, in other words, whose real income has 
been diininished in order to supply the increased 
real income in the hands of the borrower t The . 

f 

obvious answer-but the wrong one-is to say that 
the transference has taken place at the expense of the 
dell.()~r. It is true that the b~r, coming on 
to .the market as an additional buyer without any 

..". diminution in the purchasing power of the existing 
buyers at the existing price-level, raises prices. It is 
also true that the increase of prices diminishes the 

.; value of the depositor's deposits, i.e. of his command 

(

of purchasing power. But unless we assume that the 
depositors as a body were about to diininish their 
real-balances, the increase in the price-level, althongh 
it diininishes the value of the money-tieposits, does no~ 
for that reason necessarily diininish the consumption 
of the depositors. So long as depositors asa body are 
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not drawing on their previous deposits for purposes of 
consumption, it is not with their existing deposits that 
they are paying for their consumption, but with their 
current income. This leads us to the correct answer. 
What the rise of prices diminishes is the value of all 

v current incomes payable in cash. That is to say, the \ 
flow of purchasing power in the hands of the rest Of\" 
the community is diminished by an amount equal to 
the fresh purchasing power obtained by the aforesaid 
borrower. Furthermore, as we have seen, a benefit 
exactly equal to this 1088 in the value, of current 
income accrues in the shape of profits to the entre
preneurs who are able to sell their current output at 
the enhanced price. Thus the increment of capital \ 
acquired by the new borrowers by means of the loans 
accorded to them is at thE!' expense of recipients of 
current income; but this increment of wealth, or 
rather the loan which it secures, belongs not to thOBe\ 
at whose expense it has been built up but, directly or 
indirectly, to the entrepreneurs who have made wind
fall profits by being able to dispose of their output at 
an enhanced price. . 

(

To whom, on the other hand, has there accrued 
an increment of wealth corresponding to the 1088 of 
wealth of the depositors! Obviously to the ow, 
borrowenr-t.e. to the borrowers who have borrowed 

7 at ~e previous lower price-level but will be able 1'.0 
"repay at the new "higher price-level. But this trans- -

ference, whilst it is a transference qf wealth-not only 
between bank-depOBitors and bank-borrowers but be' 
tween all classes of lenders and borrowers in terms at 
money-is not a transference which serves in any way 
to" augment the stock of capital. For whilst, the 
borrowers can repay when the due date of their lam" 
arrives by parting with less purchasing power than 
what they had expected to part with, and therefore 
retain additional purchasing power which they may 
or may not ~mploy to replenish working capital, the 
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amount of credit available in the hands of the banks, 
as a result of these repayments of old loans, where
with to make new loans to business, is worth corre
spondingly less. 

(iii.) "THE NORMAL CoURSE OF A CREDIT CYCLE 

Having emphasised sufficiently the endless variety 
of the paths which a Credit Cycle can follow, we may 
allow ourselves, by way of simplification, to pick out 
one path in particular which seems to us to be suffi
ciently frequented to deserve, perhaps, to be called 
the usual or normal course. 

Something happens--of a non-monetary character 
-to increase the attractions o~ment. It may 
be a new invention, or the development of a new 
country, or a war, or a return of "business confi
dence" as the result of many small influences tending 
the same way. Or the thing may start-which-is 
more likely if it is a monetary cause which is playing 
the chief ;part-with a Stock Exchange boom, be
ginning Wlth speculation in natural resources or de 
facto monopolies, but eventually affecting by sympathy 
the price of new capital-goods. 

The rise in the natural-rate of interest, correspond
ing to the increased attractions of investment, is not 
held" back by increased saving; and the expanding 
volume of investment is not restrained by an adequate 
rise iflhe market-rate of intereSt. 

This acquiescence of the Banl@lI' System in the 
increased volume of investment may involve it in 
allowing BOme increase in the total quantity of money ; 
but at first the necessary increase is not likely to be" 
great and may be taken up, almost unnoticed, ont of 
the general slack of the system, or may be supplied 
by a falling off in the requirements of the Financial 
Circulation without any change in the total volume 
of money. 
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At this stage the ou}eut ~nd price of cap~ 
,b~e. Employment :un.prpves and the whole
fiiI6 indM ~. The increased expenditure of the 
newly employed then raises the price of consumption
goods and allows the producers of such goods to reap 
a windfaJLprofit. By this time practically all cate
gories ofgOOas will have risen in price and all classes 
of entrepreneurs will be enjoying a profit. ,. ' 

At first the volum~ of emptgyment of the factors 
of production will ,inc~ without IIluC)1!~~~~Jn 
their rate of remj!ner¥ion. But after a large propor
tion of the unempIOyed factors have been absorbed 
into employment. the entre~eurs bidding against 
one another under the stimUlUs of high profits wiIl. 
begin to offer higher rates of remuneration. 

lIDtliewliile, therefore~-tllerequirem~t4\) 
industrial circulation will be increasing-first of all to 
look.-after-the-increasedV01ume-of employment' and, . 
subsequently to look after, in addition, the increased 
rates of remuneration. A jloint will come, therefore, I 

when .!,he ~a~* S:y:stem Is no Iong~r a~~ly 
t~cessana vo um,.e of money consIBte!ltly wiJiUts 
prinCl:e!es an traditions. 

It IB astonishing, however,-what with changes in 
the Financial Circulation, in the Velocities of Circu
lation, and in the reserve proportions of the Central 
Bank-how large a change in the Earnings Bill can be 

. looked after by the Banking System without an ap
parent breach in its principles and traditions. 

It may be, therefore, that the '~oint. will 
come, not from the reluctance or the ma~ty of the ./ 
Banking System to finance the increased Earnings Bill; 
but from one or more of three other~. The turn 
may come from a faltAu:.Wg of fin8ncWeptimeIl,.t, due 
to some financiers, from"'p'r~(l~or £:rom their ex-a) 
pe~h of'p~~, see~ a little fur1hll.I..ahead 
than.]; !l,bU8lJ!..~ world or the ba.nkjpg world. If so, 
the growth of " bear " sentiment Will, as we have seen. ---- " 
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increase the requirements of the Financial Circulation. 
It may be, therefore, the tendency of the Financial 
Circulation to increase, on the top of the increase in 
the Industrial Circulation, which will break the baok 
of the Banking System and cause it at long last to im
pose a rate of interest, which is not only fully equal 
to the market-rate· but, very likely in the changed 
circumstances, _well above it. 

Or it may be that the attractions of new invest
( ,,) ment will wear themselves out "iith-time w: with the 

inCreas-i;~?ty of£8rtain JIIna~.wapital-gQDds. 
Or,-- y,-failing ii- turn-about from any of the 

\. ~ ~ove causes-there is likely to be a sympathetic 
reaction, not much more than one production period 
aft6r'The secondary phase of the boom (tpe increased 
activity in the production of consumption-goods) has 
properly set in, owing_ tQ.....t;he....W.evitahle-eoIIa.pse...in 
the_ prices of co~.%on:gQOds below_theiJ:..higher 
level. 

1'hus the co~e will come in the end as the 

\ 

result of the piliiig up of several weighty causes-the 
evaporation of the attractions of new investment, the 
:faltering of financial sentiment, the reaction in the 
price level of consumption-goods, and the growing 
inability of the Banking System to keep pace with 
the increasing requirements, first of the Industrial 

)Circulation and later of the Financial Circulation 
also. 

The order of events is, therefore, as follows. 
First, a eaprearrn1li£i'on leading to an increase of 
I!I'Ve8tment, leading to Commodity Inflation; seQ2ll.d, 
still more Capital Inflation and Commedity loBation 
for approximately one production period of consump
tion-goods; tlliM, a reaction in the degree of the 
Commodity and Capital Inflations at the end of this 
period; fo~ a collapse of the Capital Inflation; 
and ~, a decrease of Investment below normal, 
leading to a Commodity Deflation. 



CHAPTER 20 

AN EXERCISE IN ·THE PURE THEORY OF THE 
. CREDIT CYCLE 

I PROPOSE in this chapter to take a particular type 
of Credit Cycle and to work it out in full detail. 
Owing to the simplifying assumptions which have to 
be introduced in order to rule out the various com
plexities which are usually present in actual life, the 
example taken is somewhat artificial. Since, more
over, it does not add to the previous argument.but 
only illustrates it, some readers may prefer to leav.e 
this chapter out. The method and the ideas of the 
preceding chapters will, however, be better illustrated 

. in this way than if I were to cover more ground less 
intensively. 

The type taken is one at the inception of which 
some of the factors of production are unemployed. It 
is then assumed that the banks adopt a lending policy 
which allows the production of consumption-goods to 
increase, accompanied by a building up of an addi
tional stock of working capital inadequately com
pensated by additional saving, sufficient to permit all 
the unemployed factors. of production to return 
gradually to work .. The chapter is, therefore, an 
essay in the internal mechanics of the price-wage-

. em}ll.o~ent s~cture during the course of a Cycle' 
which represents a recovery ill the volume of employ
ment from a preceding slump which has reached an 
equilibrium between prices and costs of production, . 
but is still characterised by unemployment. . 

VOL. I 305 
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(i.) THE STANDARD CASE 

Let us begin by simplifying the problem so as to 
set out the essential mechanism (which, as we shall 
find, is substantially similar in the more generalised 
cases) in a manner which is free from non-essential 
complications. Our initial assumptions, which will be 
removed later on, are as follows: 

Assumption Alpha. It is assumed that Clll'!eDWV
ings, exclusive of additions to the Income Deposits, 
are ,equal to the am.I!:r!!lJi..J!f net new investment 
dther than tIle--liadition to working capital re
quired to provide for the additional volume of em
ployment; so that the additional working capital 
corresponds exactly to the amount of entre:preneurs' 
profits plus any additions to Income Deposits.' 

Assumption Beta. It is assumed that the· banks 
create just enough additional money for the In
dustrial Circulation, after allowing for any fluctua
tions in the amount of the Financial Circulation, 
to allow the absorption of the unemployed factors 
of production into employment at a steady rate, 
so that the last unemployed factors will just have' 
been brought into employment when one produe- . 
tion-period has passed by. This amounts to the 
bank's BUpp~/U1l~t entreprene.uxs witJurllateyer 
th~uire, over and above their profits, to :par 
w~~!0he gradually increas~scale whiC1i:.18 
asBUlIJ.ed .aniItO increase. tliilir Busmess-depOilits A. 

Assumption Gamma. It is assumed that the whole of 
the increasecJ~mp!Qymgntds dll:ectetl._to.J;he.'pro
duction oTConstiInption-goods, and that the stocks, 
if any""; of liquid capital are constant. . 

• This implicitlyll88UJDeO that entrepleDeanl ""'. at the COllUDl!llCOllleDt of 
the period, making 1IIlithe< pro6ta nor ~ but thia _ptioR io _ 
...... tiaI, and R io """1 to adjust. tha argument to ito .boonoe. 
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Assumption DeUa. It is assumed that there is no 
Income Inflation, so that the rates of efficiencY-" 
wagesort1lelactors of production are unchanged 
throughout: i.e. that the money-costs of produc
tion are constant. 

Assumption Epsilon. It is assumed that the duration 
of th~ll.Nd~rocess is the sa.m.e fo~m
modities, and that the process is a stead~. 

Assu;;;tion Zeta. It is assumed that w!,ges are paid 
at th!UlIl~mteNals, which we will call 
.. weeks", in respect of work done during each 
week; that the wlges thus pa~e.mUy a.vailable 
for e~e..!!<!i~ y.!4e recipients in the following 
weeK; and that eXRenditure during any week is at :nytes2I rate; that is to say, the expenditure in 

weeKis governed by the income of the previous 
week, the income earned in respect of work done 
during the current week not being received in 
time to afiect expenditure during that week. It 
is assumed further that consumers can:y fonv.a.rd 
in. their jI!.!l~me"deposit.&-twer ih!LW.ewnd s.n 
alfioiint-eql!.~LtQ.. their jl!CqlIUlILiY!lt recci.Yed...in 
respectoLiliullUen.Lweek .,lllua...a...Jlonstll,lli..:pro
portiwulf their m.!)QIX!eIl P! the preyjgua week. 

When money -incomes are unchanged or are 
changing at a constant rate, the above means that' 
the income-deposits carried forward at the end of 
each week are a constant proportion of the week's ., 
income and that the velocity of circulation of the 
income deposits is constant. But when moner
,incomes are changing, the position is not so simple. 
For if It,. stands, as before, for the inverse of 'the 
velocity of circulation of the income-deposits, w. 
and w. for the income of two successive weeks, 
and m • w,. + w. for the carry-forward at the end of 
the second week (in accordance with the above' 
assumption), then the expenditure in the ~hird 
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week is WI +m(wl-w.) and the average level of 
income-deposits is 111-. WI + W. -l{w. + m(wl - w.)}, 
which is the balance at the middle of the week, 
• { } 7. lW, +m(WI + WI) '.e. t w. +m(WI +W.) ,so that ... = 11 + (w )' w. m I-WI 

which is only constant if wages are stable or are 
increasing at a steady (geometrical) rate. 

Assumption Eta. It is assumed that, whatever 
mistakes may have been made in the past, all 
those concerned accurately forecast the subsequent 
course of the Credit cycle. 

Let the length of the production period (assumed 
uniform in length and steady in intensity in accordance 
with assumption Epsilon) be equal to 21 -1 of these 
units of time or " weeks". 

Then if a = the flow of earnings in terms of money 
per unit of time, and 

t = the proportion of earnings spent on 
consumption, and also-in virtue of 
Assumption Alpha-the proportion 
of output emerging in a form avail
able for consumption, 

we have initially, 
a • 1 ~ cost of production of working capital; I 

and " 
t • a = the flow of consumption. 

Le~p be the price-level of goods available for con-
sumption, . 

Now let us suppose that the proportion of the 
factors of production out of work to those in work is x, 
and that a movement starts to increase employment 
up to capacity and therefore working capital in the 
proportion x. We will assume, in accordance with 

I~ G ~ ~ ~-~ 
or 20'-1 +20'-1 +20'-1+ .. • ... 20'-1 =a.r 
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assumption Beta, that this is done not in one jump 
. but by steady equal incrementa, 80 that the rate of 

in-put 2r ~ I into the machine of process per week is 

increased in the proportion z and is then maintained 
a 

at the level 2r -I (I + z). Thus after 2r -I weeks 

the earnings will be increased to a(1 + z) and will be 
maintained thereafter at this steady level. 

This means that in the first week earnings 

I will be increased to a( I + 2r ~ I)' in the second to 

a(I+2r~I)' in the third to a(I+;~I); until in 
the 2r-Ith week they have reached a(1 +z) and 
employment is at full capacity. 

The increased earnings will not affect the price
level in the first time-interval, because we have 
assumed wages to be paid at the end of the week, so 
that the additioual earnings do not come on to the 
market as buying power until the second week. 
During the second week, however, the buying power, 
which will come on to the market against the same 
amount of available real output as before, will be 
. ed ( :1:(1 -m»). a:J:. th . mcreas to a t + 2r -I ' SInce 2r -I 18 e Increase 

of income and ~ is the propo~on of this added 

to the carry-forward iLIld not spent, 80 as to satisfy 
Assumption Zeta.' The result is that the price-level 
will . (:1:(1 -m») rJSetop I +t(2r-l) • 

I U WI is greater than ~ i.e. if the oany-forward is more than a week'. 
income, this .... umption is Bot likely to be fullillod oxoopt after • tiJD&.1ag; 
for, in this oaee, when inoomes are inoreaai.ng, it ill probable that the oarry .. 
forward will be miaed in the oame proportion only gradnaUy, 10 _ tho 
velocity of cirouJation of tho incom&-depooila will temporarily fall below ila 
IIOnIlaI nJue. 
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• x{I -m) 
Thus the consumers lose a proportIOn t(2r -I) of the 

purchasing power of their money incomes, and those 
entrepreneuxs whose goods have emerged in available 
form during the time-interval in question, and so fetch 

price p( I + :gr--~ D instead of p, have gained a profit 

or the same amount. 
The volume of earnings in the second week is 

a( 1+ (:-1»)' and the new price-level in the third 
week will be, by the same reasoning as before, 

( 
x{2 -m») This h . il P 1 + t(2r _ I) . process t en contmues unt 

2r -1 weeks have passed, at the end of which time 
the volume of earnings will be a(1 +x), and the 
price -level during the {2r -I)th interval will be 

( 
x{2r -2 -m») 

P 1 + t(2r _ I) , which-if 2r - 1 represents a sub-
stantial number of weeks-is practically equal to 

p( 1 +n. That is to say, if r is large,' both absolutely 

and relatively to m, the rise of prices is retarded very 
little by the consumers maintaining the ratio of their 
income-deposits to their money incomes. Such re
tardation of the rise of prices as occuxs is due partly 
to the earners being paid one week late, and partly 
to their increasing the unspent income carried forward 
from one week to another so as to keep their income
deposits in the appropriate relation to their money
incomes. 

The increase in the volume of income-deposits will 
have amounted by this time (i.e. carried over at the 

end of the (2r-I)th week) to a.x (1+:=; .m). 
Meanwhile the whole body of consumers, including 

I Aa '" the pro_hie mopitude 01 r. _ Vol. ii., Ch&p. 28. 
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those responsible for the new volume of production, 
will have consumed exactly the same aro.ount as before, 
namely, at the rate of a . t per week. For although 
rates of real wages will have been falling steadily 
throughout, so that the old producers, excluding those 
responsible for the new volume of production,. will 
have had their consumption curtailed, the new pro
ducers will have increased their consumption by 
the same amount! Thus these new producers will 
have increased their aggregate earnings by a. 3:. r, 

and their income-deposits by a . 3: (1 +: = ~in); and 

the aggregate profit accruing to the entrepreneurs 

will have amounted to a . 3: { r -(1 + : = ~)m }, since 
this represents the excess of the value of investment 
over the volume of saving. As we shall see below 
(p. 312 footnote), entrepreneurs will sacrifice a small 
part of their surplus in the 2rth week; so that the 
total surplus accruing to them in the end will be 
a. 3:fr - (1 +m)}. 

Working capital, output and employment have 
now all been raised to their maxima with such rise 
of prices as is compatible with our assumptions, in 
particular the assumption that the rates of money
wages are maintained at their previous levels. 

This is the height of the boom and prices are at 
their maximum. If the percentage of unemployment 
amongst the factors of production requiring to be 
absorbed was originally 10 per cent and t is 90 per 
cent, prices will have risen by about 11 per cent. The 
second act of the drama now begins-namely, the 
slump. 

In the 2rth time-interval from the beginning of the 
revival in- employment, available output begins to 
emerge at the rate a(t + 3:) instead of at the rate a . t, 

I. The above a.rgumeot exoludes sach contingenoiea .. UDemployed allow .. 
_. the .1Ieot of which is doolt with on p. 316 below. 
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and continues steadily thereafter at this increased 
rate. The price-level is, therefore, diminished in the 

proportion ~ by which the available goods on the 

market are now increased. That is to say, since in 
the 2rth interval the expenditure is a(t +x) and the 

available goods coming on to the market ~(t + x), 

the price-level abruptly falls to its initial value p.l 
It will be noticed that the increase in the flow of 

available output just balances the fall in prices, so 
that income-deposits, at their increased figure of 
k,. • a(l + x), are still in equilibrium with the new 
situation. 

Under our present assumptions the slump is purely 
a price slump and carries with it no reaction in the 
volume of employment. The new position is one of 
equilibrium at the same price-level and the same 
wages-level as before the expansion of production,. 
but with working capital, production and employ
ment all increased in the proportion x. 

(ii.) EIGHT EPILOGUES 

Before we abate the rigour of our assumptions, 
there are several points, most of them already made 
in previous chapters, which are worth repeating with 
special reference to the present case : 

(1) The same result could have been brought about 
by keeping prices stable and progressively reducing 
money-wages in the same proportion as, in the above, 
prices have been supposed to rise; except that in this 

, This is not atrictIy accurate. For the carry.forward -' the ODd of the 
2rih intuv .... namely. 0(1+,")(1+ ... ). will be greater than -' the end of the 

(21" -I)th intuv ........ mely. 0(1+ m)+ a .3(1+ : = ~ .... ).10 thetthisaddition 

to the carry.forward 10m hring the faU of prieee temporarily belo .. p in the 
2rth intuval. 80 thH they will not settle do ..... at p until the (21"+ I )th 
interval. 
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ease the increment of wealth would accrue more to the 
. new entrepreneurs entering into production and less to 

those with goods already in process when the increased 
production begins-with the result that this alterna
tive cannot occur in competitive conditions. 

(2) The same result could also have been brought 
about without any transference of wealth from con
sumers to entrepreneurs if the factors of production 
would accept a proportion of their money-wages in a 
deferred form, only to be exchanged for available out
put as and when new saving is available from other 
sources. For example, if the wage-interval is equal 
to the production-interval so that r = 1, or if the carry
forward is increased at every wage-interval by the 
appropriste amount, or if savings are sufficiently 
increased in some other way, there will be no rise in 
the price-level. 

(3) The pre-cycle bank depositors will, if they sit 
tight throughout the credit cycle, sufier neither gain 
nor loss; their bank-deposits are worth the same 
amount at the end as at the beginning. The incre
ment in working capital, most of which on the assump
tions so far made belongs to the entrepreneurs, has 
accrued entirely at the expense of current incomes, 
which have diminished in purchasing power, and not 
at all at the expense of depositors. 

(4) Whilst it is the producers who have to accept 
a smaller real income per unit of productive effort in 
the interests of raising the fund of working capital so as 
to enable the whole population to be fully employed, 
almost the whole of the resulting increment of wealth 
accrues, as a pure windfall, to the entrepreneurs. 

If, however, we were to suppose that the Society 
under observation is a completely socialised State in 
which the State fixes wages, determines the volume 
of saving and is the sole entrepreneur, then no question 
of inequity would arise as a concomitant of the process 
of increasing the fund of working capital. For in such 
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a case the temporary reduction of the level of real 
wages, which is an inevitable accompaniment of the 
full employment of the factors of production (as it 
would be of saving for any other purpose), means an 
increment of wealth which accrues to the co=unity 
as a whole. 

(5) Furthermore the increment of wealth accruing 
to entrepreneurs as a class will accrue mainly to those 
entrepreneurs who already have goods in process at 
the moment when employment begins to increase, and 
not at all to those who set on foot the increased volume 
of production, since these will obtain only normal prices 
for their output when it becomes available; in other 
words the forward price for a date ahead corresponding 
to the length of process will remain normal throughout, 
showing a backwardation as compared with the spot 
price, i.e. the latter will have risen to a premium over 
the forward price. 

(6) The price p' of working capital, which is much 
the same as the index number of raw materials at 
wholesale, will, on the assumption of perfect forecast
ing, rise at once to a greater extent than p, which is the 
price-level of available output, i.e. of liquid conBumll
tion goods. For whilst the value of working capital, m 
the shape of goods which have been started into the pro
ductive process after the beginning of the credit cycle, 
will not rise, inasmuch as, when they are finished, they 
will only sell for the old price; nevertheless the value 
of working capital, in the shape of goods which, al
though still non-available, were already partly finished 
when the cycle began, will reflect the anticipated 
higher price for available output at the date when 
their process will be completed-that is to say p', the 
price-level of raw materials and half-finished goods, 
will on the average, assuming correct forecasting, rise 
much more sharply than p, namely to a level inter-

mediate between p and p(1 + ~). 
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(7) The argument a.ssumes that factors of produc
tion receive larger money incomes, and consume corre
spondingly more, when they are employed than when 
they are unemployed, so that an increase in the volume 
of employment by involving larger incomes for the 
units previously unemployed means, during a period of 
time equal to the length of process, smaller rea.l in
comes for the units already employed. In so far as 
this is not the case (e.g. as the result of unemployed 
benefit) the increment of working capital required 
may be partly made good from the source out of 
which the incomes of the unemployed were previously 
paid.' This does not affect the character of the argu
ment, but means that the amount of the necessary 
price rise is correspondingly diminished. If, for ex
ample, unemployed pay is half of employed pay, the 

above equations will still hold good with ~ substit~ted 
throughout for z. And if the Society under considera
tion is one in which the factors of production receive 
exactly the same rate of wages whether they are 
employed or unemployed (" Work or Maintenance "), 
then, obviously, there will be no rise of price at all. 
On the other hand, prices will in these cases slump 
below the initial level at the end of the production
period, unless the funds, formerly used to pay the dole 
and subsequently used to replenish working capital, 
are then employed to augment consumption or in
vestment in some other direction .. 

(8) There is one paradoxical fact of outstanding 
importanC6-1l.lready mentioned, but worth repeating. 
The addition to the accumulated wealth of the com
munity over any given period of time depends on the 
decisions which are taken, mainly by entrepreneurs 

1 If payment. to tho nnemployed are charged agamst industry, then the 
effect of inoreo.sed employment is to decrease efficienoy-wages. aasuming 
that wag .. pcr factor employed are unchanged. Altern&tiv~ly we lI1&y 
regard the e.pcnditure of the unemployed .. negative saving. 
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and financiers, during that period as to the amount of 
output in the shape of fixed or working capital, and 
not on the decisions of the body of individual citizens 
as to what part of their money-incomes they will 
save. When the cost of production of the new in
vestment difiers from the amount which individuals 
have saved out of their money incomes, then certain 
price changes must result. When it is a case of in
flation, as in the example just considered, the wealth 
of the community increases, though no one is de
liberately saving more-the increased wealth coming 
out of the diminished consumption of individuals due 
to the rise of prices. When, on the other hand, a de
flation is in process, individuals may appear to " save", 
and indeed are able to do 80 to their own complete 
satisfaction inasmuch as they are in fact individually 
richer by the amount of their savings, yet in spite 
of this there will be no net addition whatever to the 
national wealth-the increased wealth of the" savers " 
being balanced by an equal loss of wealth by a section 
of entrepreneurs, and the consumption forgone by the 
.. savers" being balanced by an equal increment of 
consumption by consumers generally. 

Thus whether the earning and consuming public 
intend as individuals to be prudent or imprudent 
will not in fact make the slightest difierence one 
way or the other to the amount of their aggregate 
consumption; for so far as current consumption is 
concerned, the intentions of individuals to reduce or 
to maintain consumption will always be defeated, 
in respect of any effect on the aggregate of current 
consumption as a whole, by an appropriate move
ment of prices upwards or downwards. Thus the net 
effect of the prudence or imprudence of individual mem
bers of the public will be seen, not in the aggregate 
consumption of the public, but in the price-level and 
in who owns the increased non-available wealth of 
the community. In short, "prudence" by the public 
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will in such ciroumsta.nces be, for them. cheap and 
useful j for it will, without diminishing their aggregate 
consumption, entitle them to wealth which would 
otherwise accrue to the entreprenems. 

(iii) TIm GENERALISED CASB 

We must now endeavour to remove 80me of the 
limitations by assuming which we have been simpli
fying our argument. 

(1) A.uumptima A.lpha. 
H current savings are greater than is here assumed, 

the rise of prices is correspondingly less-since the 
increment of buying for consumption will be less than 

the amount of 2~ 1 per week which is assumed above j 

and correspondingly, if current savings are less. But 
this does not alter the character of the argument j it 

merely means that we must substitute for 2~ 1 in our 

calculations a term which is either less or greater than 
this. 

Similarly, if net new investment, apart from the 
addition to working capital, is diminished or increased 
without any corresponding change in savings, the 
efiect& on prices. etc., as given above, will be either 
mitigated or aggravated, without being changed in 
character. In 80 far, for exampl~, as the growth of 
working capital can be offset by a diminution of the 
Foreign Balance, the mitigating efiect& come under 
this head. 

'In ahort, the phenomena of the Credit Cycle are 
more or less violent than in the Standard Case, accord

" ing as the actual disequilibrium between Savings and 
Investment exceeds or falls short of Assumption 
Alpha. 

The main difierence, however, in the development 
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of the Cycle, which results from the non-fulfilment of 
Assumption Alpha, is that the Cycle does not last for 
just one, and only one,· production period. It be
comes much more complicated, and one can only 
describe its exact course if one first makes an assump
tion as to its exact character. 

To take a particular case of the non-fulfilment of 
Assumption Alpha let us assume that the entrepreneurs 
increase their expenditure on personal consumption 
by the whole amount of their windfall profits in the 
previous" week ", in which case their' savings" as 
defined above are negative. As before, the new pur
chasing power will effectively reach the consumers 
one week late, so that the situations in the first and 
second weeks are as before; but in each later succes
sive week there will come on the market as purchasing 
power for finished goods not only the increased expend
iture of the newly employed but also the equivalent 
of the windfall of the entrepreneurs in the previous 
week.' Thus in the third week prices will rise to 

( 
x(2 - m) x(1 - m»). (x(3 -2m») . 

p l+ t(2r-I)+t(2r_I) ' M.top 1+ t(2r-l) ,In 

( 
x(3 - m) x(3 - 2m)') . 

the fourth week to p 1 + t(2r -I) + t(2r -I) ,M. to 

( X(6-3m») d il· t p\ 1 + t(2r -I) ,an so on, unt (as 18 apparen 

by easy algebra') in the qth week prices are 

(
I (Q-I)(Q-2m)_X_) 

p + 2 t(2r-l) 

1 It io lI881UIled that the recipient. do not regvd their oa""";vo wind. 
falla .. part of their noguI&r inoome, and tbend"", do not m.:- tbe 
.....,.-forwani of their incomo-depooit. proportionately to them. 

I For if pricee in the qth iD~al are p (1 + _. _"'_), we have 
/(2.--1) 

"-,,.,=q -1-... Tberefor".=I(f-1-m)=q-I{(I- .. )+(q_l_ftl)} 
• 2 

(q-I)(q-2 .. ) 
2 • 
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. insteadofp( 1+ (qt(2~=~r) as in the Standard Case; 

and finally in the (2r-l)th week 

P{I +(r-I)(2r-1-2m)t(2r
Z
_I)}· 

If, intermediately, we assume that the old entre
preneum in receipt of windfalls retain part of their 
windfalls but not an. then the rise of prices lies be
tween the results of the two formulae compared above., 
Thus the increase of bank-credit and consequently of 
retail prices in the successive time-intervals must be 
greater than in the Standard Case-how much greater 
depending on how much of the windfalls is con
sumed by those receiving them; but the argument 
is ·not otherwise affected. The enforced diminution 
in the consumption of existing consumers must now 
be sufficient to equal the new consumption of the 
profiteers as well as the consumption of the new pro
ducers, and the fall in the real value of money-incomes 
must be proportionately greater. For this reason the 
absorption into production of 10 per cent unemploy
ment is capable of requiring a much greater increase 
in the price-level than the 11 per cent which waS 
the maximum required in the Standard Case. For ex
ample, if z is 10·per cent, t is 90 per cent, m is I and 
2r is 50, prices rise in the Standard Case from 100 to 
110·6, and in the case where entrepreneum consume' 
their windfall, from 100 to 350. , The result is the 
same if consumers try to do what it is impoBBible for 
them j;o accomplish as a body, namely, to maintain 
their former rate of consumption per unit of output 
by drawing on their savings. 

On the other hand, there is a Way-apart from the 
increase of the Income Deposits-in which the pheno
mena of the Credit Cycle may stimulate increased 
saving which would not have occurred spontaneously: 
Since the value of money is falling during the upward 
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phase of the cycle but will afterwards rise again t.o its 
previous level, any individual by postplming the date 
of his consumption and transferring the equivalent 
to his savings-deposits can gain not only the normal 
rate of money interest but, in addition, the equivalent 
of the prospective increase in the value of money 
calculated as a rate per cent per annum. Thus there 
may be a substantial motive in operation influencing 
individuals to modify the time-distribution of their 
!lonsumption. In the earlier stages of the price rise 
this stimulus will be small, both because prices will 
not have risen much and because the date of the 
prospective fall of prices will still be remote. But in 
the later stages, when the prospective fall is both 
large in amount and near in time, it will become sub
stantial. Thus, given correct forecasting; this factor 
may do something to smooth away the hump at the 
top of the price c:urve. . 

(2) Assumption Beta. 

In the same .sort of way, various irregularities are 
introduced, which it would not be difficult to describe 
in any particular case, but which do not lend them
selves to a generalised description, if the bankinp; 
system facilitate the increase of employment and 
aggregate earnings, at a faster or a slower· rate than 
that which has been ~umed. . . 

(3) Assumption Gamma. 

We assumed that all available income is purchased 
and ooliSUined as it is produced, the volume of liquid 
consumption capital (if any) remaining constant; that 
is to say, that there can be no hoarding.Q! ready retail 
goods and that there are no initiaI8tocksortJi~m. 
T1iiS assumption would be iiiireaervedly valid if, and 
in 80 far as, available output is perishable and there
fore incapable of being hoarded. But in 80 far as 
available output is not perishable, obviously the pros-
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pect of a rising price-level will tend to evoke hoarding 
_ -unless the rate o~ cost of hoarding is greater than 
the rate at which the price-level is expected to rise 
-and the prospect of the restoration of the price
level to its previous lower figure will cause stocks 
to be cleared off. The removal of the no-hoar~ 
assumption is therefore nnporlant. ' - '. 

n we assumetll&t the course of the price-level is 
_correctly foreseen, a certain proportion of the new 
bank-credit will be employed not to replenish work-' 
ing capital but to augment liquid hoards, with-the 
result that the initial rise in the price-level will be 
greater than would otherwise be the case, because-less 
liquid goods will be available for consumption. If
hoar~ cost nothing, the price-level would rise to· 
its ma.xJ.lD.um in the first time-interval (instead of, ail 
in the Standard Case, in the (2r - 1 )th time-interval), 
and this maximum will be the price which can be 
maintained without change throughout the 2r -1 -
time-intervals. This price will be half-way between 
the initial price-level and the maximum price-Ievel.~ 
on our old lio-hoarding hypothesis, that is to say _ 

approxima.tely p( 1 +~).1 In this case the v~lume of 

hoarding will continue to increase up to the rth time~ 
interval and will diminish thereafter until the hoards 
have been completely absorbed in the (2r -l)th 
interval, after which, as before, the price-level falls 
back again to p. . 

It will be seen that the possibility of hoarding (if 
done at no cost) halves the amplitude of thli price 
fluctuation, and is in the general interest since it brings -
about a better distribution of consumption through--
time. For hoarding to be practicable along with the .
increase of employment at the rate we have stipulated, 

• For if thoro were to be a greator rUe than this it would ouly be poosiblo 
to aell at B 1018 in 8ubaequent time-.int8rvals some of the stocks ta.ken oft the 
market in the firot tiJne.interval, 

VOL. I y-. 
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the supply of money will have to be increased in a 
slightly greater degree in the earlier weeks and in a 
slightly less de~ee in the later weeks, since the amount 
of profits reqw.ring to be financed will be increased in 
the early stages and decreased later on. 

The above is what would occur if the course of the 
credit cycle is correctly foreseen. In practice, how
ever, it may be that the initial price rise, so far from 
stimulating hoarding, will bring out into the market 
additional supplies, if this be possible, from such 
hoards or normal reserves as may already exist. The 
price rise may only provoke hoarding when it has 
lasted for some time and has thus created mistaken 
expectations about the prolonged continuance of 
rising prices. In this case the rise of prices will be less 
at first than in our Standard Case but subsequently it 
will be greater, and, since through their miscalculation 
the hoarders will still have stocks on hand at the 
2rth interval when the additional supplies come on 
the market, the collapse will bring prices in the first 
instance below the normal level p. 

We must next take account of the fact that hoard
ing normally costs somet~. If this cost is.feater 
than the rate at which pnces woul<1 1:2idii the ~ence 
of li~a.~g;lli:en-nnJwarding_~ ta!c~ place. That 
is to say, there~!! no hoardingiGheJ)os~_ot.b.oa.rd-
. .. al . ha ---E- If m~ pe~rv __ ]8.gr~Jl t(2r -..l-j" , on 
the other hand, the cost of hoarding per time-interval 

is less than t(2r:-1)' hoarding will take place. in this 
case prices will be higher in the earlier time-intervals 
after hoarding begins and lower in the later ones than 
in the Standard Case. AB before, however, the maxi
mum price-level will be reached immediately before 
the 2rth interVal and will slump back to p in the 2rth 
interval: . 
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(4) Assumption. Delta. 
We haye !!S,mmM in the Standard Case that the 

rates of remuneration of the factora_ of production 
remain the same in terms of money throughout the 
cycle, i.e. that the Commodity Inflation is not accom
panied by an Income TnIlatron:-J.It1:i.iil&iisumption 
is not fulhlied, there Will be a further increase in the 
consumption price-level, superimposed on the rise due 
to the Commodity Inflation, to the precise extent and 
for the precise period that Income Inflation is present. 
(5) Assumption. Epsiltm. 

Let us next dispense with the assumption that the 
length of process is the same for all commodities. In 
this case the price-level will be composed of com
modities of which some have not yet reached their 
maximum price and some have already passed it. 
!l;efic~!.~haJI ~mposi~_.I,>!i~.:le.!e! will then take on 
tllea rspe -

1:\ 
instead of a straight line suddenly declining as in the 

S~ """ W::::1""t"' . 
Fig.Z 

or a curve rising more rapidly at first, and then 
suddenly declining where there is hoarding: 

~7 
Fig.3 
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For, as more and more co=odities reach their peak and 
decline, the rate of increase of the composite price-level 
will be, in the case of Fig. 1, slower and slower, until a 
point comes when the co=odities of which the price has 
declined outweigh those of which the price is still rising. 

There is also a further qualification to our previous 
conclusions, if we relax our assumption as to uniform 
length of process but not our assumption as to perfect 
forecasting. For if the rate of input of a co=odity 
having a short production-period is increased in the 
same proportion as that of everything else, its price 
will fall below the normal at the end of its p'roduction
period, because the purchasing power available for it 
will not yet have increased in as large a proportion 
as its output. It follows that the rate of input of 
co=odities having a relatively short production
period should be increased somewhat more slowly than 
that of the others. -On the other hand, as a partially 
balancing factor to the above, there will be· some 
diversion of consumption from articles of long pro
duction-period to articles of short production-period, 
to take advantage of the lower price of the latter. 

(6) Assumption Zeta . 

.Any departure from this assumption has the same 
effect as a variation of the rate of saving already con
sidered with reference to Assumption Alpha. 

(7) Assumption Eta. 

In practice Credit Cycles have a strong inherent 
tendency to be "overdone" as compared with the 
Standard Case. 

So far we have presumed accurate forecasting and 
have only made a few passing allusions to the results 
of imperfect forecasting. But in fact forecasting is 
certain to be imperfect, and likely, moreover, in the 
present state of ignorance, to have a bias in one 
direction. For, with the existing mentality of entre-
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preneurs, to-day's spot price for finished goods, which 
. is certain, has far more influence in determining 

entrepreneurs' decisions as to the rate of new input 
into the machine of process than the prospective price 
at the en.d of the production-time, which is to them 
quite uncertain; whereas it is wholly the latter price 
and riot at all the former which ought' to influence 
them. The result is that, when spot prices are rising, 
especially if they have been rising steadily for some six 
months, the rate of input is unduly accelerated, and if 
they have been falling it is unduly retarded-with 
obvious subsequent consequences. 

Moreover, where there are a number of entre
preneurs making independent decisions, which they 
take pains to conceal from one another, involving an ~ 
increased rate of input, it is quite impoBBible for any 
of them to foresee with accuracy the increased rate of 
output, and consequently the reaction ori. prices by the 
time that one production-period has passed by. 

Evidently the pOBBible ramifications and extensions 
of the foregoing argUment are so numerous that one 
could continue for many more pages amplifying, quali
fying and generalising it. Perhaps, however, it has 
been carried far enough to enable a reader, who has 
entered into the general system of thought here 
exemplified, to apply it for himself to any further 
interesting cases which may occur to him. 



CHAPTER 21 

CHANGES DUE TO INTERNATIONAL DISEQUILIBRIUM 

IT is outside the scope of this book to deal thoroughly 
with the The<?!y of International Values. But there 
are certain brief :prolegomena to such a theory, which 
are necessarily in place in a treatise on Money. 

(i.) Relative Price-levels and Relative I nterest-rates 
as Causes of Monetary Disequilibrium 

We have seen that equilibrium in an international 
currency system requires that for each country its 
rate of foreign lending should be equal to its foreign 
balance. Now this involves two sets of conditions. 
For the rate of foreign lending depends on relative 
interest-rates at home and abroad; whilst the foreign 
balance depends on relative price-levels at home and 
abroad. ' 

There is, however, a radical difIerence between a dis
equilibrium which is set up by the relative price-levels 
falling out of gear from a disequilibrium which is set up 
by the relative interest-rates falling out of gear. In 
the first case, the disequilibrium can be cured by a 
change in price-levels (or, rather, of income-levels) 
without any permanent change in interest-rat4s, 
though a temporary change in mterest-rates will be 
necessary as a means of bringing about the change in 
income-levels. In the second case, on the other hand, 
the restoration of equilibrium may require not only a 

326 
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change in interest-rates, but also a lasting change in 
. incom~-evels (and probably in price-levels). That is 

to say a country's price-level and income-level are 
affec not only by changes in the price-level abroad, 
but also by changes in tke irderest-'l'ate, iJIue to a charifJe in 
the demand for investment abroad relatively to tke demand 
at home; /. 

(i.) Let us begin with the first and simpler case, 
where the disturbance of equilibrium comes about 
solely through a change, let us say a fall, in the price
level abroad. This will result in a falling off in the 
foreign balance B without a corresponding change 
in the volume of foreign lending L, with the couse
quence that L will exceed B and gold flows out of the 
country. Temporarily bank-rate must be raised; but 
when the process, which this sets up, towards a fall, . 
first of prices and then of money-incomes, has been . 
completed, the bank-rate can be safely restored to its 
previous level. For the conditions of equilibrium will 
be satisfied by a fall in II, the price-level of output ae 
a whole, and also in S" L, I" and B, below what they 
were measured in terms' of money before prices fell 
abroad (though they will be unchanged in terms of 
purchasing power), corresponding to the fall in the 
foreign price-level. Apart from money-values, the new 
equilibrium once established will differ in no significant 
respect from the old-the character of production will-
be unchanged.' . 

(ii.) Next let us suppose that the disturbance of 
equilibrium is due to a rise in' the rate of interest' 
abroad, whereas S and I, at home remain the same 
nmctions of the rate of interest as before. This will 
result in an incre~se of L, with the consequence that 
!.will exceed B and gold flows out of the country. As 
in the previous case, bank-rate must be raised, which 

¥' 1 This involvea certain tacit aaa"umptions. such all that the money~ 
earnings of the ditJerent fa.ctol'll of production are all oha.nged in the same 
proportiOll. 
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retards both home investment I, and foreign lending 
L, so that 8 exceeds I and prices II fall. The fall of II 
causes losses to entrepreneurs at the old cost of produc
tion; so that they tend to reduce the rates of money
earnings which they offer to the factors of production 
and eventually the first term of the Fundamental 
E9.uation falls. Meanwhile the fall of II, occasioned 
inItially by the fall of the second term and "sub
sequently by the fall of the first term of the Funda
mental Equation, will have served to increase B, whilst 
the rise of bank-rate will have abated L. The process 
continues until once more L = B, when gold ceases to . 
flow out of the country. At the new position of equi
librium L is a greater proportion of 8 than before 
and 8, is a less proportion. What will have happened 
toll1 , 

B will have had to increase, which means that 
exports must have increased or imports diminished or 
both; so that the necessary increase of B can only 
come about as a result of a fall in the price of foreign
trade goods produced at home, leading to a diversion 
of production, and a reduction in I,. Now at one 
stage of the process outlined ~bove an three of these 
things will have happened. For the outflow of gold 
will have pro tanto raised the prices of foreign-produced 
goods and reduced the prices of home-produced goods, 
whilst the rise in the rate of interest will have dimin
ished I,. Thus at the new point of equilibrium, the 
prices of all homecproduced goods will have fallen 
relatively to the prices of all foreign-produced goods. 
The amuunt of this relative fall will depend-as we 
shall see below (p. 333~n the change in the terms of 
trade resulting from the physical characteristics of the 
productive forces at home and abroad. • 

As regards II itself some of its constituents will 
have fallen and some will have risen. If all the 
articles consumed within the country enter into in
ternational trade without hindrance, then II cannot 
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change relatively to a similar price-level abroad. 
Since, however, this condition is never fulfilled in .... 
practice and, besides, most countries predominantly 
consume their own output, there will, 88 a rule, be an ... 
absolute fall in IT on balance; This is the essence of t 
the argument. But we must now elaborate it further, 
for reasons which will appear: 

"""(ii.) The lleUJtionships between Foreign Lending and 
Mooemen.tB of Gold 

The foregoing argument has implicitly a.ssumed that 
B is a function of relative price-levels at home and 
abroad, and that it is not directly a function of L. 
That is to say, the mere fact of L's increasing-so we v 

have asstimed-does not influence the foreign situa
tion, whether in respect of foreign price-levels, or in 
respect of the volume of the foreign demand for our 
country's goods at a given price-level, in such a way 
88 to increase B to the same extent that L has been 
increased,.wit1wut any appreciable disturbance of the 
level of prices or of incomes at home. On the contrary. w 
we have a.ssumed that, for the most part, approximate 
equality between L and B is preserved, not by an 
increase of L directly etiniulating an increase of B~ 
but because an excess of Lover B brings about either 
the threat or the fact of a movement of gold, which 
induces the Banking Authorities of the countries Con
cerned so to alter the. ir terms of len~ 88 temporarily 
to reduce the net amount of L and ultimately to 
increase B (by when the temporary reduction of L 
will be no· longer necessary) through the medium of 
a disturbance of the existing investment equilibri~ 
ill both countries leading to appropriate changes in 
relative prices at home and abroad. ' 

Now, in 80 far 88 the above reasoning depends on 
actusl movelJlente of gold, it is in accordance with . 
the traditional Ricardian doctrine, extended so 88 
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to cover international capital transactions of which 
Ricardo himself took little account, as it is expounded 
in relation to. the facts of to-day by, for example, 
Professor Taussig.1 But it is not quite in accordance 
with another traditional doctrine which was widely 
held iI!. Great Britain, mainly on empirical grounds, 

, . during tliem:net;eenth century, and is still held to-day. 
'~ccording to this view foreign lending stimulates the 

foreign balance directly and almost automatically, and 
the actual movement of gold plays quite a minor 

'" part. This conclusion wail, I think, based much more 
on British eX'perience during the nineteenth century 
than on a ~ reasoning. But recently_pecially 
in connection with the German Transfer Problem-it 
has been supported by argument also, notably by 
Professor Ohlin. 

Professor Taussig has endeavoured, in his Inter
national TroJIr, to put the question to the inductive 
test by examining a number of nineteenth- and early 
twentieth-century examples drawn from the countries 
which have at various dates suffered an .important 
ebb and flow in the value of L. He finds, naturally 
enough-indeed inevitably-that Band L tend to 

.., move together. But when he comes to the question 
how far monetary movements have been necessary to 
make B obey the direction of L, the result is more 
inconclusive. Sometimes the facts seem to support 

'"' the Ricardian view, and sometimes it is difficult to 
. detect monetary changes on a scale sufficient to verify 

the essentials of the theory. Moreover, the inflow of 
g!lld ma~ sometimes follow, instead of preceding, a 
nse of pnces .. 

In a controv~tween Professor Ohlin and 
mY:Sl!.lt in the pages of th;-EOOiwmic JOOrn;11U929), 
Wltn. special reference to the German Transfer Prob
lem, I was not able to make clear the theoretical basis 
underlying my view, because the analysis of the pre-

I Cf. his l~ Trade (1927) pam... 
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ceding chapters had not then been published. But 
with the aid of this a.na.lysis I can, I hope, resolve the 
difficulty, and show in what circumstances the facti! 
will appear to conform to Professor Ohlin's thesis aiid 
in what circumstances to the Rica.rdo-Tau.ssig thesis. 

There are two con~ncies which we must first. of ... 
all put on one Blde 80S liOl>eing relevant to the essence. 
of the argument. There is the case where foreign 
lending is bound up with a contr?oct or understanding 
that the proceeds shall be employed in making pur
chases at home, although, failing such an arrangement, 
they would in ordinary course have been made abroad ; 
-for such arrangementl!, apart from their being, in 

. fact, negligible in aggregate quantity, are equivalent 
to subsidising the cost of the g~ supplied, which is 
tantamount to reducing their price, at the expense of 
the rate of interest which might have been charged. 

Secondly, there is the case where Gold Exchauge ~ 
Management is present in some shape or form, 80 that 
movementl! of foreign liquid a.ssetl! take the place of 
movements of a.ctua.l gold. We shall regard such 
changes 80S equivalent to movements of gold for the 
purposes of this discussion. , -
~t us call the value of a country's market-lllte I 

of interest which -,!!oUla obVl!'-te gold movemjlnts (i.ll. 
wliich IB such that 1.I -0) its ~al.mte. (The 
international-rates of differen members of the same 
currency system are; of course, not independent of one 
another.) . . 

Let us begin with the case where there are o!!Jy 
two countries, A and B, in question, thus avoiding 
the complications of roundabout trade . 

• Let us ~a..that we start from a posiJion oI 
equjlihriwn with G-O and I=S in both countries. 
This means that in each collti.lIyT : • 

Its Market-rate = its International-rate 
-its Natural-ra~. 
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(The reader should remember that this does not mean, 
unless there is complete mobility of international 
lending, that the rate of interest is the same in both 
countries. But if there is equality between the 
market-rate and the international-rate in One of the 
countries, then-when there are only two countries in 
question-there must necessarily be equality between 
the market-rate and the international-rate in the other 
country also.) 

Let us then suppose that the attractions of invest
ment increase in country A but not in country B. 
Two questions now arise for discussion-the character

I) I istics of the new position of equilibrium when it has 
'" ,been reached, and the nature of the transition from 

the old position of equilibrium to the new. (It will 
simplify the exposition, without altering the essence of 
the argument, if we assume that the rise which takes 
place in the market-rate of interest does not materially 
afiect the rate of saving in either country.) 

vr 1. First, the Oharacteristics of the New Position of 
Equilibrium.-In each country the market-rate, the 
international-rate, and the natural-rate will have re
turned to equality with one another, but at a some
what higher level than before, corresponding to the 
increased marginal attractiveness of investment in the 
two countries taken together-and a level, moreover, 
which is higher in B and lower in A than if there was 

\
no mobility of international lending ; and Band L will 

- be again equal, but with higher values than before. 

J

In other words, there will be a displacement of in
vestment, which was previously taking place in B. in 
favour of increased investment in country A. What 
will be the efiect of this displacement on the levels of 
money-earnings in the two countries 1 ' 
. There will have to be a change-over on the part 
of the factors of production, which were previously 
producing new investments in country B, to produce 
something else which is calculated to facilitate new 
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investment in country A. This may come about by . 
the factors in B producing goods previously importea. 
from A, thus releasing factors in A to produce" for 
investment in A. or by factors in B producing gooc4 
for export to A w.hich were previously produced ilf A, 
thus releasing factors in A to produce for investment' 
in A. or by factors in B producing goods for export to
A, which can be directly utilised for the purpose of . 
the additional new investment which is now taking. 
place inA. 

li this change-over in the character of production 
can be e:flected without any 1088 of efficiency, e.g. if' 
country B ~n produce goods, previously produced in 
A. to sell in B or in A. 88 the C886 may be, at the j!&IIfe 
price 88 before, without any reduction in the monay
earnings of the factors of production 88 compared with 
what they were getting in their previous employment 
or any loss to the entrepreneurs, then there is no 
l6880n 'why, rates of money-eamings in - the two 
countries should be any di:flerent in the new position 
of equilibrium from what they were in the old. Irl 80 
far 88 country B is specially efficient in the direct 
production of materials for the new investment-goodi 
required for use in A, there may well be not only no -
loss of efficiency 88 compared with producing these . 
goods in A. Qut actually a gain of efficiency; and in 
this C886, so far from money-eamings in B falling rela
tively to those in A. they might, in conceivable cir
cumstances, actually rise 88 a result of the increased 
attractiveness of kinds of investment in A, which can 
only be efficiently supplied by factors of production in' 
B. li, on the other hand, the new investment;:goods 
in A have to be produced by factors of production in 
A, which factors are made available by being released 
from producing goods hitherto exported to B 'or 
henceforward imported from B, then the presumption 
is the other way round; for it is unlikely that A 
would have previowily exported the goods in question 
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to B or refrained from importing them unless there 
was some gain in doing so. Thus, generally speaking, 

\ 

money-rates of earnings in B will have to fall relatively 
to money-rates of earnings in A in the new position of 
equilibrium as compared with the 01d.1 

This is usually expressed by saying that there will 
bea change in the" terms of trade" between the 
countnes, adverse to country B. The change in the 
terms of trade is measured by the proportionate 
change in the price of goods exported by B relatively 
to the proportionate change in the price of goods im
ported. This ratio will not be equal to the ratio of the 
proportionate change in average rates of actual earn
ings in B to that in A, except in so far as there is 
internal mobility of the factors of production within 
a country, so that their rates of remuneration in 
domestic-trade industries are the same as in inter
national-trade industries. Perhaps we should add that, 
of course, the changes in real earnings will not be 80 
great as the changes in money-earnings, and also that 
the less the importance of foreign trade in a country's 
economy the less will be the change in real earnings. 

Now the amount of the alteration in the terms of 
trade between A and B, due to the increased attractive
ness of investment in A, is independent of the character 
of the transition and of the means by which it is 
bronght about. It depends on non-monetary factors • 
-on physical facts and capacities, and on the elas
ticities of demand.in each of the two countries for '-

~ I ~ Ta1llOig baa, in his l!llmlaliowal Trade, .. IIecIed a sood deal 
of evidence to show t.b&t """ bean oat this theory. That .. to -7 ... bon 
foreign inveotmoot .. in........mg. tho terms of trade tum againot tho lending 
country and in favour of tho borrowing. __ falling in tho former aod 
rising in tho I&ttoa--in h .. torminoJoc tho _ aod _ barter terms of 
trade tend to move in tho ...... direction. Prof....,.. Ta1llOig ... I Ihink, 

\

• little too l'O&Ii7 to &801lDle t.b&, oxporta and import. adjOllt tho ..... l_ 
to the other fact.on in the lrituatiou.. ra~1' than-in part-t.he other way 
round. But Ilia treatment of the influence of intem&tiooal invedmen' OIl ., 

the price-levels in different oounmeeia far in advance of any other di8euaioD 
of tho ""bj""'-
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goods which the other can produce with physical 
efficiency. 

This alteration in the terms of trade may some
times be very small, as, for example, when Great, 
Britain made loans for railway developments abroad 
during the nineteenth century, and was herself the 
only efficient producer of much of the materials re
quired for these new investments. Nor does it follow 
that the new situation is necessarily disadvantageous 
to country B {)n balance. For, as a set-ofi' against the 
deterioration in the terms of trade, B has three pos
sible sources of gain, namely, the higher rate of interest 
on part of her savings, a subsequent reversal of the 
change in the termS of trade when the interest on the 
new loans is being remitted or when the new loans are 
nltimately paid ofi', and a pOBSible future cheapening 
as a result of the new investment of the cost of goods 
which she is in the habit of purchasing from A. ' , 

But in Some circumstances, 'On the other hand, the 
change in the terms of trade' adversely to B may be 
substantial; and this is particularly likely if A puts 
a high,tari:ff on B's goods, and if B is not capable of 
supplying·directly the 'materials required by the new 
investment in A. 

The change in the tenils of trade is also likely to 
:\ be large in the short period, when there is a sudden 

change in the relative attractions of lending at home': 
and abroad, because the factors of production require 
time if they are to efi'ect a change-Qller in the character 
of their activities without serious loBS of efficiency. It, 
is for this reason that the so-called "flight" from & 

curre~cy can be so disastrous-than to say, the' 
situation ,which arises When,'for some reason, there is 
an overpowering motive to & country's nationals to 
lend their resources abroad. There were some re
markable examples in the post-War period of- the 
extraordinary efi'ect on the terms of trade over the 
short period, of & sudden distrust, leading to & sudden 
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change in the relative attractions of lending at home 
and abroad. 

V I The negle. ct to allow. for the effect. o~.a.~. e. B .in the 
te~nrade is, perhaps, llie mos"CrinsaJi§iactory 
characteristic of Prof. C~SS~TCluJ8~ Pmllt!!' Parity 
Thiif:i:0nlte70'1'~~(J8. For this not only 
upsets the valiiIity of his conclusions over the long 

- period, but renders them even more deceptive over 
the short period, whenever the short period is char
acterised by a sharp change in the attractions of 
foreign lending. 

v 2. Second, the Characteristics of the TrQ/Mitirm.
We have seen that the international-rate cannot return 
to equality with the natural-rate in both countries 
until an appropriate change has taken place in the 
relative rates of money-earnings in the two countries. 
But this relative change could come about either by 
one country bearing the whole brunt of change by 
modifying its own abB41lute rate, leaving the absolute 
rate of the other country unchanged, or by the two 
sharing the burden of change. 

If each of the countries is determined to keep a 
quantity of gold reserves, which bears a constant pro
portion to the level of its money-income, the share of 
change to be borne by each is predetermined, the major 
part of the change being borne by the smaller of the 
two countries. But if the countries are prepared to 
allow some variation in this proportion (and the 
changes which ac¥y occur as the result of increased 
foreign investment would generally involve only a 
small change in the proportion of gold reserves to . 
total income, even if no gold at all moves from one 
country to the other), then the proportionate sharing 
between the two countries of the burden of the change 
in absolute rates of earnings is indeterminate, and de
pends on the course of events and on the policies of the 
two central banks during the period of transition. 

To illustrate this let us take the extreme cases. 
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Let us !!uppose that country A has no objection to 
. receiving more gold, and fixes its market-rate at an 

equality with its natural-rate regardless of the policy 
of country B, but that country B is reluctant to lose 
gold and keeps its market-rate at an equality with 
its international-rate (which latter largely depends, of 
course, on the market-rate fixed by country A). In 
this case countlY A suffers no period of inequality 
between its market-rate, its natural-rate, and its inter- . 
national-rate, and no alteration in its stock of gold, 
and there is, therefore, no need for any alteration 
in its rate of earnings. Thus the whole brunt of the 
change is thrown on the rate of earnings in country B, 
which will be forced, in order to retain its gold, to' 
keep its market-rate above its natural-rate until the -
process of, deflation thereby set up h8.!l brought its 
rate of earnings down to the necessary extent.-

If, on the other hand, country B is prepared to 
lose any amount of gold rather than raise its market
rate above its natural-rate, then it is'country A which 
will have to bear the brunt of the change by under
going an inflation until its rate of money-earnings 
has been raised to the necessary extent relatively to 
the rate in country B, which will have remained con-
stant throughout. . 

The amount of the flow of gold between the coun
tries, if any, is, in a sense, quite non-essential to the 
process. For the same results can be brought about 
by the potentiality of a flow of gold IJI! by the actuality. 
The amount of absolute change in rates of earnings in 
'A and B depends on the policies of the central banks 
of the two countries as to the relationships which they 
respectively mainta~ between their natural-rate and 
their market-rate. (rhe one whose policy is most in- ( 
dependent of the policy of the other, and keeps its 
market-rate nearest to its natural-rate throughout the I ~ 
transition, will suffer least absolute change in its rate 
of earnings. ) 

VOL. I 
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Now, since there is generally much more reluctance 
to lose gold than to receive it, this means that the 
lending country will often have to bear the brunt of 
the change. Only if the lending country is willing and 

...... ,ableto take up an independent attitude towards the 
risk of losing gold can it throw the brunt of the 
change on the borrowing country. 

When,. however, it is a case of an old country 
lending to a new country, the necessary conditions 
may exist which will tend to ease the difficulties of the 
transition for the lending country. For the foreign 
loan may be the consequence (and the symptom) of 
a tendency of the natural-rate of interest in the 
borrowing country to rise relatively to that market
rate, which is dictated by conditions in the outside 
world; and in this case the loan may be preceded and 
accompanied by a rise in the rate of earnings in the 
borrowing country, which, in the absence of a loan, 
would set up a state c1f disequilibrium with the outside 
world. In short, the foreign loan allows an increase 
of home investment relatively to home saving in the 
borrowing country without this development being 
ni:pped in the bud, as it would be otherwise, by rising 
pnces, a loss of gold, and a consequent increase in 
market-rate leading to a reaction in the volume of 
home ·investment. But the reader must please note 
that all this only occurs if for some other reason 
there is already in existence a tendency for the natural
rate of interest in the borrowing country to rise rela
tively to the rate abroad. Thus it makes a difierence 
whether the loan is required to preserve the existing 
equilibrium in face of a spontaneously rising tide of 
new home investIpent or whether it involves an in
duced transition to a new equilibrium. . . 

If, on the other hand, the loan is due to a rise in 
the market-rate of interest in the borrowing country, 
without there being a corresponding tendency in the 
natural- rate, then we must expect a deflationary 
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effect 011 the lending country unless it can afford to 
. allow substantial gold-movements to ensue. Such a 

situation may be due to deliberate policy on the part 
of the banking authority of the borrowing country, 
because they wish to increase their stock of gold. Or _ .~ 
they may have been forced into it for one reason or 
another as a result of the character of their banking 
system, e.g. the loan may be due to a rising market
rate of interest in the borrowing country due, not 
to a rising natural-rate, but to meet the increasing 
requirements of the financial circulation. For ex
ample, the change in the value of L between the 
United States and the rest of the world in 1928-29 
was probably due more to financial factors in the 
United States, which were increasing the requirements 
of the financial circulation, than to investment factors; 
whereas, if dear money in the United States had been 
due to a rising natural-rate of interest in that country 
relatively to other countries, the dear money policy 
need not have occasioned any serious embarrassment 
to the rest.of the world or have depressed world-prices 
for commodities, since there would have been a con
current tendency for it to be accompanied by a foreign 
balance increasingly unfavourable to America. 

Thus in the case where the responsibility lies with 
financial, rather than with investment, factors in the 
borrowing country, the gold movements will tend 
to continue or-to avoid this-the market-rate of 
interest will have to be raised in the rest of the world 
to a level in excess of the natural-rate, with the result 
of causing the rate of investment to fall below that of 
saving everywhere and so establishing a regime of 
Profit Deflation. This serves to illustrate the way in 
which Profit Deflations (and similarly Inflations) tend 
to spread sympathetically from one member of an 
international system to another; and this may occur 
without any material movement of gold, if the other 
members are not able or willing to let their stocks of 
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gold fall to any great extent, the effort to keep their 
gold necessarily involving them in a sympathetic 
deflation. It will also occur, in spite of a material 
movement of gold, if the country which initiates the 
movement is able to absorb large quantities of gold 
without being compelled to bring its market-rate 
down to equilibrium with its natural-rate.' 

I have said enough to indicate the nature of the 
process and of the argument. It is evident that many 
illustrations could be given. For example, a lending 
country, which is not willing to lose much gold and 
whose rate of earnings is not sensitive to deflationary 
forces, may suffer a long and painful transition be
tween one position of equilibrium and another. But 
it would lead me too far into the intricacies of the 
theory of international trade, which would fill a book 
in itself, if I were to pursue the matter further. I 
must leave the reader to carry on the line of thought 
for himself, if it interests him. 

Perhaps, however, I may be allowed, in parenthesis, 
to apply the above to my discussion with Professor 
Ohlin about the German Transfer Problem in the 
Eccmmn,ic Journal (1929). The payment of Repara
tions by Germany operates in the year in which it 
takes place, much in the same way as a compulsory 
process of foreign investment of equal amount, except 
that Germany will not enjoy the cumulative oil-sets 
in subsequent years which foreign investment affords, 
and the investment does not correspond to a spon
taneous change abroad, such as would lead directly 
to a demand for Germany's exports. Now I conceive 
Professor Ohlin's 8tandpoint to have been, that, given 
an appropriate credit policy in the receiving countries, 

1 As .... ahall lee in Vol ii. Chap. 80, o .... t Britain in the 1890'. 
deflated every other G011Dtry in the world by ref..mg to lend .broad 011 the 
ecale to which in_tiona! economic relatiooa had heoome adjusted. Al 
the end of 1929 it looked .. if _ might he playing IOmewhat the lime 

• rille, and w .. provokinjJ .. world·wide cleflation by her reluctance to lend 
abroad ou lb. appropriate IICIIe (i.e. to &lIow L to aeoommodate itaelf to B). 
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the new eq1Plibrium could be brought about without _ 
throwing on Germany the brunt of any change what
ever in her current rate of earnings, and without any 
movement of gold. 

This is quite true. Such a t~ is not theoretically 
impossible. But I contend that It is highly improb
able in the conditions of the actual problem, and that 
to establish the opposite, Professor Ohlin must explore 
more fully the conditions which have to be satisfied 
before his conclusion can hold- good. 

To begin with, this line of argument is quite irrele
vant to the amount of change which will be required 
in the terms of trade, and therefore in the t"elative 
rates of earnings in Germany and elsewhere and in the 
rate of German real wages. It is only concerned with 
the question whether this relative change will be 
brought about mainly by an absolute fall in the rate 
of money-wages in Germany, or mainly by an absolute 
rise in the rate of money-wages elsewhere. Now it 
would be difficult to find a case where the conditions 
for the former alternative to be probable are better 
fulfilled. For Germany is not in a position to part with 
enough gold to have a sensible effect on the credit 
policies of the rest of the world, there is no pre
existing tendency for the natural-rate of interest in 
the recipient countries to rise relatively to the natural
rate in Germany, and she is not in a position to resort 
to the expedient of regulating the rate of growth of 
her foreign investment to suit the rate at which 
relative money-earnings can be adjusted (or rather 
she only can do this by increasing her own borrowing 
from abroad, which is a more difficult task than 
diminishing her own lending would be). I -conclude 
that, if the payment of Reparations involves a BUb
stantial change in the terms of trade (which depends 
not on monetary considerations but on physical facts 
relating to the nature of the productive forces of .. 
Germany and the rest of the world). then it will 
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probably be necessary to force down the rate of 
money-earnings in Germany by means of a painful 
(and perhaps impracticable) ;process of deflation. It will 
be necessary to qualify this, only if the rest of the 
world, deliberately or by a fortunate coincidence, en
courage tendencies leading to an income inflation with 
the result of easing the practical difficulties of Ger
many's'problem of reaching a relative adjustment, or 
if new extraneous conditions come to pass which 
naturally lead the rest of the world towards a higher 
level of money-incomes. 

Borrowing from the now familiar terminology of 
the German Reparation Problem, we might use similar 
language in the general case, meaning by the" Trans
fer Problem" the problem of transition which occurs 
when there is a change in the locality where investment 
takes place. Thus, when international equilibrium 
(i.e. the equality of the international-rate of interest 
in every country with its natural-rate) requires a V 
change in the relative rates of earnings in different 
countries, the amount of the absolute change in the 
rate of jl&rnings in each country depends, i.n general, 
on the two follo:wing factors ~ 

- (1) The total amount of the relative change re
quited. This depends on what degree of diffieulty and 
what loss of efficiency is involved in the change-over 
of production from goods required for a particular 
kind of investment in one place to a different kind of 

I 
investment in another place, i.e. the amount of neces
sary change in the terms of trade. 
- (2) The proporticm of the total amount of the 
relative change which has to fall on each country. 
This depends on the policy and comparative skill and 
8tre~h 1i? support changes in its proportion of gold 
to cllculatmg money possessed by each of the central 
banks respectively. 
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(iii) The Net National Advantagll80f Foreign 

Investment 

343 

We have seen that, when a change in the terms 
of trade occurs as a concomitant of increased foreign 
investment, this is due to the factors of production in 
the lending country having to change over to a kind 
of output in which they are less efiective (having re
gard both to technical efficiency and to the various 
elasticities of demand involved) relatively to the 
factors of production in the borrowing country, than 
they were in respect of the output which they were 
producing before the change-over. That is to say, 
their marginal efficiency is reduced for obtaining 
foreign-trade products by exchange. This means that 
the terms of exchange alter to their disadvantage, 
not only in respect of that part of their foreign trade 
which corresponds to the itMreased volume of foreign 
investment, but over the whole field of their foreign 
trade-assuming, of course, competitive conditions. 
Since, in accordance with our definitions, we measure 
the output of the factors· which are working to ex
change exports for imports by the quantity of imports 
which are obtainable in exchange, it follows that the 
total outJ?ut of the factors of production in the lending 
country 18 reduced by an amount corresponding to 
the loss involved in giving more exports for a given 
quantity of imports or in replacing goods previously 
imported by goods :produced at home. 

In the new p08ltion of equilibrium actual rates 
of money-earnings will be reduced and real earnings 
will also be reduced, though to a less extent. But 
real efficiency-earnings will be unchanged, since in a 
position of equilibrium efficiency-earnings in terms of 
money and the price-level must necessarily have 

E 
changed in the same proportion. In other words, 0 . n' 
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the rate of real efficiency-earnings, will be unchanged ; 

but 0, the output, and ~, the actual real earnings of 

the factors of production, will both be reduced and 
in the same proportion, corresponding to the loss of 
efficiency of the factors of production in their new 
situation as compared with their efficiency in the old. 

On the other hand, the efficiency of capital engaged 
in foreign investment is increased by reason of the 
higher rate of interest earned. Whether on balance 
there is a national gain or loss as a result of the in
creased proportion of investment abroad depends on " 
a comparison between the prospective gain of mcreased 
future income from foreign mvestment and of im
proved terms of trade 'When this income is being paid 
and the immediate loss occasioned by the detenora
tion in the terms of trade whilst the foreign investment 
is taking place; i.e. on the elasticity of demand for 
investment at home in terms of the rate of interest 
and the elasticity of the world's demand for our goods 
and our demand for theirs. 

Subject to the simplifying assumptions that 
earnings in the export trades are the same as in 
other trades, that there are constant returns to 
industry within the range of variation in question, 
and that the total volume of saving is unchanged, 
the loss through the fall in prices of exports relatively 
to those of imports is measured by E.(p" - PI) -
F.(q,-q.), where E. is the volume of exports and F. 
of imports in the new position; 1 p", q, the prices of 
exports and imports respectively in the old position; 
and p .. q. their prices in the new position. On the 
other hand, the gain in the advantage of current foreign 
lending by reason of the rise in the rate of interest is 
measured by 8.L', where 8 is the proportionate rise 
in the rate of interest and L' the amount of foreign 

1 This ignoree loes of ooD8UlD.er". surplus through aobatitUtiOD of hoJD&o 
produced goode for importB. 
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lending in the new position. Thus the net national 
gain (or loss) to our country, in respect of these two 
elements in the calculation, is 

B.L' - E.(p,. - P.) + F .(ql - q.). 

I see no presumption in favour of this quantity 
being positive rather than negative. In the case of a 
country for which the elasticity for investment at 
home is large and the e1asticity of demand for exports 
and imports is small, one would expect it to be 
negative. The orthodox doctrine that the volume of 
foreign investment under a free play of forces is 
always at a social optimum for the investing country 
is probably based on the assumption that a very small 
fall in the prices of exports will develop an adequate 
increase of B. 

The above makes no allowance, on the one hand, 
for the subsequent effects of foreign investment in 
turning the terms of trade the other way when interest 
comes to be paid, or for any indirect advantages 
accruing to the lending country through the develop
ment of the world's resources--which advantages, 
however, would accrue to it equally if the foreign 
investment were undertaken by some other country. 
On the other hand, it also makes no allowance for the 
inevitable losses of any transition. As a rule, money
earnings will not fall to the necessary extent imme
diately; with the result that there will be an inter
vening period when the market-rate of interest exceeds 
the natural-rate, so that, total investment falling short 
of savings, business losses and unemployment ensue. 

If the above piece of analysis is applied to Ger
IlIany's "transfer problem" in the payment of re~ara
tions, there is no set-off corresponding to the higher 
rate of interest earned or to the subsequent improve
ment in the terms of trade; so that the loss to Germany 
occasioned by the strain of establishing the new equi
librium is measured by E.(p,. - P.) - F .(ql - q.), together 
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with the pains and difficulties of the transition,-over 
and above the amount of the actual reparation pay
ments themselves. 

v (iv.) The Awkwardness of Ohanges due to 
International Factors 

The importance of the foregoing discussion is this. 
A mere change in the demand-schedule of borrowers 
abroad is capable, without any change in the monetary 
situation proper, of setting up a disequilibrium in the 
existing level of money-incomes at home. If borrowel'l! 
abroad are ready and able to offer better terms than 
before, whilst the demand-schedule of borrowers at 
home is unchanged, this means that foreign lending is 
increased. Consequently gold will flow until money
earnings have fallen sufficiently, relatively to similar 
earnings abroad (which may be rising a little as a 
result of the movement of gold), for the foreign 
balance also to be correspondingly increased. The 
extent to which real incomes will fall at home will 
depend partly on the elasticity of demand for loans 
on the part of home borrowers and partly on the 
elasticity of the world's demand for our country's 
exp9rts, and of our country's demand for its imports. 
If the demands of home investment are elastic and 
the foreign trade position is inelastic, the troubles and 
inconveniences of the transition may be very great. 

'" At present public opinion-in Great Britain at 
least-is chiefly coloured by memories of nineteenth
century experience, when for various reasons the 
adverse reaction of foreign investment on the level of 
money-incomes at home was probably at a minimum. 
The significance of the above in the diiIerent circum
stances of to-day in relation to the national benefits 
of a high degree of mobility for international loans is, 
as yet, scarcely appreciated. 

In an old country, especially one in which the 
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population has ceased to expand rapidly, the rate of 
interest at which borrowers for home investment are ',
able to absorb home savings must necessarily decline. 
Meanwhile in the new countries the rate will be main
tained, and JI.S thes~. countries get over their earl~ 
pioneer difficulties, the estimated.risks of lending to· 
them-provided they are careful about their reputa
tion as borrowers-will decline.- Consequently the old 
country will tend to lend abroad an B'ver-growing 
proportion of its .total sa:;&gs. This will be.partly 
cared for by the interest on its previous foreign lending. 
But for the rest its costs of production must fall so 
as to stimulate its exports and increase its favour~ble 
balance ~n trading account. If there is a resistance. 
to this fall, gold will flow, bank-rate will rise and 
unemployment become chronic. This is particularly 
likely to happen if the prevalence of tariffs against 
manufactured goods (and a readiness to raise them 
when imports of such goods are increasing) renders the 
foreign demand for the old country's e-xports inelastic, 
whilst at the same .time Trade Unions in the old 
country present great obstacles to a reduction c:>f 
money-wages. ' 

I leave it to the reader to work out in detail what 
a'pickle a country might get into if a higher rate of 
interest abroad than can be earned at home leads to •. 
most of its savings being lent abroad, whilst, at the 
same time 'there are tariffs abroad against most of its 
exports and a tendency to raise these tariffs from time 
!-<> time to balance the ~adual1Y rising level of costs 
m the protected countries due to the outflow of gold' 
from the lending country. . . . 
, Let him take, for example, as his imaginary case, 
a Great ;Britai.l!. where neither the government nor' 
individuals are prepared to invest at home at a higher 
rate of interest than 5 per cent, and a socialised 
Australia where the government is ready to develop 
at 6 per cent, both on a gold standard and with 
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complete mobility of lending between the two; let 
him suppose further that this imaginary A.ustralia 
has a sliding-scale tariff on most British goods based 
on the difference between the costs of production in 
the two countries, and that in this imaginary Great 
Britain wages are virtually fixed in terms of money; 
and let him complete his imaginary picture by suppos
ing a Thrift Campaign in Great Britain which raises 
savings to an unusual proportion of the national in
come, or, -alternatively, a government ruled by financial 
virtue which taxes heavily in order to raise to a high 
figure the Sinking Fund for the extinction of the 
National Debt.'_ 

Or let him take the case in which the Currency 
Authorities of the countries to which gold flows 80 

manage their currency systems that the inflow of gold 
is not allowed to have any effect on their bank-rates 
or their volume of money. 

All this, we must repeat, is subject to the assump
tion of a high degree of mobility of international 
lending ... Where this does not exist, disequilibria due 
to changes in price-levels abroad may be more sudden 
and disagreeable than where it does exist (for changes 
in Bank-rate will not avail to break the impact); but, 
on the other hand, disequilibria due to changes in 
interest-rates abroad will be of secondary importance. 
Moreover, even when there is a fairly high degree of 
mobility of lending over long periods, our country
need not necessarily subject itself-unless there are 

I The reader wil1lO8dily ~ve that in writiDs the .. bove I have partly 
in mind the pooition of G .... t Britain in 1929-30. I ohouId. therefore. add 
~ whiletI regard the relative .. _v_ of foreign 1eDdiDg .... _ .. 
aggravation of the di1Iicultieo, I do not regard thia factor .. 10 important 
....... of the disequilibrium Mwoe.n Foreip Lending and the Foreign 
Balance .. the faotora deereaaing the volume of the latter, dne to the 
failure to dofIato oarningo and """'" of production in .. great .. d.egJee .. 
the interoational val.., of aterIins had been _ in the period ending in 
1925. The actnal aitnation woo due to the combination of .. tendonDy for 
foreign lending to incMaee, for Iong.period oxternal reaoon& 0_ which 
.... had little eontru~ with .. tendency for the foreign halanoe to dec:Juoo 
.... abort-period .... u1t of our poot.War monetary policy. 
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other counterbalancing advantageS to be gained-to 
a high degree of short-period mobility of international 
lending. H short-period mobility is absent, then 
short-period changes in interest-rates abroad need-" 
occasion no. serious inconvenience. Methods of damp"' 
ing down an excessive short-period mobility'of inter
national lending will be discussed in Vol. ii. Book 
VII. Chapter 36. 

The seriousness of the changes which are set up 
as the result of International Disequilibrium lies partly, 
in their irtelJ'itohility. H we are dealing with a closed 
system, so that there_is only the condition of intellll.8.1 
equilibrium to fuliil, an p.ppropriate banking policy is 
always capable of preventing any serious disturbance 
to the status quo from developing at all. H the rate of • 

_ creation of credit is so regulated as to avoid Profit· 
Inflation, there will be no ,reason for the Purchasing 
Power of Money and the money-rate of efficiency 
earnings ever to be upset. 'But when the condition of ,-
external equilibrium must also be fulfilled, then there 
will be no banking policy capable of avoiding disturb
ance to the internal system. 

This is due-quite apart from changes in the value 
of the international standard-to the lack of uni
formity betWeen home and abroad in respect of the 
demand schedules of borrower~. These schedules, for 
home and foreign borrowers respectively, can and 
do change differently from one another. When this 
happens, the existing rate of foreign lending is upse1r. , 
UnleBB, therefore, a country is 'prepared to accept 
from time to time large quantities of gold and ,at 
other times 'to part with large quantities without 
modifying the terms and volume of lending at home---;: 
and in any case this cannot continue indefinitely- " 
changes in foreign conditions are bound to set -up , 
dise'l~bria in home conditionS. H, moreover, there" 
is a .b.i.gh degree of mobility of foreign lendingl a low 
degree of mobility of home wage-rates, an inelasticity' 
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in the demand-schedule for our country's exports and 
a high elasticity in the demand for borrowing for home 
investment, then the transition from one position of 
internal equilibrium to another required by the neces
sity for preserving external equilibrium may be diffi
cult, dilatory and painful. 

Even where a change in Bank-rate is only required 
as a temporary corrective to the rate of foreign lending, 
so as to preserve external equilibrium, it cannot be 
prevented from react~g on the rate of home lending, 
and, therefore--over a period too short to effect the 
establishment of a lower wage-Ievel-on the volume of 
output and employment. Thus, what we have claimed 

• in Chapter 13 as a virtue in Bank-rate regarded as 
an instrument for restoring long-period equilibrium'-,
namely, that it works both ways, tending to decrease 
foreign lending and also to increase the foreign balance 
-becomes a vice, or at least an awkwardness, when 
we use it to check foreign lending, the excessiveness 
of which may be due to temporary causes without 
our having any wish to go through the painful re
adjustment of the wage-structure which must precede 
a material increase of the foreign balance. Since the 
influence of Ba~ate on foreign lending is both quick'./ 
in taking effect and easy to understand, whereas its 
influe~ce on the internal situation is slower in opera~on 
and difficult to analyse, the awkwardness of handling 
suc~ a double - !@ged wea£on is being but slowly 
realised. . 

(v.) The same Phenmnena under GoWrExchange 
Management 

The virtue of gold movements under an old
fashioned international gold standard, not merely as 
an expedient, but as a stimulus towards the restora
tion of international equilibrium, has been rightly' 
extolled' as lying in their double effect-both on the 
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country losing gold and on the country receiving gold, 
so that the two countries shwre the brunt of any 
necessary change. For just as the loss of gold stimu
lates a country to raise its interest rates at once and >/ 
to lower its costs of production later on, so the receipt-
of gold has the opposite effect. Now, since L, the 
volume of foreign lending, depends on relative interest 
rates at home and abroad, and B, the amount of the ,. 
foreign balance, depends on relative price-levels at 
home and 'abroad, this is important. For it means 
that the whole brunt of the change is not thrown on 
our own country; the flow of gold means that other 
·countries are...stimulated to meet us half-way. -

But what if our Central Bank keeps 'its reserves, 
not in the form of actual gold, but in the form of .. 
liquid resources at a foreign financial centre t . Does 
a change in the volume of such resources also operate 
for the restoration of equilibrium in a reciprocal 
fashion 1 Some critics of the methods of Gold-Exchange 
Management-though applauding them as a means of 
economising the dema~d for gold in the reserves of
Central Banks-have argued that movements of liquid 
resources, other than gold, do not operate in reciprocal 
fashion, and that this is a very serious objection to the 
methods in question. When Central Bank A, which 
keeps liquid reserves.in the country of Central Bank B, 
begins to draw on these reserves in order to main~ain ~ 
the parity of its exchanges, it is under the same 
motive, as if it were losing gold, to alter the terms of 
lending within its- own country. But Central Bank B " 
--l!O the argument runs--is under no such motive; 
for nothing has happened in country B to affect the 
terms of lending, since nothirig is altered except the' 
ownership of certain liquid resources. ' 

Before we can say if there is a satisfactory answer 
to this criticism, we must probe into the whole 
matter somewhat more deeply. H Central Bank B is 
mainly influenced by the ratio of its gold-~eserve to· 
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its liabilities, then it is clearly true that a change in 
the volume of foreign balances held within its system 
has no more immediate effect on its own behaviour 
than a change in the volume of net foreign lending 
(for that is what it amounts to) for any other cause. 
Again, a. change in the volume of foreign balances 
will not, unless A's balanCes are held in the form of 
demand-deposits with Central Bank B, jO'TC6 the hand 
of Central Bank B to act in a manner which in its 
own unfettered judgment is prejudicial to the interests 

. of its own internal equilibrium, in the way in which 
a movement of actual gold may force its hand. So 
in this case, it would seem, the charge of there being 
no reciprocal action is justified. 

.. If, on the other hand, Central Bank B is in the 
habit of regarding a movement of actual ~old, not 
primarily as a disease but mainly in the lIght of a 
sympWm of the existing or prospective relationship 
between the incentives to foreign lending and the 
incentives governing the amount of the foreign balance, 
then a movement of liquid balances by Central Bank A 
to or from B may be just as important and significant 
a symptom as if Central Bank A were moving actual 
gold from or to B; and there is .. therefore, just as 
much reason for Central Bank B to be influenced by 
the one as by the other in the determination of its 
monetary policy. But at this point we must pause a 
moment to notice that an increase of the balances of 
foreign Central Banks in the hands of Central Bank B 
is, on the above supposition, equivalent to a loBB of 
gold by Central Bank B. If, therefore, Central Bank B 
is to treat the movements of the balances of foreign v 
Central Banks exactly as if they were movements of 

. gold, it will (e.g.) have to raise its bank-rate when the 
foreign balances in its hands are increasing, and will 
have to persist in this policy until it has attracted an 
amount of gold equal to the increment of the balances 
of the foreign Central Banks or, by attracting the re-
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sources of the nationals of the foreign Central Banks, 
has forced these Central Banks to part with their own 

. balances i-and in either event there will be no economy 
Alf gold to the Central Banks of the w,?rld taken as 

v' a whole. 
It would seem,. therefore, at first sight that. we 

cannot have it both ways.. Either the complaint of 
the critics as to the lack of reciprocal action is justified, 
or there is no real economy of gold. But it is not 
necessarily so bad as this, for the following reason. 

Suppose that the increase or decrease of the liquid 
foreign resources of Central Bank, A with Central 
Bank B is at the expense of the decrease or increase 
of the resources of Central Bank A! with Central 
Bank B, then, although there is no reciprocal action 
so far as B is concerned, there is reciprocal action on 
the part of A' of a kind to help A towards its readjust
ment. Moreover, if Central Bank B is used as a 
Clearing House by the Central Banks of the rest 'of 
the world so that a change in the balances of one 
Central Bank with B is normally balanced by an equal 
and opposite change in the balances of some other 
Central Bank, then it will be reasonable for Central 
Bank B not to hold any important proportion of gold 
against the normal aggregate of foreign Central Bank 
balances held with it, though regarding any departure 
from this normal aggregate as a symptom requiring 
much the same treatment as if it were a movement of 
gold. In this case we should, up to the extent of the 
accepted size of this normal aggregate, secure for the 
world a real economy of gold, and also for individual ....... 
Central Banks, when they vary the amounts of their 
foreign balances, the same reciprocal action on the . 
part of other Central Banks, ,as if they were varying 
their stocks of gold. 

In practice, however, the actual position is un
fortunately not so good as this ideal case. For the' 
ideal case requires the fulfilment of two conditions :"'-
~I 2.4., . ' 
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~ that there should be a stable policy on the part 
of Central Banks as to what the normal aggregate of 
their gold-exchange reserves should be; and, s~I\dly. 
that these reserves should all be concentra m a 
single centre, or, if divided between several centres, 
that the normal awegate in each centre should be 
stable, so that there"lB no risk of movement (under the 
influence (e.g.) of difierential rates of interest) between 
one centre and another. If these conditions are not 
fulfilled, then there must be some sacrifice either of 
reciprocal action or of economy of gold. 

At any rate, a system must be liable to work in a 
precarious and unsatisfactory manner, in which the 

... degree of reliance of the Centra.! Banks of the world, 
taken as a whole, on gold-exchange reserves as com
pared with actual gold is highly variable, and in 
which such reserves are capable of moving in large 
amounts from one centre to another, e.g. between New 
York and London, under the influence of changes in 
the rate of interest, which changes may be determined 
by local and not by internationa.! considerations. 
Indeed lhe genera.! effect of the above discussion is, 
I think to lead up to the con~ that the only 
satisfac ry way of working the gold-exchange system 
would be under the aegis of an international bank, 
which would be the s9le depository of Central Bank 
gold-exchange reserves; the aggregate of whose bal- " 
ances in favour of Centra.! Banks would be determined " 
by considerations of international policy; and the 
balances of which would not normally be withdrawn 
in gold but merely transferred from one Central Bank 

~
to another./ In such a system the proportion of their 
reserves he'ld by Central Banks at the Internationa.! 
Bank would be truly a substitute for gold, whilst the 
benefits of reciprocal action between one country and 

,/ ,another would be fully maintained. Further exa.mina
'tion of the project of an International Bank must, how
ever, be postpo~ed to Vol. n. Book VII. Chapter 38. " 
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Turning to the practical considerations of the 
moment, one finds also certain other obstacles ~ 
waz..of GoId-Excba.nge Management working out in 
an entirely satisfactory way. In the ~ place, there 
is not always accurate and up-:O-da~knowled1i:!Lof 
the amount of liquid resmlToos -which one HaDking 
sysrem IS holding as a reserve within the territory of· 
another Banking System. Consequently changes in 
these amounts are not as overt and palpable as are 
movements of actual gold. Indeed, this greater 
Ii\l.crecy, which allows a Central Bank's reserves to
fluctuate in amount without this be~ generally 
known,. is sometimes a reco=endation m the ey~ 
of the Bank in favour of its holding foreign liquid 
resources rather than gold in its own vaults. 

In so far as the vagueness of our knowledge about 
the movements of foreign balances is due to the love 
of secrecy, Central Banks have only themselves to 
blame. But it may also be due to a certain vagueness 
as to what ought to be reckoned for the present. pur
pose as a foreign banking reserve. One kind of asset 
shades off into another-from Central Bank BalanceS 
to Member Bank Balances, to Bank Bills, to Treasuiy 
Bills, to other Short-dated Securities, to Securities 
generally having a free international market. N-or is 
it clear that we should concentrate our attention solely 
on Central·Bank assets in those cases where Member 
Banks also are accustomed to hold foreign liquid· re
sources on an important scale. For the real distinc
tion is between those resources which are held abroad 
for the purpose of affor~reserves against con
tingencies to a country's ba . system as a whole, 
and those resources which are he d abroad because of 
the attraction which they offer as investments. The 
solution to this difficulty can only be found in Central 
Banks having in their possession the greatest possible 
amount of information under all the above headings~ 
and then .applying their practical judgment to the 
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question of the degree of importance to be attached 
to changes under anyone or more of them. Assuredly 
a Central Bank ought to be completely informed, both' 
as to the .absolute amount and as to the fluctuations 
of the foreign banking resources of whatever descrip
tion held within its territory. 

Another ractical 0 cle is the fact that, although 
metli:o 0 old-Exchange Management have been 
generally blessed as a mean.L9Lll.cQ!\Qm.iW.ng . ..gold, 
and have been put'iiiiO"'aCtual practice on a fair 
scale, Central~ are still accustomed, by force of 
habit, to pay ilIisproportionate aII!.!!!ID:tJ>i..!!Jtent!?n 
to 1I!.0vem~ld 1!S.....£Q!P.J>I!:Le90 WIth the at~ntlOn 
tney payJ& ot~iguiticant factors. 

When all is said and done, moreover, it must 
necessarily be admitted that, in so far as national 
systems develop devices and maintain large liguid 
reserves with the express object of ha~ower 
to maIntain internal equilibrium over the short period, 
without -too sensitive a regard for external events, 
reciprocal action will necessarily become less depend
abl~ in the event of major movements and 
over the long period. For sensitive reciprocal action, 
of the kind which the pre-War gold standard was 
supposed to provide, involved every country in a 
subordination of internal equilibrium to every external 
change however trifling or transitory; and the wider 
the margin of safety in Central Banks' aggregate re
serves, the less willing will each be to respond recipro
cally to the vagaries of the others. 

(vi.) The Ba1M Phenomena in the AbBence of an 
I ntematUmal Standard 

We have assumed so far that there is in existence 
an effective ~nternationa.1 Standard. In conclusion, 
we must consider the case where there is no 8uch 
Standard-a.s,. for example, in many countries of the 
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world . during the years immediately following the 
War, before the general return to the Gold Standard 
in 1924-29. 0 

When a disparity between B, the Foreign Balance, 
and L, the volume of Foreign Lending, cannot be cured 
by allowing gold to move, the pressure on the foreign 
exchanges must obviously alter the rates between our 
own country and the rest of the world to whatever 
degree is necessary to cause the disparity to disappear. 

I 
In short, the operative machinery for the preservation 
of "external Ilquilibrium is no longer, primarily, a' 
change in bank-rate, but a change in the rates of 
foreign exchange. Bank-rate remains as a secondary 
instrument for externiiI e~rium and as a pnmag;: 
irul'mImbnt for1litefuai e9 brium. But the charac r, 
of trallSltlOns due fu external diSturbances is consider
ably modified, compared with what has been described 
above on the assumption of an International Standard. 

For the effect of a change in the rates of foreigD; 
~a.nge, though similar in a sense to that of a c'hange
o ank-rate,. works-as we shall see-the gther 'way 
round. It also '1i~ into operation at once certain 
mmes which e.re entirely absent, in the first instance 
at least, when a change of bank-rate is employed as a 
means of restoring equilibrium. The chief difIetnces 
be een the forei -exchan e method a~he W_o 

rate met can e c ass e as follows: 
et us call goods, which are capable of entering 

into foreign trade within the contemplated range of 
foreign-exchange rate changes, whether as imports or 
as exports, foreign-trade goods, including in this cate
gory goods which do not actually enter into forei~ 
trade but are used at home, if they are the same ill 
kind a8 foreign-trade goods in the above sense. Now 
an increase in B is the same thing as an increase in 
the surplus home-production of foreign-trade goods~ . 
meaning by surplus home-productirm the excess of .the 
home-production of such goods over the home-utilisa-
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tion of such goods, 'whether for home-investment or 
for home-consumption. Thus a country increases its 
foreign investment by increasing its surplus produc
tion of foreign-trade goods. Similarly we ·can call by 
the name of home-trade goods all other goods produced 
at home. Now when the rate of foreign exchange is 
altered, the prices of all foreign-trade goods are 

~hanged forthwith in terms of the local money, whereas 
in the first instance nothing will have happened to 
change the prices of home-trade goods. Let us suppose 
that the disequilibrium which we set out to cure is a 
deficiency of B relatively to L, and let us compare the 

. working in this case of exchange-rate policy with that 
... of bank-rate policy as a means of restoring equilibrium. 

If the exchange-rate is altered so as to depreciate 
the local monlly"WltiiiLppro:priate extent, equilibrium 
is restored by "';;fff11}te pnce ~f~;ign-tradh goods 
whilst leaving 0 ome-tr oas-unc anged, 
thus attracting entrepreneurs towards an increased 
production of the fonner with the consequence of in
creasing the surplus production of foreign-trade goods, 
i.e. of B. If, on the other hand, b~ is raised 
to an appropriate extent, forces are set in motion 
tending to lcweT the 'price of home-trade gqoJis whilst 
le~orforergn:.traaegoOds unchanged (I 
am speaking broadly and without reference to niceties). 
That is what we meant above by saying that the two 
methods work similarly but the other way round. In 
the ~e.supposed thefore~-ex~hangemethod restores 

"'equilibnum by an act of inflatlon, whereas the bank
rate method would produce a siinilar relative change 
by an act of deflation. If, on the other hand, the dis
equilibrium had consisted in an excess of B relatively 
to L, then it would be the foreign-exchange method 

./ which would function by means of a deflation, whereas 
the bank-rate method would employ inflation. ThU£i. 
-tl0 far as friction is a serious trouble-the line of 
least resistance will be to employ the foreign-exchange 
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method in the former case and the bank-rate method 
. in the latter case (with the result, however, that if we 

were always to follow what was in the circumstances 
the line of least resistance the long-period trend of 
prices would always be upwards). 

But this is not the only contrast between the two 
methods." The foreign-exchange method has the char
acteristic that it operat§ d~Tectlil (wliether upwards 
or downwards) on relative price-levels, whereas the 
bank-rate method oDIy does so ~iI.d~T"&Jly; and there
fm'rWith a timtiag. On tlie other h8Jid, the bank
rate metlloir ~the characteristic that it operates 
dilrectly on L. Which of .these characteristics is the . 
more advantageous depends on whether the disequi- '., 
librium between B and L is due to a change of in
terest rates in the outside world or to a change of 
price-levels in the outside world. In the former case, 
the new position of equilibrilllil cannot be reached 
merely by exchange-rate policy but must be accom
panied Booner or later by a change in bank-rate also. 
Indeed, assuming that the average level of money
incomes at home and abroad remains finally W1-
changed, the new equilibrium rate of foreign exchange . 
will only differ from the previous rate to an extent 
corresponding to the change in the terms of trade, 
the amount of which will depend, as before, Oli. th!l 
physical facts of l'roduction and investment in the two 
countries. But IJi the latter case bank-rate method 
Bets up a disturbance in the rate of investment, wbich 
is unnecessary and injurious in itself and is only 
applied in order to produce at long last an effect on 

. the money-cost of production, after which it willha ve 
to~ be reversed again. Nothing is required in ordet 
to reach a. new position of equilibrium with money
incomes at home at the same level as before, except a,n' 
appropriate change in the rates of foreign-exchange. 

We can now s~be q.uestjon of choice a& 
~ows .• If the dise~Uili.brium is due to changing ~rice-", 
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levels abroad, the foreign-exchange method will have 
advantages because it preserves e. x~_~~'~Hq~gLbriu~ 
without u~e~!!!gjp.~.maTIquih~l1um.aUll; but if 
it iBUue to cnanging interest-rates abroad, then in the 
long run the bank-rate method will be essential, and 
there is only room for the foreign-exchange method 
as well (assuming stability of money-incomes at home 
to be our objective) if the change in relative interest
rates involves an important change in the terms of 
trade. In the second tace, if the disequilibrium 
is purely temporary an needs no lasting readjust-

~- ment, then a temporary use of the forei~nge 
method has the advantage that it operates quickly 

... and directly on prices, whereas the bank~Hhod 
maynoffliave produced its desired results until they 
are too late to be useful. For, in this case, an oscilla
tion in the· price-levels of foreign-trade goods and 
home-trade goods relatively to one another may cause 
a sufficient modification in B to overcome the fleeting 
occasion of disequilibrium, without any serious dis
turbance either in money-incomes or in the equilibrium 
of savings and investment. 

If, therefore, Central Banks could be assumed to 
be wise, it would seem-subject to the considerations 
in (2) below-that they ought to have both weapons 
in their armoury for use on the appropriate occasions. 

(2) But there is a further important bye-product 
of the fore~chaDge m~hod. The uncertainty as 
to the prospective rates of exchange with the outside 
world will have a far-reaching effect on the magnitude 

V of L, tending to diminish the volume of foreign lending 
and equally (if our country is a borrowing country) 
the volume of foreign borrowing. Thus the choice 
between the two methods may be as much governed 

../ by the consideration whether, on grounds of general 
social and national policy. we desire to encourage or 
to discourage foreign lending (or borrowing), as by the 
technical monetary considerations adduced above. . 
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(3) Furthermore, fluctuations in the volume of 
short-period lending, in so far as they are dependent 
on comparatively small differences betweeI.l the rates 
of interest at home and abroad, will come to play a 
much smaller part in our country's internal economy. 
For there will come into existence another facror 
governing L, namely, the expectations which are en- J 
tertained as to ~h~ prospectitJ.e. course of the foreign 
exchanges. This 18 so familiar a feature-as the 
result of post-War experience-that I need not ex
patiate oil. it. H the fluctuations in the foreign ex-" 
ch¥Jges are expected to be short-period oscillations 
about a slowly moving norm, every excess or defect 
of L. relatively to B will, as soon as it has had time 
to affect the foreign exchanges, tend to bring into 
operation corrective forces. For the prospect of profit 
or loss when the foreign loan is repaid will always 
tend to move L in what, from the standpoint of 
preserving external equilibrium, will be the desired 
direction.' But if a change in the foreign exchanges 
is believed to be a foretaste of a progressive and 
cumulative change in the same direction, then the 
effect will be to aggravate the disequilibrium and to 
move L in the opposite of the desired direction. 

\.-- Let us in what follows neglect the case of a local 
fiaJ, money, which has no objective standard and is at 
the mercy of impotent or misguided management; 
and let us assume, rather, that the management of 
the local money is governed in the long run by some 
sort of criterion of the intl3rnal stability of money
values. 

On this' assumption the salient differences between 
the behaviour of such a monetary system and that of 
a system under the International Standard is to be 
found, first, in a more immediate sensitiveness of B 
to external changes; secondly, in a more delayed 

I We ah&lI examine the technique of thie in greeter detail in Vol ii. 
Bk. VIL (''hepter 36. 
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sensitiveness of L to changes in the relative rates of 
interest at home and abroad; thirdly, in the introduc
tion of a new means of influencing L other than 
changes in relative rates of interest (namely, changes 
in the rates of foreign exchange); and fourthly, in its 
being possible to have a change in the rate of foreign 
investment without a change in the average level of 
money-incomes. . 

I am not concerned in this chapter to weigh up 
finally the practical advantages of an international 
standard and of a local standard respectively-a topic 
which properly belongs to Volume ii., where I shall in 
fact propose something of a compromise between the 
two. But the most significant diHerence between them 
-wherever the adyantage may lie on balance-seems 
to me to be as follows. 

With a local standard the dilemma, which some
times faces a Central Bank, that it may be impossible 
to preserve both internal equilibrium and external 
equilibrium at the same time, presents itself much 
less acutely. H the Central Bank is free to vary both 
the rate of foreign exchange and its market-rate of 
interest, applying appropriate doses of each at the 
right moment, there is much less risk of the loss of 
wealth and output due to the prevalence of general 
unemployment. For direct changes in the price of 
foreign-trade goods can be largely substituted for un
employment as the first link in the causal chain whereby 
external equilibrium is preserved and restored. Its 
disadvantage is to be found in the diminished mobility 
that it means (if that is a disadvantage) for foreign 
lending. 

It is evident that no general answer can be given 
to the question where the balance of advantage lies. 
It depends partIy on the relative importance of foreign
trade industries in our country's national economy.· 
But not entirely. For it also depends on whether the 
potential fluctuations in the volume of foreign lending, 
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in the abSence of the artificial check of 8~ changes 
in the local rates of interest, are likely to be large 
relatively to those corresponding fluctuations in the 
amount of the foreign balance which can be brought 
about quickly and with a moderate change in the terms 
of trade. The answer to the last point is not una.fi'ected 
:;y the tariff policy of the rest of the world-for a· 
high degree of sensitiveness in the rate of foreign lend· 
ing to small changes may be inconvenient, and even 
dangerous, if it is not accompanied by an equally high 
degree of sensitiveness in the response of foreign trade 
to small changes. 

END OJ!' VOL. I 
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